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• Ott"-Ieash ilre.a:. lire cl)s('.(lIiDllo rhe wcll·ht:mS of dogs. Regular 00-' 
leHsh c!'xcrcis¢ hurns ntl"pcnt-lIj\ energ). builds confiJem;l!. iml\l"f)\:es 
II dnS'li $(\cial skill,; lrncl helps prt"\'~Jlt a8sre$sltm Cunversely. Iimif
ing dug pluy resulL .. in under-so\:iaJil:l!'d. under-exercised. umk-r-stim
uhl1ed d(,,!1.s 3nd often leads tll bchllvillr rrf.1hlem;. 

• on~'c:1sh dl'~ wlliking was all intended lIctiviry when the Ch)o 1)1' 
San Frallci~c,) gLI\'l'! it!> bc::..:hes and cnastai bltlflc; to Ibe (j(;NRA. 

• In 1979 Ih~ GGNRA Citi:len'll Advisory Commission implc~rnenltld 
a Pet Policy allowing \lCoJ'lle to walk off-leash dogs in certain srea~ 
l,':t"l.'l park. The OGNRA slu .• uld abide by Ih:u p<,hcy. 

• Wh\ln,Slul Fr:moisl:lJ gave C,GNRA land.~ 10 the Nalillnal Pnrk 
S~rvic~. the ~jt) WIIS Ilst\u .. ~d that traditional rt"cl'c:\til"Jnal uses, 
im:luding lIff-lea.'\h d~)g w:dking, would be conlinued. The Park 
Service should hOMr ils c~'nllnitnuml 1(1 msintain the hroad range of 
recreational use thai is appmpriate ill art urban park. 

X 

• As an urban park, the GONKA is diff~nt from most national parks. 
Ul'ban parks nte not pristine wildcmell!l p~t'lVes. They aro supposed 
to provid¢ a variety ofnlOreatiunl\l opportunities for the collUnuuhy. 
• Th" (jU~RA claims it mu!:t comply wid) • National Park Service 
rule lIIIlI prohihilS ntf-Ieash dOgll. But there aloe exception. to the off
ICilsh b~n in more than 40 national parks, wm.'I'C hunting dogs orc 
allowed 10 I1Jll free. 

• Th~"'e is room in the GGNRA to protect $tI\sitive habitat and still 
provide Splll!e for off·leash dugs. Tradinon"l off-leash afellli a~ount 
tur 0'.$ percent of the 75,000 aCl~& in the park. 

• With prop¢I' management. the GONRA can acc"ItlJlIL>dutc wildlife 
and humlul aClivity. Bh:ycling, hiking, hlng-gliding, dog walking and 
other pursilits can co·exist with birds and phu'lt •. 

• Off-leash recreation is an under-served need. The State of 
Clllifornia recenlly r~ugni~ t1w fact with plans to test an "If-leash 
area at Candlestick State Rccreatiou Area in SIl1l francisco. 
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February 15, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area' 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94 t 23 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

I value off-leash dog walking. I have always kept my dog on a leash because she does 
not like other dogs; however, the other dogs enjoy ~e freedom because the city is so 
confining. I enjoy walking in areas where dogs are off-leash. Off-leash activity can be 
managed in a way that respects the preservation of natural resources. 

Thank you for your attention . 

Heidi Gorenflo 
1815 Geneva Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94 J.:a4-3 t 14 • 

I'd HOI'oN E68098Z91v 
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FROM 

Melissa Aurand 

TO Attn: ANPR 
GGNRA 

/ 
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_.-
Messaoe,----------------------------------------~~ 

2390 Francisco #302 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

February 15, 2002 

RE: Off-Leash Dog Walking 

VIA FACSIMILE 
415-561-4355 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Sir: 

The purpose of this letter is to voice my strong and hearty support for allowing off-leash dog walking in 
GGNRA. While I am a cat owner, I have spent the past 25 years making near-daily runs along Crissy 
Field from St. Francis Yacht Club to Fort Port. During that time I have NEVER seen even one iII
behaved dog, or ill-behaved dog owner, for that manner. What I have seen is wonderfully friendly, 
well-socialized dogs enjoying what can only be termed "a dog's life." They cavort in the sand, swim in 
the surf and chase the balls and sticks thrown to them. They have "grins" glued on their faces (and 
certainly put one on my face too). And I have seen owners who take great pains to clean up after their 
pets. 

I do not understand why, after all these years of off-leash activity at Crissy Field, as well as other 
locations at GGNRA, the National Park Service now feels it necessary to make this crackdown. It 
appears to be one of those cases where "the rule" must rule. 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 14, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of there species under.the federal and 
california Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners tQ~heavy federal and'state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If· 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreatibnal activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The 
access to q remnant of 
over 7 million people. 
treasured for bringing 
for it. 

GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
our native ecosystems within minutes of 
The:urban national parks should be 

natural wonder to people, not degraded 

J • 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look. forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that prot~cts our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Burnis E. (Gene) Tuck 
8852 N. Chance Ave. 
Fresno, CA 93720-1947 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Noelle Pellowski 
7800 Strawberry Court 
Worthington, OH 43085 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 14, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable. compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGN RA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and de!;troyingtheir habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are 
encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage .. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Noelle Pellowski 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Ken Leiserson 
809B Allston Way 
Berkeley, CA 94710 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 14, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

~. 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species ·and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including s£;veral bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing ind'ividuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy- that • protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. "!. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Leiserson 
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carol" ewell 
po box 561, Occidental, CA 95465 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 14, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining me National Park Service's leash law 
. throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the,individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time . 

. 
Second, the proposal would set a bad. precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks.across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of me park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied acce~s to nature because they can't or won"t travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, nor degraded for it. 

GGNRA002339
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

carol ewell 

" 

.. , , 
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02/15/02 FRI 03:29 FAX 4152210886 Leslie Friedman 

1451-·0\-313 

February 15, 2002 

To Whom it may concern: 

I think it would be a complete disaster if we didn't have a place where our 
dogs could roam free!!! If this privilage is taken away, we could end up 
with very tense and possible angry animals acting out on the public (yes, . 
with a leash on, it lot of damage can still be done! 0 Our dogs need to be -. 
able to get all their energy out (like people) in order to be happy and 
healthy. We have place for our children to roam free, why should dogs be 
any different?? Please think real long and hard before doing something 
that could create a lot more problems than you think. 

Leslie Ben-Simon 

@001 
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. TO: 

Pt58-01-ID 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Dale Nesbitt 
1712 Marin Ave 
Berkeley, CA 94707-2206 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 14, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

" 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species ·and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our· 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during vanous 
times of the year, including sc.v~ral bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and kilHng individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off--road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 millio'n people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. 
implementation of a policy- that~ protects our 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Dale Nesbitt 

\ 

I 

I look forward to the continued 
threatened wildlife and appropriately 

't. 
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Genevieve Quirk 
.... 

Unit 11 a Tipper Ave Bronte 2024, • Sydney, cr 2024 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 14, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced through om the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species .. 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a ba\l precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park: Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access [0 nature because they can't or won't travel to remote are~s to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Genevieve Quirk 

'.' 

• 

, 

\ 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Paul Williams 
37 N. Boston Ave. 
Atlantic City, NJ 08401 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 14, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

.. 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, includip,9 seve~al bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and kilhng individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, tHis proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that~ protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Williams 
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TO: 

FROM: 

1401 - 02 - ID 

Superintendent Brian 9'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Leslie Lethridge 
358 60th Street 
Oakland, CA 94618-1212 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 15, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if I 

individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, i~periling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy-that .protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. \. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Lethridge 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: thomas carlino 
549 Quail Bush Ct. 
San Jose, CA 95117-4202 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE:+", . February 15,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

Let's get right to the heart of the matter. Let's have a look at what dogs really are. They 
are the result of 10,000 years of human genetic engineering by trial and error 
experiments to create artificial ~nill1als with a temperament very similar to humans and 
with absolutely no respect for any other life forms. Dogs have no place in the natural 
order of life and need to be heavily restrained. 

Here's a little bit of a look at my personal experience with various animal forms while on 
hikes or bicycle rides in the open spaces and parks of the SF Bay area. I have 
encountered rattle snakes, tara1ulas, bobcats, mountain lions, hawks, vultures, coyotes 
and many other species, many of which have a harsh reputation among humans as 
'bad' or 'dangerous' animals. And would you like to take a wild guess at how many of 
them have ever attacked, threatened or made any kind'of intimidating move toward me? 
NONE. Not a single one has ever attempted to caUSe me any harm or acted in any way 
that I could remotely consider bad or dangerous. On the contrary, they have almost 
without exception been terribly shy and retreated almost immediately upon visual 
contact. There was even a playful coyote who kept me company for a while on a hike, at 
a respectful distance, not following me but ahead of me on the !rail. 

Now about dogs. I have encountered maybe a few dozen either on the trails or, 
thankfully, restrained behind strong, tall fences on private property adjoining the parks 
or roadways. Care to take another wild guess about how many of them did everything in 
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their power to attempt to attack me? ALL of them. Every last single bastard one of them 
have snarled, jumped, flew into a barking frenzy or overtly attacked when unrestrained. 
They invariable do this with all other living things. Dogs are clearly not of natural origin 
and do not belong with nature. If you're going to have natural areas and wildlife refuges 
at all, then you can't let dogs near them for they will destroy all in their path as they have 
been bred and trained to do by their human creators. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife from domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

thomas carlino 

• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Michael & Carol Ostrouch 
2627 Apulia Road 
La Fayette, NY 13084 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 15, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing indIViduals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy "that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets, 'I. 

Sincerely, 

Michael & Carol Ostrouch 
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555-555-5555 

ghgbgb 

2266 sffod, • reston, VA 22131 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 15, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the i%tividuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled ' 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a ba~ precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolutIon were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for ir. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

ghg hgh 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Maintain the leash law'in our parks 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 15, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these·species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases; jail time. 

In addition, some hikers (myself included) are fearful of' 
encountering a large dog off-leash while walking in parks. I've 
had dogs jump up on me while their owners rush after them 
apologizing. While I like dogs, and grew up with dogs, I am 
nevertheless wary of strange dogs coming too close (one only has 
to read the newspapers to know how dangerous some dogs can be) . 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
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to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to. enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it·:" 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and approrriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Trish Meyer 
4006 Milaca Place 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-4423 

"! ., 

" 
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- Sarah Emmerson 

14612 Golders Green Lane, • Westminster, CA 92683-5739 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 15, 2002 

I am writing you to ex.press my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. 'Ibis will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species .. 
under the federal and California Endarigered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violate federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state fines, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the countly could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect ofu~an parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, nor degraded for it 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Emmerson 

I 

\ 
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To Whom It May Concern: 14li1-
-/~ Ol-IA 

I strongly support existing regulations tbat require pets to be 
on leasb and on trail wben in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR" " ,:"'" "' 

Changing the leash law for just tM GGNRA' would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the p~ mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous'scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 
~ enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 

casetof off-leash pets threatening or biting park visJltOIi~~d h'I"'''''rTn'''' 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX. poll) I agree! 

.... Sincerely, .n 
klCN\Mi:) .y.f1\lcJ \'" ~",: 
ZZoi, Lervvv{)f\t0 4\?2Z~ 
SAN ~2?40 CA-44--111 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

.-
Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

• • 

February 16, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writ~ng you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in,the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. .~ 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people, The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my cOlnrnents', I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

mary jo weber 
6837 west side 
cave junction, 

rd 
OR 97523 

• • 
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555-555-5555 

Mandy Parkinson 

3144 Grape Street Apt. #9, • San Diego, CA 92102 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 
....... ~ 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 16, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, .the indiv.iduals could be held liable for 'rake' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unWittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement ofthe leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is .bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise ~ould be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects om threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Mandy Parkinson 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

\ 

February 16, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

There are severql reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of thest species under the federal and ~ 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws,· other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel-to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The· urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that prot~ts our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Jessica Ma 
40 Ketley Place 
Princeton, NJ 08540-6323 

. ' 
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Jordonna'Orace 
1854 Onmt Avenue 
San Francisco CA 94133 

February 16, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Artm 
ATTN:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco CA 94123 

Dear ladies & gentlemen: 

ILl11--01-IA 

) am writing to urge you to make an exception to the off-leash ban in the Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area. 

I respect and value the natural resources in the GGNRA. At the same time, , love my dogs, and 
love to walk with them off-leash. As J am, I find nearly all dog owners' come across in the off
leash areas are courteous to other people, wildJife, plants and property. We are careful to ensure 
that our dogs are just as courteous. Please allow responsible uff~leash use in some areas of our 
beautiful park. 

Plea.~e don't deprive liS of fair access to pul7lic lands. 

~Y~Ut •. A 

iY'~ 
Jotoonna Grace 
Ci.tizen of San FrdIlcisco 
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555-555-5555 

Anne Gilliam 

3050 Margaret Mitchell Dr NW #17 , • Atlanta, GA 30327 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

' . . ' . . 

February 16, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining t:fi~ National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environmen£ and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRAJ. .the indi.'liduals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denieo. access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The mban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look fOlWard to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our I:hrearened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Gilliam 

. * 
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GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom it May Concern: 

!L173 - 0 \ - I A 

Februmy 16, 2002 " 
2703 20th Street 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

I urge you strongly to continue the longstanding tradition of off-leash recreation for dogs 
in the GGNRA. Please remember that off-leash dog walking was an intended recreational 
activity when San Francisco gave the beaches and cliffs to the GGNRA. 

Wasn't the GGNRA established in part to keep "needed recreational open space 
necessary for urban environment and planning" as specified in 16USC 460bb??? 

Walking my two well-behaved dogs off-leash is JIll! main form of recreational activity as 
a San Franciscan. As a taxpayer and 20 yew: resident of San Francisco, I object strongly 
to this change in the rules for the OONRA. In my 18 years of walking dogs off-leash on 
GGNRA land, I have never had a problem or witnessed a problem of dogs interacting 
poorly with other users of the parj1and. 

. .." 
Off-leash recreation"OCCW'S in such a small percentage of GGNRA land (roughly .5% of 
the 75,000 acres). I see no need to change this. I do not understand why the rule makers 
cannot understand that this is a recreational activity that so many San Franciscans enjoy. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Butler 
415-282-4540 
email: barbara@barbarabutler.com 

P.01 
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Golden Gate Ntional Recreation Area 
AITN: ANPR 
For Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Madam or Sir: 

2590 Greenwich St., #6 
San FriUlcisco, CA 94123 
February 16, 2002 

All living creatures, like us, need freedom of movement. Dogs need space to run 
off-leash, It's in their blood. Animals must have SOme freedom to survive healthfully . 

Let's be the humane city we're known to be. I don't even own a dog and I am 
100% behind off-leash areas, the more the better to serve the city's pet population. Off
leash dog-walking can be managed in a way to preserve the rights of all parties involved 
and preserve the natural resources of the city. 

Thank you for remembering this city's namesake is St. Francis. Let's respect aU 
living creatures and give them What 'they need to survive. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely. 

cJ""'--::K~ 
Jane Kahan 

PAGE El1/61 
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To Whom It May Concern: 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association--identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues ofuncontroJled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

.&jncerely.c ~ REC:E! VEU 
OtyUO r !!(At~ . 

2/37 B&.t\c(f MAR 14 2002 
S'c <A ttY/23 .-
- t:- !£I SUPfHlNTENDOO'S OFFICE 
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. Violet S. Taaffe 
2889 Pacific Avenue 

San Francisco, California 94115 

.~~7t~~~~4 .. 
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TO: Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Matthew Kendz 
MUM SU 111 
Fairfield, IA 52557 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 16, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriat~ balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including .several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. . Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners. 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our ~ative ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy --that -protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. • ..... 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Kendz 
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Richard Bodane 

2302 Stuyvesant Drive, • Niskayuna, NY 12309-4828 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subj ect: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 16, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the OONRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GONRA during various· times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA,-the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a ba~ precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resoltftion were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of u~an parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free. access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Bodane 

'" 
• 

; . 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

~ 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: ~ 
J' . 

February 16, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support f'O.r maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromis~ between preserving endangere~ species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with thei'r dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and s'trike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash i'"11 the-GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these ~pecies under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System_ If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreatibnal activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Nina Cornett 
POB 272 
Blackey, KY 41804-0272 
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Diana vonHoldt 

1289 Hodge Avenue I • Charleston AFB, SC 29404 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Co~inents on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 16, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's Leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should.be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA'during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA; the individuals could be held liable for 'rake' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly en~urage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could uS,e this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect ofu{ban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't' travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Diana vonHoldt 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet poi'icy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 16, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered speciGs and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the. entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held, 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to.end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreatIonal activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would b~ denjed access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjby our Nation's 

'I. 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Peter McDonell 
4272 Yankee Rd. 
St. Clair, MI 48079-5700 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 16, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in thewGGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these ~pecies under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and'recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder·to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my co~ents·. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately acsommodates domestic 
pets. .' 

Yours truly, 

mike miller 
2480 N. Southern Hills dr 
Flagstaff, AZ 86004-8412 

. ~ , 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

-Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 16, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park system. If 
this resolution·were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would b~ de~ed access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel-to Femote areas to enjby our Nation's 
natural heritage. The-GGNRA exemplifies thrs, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

carolyn pankow 
725 big bend drive 
Pacifica, CA 94044 
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Lara Rene Noel 
451 Pine Hill Drive, Stanardsville, V A 22973-2073 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 16, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National P~k Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the'individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled . 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a b~\t precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the.low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won~ travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

GGNRA002390
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Lara Rene Noel 

r 

• 
• 
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Ace Prince 
1027 E. 57th St., Brooklyn, NY 11234 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: .. ~ommeD[s on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill; 

555-555-5555 

February 17, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining die National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, The indi~jduals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who . 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Ace Prince 

.' 
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555-555-5555 

-Sean Bilodeau 

5 Baker Slip, Apt, 2, • Milford, MA 01757 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 20 I 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 17, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced tbroughom the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Funhennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the i)1~dividuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time . . 
Second, the proposal would set a ba~ precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement ofrhe leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect ofurpan parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

" 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a . 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Sean Bilodeau 

.• f 

.:!'! 
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Folt Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco Ca 94123 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

-...-... -. _._-_ . 

. 14QO - OJ:- (A 
CHARLES ZIMME MAN 

Pebru 17,2002 

I am writing as a concerncd citizen and pet owncr living iS2n Prllncisco. I feel the need to express 
my opinion on the enforced ban of off leasll dog walking in th : Golden Gate National Recreation Area. 

I feel that considering the size of thc park at 75,000 acre$ ere is adcquate room to provide off lcl\Se 
areas and still protect sensitive habitat. The traditional off Ie h areas account for tess than one hili of 
one percent of all parkland now um.ltr GGNRA control. As an urban park lhe GGNRA differs from 
other nation parks in the system being that it is not a pristin ~jlderness area but an area to provide a 
v~ricty recreational opportunities for the citizens of this uca. 

At the time of transfer of lands from the City o£ San Pran . c<? to the GGNRA the city was assured 
that traditional recreational uscs would be maintained. These uscs included off lea$h dog walking. The 
park s~.rvice should honor its commitment to maintain th broad range of recreational use that is 
Ilppropriate in an urban pnrk. Off leash dog walking was a intended activity when the City of San 
FrancUico gave its beacbes and bluffs to the GGNRA. 

I do not accept claims mo.de by the GGNRA that if ust enforce the ban on off Iwh :m!:lS 
considering th:lt there are exceptio~s made in over forty 0 er pub for hunting dogs. With proper 
managemlmt by GGRNA accommodations can be made wil life and human activities. I have scrious 
doubts Il5 to the impilct of such a small area for this Uie on arklanda considering other uscs such as 
bicycling, hIking, hllnc·glidi~g and jog~ing throughout the ent e system. 

Off leash recreation ~ an under served need. Off leash at are essential to the well bcing of dogs 
Bnd their owners. The daily time I spend lit off leash areas wit my twO dogs is JUSt :\s much for me as it 
is Cor them. This is my only timc to focus on the things that a e truly important to me; this is my form 
of outdoor activity. 

I fLDd it strange that being a 11lipOruibie pet owner that have in every city that I have ever lived 
had to lobby for the right to use parks thAt I plly to maintain. alSI) do not recall any Ilttempt to place a 
ban on the use of p:lrklands by any other group 50 regularly as dog owners in this country . 

1020 MARIPOSA STREET' SAN FR NSICOC .... 94107 

PHONE, -41S·t45·l0b5 • FAX, 509·UJ·!I(,lJ 

P.02 
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TO: Superintendent-Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA .94123 

FROM: Anne Hubbard 
705 15th St. #3 
Eureka, CA 95501 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 17,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

Please enforce and implement leash law for the Golden Gate Nat'! Recreation Area. I 
have been a dog owner and know all about walking dogs as a result, and about their 
owners. I have visited a dog park in Berkeley with my dog when it was first built. I also 
have been to numerous off-Ieas'h recreation areas. A dog park accomodates all who' 
bring their dog for a romp in one acre. Off leash dog areas usurp many from sensitive 
wildlife, chasing and harassing them. I have since moved from Berkeley to Eureka, CA. 
and have tried to encourage the city government and county agency in charge of 
planning to build dog parks, because I know that they are far more enjoyable for the 
dogs, most of the people, and, most critical, for the wildlife who don't want dogs spoiling 
their homes by running, swimming, and chasing them in their habitat. Please take my 
experience to heart and work to preserve our coastal lands. My dog "told" me he liked 
dog parks better. I could tell. There are several reasons why the leash law'should be 
enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use 
the GGNRA during various times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash 
dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the 
GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal 
and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
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subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state fines, and in egregious cases, jail 
time. ' 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban, parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of, over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. . 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look fOlWard to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Hubbard 

• 
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Susan W. LyOn 
fax: 415-550~0679 
email: swi75~hotmsil.com 

February 15~ 2002 

Golden Gate1 National Recreation Area 
Fax 415-561~4355 

RE:ANPR 

I am writing: i(1 support of rules to restrain dogs in the. G,?NRA. 

I like dogs a~d have been .a dog...owner, aUtlough I am ~ot now. At many different times 
of day J liav~ gone walking at Fort Funston and have seen as many as 50 large dogs off
leash (rYe dpunted them). Many times. I have seen five or six dogs accompanied by 
one person. i 1 do not know whether this person is their owner or a hired dog-walket, but 
it does not s~m possible to me for one person to have five or six large dogs reliably 
undervoioe Pommand. Although I have never been atladred by dogs at Fort Funston, I 
have been jt!mped on by ovetty friendly out-of--confrofanimals. If I walked with a cane, 
had poor ba~nce or fragile bones, or was frightened of dogs. this would worry me. 
Perhaps thi~IS the reason one sees so few people without dogs there . 

J have seen ~ogs racing about fort Funston in protected areas, digging up plants. and 
chasing bird •. The GGNRA. needs to protect the habitat of its native plant and animal 
species. Th~ is a responsibility we all have t-o future generations, and dog-oWflefS are 
no exceptiori. 

Dogs are ni~ pets and most of them are friendly. loveable beasts, but they are not 
necessarytti,anyone except the btind, the disabled, security forces at airports, 
shepherds, ~tc. tt baffles O)e that ~ople who live in the middle of a city insist on having 
large- dogs ~ pets. and then insist that everyone else in the city accomodate them. A 
smaU dog ca)1 be exercised on leash. Large dogs need to run free, and they cannot do 
so on public lands without inflicting damage and putting other people and animals in 
peril. (Thfs Problem certainly is not limited to the GGNRA, as many city parks ere 
overrun withidogs--e.g .• Sterne Grove. Bernal Hilt) 

lately, man~ -dog owners have ~xpressed 100 view that their dogs have a ~rtght· to run 
free in the p,*rks. In my view, ttlere is no special entitlement for dogs or their owners; 
we all--bird~ and mammals, rodents and reptiles, insects and plants-have- to share the 
space. h se,ms to me that the best we can do is compromise. Why not provide large, 
fenced area~ for exe~ing dogs off-ieash in certain places in the GGNRA? Other 
places coufdjbe open to leashed dogs (and the policy strictly enforced), and especially 
sensitive ha~itats could be off·limits to dogs entirely. 

R7j.pectfuM

h
Y."1 

~~. ~ 
Susan Lyon: 

P.Ol 
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Hotmail 

IfISIi!4I Hotmail® fortfunston@hotmail.com 

From: "Barbara Vermut" <babs@vermut.com> 
To : <crlssyfielddog@aol.com>, <info@sfdog.org> 
CC: <fortfunston@hotmail.com> 

Subject: off leash dog walking in the 99f).ra . 
Date: Set, 16 Feb 2002 16:36:52 -0800 

Please pass on this note to whomever needs to see it. 

I strongly believe that there are not bad dogs, but there are bad owners!!! 
The dogs who are exercised 'and played with in the parks are the dogs that 
are happy and will not do anything to harm anyone. The dogs who are chained 
up in their yards and neglected day after day are the dogs that become angry 
a~. -their humans! 

city dogs deserve large, safe areas to play with people so they can be 
happy and well-socialized. Always leashing dogs, even in big park spaces is 
unfair to dogs and to the people who love to play and run with them. 

People who do not like or who fear dogs could be given dog-free areas to 
limit their exposure to other peoples' dogs, but dogs and people need 
leash - free areas to play and be happy . 

Page 1 of 1 

Previous Page 

IfISIi!4I © 2002 Microsoft Corporation. Ail rights reserved. TERMS OF USE Advertise TRUSTe Approved Privacy Statement 
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Hotmail Page 1 of 1 

Hotmail® fortfunston@hotmail.com Previous Page 

From: "chris ginsburg" <chrls_glnsburg@hotmall.com> 
To : fortfunston@hotmail.com 

Date: Sat, 16 Feb 2002 03:05:44 ·0800' 
Subject: I will move to a more pet-Friendly cityl / 

I am very disheartened to hear that certain forces within the Bay Area plan on 
regulating new leash laws at Fort Funston. Fort Funston being a wonderful place 
to take my family along with my pets happens to be one of the main benefits of 
living in the Bay Area, pure and simple. 

The great majority of the dog owners that frequent Fort Funston are very 
responsible and sensitive to the environment there. There is little disruption to 
the area and it looks as great as ever. There is no valid reason to take change 
the laws and alienate a large population of dog owners. 

If you do some research you'll find that dog owners give a great deal and support 
this community more than the average citizen. The community needs to reflect that 
and allow this great sanctuary to exist in its present form.' 

And what about the dogs? Where is your heart? Don't you like to see man's best 
friend running free and having a good life? I ask you: What is this issue really 
about •.. tourism ... money? Of course it must be about money and capitalizing on 
the tourist draw to the 'new' Fort Funston. Well you better charge a hefty 
admission to the tourists in order to supplement the losses in local tax 
revenues ... because we locals won't be here any longer to support our city if you 
make this a less desirable place to live, 

Sincerely, 

Chris Ginsburg 
415.242.3461 

IIJSII.~ © 2002 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. TERMS OF USE Advertise TRUSTe Approved Privacy Statement 
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TO: Superintendent -Brian.O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

FROM: Frank Stieber 
343 W. Portland St. # 2 
Phoenix, AZ 85003 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 17, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including sevJlral bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these, 
species by chasing and killing 'individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 

. could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvaritaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 

GGNRA002404
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look fOlWard to the continued 
implementation of a policy. that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Stieber 

• 
~. 
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't"r Superinlendenl O'Neill: I Lf q c,- 0 /- I A 
support the continuance of off-leash recreation In the Go/den Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 

comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. . FollOWing are my 

Name: _-L1}~RKA~'1~ ___ C~O..:.;::fltt~Gtt~,J~ ____ _ 

Address: fOJ '$ Sf ~~J){£f f>f fj 94U 1 
(printed) 

2. The Park Service has slated that children, the elderlY, racial and cultu.91 minorities, and people With disabilities may 
avoid areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the oPPOsite is true - that these groups seek 
off-leash areas for their recreation? 00 you feel safer when walking In an off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

16 - M.G.~ AA., ~ld ~ ~~. (, ~~ ~ vtM' ~VOr~ 
~U) ~.f M\.\)~l£}) ~tn d\utdJO..e) I M aU ~S 

Skif\vtcA (\,fr. ~ Sht'hicA be. r~pru~6lR.. Whu\ am (MI~'~' 
~. . 

• 
Please describe whether off-leash recreation Is a social out/et for you. 00 you bring your friends and family along or meet 
up with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no 

~ longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA Do 
you think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do 
you have suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off·leash ereas more enjoyable for everyone? 

C.f.I fen f"\, 1 '. 
~t:J - V~LblkCr 

5. San Francisco transferred its beaches al)d parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, Including 
off-leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement 
with San Francisco? 

}f.n nte11 ~ "i:' 

Date (optional: Age: :2r' Sex M f!) 
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Mervin 0 Rife IV 
5140 Northridge Rd:f#105, Sarsota, FL34238 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 17, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining rhe National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
'Yith their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. . 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the indi:v'tduals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. . 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activiEies, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect ofurbM parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
othelWise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't.travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wil~fe and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Mervin 0 Rife IV 

... 
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Pamela Austin 
26 Cambon Drive, San Francisco, CA 94132 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 18, 2002 

I am writing you to express my suppon for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allo~ed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urb.an wildlife protection. 

As a GGNRA volunteer for over five years I have worked to restore the native habitat of Fon 
Funston through the Native Plant Nursery. The volunteers remove the exotic plants, collect the 
seeds of rare and endangered plants native to the dunes, propagate them and plant them 
throughout Fon Funston. The plants require protection protection until them become 
established. That protection is provicied by fencing areas and enforcing the dog leash law. 
Without protection the plants would be destroyed. 

The native plants are key components of the eco-system of the park. They support the other 
threatened species of the part by providing food, safe harbor and nesting places. 

In the many hours I have spent at Fon Funston I have observed the irresponsible behavior of the 
dog owners in the park. The owners frequently have very little control over the dogs as they run 
off leash. The dogs frequently run in packs, tearing up the dunes, frightening and molesting 
children, senior citizens, adults and residents of the park. The off-leash dogs so dominate the 
park on the week-ends that their presence is a deterrent to other users. 

The GGNRA is required to protect and promote endangered species and provide the land for use 
now and the future. Requiring dogs to be leashed is necessary to fulfill this mission. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Austin 
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Fax 
Date: Sunday, February 17,2002 -

Time: . 5:06:00 PM 

To: Golden Gate National Recreation Are il From: Kendall & Wiley 

Fax: 561-4355 
. Fax: 415-337-0643 

Phone: 

Regarding: Support for Off·Leash Recreation in the GGNRA 

()(]Urgent []For Review []Please Comment (]Please Reply []Please Recycle 

I do not own a dog myself, but I do feel very strongly that dogs add much value to the quality of people's lives. Just 
look at the good dogs do for people in convalescent facilities. And having a place to run and socialize with other 
dogs is very important to the quality of life for the dogs. 

We lived a few blocks from Ocean Beach for 6 years and what used to get me up and jogging early in the morning 
was knowing I would get to see dogs running with unbounded joy. Yes, they 'chased the birds, but never caught one 
and the birds reacted no differently to them than to us. I never had a problem with a dog although my husband did 
once. Irresponsible owners should be held accountable, but we should not punish all dog~ just for a few. 

I value off-leash dog walking and believe off-leash activity can be managed in a way the respects the preservation of 
natural resources and other recreational interests in the GGNRA. 

Regards, 
Janice Kendall 
610 Gennessee St. 
San Francisco, CA 94127 • 

\ 
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Monday, February 18,200212:59 PM Ann. Fuchs·Chesney 415 239 7489 

[5CO -OI-IA 

\ 1111' I Ii' II" ('III '.II. \ 

Febnwy 18,2002 

Golden Gate National Rei: teatioil .Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Maso~ Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Fax No. 415-561-4355 

Subject Off-Leash Dog ~v alking 

I would like to register my feelings about aeating an exception to the off-leash ban 
imposed by the NationPl E ark SetVice. Off-leash areas ate essential to the well beiftg of all 
dogs. Regular off-Jeash elt,!!cisc bwns pent up energy, relieves stress, improves the dog's 
social skills and helps pte'll:nt aggression. . 

Conversely, limiting a dCllrS play and the area in which it can- do it, results in under
socialized under-exerdsed _ under-stimulated dogs and often leads to social behavior 
problems. 

Please f:escind the- enforce. nini of the ban on off-leash dog walking for the bettettnent of 
all. 

By the way, I am NOT a dog owner, have not been and do not plan to be - I shnply love 
animals and want to see tJl:m properly ca=l for, Jiving healthy and happy lives. 

\ 

y, fJ--. ~ 

;fI./1t' " {.~ 
Uchs-Chesney 

9\ltI hloNTBRBY BOULEVAltD • 8AN FRANCl8CO, c.\ ~1Z7 
TELBPH JNE .U.DU640,. FAX 4f5.23U.cat • EMAIL IlIUICk@mla.com 

p.01 
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Feb 18 02 11:39a Joe Lask~ 415-440-6253 

}SOd-OI-fA 
JOSEPH A. LAsKY 181S BAKER STREn, SUItE 100 SAN fRANCISCO, CA 94115-2010 
41S.441-5882l'Et 415.440.6253 fAX 

FAX TRANSMISSION 
TO: ANPR 
RE: Off .. Leasb Dog Walking 

FAX NUMBER: 415-561-4355 
NUMBER OF PAGES: 1 

FROM: ]osephLasky 

Attention: ANPR 

• f 

1 strongly support off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. Such activity is importani to the 
health of dogs and has been a common activity in parts of the GGNRA for m"any years. 

Exceptions to the National Park Service rule that prohibits off-leash dog walking have 
been utilized in more than 40 national parks. The need in San Francisco, a highly 
urbanized. area, is particularly strong for such activity. I am also advised that that in 1979 
the GGNRA Citizen's Advisory Commission implemented a Pet Policy that included a 
provision allowing of -leash dog walking in areas of the park. 

The basic issue appears to be proper management of a policy of off-leasb dog walking 
while preserving natural resour~es and o~er recreational activity in the GGNRA. 

Please, provide the leadership to allow this important activity. 

'. 

p.l 
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Kathleen Boergers 

888 Vennont St. 41203, • Oakland, CA 94610 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subjer.t: Cflmments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 18, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recrea~onal impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GONRA during variO':lS times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the indiviclPals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied'access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minUles of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing naNral wonder to people, nO( degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look fOlWard to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

. . 

Sincerely. 

Kathleen Boergers 

. ' .' 

.' .. . 

\ 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 17, 2002. 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail ti~e. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreati~nal activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would b~ depied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be . 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Carolyn Stasik 
7472 otis Street 
Arvada, CO 80003 

.... '. 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Diane Moncur 
5505 Lewis Way 
Concord, CA 94521-4734 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 18, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, inweriling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, ahd in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage: The GGNRA exemplifies 

" 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Moncur -... 

If 
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Superintendent Brian. O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Roger Hartwell 
274 Franklin Street 
Napa, CA 94559 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 18, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. . 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA)where dogs are 
allowed. The leash law represent~ a reasonable compromise between preserving 
endangered species and habitatsJ-and-allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the' 
GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate balance between 
recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

I am a dog owner who often walks his dog offleash. Unfortunately, while many people. out 
there do likewise, few have taken the responsibility to voice train their dogs adequately to 
prevent them from instinctively harming other creatures. Many of these folks are 
well-educated, connected, childless (i.e., have a little more time), and politically active, so 
they make a lot of noise against leash laws. 

I am of the opposite opinion. As well-trained as my dog is, I realize her limits. When I see 
a problem coming or am in a vulnerable area, I put my dog on the leash, because even a 
well-trained dog can only resist so much. 

'"" There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times 
of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by 
chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if indivi~uals are 
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encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California Endangered Species 
Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park 
Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated federal and state , 
law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state 
finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service 
were to agree to end enforcement of the leas.h laws, other user groups in parks across the 
country could use this as precedent to ~gain access for other recreational activities, 
including off-r0Cl:d vehicle use and recreational mining., 

Third, it is my experience that persons of some CiJlt~.res are more afraid' of dogs than 
others. The lack of a leach law unfairly punishes these persons because they' are more 
likely to feel uneasy in a place they should enjoy only' for its intrinsic beauty. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged· users of the park. The 
most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is th~t they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access 1p nature because they can't or won't 
tra~el to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 
million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder 
to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation 
of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates 
domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Roger Hartwell '. 
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Valerie Fast Horse 
P.O. Box 202, Worley, ID 83876 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fon Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Commems on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 18, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection: 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species.' Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the" indiViduals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and stare law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural worl~ to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for iL 
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• Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wij~fe and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Fast Horse 

•• 
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Mary Able 
739 Irish Hill Road, Berne, NY 12023 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Com'ments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 18, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the'individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals [0 

violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a b~ precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could us'e this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or wotfi travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Able 

.. 
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david fleischer 
8911 creekwood lane, maineville, OH 45039 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: C.)mments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 17, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individ.uals could be held liable for 'take' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwiuingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

I 

Second, the proposal would set a bad' precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree ro end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedeD[ to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access [0 nature because they can't or won't travel [0 remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

david fleischer 

.' 

, . 
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Lakhana Peou 

1202 Saint Street NE, • Albuquerque, NM 87112 

Superintendent Brian ONeill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: ~')mments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 18, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining me National Park Service's leash law 
throughout me GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing p~ople to recreate 
with their dogs in me GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughouc the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use me GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held liable for 'rake' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for me low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets, 

Sincerely, 

Lakhana Peou 
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Megan Ropiak 
122 Sunny Hollow PI , bangor, ME 04401 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 18, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preseIVing endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the OGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance belween recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use lhe GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthennore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the indivickials could be held liable for 'rake' of these species 
under the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled 
wildlife. An exemption from National Park SeIVice regulations would unwittingly encourage 
individuals to violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a ba~ precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park SeIVice were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied·access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exe~plifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to [he continued implementation of a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Megan Ropiak 

f , 
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•
upport off-leash recreation In the GGNAA. FOIIDwing are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNAA. as 

ell as InfonnatiOn about me that may be relevant to this Issue. 

Name: ~ 'l.s~t'l SZ\.ver (OPtfOnal:'Age:$O S6X:@>F Ethnlcily. ) 

Address: "2,-2- 4: 0 f&("~ -\- V le\A/ Ave. \-\l'\ [Sb~1"c9l.(.t!1.- c 4- 1l.t"lO 
(street) (cHy) (state) __ (zIp) 

1. Please describe how often and where you Vislt·the GGNRA. What are YDur main activities or reasons for "Isitlng? What are the 
benefits to you of your vislt{s)7 If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

~ for.-\- fw\'S+~ V\ 
~k- leCeS~ onc.e e{.~~e ~ -- ~ /) (, e"" I'V'-{ Q 0 1 \" U-II'- (JL, (')U{I.# ..\- t' I>r M. e 
k() se..e. .-\-""e.. ~L~"""e$,,, 

2. Please describe w~ether off..feash recreatiOn Is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through thiS activity? 

Off - leP;7 \\ ~ S ve\"'-.( ~ ~ fD("'+~~ +- r-6' r- dO"t: 
() t'·f· l~O!$ y\ /. 0 crltl ~~-t -r roV\ t l .J-~e '--8'l' J,.. J-

"/ ) .. , V 7~ r\ ra,rn ('"",,9' .fort- hebi'1.\ 

~. 00 you believe tha! off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Plesse make speCific 
~ recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for future 

generations. . . 
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4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer Off-leash recreation in the GGNAA? 
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5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 
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TO: 

FROM: 

J513 - O~- 3A 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Carole Goldfarb 
15 Wheatley Rd. 
Old Westbury, NY 11568 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 17,2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including ·se~eral bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these. 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural 
wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threate~ed wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Carole Goldfarb 

, 
\ 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 17, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am w=lting you to express'my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise be~ween preserving endanger~d species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNFA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of'the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash Min the.GGNRA, the individuals could be held 

If-

liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting do~ owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks( 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and ,he Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this ~s precedent to gain access 
for othe.-r recreat.ional activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately ac,~ommodates domestic 
pets. . 

Yours truly, 

Brendan Miller 
31 Fairmount Ave. 
Somerville, MA 02144 

.1 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

February 17, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express "my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise b~tween preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and k{lling individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and'recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't trave"l to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my commentS. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Robert Blackiston 
775B Main street 
Sewell, NJ 08080-4547 
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Theresa Tenney 
581 pond rd , Standish, ME 04084 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 17, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining rhe National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in rhe GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why rhe leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use rhe GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the indi vi duals could be held liable for 'take' of rhese species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals [0 

violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
f~deral and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad, precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could use this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for rhe low-income and disadvantaged users of rhe park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is rhat they bring the natural worl~ to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of'a 
policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Theresa Tenney 

• 
• 
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FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate Natiorli'l Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Usa Mears 
5 Greenwood St. 
Lisa, MA 01240 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy ", 
., 

DATE: February 17,2002 ' 
. ; 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: ,', 

" 

555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable comprqmise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection . 

•.• II. ... 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the Year, including ~everal bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
specieS' 'by 'chasing. and ,~ilHng indiyiduals, and ,d.estroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged 'to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of. ttJese species under the federal and California 
Endangered Spech~$,~~ts,iftheir dogs harm or chase imperilec;t wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park SeNlce regulations would unwittingly encourage indMduals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state finds. and in egregiouS cases, jail time. . , 

,'. , , ',.. .., ~ 
Second, th~ .propo~I,Wpu.ld. set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the Natiorii:irP'a'ii< sYstem.'"If· this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of ttte leash laws. other user groups in parks 
ae.ross .. tt\e..countl'j.-couid use tliis as precettent t9. gain. access for. other recreational 
actiVitieS: includrng' off.:foaa"el'ltcte1JS"e'l!ltld-yeereational· mining. ..... ... ' .' . 

Finally, this p-:opos_aJjS!_b~~, f~rJJ~~JrQ~j£l.£Ol.li'r:.~~d· ~;sa~varct~ged users of the pa~. 
The most magnanimous aspect·of ur.ban. paTKS~.Js. tfl~.f:ltle.y .. brjng .th~ . flat~-:al. V!fOrld; l? 
individuals who otherwjse would be de.ote~~access.to natu~,b~t~US~ ~hey ~':1't.or ~~ .. t 
travel"to remote' areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage .. fhe GGNRA exemplmes 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 
" ' 

February 19,2002 

I am writing to voice my strongest support for maintaining, the long-standing tradition of off
leash'recreation, in the GGNRA. 

It is my understanding that off-leash dog walking was an intended recreational activity when 
San Franoisco gave its beaches and coastal bluffs to the OGNRA. I also believe that in 1979 
the GGNRA Citizen's Advisory Commission implemented a Pet Policy that allows off~leash' 
walking in certain areas; the GGNRA should continue to fellow this policy . 

p .. 

Urban parks are different than wilderness national parks, and as such, should allow different 
uses, And why are bunting dogs allowed to roam free in other national parks but the GGNRA 
is saying that NPS rule prohibits off-leash dogs? 

The success of the recently set-aside protected area at Fort Funston should indicate to you 
that dog ~wners will respect the p9.Carneters established for off-leash dog walking, We can 
share the GGNRA with people dcrmg all kinds of different activities. from biking, hiking, hang , 
gliding. and bird watching, and the plants and animals can also thrive. 

1 urge you to maintain oft:'leash recreation in designated areas of the OONRA, for the 
enjoyment of the city's multitude of dog owners and their pets, whose health, behavior and 
well-being benefit ;mmeasurably from this much-needed off-leash exercise. 

Sincerely, 

.,' 1 
P.2 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 20) 
San·Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom It ~Y Concern: 

2785 Eighth Street 
Livermore, CA 94550 
February 19, 2002 

1 am writing to voice my strongest support for maintaining the long-standing tradition of off
leash recreation in the GGNRA. 

It is my understanding that off-leash dog walking was an intended recreational activjty when 
San Francisco gave its beacbes and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA. I also believe that in 1979 
the GGNRA Citizen's Advisory Commission implemented a Pet Policy that allows off-leash 
walking in certain areas; the GGNRA should continue to follow this poliCy. 

Urban parks are different than wilderness national parks, and as such, should allow different 
Ulles. And why are' hunting dogs allowed to roam free in other national parks but the GGNRA 
is saying that NPS rule prohibits ~ff-Ieash dogs? 

The success of the recently set-aside protected area at Fort Funston should indicate to you 
that dog owners wm respect the parameters established for off-leash dog walking. We can 
share the GGNRA with people doing all kinds of different activities, from biking, hiking, hang 
gliding, and bird watching, and the plants and" animals can also thrive, 

I urge you to maintain off-leash .recreation in designated areas of the GGNRA, for the 
enjoyment of the c;ty' s muJ.titud~ of dog OWJ1ers and their pets, whose health, behavior and 
well-being benefit immeasurab1y .from this much-needed off-leash exercise. 

x:~ , 
Anna Benassi ~ 

P. 1 . 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason. Buildjng 201 
San Francisco. CA 94123 

To Whom· It May Concern: 

99~ Wisconsin Street, #6 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
FebrullIY 19~ 2002 

1 am writing to voice my strongest support for maintaining the long-standing tradition of off~ 
leash recreation in the GGNRA 

. . 
It is my understanding that off-leash dog walking was an intended recreational activity when 
San Francisco gave its beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA. 1 also believe that in 1979 
the GGNRA Citizen's Advisory Commission implemented a Pet Policy that allows off-leash 
wa1king in certain areas; the GGNRA should continue to follow this policy . 

Urban parks are different than wilderness national parks, and as such, should allow different 
uses. And why are hunting dogs all-owed to roam free in other national parks but the GGNRA 
is saying that·NPS rule prohibits off-leash dogs? 

The success of the recently set-aside protected area at Fort Funston should indicate to you 
that dog owners will respect the p~ameters established for off-leash dog walking. We can 
share the GGNRA with people doing all kinds of different activities. from biking, hiking, hang 
gliding, and bird watching, and the plants and animals can also thrive. 

I urge you to maintain off-leash recreation in designated areas of the GGNRA, for the 
enjoy~nt of the city's m.ultitude of dog owners and their pets~ whose heal~ behavior and 
well-bein benefit immeasurably from this much-needed o.ft'-leas.h exercise . 

P.I 
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114 Moffi.tt Street Phonoll Phont. '11(' ~,,-fi ~v 
FlIJI'·lf'S 5b'~ ~j5S Fall" f San Francisco, CA 94131 

February 19, 2002 
• -.,.. '0 .. '- ... 0_. • __ .... • ••• __ •• 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR. 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94)23 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing to voice my strongest support for maintaining the long-standing tradition of off-
leash recreation in the GGNRA . 

It .is my understanding that off-leash dog walking was an intended recreational activity when 
San Francisco gave its beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA. I also believe tbat in 1979 
the GGNRA Citizen's Advisory Commission implemented a Pet Policy that allows off-leash 
walking in certain areas; the GGNRA should continue to follow this poliCy. 

Urb~ parks are different than wilderness national parks, and as such, should allow different 
uses. : And why are hunting dogs allowed to roam free in other national parks but the GGNRA 
is saying that NPS rule prohibits off-leash dogs? 

The success of the recently set-aside protected area at Fort Funston should indicate to you 
that dog owners will respect the parameters established for off-leash dog walking. We can 
share the OGNRA with people doing.all kinds of different activities, from biking, hiking, hang 
gliding, and bird watchin& an~ the plants and animals can also thrive. 

I urge you to maintain off· leash recreation in designated areas of the OONRA, for the 
enjo~ent of the city's multitude of dog owners and their pets, whose health. behavior and 
well-~eing benefit immeasurably from this much-needed off-leash exercise. 

Sincerely, 

nNYaM, 
VV" (f 

Amy Cunninghis 

II 

P. 1 
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susan makosky 
13661 Center Rd. , Bath, MI48808 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

/5J3. - 0).-- 3A 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

February 18, 2002 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash law 
throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and allowing people to recreate 
with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire GGNRA. 
First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird. species. Off-leash dogs can hann these species by chasing and killing 
individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk their 
dogs off-leash in the GGNRA,--the individuals could be held liable for 'take' of these species under 
the federal and California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs hann or chase imperiled wildlife. 
An exemption from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners to heavy 
federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, throughout the 
National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree to end 
enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks across the country could uSf? this as 
precedent to gain access for otherrecreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and 
recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. The most 
magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals who 
otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't travel to remote areas to 

a 
enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free access to a 
remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 7 million people. The urban national 
parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 
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Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued implementation of a 
policy that protects OUI threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely. 

susan makosky 

• 
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Feb 19 02 10:17a Lalor Construction 14155857893 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, Ca. 94123 
Fax 415-561-4355 

Hello, 

15if3 -01- fA 

I value off-leash dog walking. Off leash activity can be managed in a way that respects 
the preservation of natural resources and other recreational interests in the GGNRA. 

Thanks, 
Leanna Lalor 
611 Gennessee Street 
San Francisco, Ca. 94127 
337-1833 

.' 

...... ~ .. 

pol 
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February 18, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Auention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
FAX: 561-4355 

Dear National Park Service: 

/5JV-CYL-IA-

I am writing in support of off-leash dog walking in the Golden Gate Nati •• nal Recreation Area (OGNRA). 
I recently adopted a dog and have taken her twice now to the beach at Fo'. t Funston. I am a 44 year old 
San Francisco native and visited Fort Funston for the first time in my Iif,' a week ago with the dog. I saw 
that the ovorwhelmiD2 majority of people on the cliffs and on the beach wele dog owners. My own 
experience suggcsts tbat a big part of Fort Funston's users arc dog owner . looking for a safe environment 
where they can let their dogs play off·lease. Despite being an outdoor enlhusiast who regularly cycles in 
the Presidio, at Crissy Field and in the Marin Headlands, until owning a clog, I never had any reason to go 
to Fort Funston. 

Off-leash dog walking is a valuable and iplpormntrecreational activity fc.r both dogs and their owners. 
There are very few dog friendly areas in and around San Francisco. A relatively remote area such as 
foggy, wind·blown Fort Funston is a perfect venue for off-lease walking. Few other people, including 
myself until recently becoming a dog owner, are attracted to this hostile "nvironment! I also support off
leash walking at other weather friendlier beach locations in the GGNRA .n San Francisco, including 
Crissy Field. . ~ 

It is important that the Park Service look out for the interests of some of • ts most enthusiastic and .frequent 
users - dog owners. This is especially true because the Park Service has been entrusted with most, ifnot 
all. oCthe beach areas in San Francisco. As far as I know, there is no pla.:e else to go. The Park Service 
should continue its sensible, long-standjing (over 20 year) policy of allo\\ ing off-leash dog walking and 

. not alienate the very people who are the biggest users of Fort Funston. 

26 Museum Way 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
(415)487'()734 

..~. 0" 
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Feb-19-2002 07:39am From-Arthur Andlr;ln LLP - 9th FI, 4152818045 

Copies to: 

Representative Nancy Pelosi 
Senator Diane Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 

Jt;~L/ "'01- IA 

1-407 P.OD2/0D2 F-395 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area· 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Bill Grummer 
3801 St. Helena Hwy. N. 
Calistoga, CA 94515 

SUBJECT: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

DATE: February 19, 2002 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

555-555-5555 

• t 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the National Park Service's leash 
law throughout the GGNRA where dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a 
reasonable compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats and 
allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. This will protect our 
environment and strike an appropriate balance between recreational impacts and urban 
wildlife protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing ·individu~s and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violate federal and state law, imp,eriling our natural heritage and subjecting dog owners 
to heavy federal and state fines, ~nd in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution wer~ to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use t/1is as precedent to gain access for other recreational 
activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvamaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or won't 
travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies 
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this, providing free access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of over 
7 million people. Providing recreation for dogs is more appropriate in the setting of a 
city park. The urban national parks should be treasured for bringing natural wonder to 
people, not degraded for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Grummer 

• 
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FEB-IB-2D02 12:36PM FROM-REDBACK NETWORK 

February 19, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Buildlng'201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

408 

Re: Public Comment on Pet Management in the GGNRA 

To Whom It May Concern: 

T-108 P.DOI/DDI. F-164 

VIA FACSIMILE 
(415-561-4355) 

The purpose of this letter is to urge you to allow off-leash dog walking in certain 
areas of the park. I believe that off-leash activity can be managed In a way that 
respects the preservation of natural resources and other recreational interest in 
theGGNRA. 

Off-leash areas are essential to the well-being of dogs so they can obtain the 
requisite exercise to burn off built-up energy, build confidence and improve sodal 
skills. As it stands now, off-leash recreation is an under~served need in 
California. My understanding Is that is possible to protect sensitive habitat and 
stili provide the much-needed space for off-leash dogs. 

.. . 
Please honor the commitmQnt to maintain the broad range of recreational USe 
that is appropriate In an urban park and allow for off-leash dog walking. Thank 
you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Gonsalves 
635 Spindrift Way 
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 
(650) 274-4672 
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155 Belvedere, San FrAnd!lc:o, CA 94111 
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2-19-2002 1 :llPM FROM GEORGE P MILLER 7698761 P_ 1 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: (t]l-l- D {- f D Date: ;L //7 10::L 

• 
r support off-leash recreation in t~e GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, as 
well as information about m~ that may be relevant to this issue. 

Name: ~fLYtL . M(ArCty' ~ (optional: Age:..2I. Sex: M0Ethnicity: ) 

Address: ;lgJI M~ A-\tettt.4l (J~ Cit q46f7 
'. (street) (city) (.tate) (zip) 

,. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are the 
benefits to you of your vlslt(~)? If this has. changed over the years, describe why. 

fA)~ ~ ~r1 ~ .SF, J ~~ fWf ~~1rnx. 4-7~k. 
WJ?L 1tUj' do~, ~ ~ ht{ t1 ~ ~ d--j/-Lw-o-It ~~ 
~ (M.UJ..oU~, ~ ~ ~ iAJi ~t-+I ~ <MJLd) 
ru-tI:. ~ OiJ f., <j tJ.AUJ... ~ !l'J-f _ ~~d ,,(b.,cr ~ a ~ 
-cJu. f~~· I)Jfl lA>€re. ~ . ~ ~ * 

2. Please describe vJtjether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do yo Ing your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? 

*().41 0- ~ 1 -~ ~ W'~'~~.J~ 
~d ~ ~ ~~ tC>au'.Q...v....qj J:uid.. Rn4 ~-to~ ~ Ix/~. 

:J. d ~~,.ytVl..l:t s~ ~ a):- ~ .~~~ Ith . W~J", 
~~ cJ~ f ~. J:J. ."" cLt.j~ ~ ~ 

~. Do yOI) believe that off-leash recreation Is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
• recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for future 

generations. . .., 

Yes, -nu. ~Iol~ wdJ.- ~.sF Av€.4. " '- ~ ~ -lo'O f0J 
f.'~ P ~ ~ ~<n.;\- ~ 1hAJ~ wJ:L ~~l;L~ 
~s. ... ~~ ~ ~ ~~ 'I~ o"ex~d ((N(>J i~~. 
~ ~ ~ ~~ Q.L~, t1Jy~ ~6tn-y\. ~-t' Q.. 

~\- rrun-.e ~d...i.d. Tt ~ (Lu.~ ~~ <Ai ~,~ 
~ .b~ -Rwu o...J.NeA"SI< effe-c.h, 6')1.. ~- QA 'i ~ ~,tLCsee W,e. PD I). 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation ~ the GGNRA? . 

My ~ ~ k..u ~ ~~ -tiu o--u.'~ (r ~ Lvxu_ 
1J~~~&U·~~'-J~~~ ~ 
~) ~ O~~ ~ ~cI. ~{ ~R.K ~1~~ ~ . 

~.?!1 -\M «l--U-OA<. AND Mu><' II'N. ~ r~;m h'MJ{--n....... 
tr ~- -to ~int ~ w~ ~ ~ Y\U.f ~ IA,)~ Lvi-t.. *~. 

I' 5. Do you 91 safer with the pr~nce of off-leash dogs or would ydu feel sater without their presence? 

~ ~~ I w-<.l1-~eA.~ d...o~ ~. a.. .te-t 
b.R. ~d ~ ~~ ~-JJ;.Ul~d U\...A\.J~~Jo../.). 
9E( ~ M a..u ~ ~~ Mc0-aL.·~ ~ 
~ ~~'.r ~€1 ~~ v,.... ().JA ~f--~ UI/,vlrA~ .. 

• U/Jll d ,· -
~Sign.~: 1I:f~ Date: :i t J -7 fO::J-
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Panasonic FAX SYSTEM 

February 19, 2002 

To: GGNRA 0'!!9 
From: Eve Thompson 

Re: Offleash dog walking 

PHONE NO. : 415 564+544121 Feb. 19 2I2l02 12I1:37PM Pi 

IS3{)--o/~ 14 

Off leash dog walking can be managed so that one of the joys of life in San Francisco can 
be maintained, and sensitive natural resources are preserved. 

You need to abide by the commitment you made to the city of San Francisco. EKccptioDS 
to 1~~11 laws are made in other national parks. 

Eve Thompson 
705 Noriega 
San Francisco, CA 94122 
415-564-4255 
415-5645440 fax 

.. 

.~ 
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Feb-19-02 13:10 Goldman Research Center 415-7505341 

GGNRA, Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
FAX: 561-4355 

To whom it may concern: 

('O3{-O(-/4 

2741 Bush Street 
San Francisco, CA 94 t 15 
19 February 2002 

I am writing to strongly encourage you to continue to a,low off-leash dog recreation in 
the OONRA, specifically, but not limited to, Crissy Fidd beach areas. Though I have 
been a dog owner only for 6 years, I have enjoyed walking along the beach (and other 
walks) at Crissy Field since birth, and I try to walk my -dog there at least once a week. I 
have been an enthusiastic supporter of the renovation of Crissy Field, have donated 
money, and pick up beach trash on every walk (and I. always pick up my dog's poops, of 
course). 

Over the Cl)UrSe of the Crissy Field renovation, there have been repeated assurances that 
off-leash dog recreation would be maintained. I feel saddened and betrayed that there is 
consideration being given to ban this type of activity. I strongly feel that dogs under 
voice control, and their owners, have a rightful place at the GGNRA, to enjoy these areas. 
It is a joy to see dogs having fun at the beach, and urban dogs need a place to run and 
fetch and carry sticks and be the social animals they are. There is sufficient space for 
dogs, dog-lovers, and non-dog-lovers in the GGNRA, and I implore you to maintain 
access for alilhese groups. 

If there are problems with-dogs, please issue citations to the owners who are responsible. 
There are designated wildlife areas in the OONRA, and everyone can respect them. But 
please do not break commitments made to keep off-leash recreation. Please honor those 
commitments and maintain space for all to enjoy. 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

Sincerely, " 

~~d~ 
Glenna A. Dowling 

P.01 
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NAN roCKER McEVOY 
655 Montg'Ome~y Street, Suite 1430 

San Francisco, CA 94111 
Telephone 415/291-9880; Fax 416/291-9883 

February 19, 2002 

TO: Golden Gate National Recr.eation Ar.ea. 
Attn: ANPR 
Fax: 561-4355 

FROM: Nan Tucker. McEvoy 

1 strongly urge the GGNRA to continue to allow off-leash dogs in certain areClS of 
the park, and bcli~v~ that it is in the best interest of the GGNRA to provide fair 
access to pet owners on public land. . 

~V9C;:L S66L-E0-L 

' ....... -=1 .. =_=_ .. _ n ......... LC ... CCU_ 
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Jan 19 02 02:54p Ian Zimmerman 415 643 .11?B 

{537- 0 ! IA 

• February 19, 2002 
275 Chattanooga Street 

San Francisco, California 94114 
4151643·1131 . 

vinzim@pacbell.net 

Via Fax: 561-4355 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, Califomia 94123 

To whom it may concern, 

.' 

I am a registered San Francisco voter. Although I ~m not currently a dog owner, I would Iii 
to you to know that I support and value off·leash dog walking. and off·lease activity. 
believe it can be managed in a way that respects and preserves natural resources and othl 
recreational Interests of the GGNRA. 

Sincerely, .. . 

NCMt\ V~ '~M~ 
Nan Vinton·Zimmennan 

Inv \ 

p.l 
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I We SupportOft.iltMh Dog Walking in the GGNRAJ I 
Q(.v<ax fPY)7cidor tWx!- !NOe, ~==O\.OYlLt) kt 

€i~~~~ 
Q~ WAw it-ga»ftw~lQl\d .ft3 ±W. ?p=NfA, 

Plea u \(Qij ffr(f f"®fi® {)II Ii(t -l@\:! .()(eA \ 

~. · EC~"E\J 
Signed: ==~ .. R'5 llllll ~. . . CA ;. tES, 

:::x..tt'\ '. .J ··o:~\r£.· . • y . 

To Whom It May Concern: /53'>"-() (--3ft 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on lea;h and on trail when jn national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visito)'S. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax. enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or bitin&.E..8!k~~dous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their ownfiaf!.n~"iIiat 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefery'ets on l~llmagree! 

SincerelY,~ "14 P\.4J l-~B 1 5 l.U 

'1L . --tt1--. SUl'EI!\1II£IIII£lITS OffiCE 
'.AUt.. &. Vb ",/\ AU . . 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I strongly support existini(~lronJll,at 
on leash and on trail when in n~rkS. 
proposed in the recent ANPR 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend-!t1 pets 
be leashed in natural areas. . ~C~\" t:-

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resul~y doc~ted 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park ~~tO(S~dous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. If1ttR,~rise r~ 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets 0 ~ 

S~' _.(/~ ~~,,"&\~ 
. ., .. , ~U--i2..""'>b ~/ 

I/?-St<. ~ ~1f0.p..-? 
'34 i 0·3.···· 9~ .. 6JbJtIbJ9JJJMJ'~rl ,1&JI+I.I,J;;JMpIJH,f'rYdJ 9 

. ) . 

1'5'-'h? - 0' -:- LA ~EO 
To Whom It May Concern: ReCEl 

. ~1. 
I strongly support existing reguIatio¥ftiaa..~~e pets to be 

. on leash and on tratl when in national parks. I sUJm~~ A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR ~\\9Q\\~1U\\lt\,\ ~ 

Changing the leash law for just the ~. would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agreel 

~' ~tMA-.~.~' ~e t>o~~ __ ~.( 
~~ I..su»f\ ~~p~-' 
'Q.L: ~,~' I I 
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To Whom It May Concern: /51/"6- 0 (- /;fa 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangeroU3 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas.· 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-lelJSh pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is n~qtI2rise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX p<ft@.~~h. I agree! 

Sincerely, ~ 
~ FEB 15 '[OUL WJ SUPBIIIlTtaOElU'S OfflCl' 

I 

To Whom It May Concern: /53~-O'- It> 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park ~~i~~lut.zardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their ownRS~~at 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

. SinCerelY,.2)~ ~ FE.B 1 5 lUOZ 

/304 Jo~~ #~PtR\N1Efin£NrS firmI 
~ VI ''/-703 

To Whom It May Concern: /5L{O -or - fA 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. . 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park missillln to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as ft 

threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas: 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardour 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners.Jt!'~J,.1l{J1rj~t}.llt.t 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) pre~.iHi'gfee! 

Sincere~ •. 
~~~ , FE.B 1 5 ZU1I2 

~F. I 0A. SUPBIINTEP,DEIrrS OfflCf: 
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14 February 2002 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Building 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill, 

RECEIVED 

FEB 15 2002 

SUPERINTENDENT'S lIfRCE 

I am writing in strong opposition to tile ANPR (Advanced Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking) for the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). This 
document proposes to ban all off-leash recreation, in all 74,000 acres of the 
GGNRA, even though off-leash use occurs in onl~l 0.5% of this land. 

As you know, off-leash dog w~lking was an intended recreational activity when 
San Francisco gave its beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA. . ' 

, .. 
We have proven over the years that we can maintain off-leash activity while 
respecting other park uses, including preservation of natural resources. 

In fact, on 23-Jan-01, over 1,500 dog owners appeared at the GGNRA Advisory 
Commission and stood outside in the rain to make this very point. Yet in spite of 
overwhelming support by the community, the NPS and the GGNRA seem 
determined to renege on their original agreement with the City and County of 
San Francisco by revoking all off-leash a~tivity in the GGN.RA. 

The impact on San Francisco citizens and local parks will be devastating if off
leash recreation is prohi6ited in'the GGNRA. 

I am asking you to express your strong support for modifying the ANPR to create 
a special rule for off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. 

Yours sincerely, 

~~r~ 
11 31 Diamond Street 
San Francisco, CA 94114 "'I. 

415.695.1930 

.... 

.. 
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RECEI'VEU 

FEB 1 5 'l.OO'l. 

SUP£R\tllttlllENrS Offl~ 
I am writing to save off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot haveoff~leash recreation and still respect the rights of 
-. 

park users as well as protect the important natural resources of the GGNRA. 

I know many people have written and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the det~ils. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the ne~v policies. When the National Park 

Service took over the GGNRA we were assured that those lands would be preserved 

for recreational use by all citizens. What we are asking for.is the right to walk 

our dogs off-leash in a very small portion of the GGNRA, as we have for years. 

There is room for everyone to enjoy these parks. tole need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation areas. Thank you for your 

consideration of this matter . 

-
-.. ; .. ;::/:{: 
: ~,~.:~ 
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February 12, 2002 

/' 

• 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill _ RECEIVED 
Golden Gate National Recreationat Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 

'lo. 

FEB 15 2002 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

SUPERINTENDENT'S OFfICE 
Dear Mr. O'Neill: 

.- , 

Re: Leash law -GGNRA 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time .. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedel1t for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in 
parks across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other 
recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining . .. 
Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature beCause they can't or 
won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA 
exemplifies this, providing free a<tcess to a remnant of our native ecosystems within 
minutes of over 7 million people. ~he urban national parks should be treasured for 
bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. 

".t.~y + r v ~~ 'jQv(""! J 

·~o.~rf~ 
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February 12, 2002 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreational Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 

RECEIVED 

FEB 15 2002 

SUPERINTENDENT'S OfFICE 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Mr. O'Neill: 
.' . 

Re: Leash law -GGNRA 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced throughout the entire 
GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive species use the GGNRA during various 
times of the year, including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their habitat. Furthermore, if 
individuals are encouraged to walk their dogs off-leash in the GGNRA, the individuals 
could be held liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and California 
Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase imperiled wildlife. An exemption 
from National Park Service regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to 
violated federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and subjecting dog 
owners to 'heavy federal and state finds, and in egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, including urban parks, 
throughout the National Park System. If this resolution were to pass and the Park 
Service were to agree to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in 
parks across the country could use this as precedent to gain access for other 
recreational activities, including off-road vehicle use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and disadvantaged users of the park. 
The most magnanimous aspect of urban parks is that they bring the natural world to 
individuals who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they can't or 
won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's natural heritage. The GGNRA 
exemplifies this, providing free ~ccess to a remnant of our native ecosystems within 
minutes of over 7 million people. l The urban national parks should be treasured for 
bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded for it. . 

Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the continued 
implementation of a policy that protects our threatened wildlife and appropriately 
accommodates domestic pets. . . 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 
15'-1'5 -01 -fA 

RECEIVED Date: '2/I~Z 
I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following arf~~ lrRmZ~M~ about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
__ :1 as i i~n a ut me at may be relevant t<s6lii!RaEr~rS uiTiCE = -+t:...(.!lL.G4L.;.:::.~;.!.-.-bo!.t:.lo~.:...----------- (optional: Age.2,2 Sex M F Ethnicity-..-J 

Address: ---\.lto~G'--,.4J::::U~~----L.~----~c~p--~c4~--4q~'t,.,...1.~2e::.....-.---
~) (State) TztPJ 

1. PI~be h~nd ere au vlsitthe "GGNRA. What are your In activO . or~for visiting? What are 
the e e Its you of fur visit( . as changed over the years, describe . ' 

( ~a~ ¥~ .~~~ 
1~f~ CA:G-¥ 

2. 

Aa you believe that off~eash recreation is~r portions of the GGNRA?~ Please make specific . 
recommendations for ways the Park service~ caccommodate and expand this a... while preserving these areas for 
future generations. ' 

#w~dok 
.. 1JJ-~ Mt . 

+-~~' 
,,~ dk 0/lIh... 

4. What would be the~our ~here were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

"f-~ ~ j}{) ~ 
W4tJ I17 ~ ~ JI.~~ 

,J' 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence ~ dogs :ryuld you feel safer without their presence? 

• \();; ~ d<7 rfh;, (hAt ~~~-1 
=' ~!h (}!h) ~/ ~ 11 v"{ 

Signed:,--t-fH-;;f-.~~~-_..--:Date 91! '1(0 2 GGNRA002468



7e SiJperil1i...3ndent O'Neill: 154(P",ol- r A. ft'E.C~~ ".j 7.,:: J . Date: 
,11 

'\ ~ I. ~ I "-

support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. FOllowingt~~my com.r.(l~ . .,t~.;ebout continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 

. ~\)'t\\\U~v'-,
ell as information about me that may be. relevant to tJli!i...j.ssL!E! •• ~ ;;; ~\l 

e: La.h chan· (optional: Age:~ Sex M OthniCity.---J 

'c\ddress: 'LO N6.t\lvcJ(t,\r M ~ Ct.! 'fqU ~ 
(street) (C) (stafu) (zip) 

1 .. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are Y0l!r main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

~ t\ ~(ho ~/~ alA'bJ~ 

2. e~~~~ YO~t Do you bring your: 
-----r--~. 

- sh recreatio . appropriate for pl)rtions of the GGNRA~Please make specific 
ways the Service can accommodat~ and expand this actJ1 :mile preserving these areas for 

~~ ~ .... ~1t~ 
~ H 4fJ PAR.IJ4,. . rUp + ~ 

'{tl(J(e fi7c:. ,W ad/hffl dtJ(. S~ 
tlff'e.S5{l/e U~ exerC{~ ~ 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 
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Dear SL."' .... ,;.I~Cli.:!t:Jlii O'Nci::. F6-J-i7-01-/A 
I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 

_ comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

_
- ame: 4bb; e £:',bu.\b· (printed) 

dress: & 90 t}roC4«ik(; ftkr-( ~,,({drlcls-CQ C & q Lf I 0 9 
street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s}? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

J I1ria-J 6 G 1V{l tQ- 1 c}Jt-i.f t<- U!"cR1.. . j ~AJ .. M J ~_ 
~ !11J c;0,8 MJ.k Cg.,Yl ~ eM.Jp txf'-~ ~ 
~~ hLefJ. 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

:'~ _~ t ~l~_ ~ Md;f 1# h~dt a/lM.d4-0 1AJ 
Lain. ~ud wi dur· 7Jltv(j ruct& (II' ~ r u)vD CtUn ~. ~ ~ 
~CJ. \;\1\ ~M o-ftt,Lt'(116rJr /1/ZW bif) ../ktJ.4.J. /UVt.i4 fr· £"A" *' ~ 

o u~ ~/( fJV I -r' 

I 
3. Please describe wheth~r off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 

_ with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longet 

~ . w1:~;;n;G~ #W J.-~m ~ if 42&. cffiy ~ 
~ tJ '=f77J ¥-~.f j;t '4 ~ 06 f);t P r ao thy ~ I;< 

Of. ~ aa , ~-a:-~ *1 ;2 /l7lA~N (~/~ V-~ 
~ ~~ /74~. ~-t1'~ ~mw~~ 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now withi~e G~RA. Do you 
- think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you haVE 

suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

. /{up 0# -JudJ rJJ1ilM "F CHI tf:y .eVe( _ ~ tVU .$(J 

~n:t ~ 1Jhu:u -t;bj-.cVl£ 16, ._.Jw,.:.4 to cVp, M- ~ 
~ <fuM o~.kef ~, ~ ~ ~w .' 

5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation, would continue: Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? e /lJ () ! 

(optional: Age: Jl Sex M (€EthniCiti'. __ 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: Date: c2.. - tf - 0 r-

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
_ well as information about me that may be relevant to·this issue. 

"'ame~ y'l'\ 'I z.. ~/2.. J A.s (optional: Age:..!l.ia- Sex (!) F Ethnicit}'. W ) 
Address: 3 ¥;}..k 8J\J2 r-\ ~ 5: S~F. ell· q '{/2/ 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) 
'to 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
. the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

i(rNc..£" A Wt:..~-,-o 
t.f}sf Lj ye'fJlls,r, 

vJ A 1-1 c. 0 () (~ 2.; t> 0 GS 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a ~al outlet for y6u:'Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t u~ 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity?' 

• 

yt:5'r -rAlLE:" , t'Y\~ , (JAtlTN[lL rrrJ-b Pt2 ( t::rJ()J W L'TW II? r 
() tt- vY) t,r:- T' Tt-!6)lk I (A-lGt ,m,·y 10 /fJ IQ. b. ~ CAJ HerJ .I /L 

(ow tV t HA uS- (h t''- UJON D'ijLPU! bOb P(f1J~l~ -n4(;Jz.~ 

Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. ' 

'fer" ,I TliE" f flit/(. IS 79-1 r<n:l-Olj r erJe t-D tJPF /tJ 
CeIL-TI Jtt,J ~flt:ft{" yJ fl-e7'Le"- 'D1)6J po NoT 60 I 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash r~creation in the GGNRA? 

My J>O~S ()JOULD t-ff'H}l!' /VD pUlce SI1Pr: (c 

~J (I) IJr\JD 6tT (YJU( tf NtC1J/SD ~K({YLCISe ifNI) 

P- [oz-CYt If ()N . 

5. Do you feel safer With the preSence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

tt,o'{)CPU/ ( Y illt- oWfl/t7Z- 0 P Tftc ])06 or{)fJJ( ~ 
• TffE' bOb It sUllnlJie TV !JeoN bP-- OFF ce-:ns&-. 

.J:,I J Us! ~UtJ,J CO Milt rJW se1\.ti:--7;T (rJ{)JrLy Ft:l;& SflF 

Signed: fO~ '6~ Date .;).-1-02--GGNRA002471



Dear Superimef.(iertl. O'I"~lIi: 15'1'1 -OI-fA 
I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

Name: 10 *V]:1 ~ fA ~ (printed) 

.ress: I (pg tPrlv G~·6 ~,-#:"J ~r ~ q~pf (b 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit{s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

'A't I ~J- . ~h'}IlU<) ~ put ~ L.- /AJ1UL ~~ 00Jr -fu-J I'~ ~ 
~ i ~ I~ ilL opp~h ()~ Y\U2 ~ '0A1~tD 
~'4vt~ W;~ ~~.fr~1))be_~ ~~ 
~·~~~)0.~t-~t?Vt ~. 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when ~I~n~~ 'an off~eash area? If so, please explain why. 

~~.1U-4 '~ _fv-V-L . ~(~~·~<1;~V1vr7f-e ~ htlk1VJ ~ 
L;J{~ @>~/i-b7lt/1~ r-~V?J ~k ~f-v' ~_O)OrtIVt-Ll..-,v£1L. 
tv h wlm ~ 0"21- Hr:vvJ ~ C!V-L (~" IL'~/ 

.. l'l&iMu /1v!.-IO (uvtL Q9'2f. ~ w /uJw ~ ~ he t£u..;t . 
3. PleaSe describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 

with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 

• O~sh,TfXG~ QC(3 rA<-~. f1uik.., tL~. . 
~~ ~ ~-r ~./A... 096 ~ f))~r 
l~ol6'{S>5>1 (lrVt- 1u ~ ~ W:~t0 ~~ 
~ .l1~ WkJ ~ ~-~h ~5>Yh ~F. crib 

M~' '" . 
4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreatiop has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 

think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? 00 you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

~ I ~ ~ fkv~ ~-- (~, ~ l1b1tL lim1'+-~~ 
rfb .PfV~ ~ ~ h¥n'-Z-~ ~ /~1tu..;I/( ~~ 
. ko 11v\rtl rW rJ~ LV J{ ~ ~ > -hs'lL £1- ~ 
~vi~ C'lbuwr to/.p[~ ~ JU0~ m~ -:;>I.A-u- • 

V ;CA" ~ ~ CW-~ ~ . YYl ~ Ra.- lJ1VYlQA S {r~~~ 
Pf)r D£rs;- '1l?~ {(}:vvo ~h(li~f0' ti..A.'V' ~. . 

5. San Francisco transilrrlKib beaches and parks to the GGNRA with ~nderstanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation. would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 

San Frandsco? (vo~1 h ~ ~~1:J:-. ~ ~ ~ 
crrt(p'~, ~~ ~l ~ 

ttigned: Date 1ft IJ I ~(optional: i.ge:~ex M ~nicity. 

', .• >' 
AI 
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Dear Superintenopnt O'Neill· i55a -,Of -fA 
I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
,~mments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

. Name: ~;\~ J:W' (optional: Age:....1.L Sex M (£) Ethnicity-fLj 

•
ress: "18 ~ s+ ~ 2P4 ' I S® GcaCfScQ eft 14(02-

( ) (city) (state) (zip) , 
1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 

the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

~0! fv~ w:A we ~ elM ver:f~. wollu~ k~ ~ cd- fD'f+!Un~1oo a'ld 
tf\i.lw\S ~ ~s I (f1.\Jj kid,., Dv ixl.!:>lf.s 111 iIrD~s. 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What V'IOuld be the impact on your life if there were no longer 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

• k ~tMJA ~I IN( 'ct ~ K1llUfl of (viM OfL(f SFSPG4 iJl5ltvc1cers ~go ~ 
W614 IM~ a. bi9 5 YU1Af of ~'.\' '"h ~ ~ L~ ~+tw: we c~ 1-cn.tcJA ur 
We ~ \IV\~:\-': ~~le WC- ,kA~1N .t1Nl~ 10, olJla,J ~o~ ~ u,u:rs, it\){. Ww\ 

/. 

4. ~~~~~s~': ~J:!io~~S!!f~p~~.J~~~~~~We&i;~~y~ 
think that continuing to make off~eash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? c:r~ 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 0 

1-ll1Ant ~ i) ~W ndw, ~ntt~ of -1lte vW~t ~OCYf.'t~ OWYUSs i(\ ,(Qaf 

/jJ[\ ~C\';X61 W#urt(~ JJl.~ OYl9.1l9rCf1~ (V\ ct kQu-~fJ ~a1 ~4 
w\wL ~ (~ 1J~~ ,~T W~ OW ~ off le,~Vt. t FrJ. (-+- frvlvd to WA'wt W-~ 66M 
1\1 oltl~ ~6Yt~ OUU rMk~ ,I t 0\'\ -\tJWlA I ~ +Uu-c an:? CPlN\.~S;~ Dfke.r ~ ~ 

1/;J s ) S tv\Q @,U ( 0Ac\. h~ ~ wVurc cLo~ cO() rW\ 1" ~ ~ ~~ . 

5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation, V'IOuld continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed'fo renege on this part of its agreement with 

• San Francisco? ~b;olu~ mt! =~ 

Signed: ~I~J tf~ria'\ Date 122.. -II -OL 
Version 1.0 
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15'5"/- O(-lA 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Followl),lg are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation 
in the GGNRA, as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

Name ~it- khmcn (optional) Age£ Sex: M CD 
Ethnicity jJ?,"k 
Address __ ---=3:::......:..· ~____:.4_1 _J q_171~S"'-"-J-_------'"~""""-"F __ ------'"CA"'-=--__ q.r...-lh'--'/I_t) 

(street) . (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often, and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for 
visiting? What are the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe how. 

f)1 Ll:nJr.2)( pm /-luK ~ ~ ~1 B;j jl) ~ £fj7n ~~ 
D'IJ] f/1}.m VtU t,Je. ~ '7i (ASr1 hdl. V: ~ j)~ ~ il /(; 19-7 

f)ff- L~ nzvt lind /;-O/), f~ /ht' .ba:A.~t/. 
2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends or family 
along, or meet up with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? . ' 

~ jJc />?ur Pj).m tbJ P¥k JJI ~flp-, /h,I LIllY t'Jv..- .;;(.1' 7l-r~ 

• Ull~ kj, {;.;f M ~JJ.b tIo I7D-I ~ ~-17g/,?kA-
'K 7h.., JJc. 1'1i?tt1 /.Jb-,d~ ,111A1Fr ~ 11--- LJe ~. 

3. Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRAf Why? Please make 

I 
specific recommendations for. ways the Parl< Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving 

. these areas for future generations. ~az,/,,# ! iY If:-~ 8o(/S U-hhz:e, tnlt ~/ , 
j~ p"- IUJ oil ;711 GGNZ1; £..,d. W £.JIM k;:;,e 4D!.<Ihd (~tx,p,~'tJ;U 
N! Q?,..,) 6c> ./&J- tJi- f&, pt~ tp Ik-~ /U..:,. ~~ .5y:U P/~ w h ~ 
M §Y thdh ,4..;,;: Ih/ Uttff W' h/JlJ/IU/J. 'IV;' I12a /}~o 01' ~ -~ 

4, What would be the impact on y'0ur lifelif there were lon~ off;J.eash nn.fJOn in the ~? "J.-: 
F /JJu4( 11 ~ //Yp~ CJh bolA ~ Lt1'/fN /k h:C 01 'hi ~, tJfr-~ 
R~,;.; jf tirhJ £ cJ~"~ /Jed 1k C~ I 17 t?~fv ~Af,,-U j,.J~ 0'), 

~, /JIvJ I I/h;} h tU'-7 bu, fr J!f1~ ~IA;J ?Jhr/er;;::;' P'V'. 
5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs, or would you feel safer without their presence? ~_ 

:f ddf Fd~kn tJirJ. ~ o/f-~. /JOf m:L£mL ~ ~ k r&OM~ 
~f_f1f!1; lJlJnJ'1.d fl'Id 1701 ~ &';/, /,JiiJ .. ~h dwp. ~ olr-lli¥J9.. frv V,? ~ 
• bolA P 1 t w... Ap. dIl/ 

Date ol-;/J. /lbl-• 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: . \ . 

1552.-oJ-/A 
Date: ~~ \1 t 2002--

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 

'

well as information about me that may be relevant to· this issue. . . 

me: <) iVlM M fAe-~AV\. (optional: Age: 3 6 Sex M DthniGity~ 
Address: 7r;iJ Sr"(~ Sf M '2- 5F (;d; lYU fj 

(street) (cily) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

rAy uYo'o. I 5CA70 Ip~ ~ I ~\j -to (!A;;y~ R &tL j,<? tNyvV--Y' uv ~ ~ 
~+~}~.~~~'IJv~. V(~11tWt- ~~. tv ~ ~ 
~)tLw~()v~ +~~' . ~~fl> ~-fJtU.. h~~ 
~ AUe1.vf:~WL ~ ~ W ~ LMJ4 rid fay ~ft;llrl .()1./ 10 0J!.,f. tMt - fNt, At.t€ tL ~PJf-;hluA. . ,.' () Y-V-., . -0 

2. Plettise describe ether off-leash recreation is tRSoCialo-utlet for yqtl. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 

>Mthfrient?Hav"'YOUm;:::t~~iS:t~ fM.U.- Cl- IJJll1L a)- tiM 
-fn ~ ~ ~ ~ fV$-f.)wlt "- duaJ ~ )k ~ f, ~ MY' 
~. . . 

. Jliu un ftMM ~in1 M ~f{dj~6J.~ tLtl J1Itf1 
fA, 1.-\3' pA-Vt- 11 ~ ~ WA:bI1 ~ ~ c+ (S JrMl1 (Jv }'1 -fr> W4c-h ~ 

• ~be~thatPo1i~ ~on~~ ~ons of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

future generations. ~ ().OI;!M:J U ~ ~.J.e f.t- ~ ~tJf!.,f$ 
I ~1Il ~ ;;I:kL W~ t;!: !1twt d.JM.~ ~ -fftJi M- fL ~ ~ 

;;tWlk ~ ~ ~r ~ . ..&f.1\fJD r.-~ ::tM.t ~ ~ 
~d;y I,U~ :;tU.L ~ ~ (W, ~~'1'11V tttuA- tJLt.vo ~h..L 
~ zt ~~~ ~ tIA.U ~ tMMl h6+ fiLL ;.uf. 

4. \l\Jhat would be the impact on your life If-th(Je were no longer off-leash r~reation in the GGNRA? 

.• ~ ~ ,Wt/; b/Jf£r-::a JMuL ~ ~. AM- I ~ 

~rfib1~~ ~~~1::1:Av~~~· 
p}aa. W ~ 10 J\.UAL-- a..wt A1Af ~ ~ ~·O d>v{-- ")
<S1tM-~~ . -

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

., ~ w-t do ~ ~ If:tf lin ktMA1~ ~ ~ out ~ 
• f#j~ ~ ~~ ~ off-~. POt CPw--rui.. ~ IJ/L. 

~~ (itJ1 WAt j)~ iAnhI1 Jkp ttl ~ . 
S~d: rf7r 1k(1U<~ Date 7f'1Db-· . GGNRA002475
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Date: _....;;~ ___ -_/_4.;...-()_~~_-::.._ 
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR RE.C~:\ -JE~l 
Fort Mason, Building 201 1 tj 'Z.\}\? ~ 
San Francisco, CA 94123 fEB _ _, 

SU\lt\\m~\\alTS ~i I • ". 

As a response to the National par.k Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask_ for the analysis of any' alternative to the current restrictive 
regu:ation be measured from the baseline of the former policy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to deSignate former 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog'walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, .. 

~ t? ~ (signature) 

AMERICAN INOIAN COllEGE RJND _< name) 

Us. Jean A. Barach 
115 Gambier Sl d 
San Francisco. CA 94134-1022 __ (ad, ress) 

... 

Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 
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ELIZABETH HUTCHINSON 
Landscape Architect 

• RECEiVED 
P.o. Box 261 
Forest Knolls, CA 94933 
ehut@earthlink.net 

February 4, 2001 

GGNRA 
Attention:ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Hello, 

FEB 15 2uU2 

Sijprn\*l£MUlllr~; UH1Ct 

Ph. & Fax 
415 488-4859 
Lic. # 3097 

I am writing to comment on the dog/leash situation. I am a dog owner. My dog is very well 
behaved. I am a single woman who loves to walk and hike with my dog. Walking with my dog 
makes me feel safer because my dog is very sensitive to the presence of other people and dogs, 
so I am some~es alerted to their presence before my own senses detect them. 

_ .feel safer wa~~gwith my ~o~ than'without my dog. I have always ~ee~,dismayed ~t the lack o~ , 
'l!!~ egal oppotunities to walk WIth my dog. ,So I am forced to walk and hike Illegally which goes agaInSt 

my basic nature of being a law abiding citizen. My dog is no threat to anyone, including wildlife 
because she never, even when off leash, goes off the trail. I have trained her to stay with me, on the 
trail. 

I, and many dog owers know that.aggression in dogs is heightened by being kept on a leash. When , 
two dogs meet on a path they naturally need to check each other out. If they are both free and both 
have ample "exit" or "get away" oportunities (should the other animal become too aggressive)then 
they are on the even playing field and can usually pass with a simple .sniff. If one of the animals in on 
leash their is immediately more tension and the leashed animal feels confined, not able to adequately 
protect itself, let alone the owner, which ,is it's nat1.iral instinct. So agressive behavior is heightened. 
This is the complication of having areas where there are dogs on and off leash. 

I advocate that any person who has an aggressive dog have their animal leashed at all times. These 
animals do exist and the owners know it full well. Unfortunately often the most aggressive dogs are 
owned by the most aggressive and hostile people so expecting them to keep their animals leashed is 
probably pie in the sky. They won't do it anywhere no matter what the law is. I am convinced these 
are the type of people who ruin the whole situation for everyone. It is people like these who the laws 
are passed for to protect everyone else. But in fact these few dog owners mostly do not abide by the 
law no' matter' what. That is why I am in support of vigorous procedures to deal'with animals ¢at do 

•

hurt or even scare people. Aggressive dogs and their owners should be prosecuted, just like people 
\ ho threaten people with guns or <;>ther weapons that can-cause bodily harm. 
" •.•. ""!"'O.-:o". 
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r But all ii:t all, the vast majority of people out W!~~:h~;';;'~ are out to get some exercise and enjoy 
the beauty of the environment that we live in. Most dogs reflect the basic decency of their owners 
who do care about others safety and enjoyment of their time in nature and the preservation of 

, . 

• wildlife. .. 

I think it has been a shame that so much land and beaches have been set aside for human enjoyment 
but that the dogs were not welcome. I would like to see some beaches and hiking trails made 
completely leash free. I also think that ~me consideration could be given to the idea of weekends 
verses weekdays. Due simply to the fact that many more people are out on the weekends the chances 
of an incident are greater. Maybe the rules on weekdays could differ than on the weekends. 

So I propose that you think about a multitiered approach. 
Some wildlife refuges would be totally off limits.to people and dogs at all times. Some places would 
be off limits to dogs but not people. Some ok {or dogs' on leash and people at all times. Some ok for 
dogs off leash and people at all times. Then the places where on the weekdays people and dogs off 
leash could go etc. \ 

Of course the key to all this is education. There has to be very clear marking at the trails and beaches 
about what type of law is in effect and maps should be made available to people so they can plan 
their activities to be in conformance with the law. Most people want to do the lawful thing, if for no 
.other reason than the threat of ruining their beautiful walk with a ticket for having a dog off leash. 
But people also want a reasonable accomodation of their needs also. They are willing to work around 
wildlife habitats and places where many children congregate, so that everyone can enjoy the out of 
doors. 

'. But currently there are no real opportunites for people to lawfully walk their dog off leash and this is 
~ not a fair remedy to an admittedly complex issue. <f~ 

• 

I keep imagining that you have a map of all the areas under your jurisdiction and that it would not be 
too difficult to assess all the areas in a ranking of ways that people with dogs can enjoy the out of 
doors with thier animals. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Hutchinson 
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J'554- 0 J - fA 
Febroaty 14,2002 

GGNRA 
AttnANPR 
FortMasoo. 
Building 201 
San F:rancisco, CA 94123 

. :.a~Q 
!t\'l 

~~C; 1,\\\)1, 
r- 0\. ~ &f~' 

~~~ ).. ,~'t\ ,,,~. 
Dear GGNRA, ~~~\~~ 

.'l. 

~~\; . 
I have xead your on.Jide '~R" ~ and fouiJd it quite biased ~ off leash enthusiasts that visit 
your park. What does the dog mauling in an apartments building have to do with wa1ki1Jg dogs in the park. 
The rule of leashing dogs applies to national parks oot reaeation areas. If you go to the national forest I 
believe there are no leash requirement Why have you decided to stU: up this subject after we got a good 
fOWJdatiott with the pet policy? I have pampblets that descdbe these policies and areas Hke ocean beach that 
you have now closed to off leash recreation.· I think you guys need a redefinition of your job descriptions. 
You are W3f out of .Jide in regards to closing these traditional off leash areas. I have a.real problem with 
change in opinion. We fought for these off leash areas and I am against anyt:bing that would tIke them away. 
I am asking for rightful retum of our off leash areas and the resignation of the supervisors and re--election of 
the citizen's advisoty committee. I am. fumly against any off-leash actioti within the GGNRA. In fact I 
believe that the GGNRA needs to expand the areas. 

, 

~ \ 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
415-' 

January 31, 2002 

DearGGNRA, 

I am writing to express my opinion of the ANPR regarding the off-leash dog policy. 

'. 

I do not feel that these things are black and white. I am not a dog owner myself, and 
certainly appreciate having my own space. That being said, I certainly do not feel that all 
dogs should be committed to a leash at all times. 

It is my opinion that each area should be treated individually, and some areas are declared 
acceptable for off-leash use, while other areas require a leash. For example, at Chrissy 
fields, the beach area populated by sunbathers and children might require a leash, while 
the jogging area should be an off-leash area. 

We shouldn't punish all the dogs, they are wonderful, but instead crack down on the dog 
owners, when they are disrespectful, and do not follow the rules of the area. For 
example, enforcing, andlor increasing the fine when owners do not pick up waste. Again, 
this is not the fault of the dog, it is a problem with the owner. In general, I am finding in 
the past few years, dog owners are being very responsible. I live in the Pacific 
HeightslMarina area, and I rarely, see feces in the street anymore. 

I appreciate your efforts to preserve this area. Let's make it an area that everyone can 
enJoy. 

Thank you for you attention o~ this matter. 

Thank you, 
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ff.B 1 J~PHINE ZEITLIN 
~\l~t\\\~\t~\)£ 3 Oak Knoll Road 

February 13, 2002 

GGNRA: Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg. 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Deaf"OGNRA: 

Kentfield, CA 94904 
(415) 461-2429 

Among my few sources of exercise, I enjoy walking my dog in beautiful surroundings, 
especially in areas where he can run freely and safely, and socialize with his own kind in 
a friendly manner. 

There are all too few places where one can take one's dog these days, and allow him or 
her to experience the freedom and beauty we were are all meant to experience in this life 
and land of ours. Fort Funston is unique in offering us all a slice of heaven on earth. It 
would be devastating for dogs and their owners alike to have this longstanding freedom 
taken away from us. 

There are ways to satisfY the safety of all persons enjoying this great open space we 
share. Certainly dog-aggressive or people-aggressive dogs should be stringently 

• 
controlled; and there may have to be a limit of three large or five small dogs per person. 
Perhaps a hired attendant could monitor these situations. In terms of owners cleaning up 
after their dogs, I have never seen a problem with this at Fort Funston. Most people 
respect the privilege of visiting this remarkable area. 

So, I am casting my enthusiast\c vote to continue the off-leash activity at Fort Funston, 
with an eye to resolving any difficulties that may come up for some. I think the problems 
will be few and that there is a lot of motivation by users of the park to solve them in a 
way which will not r . trict anyone's freedom or endanger anyone's safety. 
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February 12, 2002 

Superintendent 
Attention: ANPR 
Golden Gate NRA 
Building 201 - Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

lo~2--.01- 3A. 
Mr. Frank Buono 

Box 562 
Prineville, Oregon 97754 

541416-3686 

Dear SUIJ~rintendent O'Neill: 

I support your principled decision in 2001 to enforce the National Park Service (NPS) 
regulation at 36 CFR 2. 15(a)(2}. After twenty years of ignoring NPS rules, it is not easy 
to redress an error, albeit a well-intentioned one. It is essential that the NPS require that 
pets be leashed. "Voice control" is unenforceable. A pet owner's notion of "control" 
may differ from what a law enforcement officer or another park visitor per~eives. 

The volume of use and negative impacts from off-leash dogs impairs park resources and 
the ability of many visitors to enjoy those resources, thus undermining the NPS mission 
at GGNRA. Yes, pet-owners will assert that they too have the right to enjoy the park. 
And, of course, they do. However, they may enjoy.the park with their dog on a leash 
just as readily as with their pet running free. (The dog may not enjoy the park as much 
but that is of no concern to the laws that protect the national park system!) 

.. It. 

Free-running dogs pose threats both'real and perceived to other park visitors that dogs 
restrained by leashes do not. The ability of dog owners whose enjoyment of the park 
requires that their dogs run freely must not weighted equally with the enjoyment of pet 
owners who leash their dogs or with non-pet owners. Conduct by the latter groups does 
not intrinsically impinge on the enjoyment of others. Recreational uses that directly 
impinge on others' enjoyment of a park are highly suspect, if not inappropriate. 

I recommend that the NPS enforce the existing regulations requiring pets to be restrained 
and that dogs on leashes be confined to certain locations similar to the State of California 
parks. Should the NPS propose a special regulation at 36 CFR Part 7 to alter the general 
rule, the NPS must prepare an environmental document under the National 
Environmental Policy Act to assess the effect of such an action. 

Thank you for the advanced notice of proposed rulemaking. 

Sincerely, 

:jt4Z- llifI'-</ 
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for tb{ll mat1)tftn8Q<!ll :01 ;n{l¢d{ld To{ler~ticjJl81 :OP,{ln ~p8~~ for 
urban {lnvironm{lnt and planning." 

Ijz-
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I also ask that, for the d ~qi s Co (' 15to 3-=t:;"t:::'-u.::"""_i-
of the process of rule ~i. M ::\ .. 
the National Park Service qr FE9 /i) ~~:-:,::::::::_ :: .... ' 
aggressive em:orc~men~ 0 . JQ"I .;:-/ ,(\ ... '!:!::~-_ : . . _ . 
general regulation ill the parts cQ-~ ~~~>..--.--~ ~ ~ 
the GGNRA identified by the <~i., -? ~ 
1979 GGNRA Pet Policy as "'~?"a ~6 
allowing off-leash recreation ~~_ ~..:I 

(~ '-Pr~ ~~ J'lr 
17~fo (fi+~C) /-dt ,V{ lft?3, 

To: r~ 
GG~ 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg 201 
San Francisco, CA 
94123 
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I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. . 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife anditllerefore recommend that pet<; 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of lUlccntrolled pets and their owners. It is no sU.!]~ that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer~~~ agree! 

.. cerely ... / (\ ~~ . 
. .. I • - IA ~ t'- • t)\\? 

tt.\3 , ~ 1. 

To Whom It May Concern: 
/S-h5-01-/A 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. _ 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangeroUs 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visit~~ hazardous 
rescues of uncontrol1ed pets and their owners. ~t~~stirprise that 
82% of Bay Area residen~ (KPIX poll) pr~~ on I~I agree! 

c~:~~~c, ~ ««-~\~~ .... :('" 
-l1!;\::L--I--~-~~~~~:::k.l.._....:::"SF1-' , •. ' 
S CJltf 01 s'\/~···~·\'-

J6{dp-Of-IA 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

-.., on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
y proposed ja.the recent ANPR. If! ~hru@'ng the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 

..... p~eI;!i.for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off:.u lettBh is6consistent with the park mission to protect natural resources o an« th~ety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
I.J.J ,'ifiJe b~e American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
It ilIlrea~ visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 

be l~ed in natural areas. . 
~ enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 

cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) pref~r pets on leash. I agreel ' 

Sincerely, 

~~~ . s. F. cA "'1'1 IFF J(~ 

To Whom It May Concern: /5rP7-{) (-IA-
I strongly support existing regulatipns that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax. enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visit'P'!Md hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their ~~lj ... ~\ai>'lt1l15Hse that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX pol~ts on le~h. I agree! 

~ ~ B 11>. '/.~'U-
ft: ~\'~ 

. I5ILN C s r NG. ~1~~\\t.\~\'~ ~ r\ " . 
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To Whom It May Concern: 5~?i-O(-{A 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park. mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Nmnerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association--identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases or'off-Ieash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owne~~~rj.~'~ 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) pre~~l1.T'agree! 

Sincerely,. 
./J ~ (J 

.--.
~. FEB 14 2002 

0rgM¥jrr;r~V1 
, 

SUPEIUNTENDEMT'S OmCE 

To Whom It May Concem: l'5ltl1-0(- fA. 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as i 

wctosed in the recent ANPR. t J1; 

" pchanging the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous . ~ 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off-
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association--identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many docUinented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise .that 
82% ~fBay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer p~t§, ~ lefJij~ee! 

Sl"X(Y, Ii ( <f~_~dZC~/"'\ ,-.., .OM, tLgM ~ ')~\' U -. t..B 1 L:t.. c,.\) 
f l"'i. 

l;t;r~ \\~ \~~<. 
~U?t\\\~i\t\i\W.\~ 

, . ToWfltjIillf~eIli! - Ie,.,,,, -Of IC 
~I .--- - ... --------.- J IV -
~ ... ".~.~.~~-, ............ -

I ittuiIglr-supp<Wkxistinj;.r.egnlations that require p~ts to be 
j. on l~ ~ndlm-1Fajh!li: m nati6~1 parks. I support Option A as . 

propoid m th~<lL ::::_ 
Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 

precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association--identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in m~cJ~Wed 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting ~~~ and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owne~ no _Sllij1Ij~tmt 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer ~~tilW8sfI: I agree! 

·ce.relY,---> 4.. ~.~ ~'i\\\'X: 
~ - L-- ~\l~t\\\U1tl\~ ~ , 

. .:. ",p.$' 

" ~) ~ ~ '-&.fit>&<'" fwe;) gU""~!Yt2J1tf2, <!4 7'/f'c'1e:J 

~ ~ i i t \ \ \ \\ 
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; \ l \ \ t l\1. \ t \ 
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To Whom It May Concern: 

1512-- ol-JA 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

ft > 
tI , 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for jusfthe GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Hwnane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

Sincerely, f:{j 0 ~.s' !U .,. ttJ~1/> De)' tV 

t; r; -(~t{(J . 'AVe· 
$ t!U\ 'fc~ Gl 5 LD (?A 9Lfll ~ 

To Whom It May Concern: /57'3 "'Of - Ie 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as , 
propos~d in the recent ANPR. ::, t 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and· wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX. poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

()~elY, • _l" ~ 
V", ~~ (:n>tIA/ t<.AY/Pr-;-O~) 

l'? 1..1/32. S CAfJlA..< /T,;'-'/(} At/t:;?:"" 
8vl{l...llt(4AMiZ, <!.J\:= C; 4./-0 to -s a 0," 

To Whom It May Concern: /574 -D( -IA 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
PIPposed in the recent ANPR. I 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitQrs. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! .. , , 

Sincerely, ~ ~ 
• 

~, 'V'£MDD '-\-V .,.,.)14' 
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e· 1'51tf -0 ( .... IA 
I am writing to save off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

park users as well as protect the important natural resources of the GGNRA. 

I kno~., many people have written and attended meetings regarding this issue. 

so you don't need me to tell you the,datp.ils. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the new policies. When the National Park 

Service took over the GGNRA we were assured that those lands would be preserved 

for recreational use by all citizens. What we are asking for is the right to walk 

our dogs off-leash in a very small portion of the GGNRA, as we have for years. 

There is room for everyone to enjoy these parks. We need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation areas. Thank you for your 

consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely. 

GGNRA002492



also ask that, for 
1l:M-'la.A.J.J.I.J~. the National 
I~IltorcemE~nt of the 2elle~a.r'eftt 

GGNRA identified by ili:e~~~~~~~~i 
as allowing off .. leash regulation .. 
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Date: ':2/,,102 
} 

To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

RECEiVED 

FEB 14.Z002 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative.to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former po~icy t~at 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~ ___ -.....;;;~F--~ ______ (si9nature) 

Tine Brouwer 
4S8 Mangels Ave 

San Francisco, CA 94127·2412 

__ (name) 

___________ (address) 

Comments accepted Jan. 11,2002 through March 12,2002 
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SAN FRANCISCO 

SPCA 

r ct~ w--Ctt: 
~ .c.om~l 

/UL--'~ 

S Tine Brouwer 
. 458 Mangels Ave. 

, San Francisco, CA 94127 

WHY THERE SHOULD BE OFF-LEASH AREAS IN 
THE GOLDEN GATE NATlONALRECREATlONAREA 

• Off-leash areas are essential to the well-being of dogs. Regular off-leash exercise bums off pent
up energy, builds confidence, Improves a dog's social skills and helps prevent aggression. Con
versely, limiting dog play results in under-socialized, under-exercised, under-stimulated dogs and 
often leads!') behavior problems .. 

• Off-leash dog walking was an intended activity when the City of San Francisco gave its beaches 
and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA. .. 

• In 1979 the GGNRA Citizen's Advisory Commission implemented a Pet Policy allowing people to ~. 
walk off-leash dogs in certain areas of the park. The GGNRA should abide by that policy. 

• When San Francisco gave GGNRA lands to the National Park Service, the city was assured that 
traditional recreational uses, including off-leash dog walking, would be continued. The Park Service' 
should honor its commitment to maintain the broad tange of recreational use that is appropriate in 
an urban park. 

• As an urban Park, the GGNRA is different from most national parks. Urban parks are not pristine 
wilderness preserves. They are sUPROs~d to provide a variety of recreational opportunities for ~he 
community. 

• The GGNRA claims it must comply with a National Park Seivice rule that prohibits off-leash dogs. 
But there are exceptions to the off-leash ban in more than 40 national parks, where hunting dogs are 
allowed to run free. 

• There is room in the GGNRA to protect sensitjve habitat and still provide space for off-leash dogs. 
Traditional off-leash areas account for 0.5 percent of the 75,000 acres in the park. 

• With proper management, the GGNRA can accommodate wildlife and human activity. Bicycling, 
hiking, hang-gliding, dog walking and other pursuits can co-exist with birds and plants. 

• Off-leash recreation is an under~served need. The State of California recently recognized that fact 
with plans to test an off-leash area at Candlestick State Recreation Area in San Francisco .. 

For More Information, Visit the San Fran~l~co SPCA Web Site: 
www.sfspcaorg 'i¥.''': 

San Francisco SPCA • 2500 16th Street • San Francisco 94103 • 415-554-3000 

,I 
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SPEAK UP FOR 
iIi." iLiJ 

SAN FRANCISCO 

SPCA 

The National Park Service is taking public comment on pet management in the Golden Gate 
. - . 

National Recreation Area: 

What's At Stake: 

In 1 p79 the GGNRA Citizen's AdviSOry Commission implemented i Pet Policy. It allowed people to walk off
leash dogs in certain areas of the park. Now the GGNRA claims it must comply with a National Park Service 

rule that prohibits off-leash dogs. Since last summer, the park has been enforcing a ban on off-leash dog 
walking. The purpose of the public comment period is to decide whether the GGNRA will consider making an 

exception to the off-leash ban. 

The Fate of Off-Leash Recreation Hang~ In the Balance 

Make Sure Your Voice Is Heard 
If Off-Leash Dog Walking_Is Important to You .. . 

If You Care About Fair Access to Public Lands .. . 

Tell the National Park Service you value off-leash dog walking, and that off-leash activity 
can be managed in a way that respects the preservation of natural resources and other 

recreational interests in the GGNRA. 

Mail "or fax your comments to: 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 

\ Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA94123 

Fax 41500561-4355 

Attend the public me"etings that will be announced by the GGNRA. 

For rrieeting""dates and locations, call 415-561-4728. 

ACT NO WI 
The deadline for public comment is March 12. 2002 

To access the "Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking-Pet Management in Golden Gate Recreational Area," visit 
www.access.gpo/nara or www.naragoV/fedreg. Copies of the ANPR are also available at GGNRA visHor centers and at 
public libraries in San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley. Marin County and San Mateo County. 
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Go.14en Gatt:: Natimal Recreatioo Area 
Attentim: ANPR; Fort Mason, 
Building 201; San Francisco, Ca. 94123 

. ";: ...... . 

~ Golden Q1!t~ National ~on Area, 

David Wood 

n!!Q ~wi~ ~t, ~O(i 
San Francisco! Ca. 94109 

··itiditVE.R2t;';,;cO""Y"., 

fEB 14: 'l.mYZ. 

I am. deeply concerned the park may revoke offleash activities in and arotDld the Crissy Field area. Theremust 
be some compromise we can work toward.:;. . ' '" .. ;- .. --

Before owning a dog I never used the Crissy field area, and now tIutt I do, my wife and I enjoy our daily walks 
down the beach (even in the windy cold weathel') and have a greater fondness of San Francisco. We have lived 
in the City for 12 years and have owned a dog just over 1 year now. I can not stress enough the importance of 
having a safe offleash area for dogs to exercise and socialize with one anoChel'. Crissy Field is the perlect area 
for this due to the secluded nature ofllie beach from automobile traffic and location for people who live in 
pacific Heights, Russian Hill, Marina, Cow Hollow and many other locatioos. As 1 mentioned, we never 
would have appreciated Crissy'field ifwe did not have the opportunity to walk our dog there offleash. Now ' 
that we do, we appreciate all of the hard work the park Sel'vice has dooe transforming a ooee barren beach and 
patlPng lot into one of the City's most precious parks. .. 

;":', 

Sm:~fioing there in the past year We haVe noticed die beaeh and fields are rem.tY ~ee s.ep~ seetiens. y~, 
have dJ:fI beach area just in front of the parking lot, the larger beach section just West of the :6rst beach, and the 
iiew::fields. I CaD. understand zoning certain areas of the park as leash only or no dogs allowed such as the 
bOOrdWBlk where there is a high flow of pedestrian 1raffic, or the bird and new growth habitat areas, and this 

" Dia:kes sense,' bUt for the most part the larger portion of the beach and fields do not get used by anyone other 
-theti. peopleWidking their dogs. I think this is due to the SF weather. No one wants to lay out or picnic in cold 
~dy weathel' myself included. It makes perfect sense to allow at least some portioo of the area as a 
desigiiatoo offleash area. Of course dog owners need to be responsible for disposing of their trash, and in the 
past yoor I have been very impressed how responsible dog owners are in that area. Rarely do I find an incident 
~at in:f~er has neglected to pick-up . 

. . ~ . :.. . 

In closing, I'd like to say, if Crissy Field is deemed leash only, my wife and I almg with many others may not 
visit the park, and contributions to the park Sel'vice may decline. I know I would not suppat park service 
activities or fimding if I can not utilize its services. I would also consider moving my fiunily and business 
outside of San Francisco due to a need for off leash areas. Dogs need socialization and exercise to become 
good companions. Please make the right choiee by allowing everyone access to one of the best areas is SF. 

Sincerely, 

rtlLJ 
David & Belinda Wood 
(Taxpayer, Homeowner, Business owner) 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

./ 
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STEPHANIE RUBIN 

February 10, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Attention: ANPR 

I am a San Francisco resident and a future dog owner. My family and I enjoy San Francisco's 
parks and beaches on a regular basis. We especially enjoy the off-leash recreation in the 
GGNRA where we can walk along the beach at Crissy Field and Ocean Beach and interact with 
the dogs that are running and swimming. \ . 

. I understand from the ANPR that Bay Area residents are in immediate danger of losing our 
right t(\ walk our dogs off-leash in the GGNRA including Fort Funston, Crissy Field, Ocean Beach 
and Rodeo Beach. 

This is alarming. The 1997 Pet Policy was put in place to protect the right of San Franciscans 
to walk our dogs on this lands as we have for 40 years. When the Pet Policy was created (after 
extensive public hearings) it should have been incorporated as a special rule for the GGNRA
just as off-leash policies were created as a general rule for hunting dogs in 45 other national parks 
and recreation areas. It astounds me that dogs are allowed off least to HUNT but not to run, play 
and swim with their owners. The National Park Service Western District Regional director 
assured both US Senators from California that "the 1979 Pet Policy is the- operative policy in the 
GGNRA". 

I note that in the past 2 years these beach areas have been subject to significant cut back of 
areas designated off-leash. Crissy Field recently had over half the beach space designated NO 
DOGS, Baker Beach has been designated leash only and Ocean Beach and Fort Funston have 
been incrementally restricting the off-leash areas. Over 60% of the people on the beaches at any 
given time are people with dogs,.. In fact, the Crissy Field "no dogs" beach is now largely vacant 
and enjoyed by no one. 

Access to and enjoyment o(our beaches by all il3 an important factor in the quality of life in 
San Franc:sco. As is demonstrated by current practice, including the' designated "no dogs" 
portion of the beach at Crissy Field, there is room for all at Crissy Field and the other GGNRA 
beaches. Traditional off-leash activity occurs in only 0.5% of the 74,000 acres of the GGNRA. I, 
and the dog-owning and loving citizens of San Francisco, deserve space designated as off-leash 
to recreate and play with our dogs. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Stephanie Rubin 

.. 
Cc : Crissy Field Dog Group 

2190 WASHINGTON STREET· SAN FRANCISCO, CA· 94109 
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February 10, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Attention: ANPR 

SETH RUBIN 

I am a San Francisco resident and a future dog owner. My family and I enjoy San Francisco's 
parks and beaches on a regular basis. We especially enjoy the off-leash recreation in the 
GGNRA where we can walk along the beach at Crissy Field and Ocean Beach and interact with 
the dogs that are running and swimming. 

I understand from the ANPR that Bay Area residents are In immediate danger of losing our 
right to walk our dogs off-leash ill the GGNRA including 'Fort Funston, Crissy Field, Ocean Beach 
and Rodeo Beach. ; 

This is alarming. The 1997 Pet Policy was put in plpce to protect the right of San Franciscans 
to walk our dogs on this lands as we have for 40 years. When the Pet Policy was created' (after 
extensive public hearings) it should have been incorporated as a special rule for the GGNRA -
just as off-leash policies were created as a general rule for hunting dogs in 45 other national parks 
and recreation areas. It astounds me that dogs are allowed off least to HUNT but not to run, play 
and swim with their owners. The National Park Service Western District Regional director 
assured both US Senators from California that "the 1979 Pet Policy is the operative policy in the 
GGNRA". 

I note that in the past 2 years these beach areas have been subject to significant cut back of 
areas designated off-leash. Crissy Field recently had over half the beach space designated NO 
DOGS, Baker Beach has been designated leash only and Ocean Beach and Fort Funston have 
been incrementally restricting the off-leash areas. Over 60% of the people on the beaches at any 
given time are people with eogs. In·fact, the Crissy Field "no dogs" beach is now largely vacant 
and enjoyed by no one. 

Access to and enjoyment of our beaches by all is an important factor in. the quality of life in 
San Francisco. As is demonstrated by current practice, including the designated· "no dogs" 
portion of the beach at Crissy Field, there is room for all at Crissy Field and the other GGNRA 
beaches. Traditional off-leash activity occurs in only 0.5% of the 74,000 acres of the GGNRA. I, 
and the dog-owning and loving citizens of San Francisco, deserve space designated as off-leash 
to recreate and play with our dogs. 

Sl~ 
Seth Rubin . -, ---

Cc : Crissy Field Dog Group 

2190 WASHINGTON STREET· SAN FRANCISCO, CA • 94109 
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February 8, 2002 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill, 
Attention: ANPR 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Building 201 
Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123. 

Dear Superintendent, 

RECEJVED 

FEB 14 2.O\1'z. 

~""-- ---~~~"~"?J"-:~1nti·· .. 
... "'I ....... D."~4.~~. 

The Federal Park Service has opened a public comment period regarding off-leash dog 
walking in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. I stronglt urge you tQ support off
leash dog walking and to maintain the Kneeded recreational open space necessary for 
urban environment and planning" (16 USC 460bb). 

1'.':. a dog-owner I want rules because they'll protect everybody. but they need to be 
reasonable. Give me a place where I can go to exercise my dog off leash. She needs it, 
and she deserves it. For many dog owners their dog plays an important role in their lives, 
not unlike children. Why does GGNRA take away what was promised by them in the first 
place. It will just create more aggressive dog behavior. Isn't that what we're trying to 
solve? 

I strongly oppose the current GGNRA anti dog-pOlicy. My dog and I refuse to be denied 
equal access to the beaches for which our tax dollars also pay. The dog policy is totally 
biased and anti dog. What's more it addresses once again a symptom and does not 
work toward addressing the real issues at stake. 

What do we really need? 
Participation in the decision-making process of the GGNRA (for this to be 
successful we need everybody on board) 
Education to promote responsible dog ownership (clean up after your dog, proper 
dog SOCializing etiquette with humans, preserving environmentally sensitive 
habitats, how to deal witli aggressive dogs etc.) 
Time-sharing of the parks to accommodate off-leash dog walking (yes, this can 
wOrk) 
Clear park signage educating users Of appropriate park usage 

I want the GGNRA 0 create a well-balanced dog policy that is acceptable to all tax
paying citizens of an Francisco s stakeholders in this issue. 

Sincerely, 
Karin Z. de Gi1 
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~ebruary 12, 2002 

Superintendent 
Attention: NPRA 
Golden Gate National Recreation .Area 
Building 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 
. . 

I am writing to say that.I feel very strongly about keeping Crissy Field a place where dogs are permitted off 
leash. As an almost daily visitor, I fear that the upcoming decision will greatly impact my use and 
enjoyment of the park. As a runner, a dog owner and SPCA volunteer, I can say from experience that there 
are almost no remaining areas in the city where both my dog and my family can fully and safely enjoy each 
other. Having lived allover the country with my dogs, I believe that Crissy Field is the rare instance where 
responsible dog owners and others can coexist !luccessfully. In fact,.during our first visit to San Francisco 
my husband and I so enjoyed our run along the beach at Crissy Field that it was a significant factor in our 
decision to move to San Francisco and live in the Marina District 

Sentiment aside, here are some of the more pragmatic reasons why Crlssy Field should remain an off leash 
park: 
• Crissy Field and the few remaining areas in the GGNRA where offJeash dog walking has been 

permitted are appropriate places for dogs to be safely off leash. These areas can sustain off leash usage 
without harm to their natural and cultural resources. 

• There are no alternative beach spaces available in the Bay Area where people can enjoy.recreation in 
and near water with their dogs, and because the GGNRA is located in and around an urban setting, 
there are few alternatives for any open space enjoyment for people with their dogs. 

• Less than I percent of GGNRA land use involves a historical and current permitted use of off leash 
walking. These historic areas are the ones which are so important to off leash proponents. There is 
plenty of room within the GGNRA for everyone and every interest if there are designated spaces for 
specific interests. Accommodation of the variety of usages and users of GGNRA space, including off 
leash dog walking, can be accomplished with appropriate guidelines. 

• Enforcement of existing regulations denies the entire community of the recreational enjoyment of off 
leash dog walking. In addition·to people who obtain great enjoyment and exercise playing with their .. 
dogs offleasb, there are many people who obtain great enjoyment observing the animals at play. 

• At Crissy Field, off leash recreation was specifically provided for BJ:!d approved by the National Park 
Service in the design and plan for the Crissy Field renovation. That plan reflected public comment. 

• Off-leash dog walking promotes healthy people and healthy pets, both of whom benefit from the 
exercise and the socialization. The community of dogs and people who use off leash areas derive an 
intrinsic and, given that this is an urban setting, rare benefit from the freedom of movement off leash 
walking provides. 

Crissy Field is a uniquely San Franciscan park. Images of dogs at play on its beach can be seen on the 
trailers oflocaI newscasts, on the national news, and in magazines. It would truly be a shame to curtail the 
community's enjoyment of one of San Francisco's most appealing attractions. . 

Thank you, 

~ C2- c}\-
Stefanie R. Offit )~ 
3526 Webster Street 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
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I am tyriting to save 

REC~l"ED 
fE3 1,1 7.\)\1'2. 

the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

park use:rs as well as' protect the iillportant natu:::al resources of the GG~fR..<\. 

I knO\" many people have w:;:-itte::J. and attended meetings rega:::-ding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the details. I am one of thousands of pet O\v-ue:rs 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the ne,,, policies. {wen the ~Iational Park 

Service took over the GG~R.A T . .-e ~.-ere assured chat chose la~cis ~.-ould be preserved 

for recreational use by all cit':'zens. ~Vhat TNe are asking for is the right to ,,,alk 

our do;.3 off-leash· in a very small portion of the GG~iR.A, as we have for years. 

There ~s r~om for everyon~ to enjoy these parks. We need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize our rec:::eation areas. Thank you £0::: your 

consiceration of this matter. 

", 
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, ."----.-'~"----~~-------"<t;.:;,:~ 

~rSUperintendentO'Neil\: /085-01- {C REC'ti.t\l£D . .;;;. -" I-/) .,? Date: _-___ --....!l:.-.:: (~==_ __ 

, ~cK1~~~ 

I:
pport off-teash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my ~ments aboutJjpntinuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 

I as information about me that may be relevant to this i~~~l''£t~Ut\'\1'S ~~\\..: 
, /1.J+..r:;.· , - SU?t:\\kHtx\~ . 1'.:1, 

arne: (l/t1e,/tv W fr1 ~ . '. ,(optional: Age: 3()Sex ~ (vEthnicity. !41,.1:) 
Address: q;}.] EOofh l (I Dc· ]AIM C{" III CA qc.f{j(S 

, (street) • (C!lY) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

/ -/z::t~~ fYtj,'2 c(()rp (X/{J',( Y'~ P ~t'l~'lVrl & ~./fA.. ~~?Z h;,t'q'h 
t;(}e.r1Y_fcCtjS t?l11~{ 00/1 ".-/-, r.-:t e/~(9(A?/0 e;cel'C(_~~. (f) 
Si/l/!c£11 'relfCed ClOt.} pc{f~f~ 0 I L-:'/.:;;~ 1e.-J- ey.,ce{C-r·~_ . 
a-/- FOr+- p.-{.r!-<;.~. /h':s. ?<; prac+rCc< (1'1 /v~<1 haCK Lfud I 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet tor you. Do you bring y6ur friends and family along or met;tt up 
with friends? Have Y0l,.rmade new friends through this acHvity? 

/. Aave me/- -(~n V l;J~(?rte_, ?/?'-ll fi)l'f hA,rtS'<-on L'1/h.o /y;).Ve 
---f/"~ S ?lnl~ / l?+ere:5~--'I~ C~ 8, (~e. /Y}I-! S/s-ler-) (3:r.,Ulr 
n~ c-/1...e (' I if oaw;, ~/T' (- 0.,' iN'C1 [} c;: (V:t?-e;t- -Ie) 's-pend '-f!,Q-
('( c;t.lt) 0+ K) " 'f fu () s,. "-/-( /1 tlu-1 teA... ( LC!1 ~~ h ., 

" , 

.. Do you believe that off~eash recreation is appropriate for portions <if the GGNRA? Wh~? Please make specifIC 
recommendations for ways tt.e Park Ser"rice can accommodate a,,1j expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. " 

~" r; ~i! 'IC/SCi':) J-a_S /)0 (.,+£ . .02 , c-r'f I ec,'S, It I~}, I i- '::' {a (Cl'''. (-" nC.fA.,/-., 

.j-6( "''f r If; pi' :'ak Gy:E:'r,.c ,'S'C"" ! F q. b!;of /,,:/:2 { "/ /'"c:-(,Ce ~'sb r" ( J 

fuft filJ7.~)O:'f (-'~ O/~'(.-{ J:x:_ Se.();7,l'C;c-WC( i ~to feC{£~.c.t t' otf'Kj:~(.S~, 
Of€(J, S ' i ~;. / /D r.1.f~ 0(::. b~(t1 k~ '-S(f"-IlI\e Ls ) "Gff I e iJJ;-0. . < 0 r l?fC<C/-.es 

4 -::. O././. I c"r" :;. t" . What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

I b·v{i(.·d c{ r~.( I 'Alo f;1:? ( 11 ,~.< i -lft .. -Q (f'. e.AJ~e,,/~ -/i-'H'I C v
J
(/,' J~l. I (.C v-e.· 

,. ~, ,. ..... ) ,-/ t"- -I C f~ / .. 
-~J ,,:>re-tllc ~- 1I"\o"Ie'_ t.'~' rV:l" 'L/.f'-:-';'-ro".r '~( LI...C? t> (:'0 cf-, . 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feef safer Without their presence? 
$'I ! 

Ii (1; J'<?'~iyt'll-'; i bie t.":! tXj- ()(,." , /',e (~. !ly1f; (.'o/\:-r (". / {:{Ie r f~~ ~(I fI.£:~' cf O,)c.'. 

• 
~ ~ 1.1 • I -, . f r... " , 

~ eVe:?? ?:,1Y}~1 ~·\ff. ,(eC1~)Ci (U~'<.:(!1t::' {e:~-) ('~;\,1~-~Yt,{'tJ{c? t{~:1 ,", 

(::Or t F'~I:' (91, £A/'d eve ,n V}f' I"l) VV,,-/ "'.t:'UL9 J,J,e .- ('3 y r~) t. vr-/-i l /~t£ . 
S~~:. _~t~/~.~y'~~"~_ !~(~. !~!~,(~r~).~~~~~~D~e &-II-D~ - ~ o~ A7 o. bt;;~ 

I. 
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Dear Supenntenaent O'Neill: 
J.' • - J~ to - () { -/ v 

I support the co~tinua.n~e of off-Iea~ recrea~on in the Golden Gate National Recrea~io.n Area (GGNebL ~2"~ng are my 
comments on this activity as well as Information about me that may be relevant to thiS Issue. REC,f::J VED 

Name: ~~ Ms. DenIse Brown' (printed) FEB, 1'-:x:1 2002 
dress wWF Daly City CA 94014-1265 

• 

848 Templeton Ave 

(city) (state) (~)'tmllJTfillfJ~~1"~ rttrl"i' 
1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons fritvl~ifjkg'7!"What are 

the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

\lts~ 5\) .. -b~ a weeK. Ma\V'\ ~~\'\j Gs -Eo ~c..\sel sOClt'CU~ 2.e, dOg . 
~e ~ts - e<eV'"t.~-e. l VV\.e'b o-E:heY V'es~o~ ible cb~ Ot.Ul\.6'S', 6n~ ~~a~ VYI'j 

~ C&\ &\~O~ 'oe.\~ eJrr \(!S~. ~ OO\e '\-0 ~t~ l~ ~ (iii
be:cic.h I t.v'n,,\-e :r:. ~ b~~()\ SOYV-OOh.o'C~~S, 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

::c.. ~ bV'OCI,~~ b~ ot~e\f p~'{~i:8 $ ~OC>~ hef~~ to enS~ ~G.~r<.A, 
1'Y\'oY\,~~ ... ~ \'b ~~-t tt'Me \Jt"5\~~'Q,\}e. -eJef e<:~v'\-ehC!.e the. 'eY\~~-
rYre\'\b& oW \~~ &'rea. en~~ Se.e(~ ~n cl~S ~lfi~{V)q it geiU ~ 
~~ So Coe.(t.\.le\~d hef~ .qe+ 0\.e.'f~«W ~ ~W\als. ~C\ eldev~4 

3. p;;~~e~~!?~~ r~~~~~~~du%t~~y~~d!~~iJ~l~~~$ 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? ~ca.\J3e ::c. ~C> .:s~X -8\VV\e.s. @ 10~ i+ f~· VY\ove -fhah a 

• ~ ~\'OA out\-e+ Ill\- ~v{;~ crJ'( clli\l~ teVeS . ..:r. CSv{{, ,VV\a~~ne ro+- be\~ able 19 
~ c..ovne h-elfe. A5~V oV'tVl<3(V'l,\ -+V'ten.6s -See f5'J/l&-OC'{~. ~ .~\te.. h-\-e+ ~'A-~'e0 

-\y\eY\6,,> ~ \"re(<jh'Lbvs. he'fe J -&6-€h.-e \X?(V\~ (f}e'I[~ we see. eacY\.O~~~vtf f 
hei{> cw-e-toV \I&Y\O~ t'\eees ~ o~¥ 4-e"nt\l.\ \tte ~\d. e..."'tlh~e dVfiWl{cl)l{<!Jj 
W~(!) u-\- (9.(§. N AA. l.i:.bu l c\. cons I CeV'" Me\! \ h.~ . 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation ~s beGfi'a r.u:iQ1ary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in tfiese areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the G~NRA can ~ake off-leash areas more enjoyable for every~ne? ~e. (5Pe 'W6Y)t\ ~ 
-\0 ~D CJ.)\-th ~e0f ~ \ \6'f€V\ \\'\ ~ Av·e:~~ ( b~ rot- rYmY\,\ tiheVe.. ~ <nY\ ~. ~t~ is 
one. a,\f-e3 u:>eQ&\ ~\ 'oe..-ioa.e~er c% ~l\l\. l11ts. ~V'(N\~e3 'fe(!'(ea'-\{'OV) ~ 
Sec~y~ ~v'-\&W\\\t-ecs.. ~e '(.Y\t)~-+~'J-e. Q).~-a~ 10 ~O w~ ruv 'oe..tD\JeCl 
do~s, ulf\O aV-e ~&I('b- ~ o::Jf~(\t-e3. Ih\'~ '5~~ ~ need.-eA -toy. 
0'\\1\ v-oV\lN\eV\{,.nJ enSp~ \tl'\eVtt-' ~ ~\ l. VJe tJt.\)~ ~oY\"'-\'V\u-e. '\e YV\'QKe -t:n~S 
DW-\-e.'Os.Y\ "5~'&Q.e fi\lB'\\,&D\e . ~'(-e. \~ ,5 (OCO &C'fa I SD'f6t) , -fYte.V'e- (S 
tOOYV'\ ne\fe.. ~\( US> '&\ \ f:D enSru 1£ 0. ~ &\c>Yl~. 

5. San Francisco transferted its beaches and parks to the-Q;GNRA with the unde.'standing that existing activities, including off
leash recreation, would continue. 00 you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? NO \. '. 

Date . O~112.J 0'2- (optional: Age:2iL- Sex MVthnicity.1:itrlrJ 

Version 1.0 
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GGNRA 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 

/~-()I.- fA 

San Francisco, CA 94123 

February 13, 2002 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

RECEiVED 

fEB 1 4 2GU'2. 

I reguli~ly take my dog, Zoe, to Fort Funston on the weekends. Many dog lovers -
- responsible pet owners - enjoy exploring Fort Funston with their pets everyday. 
It is a beautiful area that should be shared by all types of animals, wildlife and 
people.. . 

Please don't further restrict the Off-Leash RecreationArea of Fort Funston. I 
live, vote & pay my taxes in the Bay Area and there are very few areas that I can 
take my dog for exercise off of her leash. 

Wasn't the GGNRA established to maintain "neeaed recreational open space 
necessary for urban environment and planning (16 USC 460bb)"? 

Many, many others share my beliefs. 
Please don't take this away. ~ 
There should be more than enough room - within 75,000 acres in the GGNRA -
for the off-leash area in Fort Funston. 

Thank you for your continued support. 
Best regards, . 

li~:li~ \ 
tahara_star@yahoo.com 
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Dear GGNRA staff, 

2626 Hyde St. 
San Francisco, 94109 
440-9909 

Feb.l1, 02 

I am writing to urge you to maintain off-leash dog walking for dogs at Crissy 
Field. As you must know, San Franciscans are very big on dogs, so you are 
dealing with a large part of the population with this issue. It is impossible to 
adequately exercise anything bll;t a very old dog ~n a leash, and there are fewer 
and fewer places left in the city where one can walk dogs without one. Should 
Crissy Field become an on-leash area, I'm afraid that the result will be either a flat 
out refusal to cooperate, or some other form of protest by dog walkers. Having 
walked my very gentle dogs daily on the beach there for the past fourteen years, I 
appreciate that there are a few people who allow their dogs to create problems on 
the beach. The problem is that these people do,not control or clean up after their 
dogs, not that dogs run off leash. Hiring a policeman or ranger (which you would' 
have to do anyway if you were to enforce an off-leash law) who would cite these 
people would be a simpler solution than outraging a large & passionate group of 
dog owners & walkers. 
Respectfully, 
Caroline Kindrish 
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J s<6'4 - 0 { -I C Simone Leveille 
1184 Manzanita 

Pacifica, CA 94jM4~ . ~ )L'~ ~.II 
650-359-8555 '.. oJ ~ .. ~ n.J 

r i..._i 1 ,i 20U2 

ANPR 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Building 201 
Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To whom it may concern: 

I have been going to Fort Funston with my dogs and family for over 27 years my spirits; well before it was 
part of the Golden Gate National RECREATION Area. My children and grandchildren have grown up 
knowing about its beauty. I am strongly urging that the offl.h status remain as 'is. It has been stated 
that having dogs on or off leash causes less people to use the pCJ!k; this is simple untrue. Even before the 
usage by dog owners increased, there were hardly any non-dog people going,to Fort Funston. Even with 
all its beauty, many times it is only the brave dogs walkers who 'confront the cold and fog that inhabits the 
park. 

We are law-abiding people who cherish Fort Funston. We are not the fair weather friends; we are out their . 
daily in the best foggy weather. We have no intention of harming the land and make sure our dogs are 
considerate and well behaved. We dog walkers have worked hard to trying to make sure that everyone 
cleans up after their dogs arid have events to ensure this. 

Any analysis of the dog policy should be measure by the long standing 1979 Pet Policy that was inacted 
and accepted in full by GGNRA General Superintendent Lynn Thompson on October 6, 1978 " ... We are 
accepting in total the Commissions recommendations for each of these areas." 
That it was considered important only underscores that Off-leash dog walking was an intended repreational 
activity when San Francisco gave its beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA and when the GGNRA was 
established to maintain "needed recreational open space necessary for urban environment and planning" 
(16 USC 460bb). 

As stated in the Park Service's own documents: "The ordinary guidelines outlined in the Code of Federal 
regulations do not really apply in an urban area. People and their animals have been visiting the park for 
too long to apply an all-inclusive arbitrary policy." 

I sincerely hope that in this rule making process you will ensure to underscore the main reason that the 
land was given is for RECREATIONAL use. 

Sincerely, 

Simone Leveille 
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February 12, 2002 

GGNRA 
AIT:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
SF, CA 94123 

Dear GGNRA: 

~ - ._- ... _-•... --- -- ._-_.-.- ..... - .. _-------------_ ............. '===,." .......... """ ........ ., 

j'f)"IO - 0 1- I A 

I am a resident of San Francisco. I am writing to express my opinion regarding a 
change in policy that you are considering. 

It is my understanding that you and the National Parks Service are seeking to 
require all dogs be kept on leash in all the parks under your purview, including but 
not limited to Fort Funston, Ocean Beach, Baker Beach and Crissy Field. 

I am not a dog owner, however, I strongly urge you not to change your 'voice 
control' policy that has been in place for more than twenty years. 

I walk in all of these parks. I enjoy seeing the dogs run free. It adds to the 
atmosphere of an outing in the open air, and it brings such happiness to the dogs. In 
being joyous, they also bring joy to all of us who witness their antics. They get to be 
unhindered for a change. They are already 'on leash' so much of their lives. 

By all means require responsibility by the dog owners to monitor their dogs, and to 
keep them from entering areas it is inappropriate for them to enter. Only dUring 
nesting season, to protect the birds, it may be appropriate just in those portions of 
the GGNRA where the birds nest to require a leash, for example, at Fort Funston. 
However, I do not feel this restriction should apply elsewhere, and certainly not after 
the nesting period has passect'~ • . 

Please keep our parks open to all the residents of the City, State and Nation, human 
and canine alike. 

Sincerely, ..... d~ 
7/{/VvI :.L. /1/;- VV 

David M. Walker 
1871 Page St 2 
SF, CA 94117-1936 

e 
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Attn: ANPR 

154r - O( -IA 

'Marsha garland 
800 9lLmnbard Street 

San Prancisco, C9l94133 

February 13, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

RECte.!vEO 

fE3l Ll L!J~l 

Healthy, happy, emotionally balanced dogs, like children and people, need exercise. Exercise 
does not mean restraint on the end of a leash. It means nUming at top speed along a beach or 
across a grassy swath, like Crissy Field It means playing and socializing with other dogs; It 
means dashing from the beach into the bay to retrieve a stick 

A well exercised dog is much less of a threat to humans than an unexercised one. (There is a 
parallel between exercised dogs and school sports programs for children.) 

Having a dog is one of the greatest joys of my life. Enjoying their companionship and need for 
outdoor activity enriches my life immeasurably and takes me to places I would not have 
otherwise gone, as well as on IO!lg wa1lq; I would not have otherwise walked 

City dwellers regard open space as a luxury. The majority ofus is diligent about cleaning up 
after our dogs and restraining them appropriately. We aren't all Knollers or Noels. 

Please ensure that Crissy Field is a space which all residents of San Francisco, both two legged 
and four legged, can enjoy to the maximum. 

Sincerely, 

Marsha Garland 
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To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative.to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former po~icy t~at 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
Uvoice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 
.. 

Sincerely, 

_~~/.t;.'-~_"./_r/ ... ~.,.::;.-_~-=--__ ~ _' _(signature) 
~ 

----IA~/{j:..t.lr::ndf;g~· -=--(]...;;..&,;a~rt&-=-=-__ (name) 

~~..;..:.7--L-9-.L.h...l..!:~::.=w;..;.-ilJ~$Ja~'l!tz=-f:_· _(address) 

Comments, accepted Jan. 11,2002 through March 12,2002 
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GGNRA 
Attention AN PR 

Dear Sirs, 

. -'.------~,------

J5Q?:, -D{ -- fA 

DR AND MRS FRANK IDNMAN, JR 
1000 FRANCISCO STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109 

Rr"<VEi lEU 

Fl j 14 2002 
2.5.02 

Re. OFF-LEASH RECREATION 

. . ~ 

l 

Please do.nQt restrict the use of- our Par~ Ttiere is enough space for 

everyone, and for dogs too. Don't let a vocal group (we attended the 

meeting last Fall!) monopolize the use of th:is great area;' Allow PDW 
.' 

(Proper Dog-Walking. 

Very truly yours, 

Frank Hinman, Jr. 

a e-.J,- ~e~1 ~ ~ 
Marion E Hinman 

14-kd ~/Vrt.~ 
CC: SFDOG, PO Box 31071, SF, CA 94131-0071 
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I am w'riting to save off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

park user's as well as protect the i;nportant natural resources of the GG~fRA,. 

I knm. many people have written and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the details. I am one of thousands of pet owner's 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the net. policies. tmen the ~ational Park 

Service took over the GGNR..-\. ,ve ~.;ere assur'ea that those lands .would be preserved 

for recre,ational use by all citizens. ~fuat 'tve are asking for is the right to walk 

oUr' dogs off-leash in a very small portion of the GGiiRA, as we have for years. 

There is reom for everyone to enjoy these parks. We need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize our rec±eation areas. Thank you for your 

consicera~ion of this matter. 

• S:"ncer=l~l) 

• 

• 
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February 14, 2002 

Superintendent 
GGNRA 
Building 201 

/5'1(, - 01- ( A 

Fort Mason, San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent 

REC~l"EU 

FE3 1 /.~ 2.002. 

I am thoroughly against leashing pets anywhere in the GGNRA. You government 
people want more and more restrictions I vote NO!!!. to leashed pets 

Scott Fately 
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February 12, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: Leash law is the last straw 

To Whom it may Concern: 

Congratulations. You have accomplished what ~xorbitant living costs, burdensome taxes, and 
impossible parking could not: you have convinced me that living in San Francisco has become 
more trouble than it is worth. 

Despite a steadily decreasing quality of life, I remained jn ~an Francisco in large part because, 
of the parks. I particularly enjoyed my daily outings with tqe dogs, an hour or two of strolling 
along the beach at Crissy Field, wandering through the Pr~sidio, or walking the dunes at Fort 
Funston. I currently have two dogs, a two-year-old Germa~ Shepherd and an eight-month-old 
pound puppy. They are high-energy dogs who require a good daily run-something that is 
increasingly difficult to accomplish given the current regulatory climate. 

The park service has begun treating an urban recreation :area as if it were a remote wildlife 
sanctuary. Hardly a week goes by that a favorite haunt isn't fenced and placed off limits. Park 
rangers, once allies, have become intrusive, citation-wielding pests. Instead of enhancing my 
park experience, they seem bent on limiting it. The interests of all manner of flora and fauna 
are jealously protected except those of man and dog . 

Let me state here that I support restrictions on unruly or dangerous dogs. But I work hard to 
ensure my pets are neither; in fact, my German Shepherd has earned two obedience titles. 
None of this matters, though, in your one-size-fits-allieash law, where all dogs are presumed 
guilty. 

I began this letter by saying you've convinced me that residing in San Francisco is no longer 
worth the trouble, and I meant)t. In D~cell!ber I purchased a home in Virginia, and in March 
I will move my dogs, my small business, and myself eastward. I've purchased an eight-acre 
property where we can enjoy the simple pleasure of walking outdoors unmolested by 
meddlesome bureaucrats. I am sincerely sorry for responsible dog owners who are unable to do 
likewise. 

@:e~ 
Donna Reynol 
77 Iris Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94118 

as of March 30: 
2488 Taylors Road 
Boones Mill, VA 24065 

cc: Mayor Willie L. Brown 
Supervisor Gavin Newsome 
State Senator Jackie Speier 
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Shannon Mackay 
2005A Golden Gate Ave. 
San Francisco, CA 94115 
415-359-0129 

---- "-" -_ .... _------ -----_._-_ ... _ .. ---_. --------

I~o,-D(-IA 
REC£~;JE,J) 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
415-

January 31,2002 

DearGGNRA, 

I am writing to express my concern of the ANPR regarding the off-leash dog policy. It is 
my very strong opinion that dogs should continue to be allowed to walk off leash in 
GGNRAs. ' 

I moved, briefly, to Santa Monica, and I have to tell you, it was a miserable experience, 
because my furry friend was allowed to run free, and play frisbee almost nowhere. It was' 
a major factor in my decision to come back to San Francisco. In A Dog's Guide to 
California, San Francisco is listed as the dog friendliest city in California. Please don't 
change that! 

It is so crucial to a dog's health, b~th physically, and mentally to get plenty of exercise. 
Living in a condense city, it is not always easy to find appropriate places for these 
activities. Please don't make it even more limiting. 

There is room for everyone in Golden Gate National Recreation Areas. Our dogs should 
still be able to enjoy off-leash recreation, while continuing to respect the rights of non
dog park users and observing rules necessary to environmentally protect these areas. 

I appreciate you listening to the opinion of the dog community. 
We CAN co-exist peacefully! 

Thank you, 
II " 

/ I 

~! /1 
:\ .1 I 1/ A 

V\l~!; It VV/ 

" .' i 
r/i/ 

Shannon Mackay 

I 
I 

I 

(b) (6)
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GGNRA 
Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

February 13, 2002 

Tim Irving 
1400 Greenwich St. #12 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

< 

RE.C~L-JE .:1 

n::.B 1 i~ 7..G~' ~ 

I am writing to confirm that I wish the dog leash law for GGNRA be maintained 
and enforced in full. 

I am a regular user of the GGNRA and believe the current lack of enforcement of 
the dog leash law presents a safety and health problem . 

Best~eg~s, 

~. 
TimlrviniJ! ,. .. 

'. 
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IboO-Of-fA 
FRANCIS AUGUSTUS MARTIN 

13 February 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building #201 
San Francisco, California 94123 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I wish to let you now that I am truly saddened to learn that off-leash dog walking at Crissy Field faces 
possible elimination as a result of the current review. 

As a life long resident of San Francisco, living in Pacific Heights, I have seen Crissy Filed transformed 
into what it is today; a place where human and dog are both free to unwind. It is so vitally important 
that dog owners and their beloved, well behaved pets continue to be allowed to run free together at 
Crissy Field. There is ample room for everyone to benefit and enjoy Crissy Field, and being there on 
any given Saturday or Sunday will serve as a testament to this. . 

It is, of course, vitally important that dog owners and their pets be respectful of all park users, and the 
beautiful and important natural resources of the park. I do believe, however, that this happens 
presently, and will continue to do so if given the chance. 

Dogs were meant to run free, and there are precious few spaces left in this city for them to do so. So 
why take away a place where humans,. dogs, and nature currently share - and share very successfully -
such a wonderful relationship? I emplore you to please allow our well behaved dogs to roam free and 
continue to enjoy the beauty and benefits of Crissy Field along with everyone else. 

• 

Thank you for your consideration. 

~(/ 
Francis A. Martin .. - ~ 

I 

l 

Cc: Crissy Field Dog Group 

2519 PIERCE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115 

TEL: 415.885-2451 • FAX: 415.885-2452 
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CeaL"'erintendent O'Neill: I (pO J - elL- (A -- --- - -----,-- - ( ,- f· 

I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
. comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

Name: ?AM sA1 )t.~ tJt5 I\..{GTC-14-IF (printed) e ress: ,40 I ILUNf)t> Sf" 51tA,1 fi2.AJ\lc{Sl& eA &t 4101 
(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 
11\) ."..te PA-"b-r 110 'I~S, j: J-l-AllG \W'''WO U!...l'$$'''-/. Ptet.-O , ~IZ.T Yof-'STON' ;z-?n~
Pe;2- U)"6'"e~ , "!?P6~IPu .• Prl..L-Y IZ' Lvl't-·LIC- t-B\£.~~G" (VI'-f'S~ .,. f¥''-{ J -? Clo& C::. • 
:r tAtv::e jl:1 LA ~ I A:> ~~ ~Ct r W ley· '1 Cl4fLS i\-~ f?ecA-U se- fJF 'iC+G" t'\1UL:T'!-Fifla'1!1t: 

QuAU. 'T1' 0 F u eP.>1'rl-' LA lFe - U'E'iLy L-1tt'l(jl!flN Due; TI> 'fl"fe 
P~S./ (;)fJr;-1O:) cp('lrGe. :r f'1Vc-Cfll.6 fWLl..M-ticl-l\'I1_e !"l:J\}/'l:t'2-ld~\~GO'A1C PApc.tlYllr'( oF" 

..-D 6~1" U 11+r'lou6,11VlJf'" TR E? ?fo'i An-~ .,.... ttA-u~ I,..., I -OOUl.-e'l> t-L.-IE-O~ L-V I l:>D6~ I+G 
T pi-J5 t-Wrs f?6~6-FI1"E?r.;> (Yl't '2.-e'"l..lt\110NSI+tP ,lD'/ THem .... ('1\,\ "\fPJ:c'~DO ~\J'~~"F. 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

(VI'( 1k.oT"l::fet2.. 1"So -{;;>~utHJ.:f!:t .. 'f /M-r..li::lIc....A-PPGO PU e- ~ A '!:>-rP.-oJt6· --;./teuv-es w ''f'i W\6" 

pA-(l.:t oF!' ~ H YG-18:::ll - L ~ "'en.. f \4.:> IJ\J~ ). J: Tr}-1Lef 1fa.2 WI rrt t)l\0' 11' 
t-(J..\$s,'1 14 e-u::> r :f>on:r Pvf\)~ fl)tJ 1.0 ~ += erz:, 4J I fW1 Do 6 ({,.) . 7 He L-ou$ "f""l'f€ 
PJ!'Z-,-e-oOUNl7!,.l> o~ ~ Do&,S. q.. F-ltV OS "i"l+G'- p~ (lll.D"!;rt,'.l fl· II~V~6-I4=r~L£? 
~ ~em~T:7D oIU T"rf-€ C-t-.£-I!M)I.lN-er;,.S DF ~~ ",>,~ ,+t-)C'> tf-*> SA-tl::> l1fA.1 
o"p.. ~6? "PI"J-le-f0 tllY OP-r:;-tV CSP~ ~ ~Pl.-~,/ _ ~PIl-/lG-O 7b ~e ,/J 
w~r+-rl\l "T'O~ 0.(. \).>tfc;-rt-G S/fe; LII'~ 'nh:i (2.~T of ~.., "r:-JCU'l... 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What 'NOuld be the impact on your life if there were no longer 
off-leashrecreationintheGGNRA? :r ~ Pr vf7ItA/ ~il~f=1.L.LL, 1.OA)6, 1-0t>ILE(.) CJ~B,.:t: Ilet-Y 

•

t> tJ rfI'i w ~ ", IL .mV ow ~ Jtf!S I.U IS' l!-- g1!77 ~ &, ..... A:oI2... tf"'E:;'(....P I I\.) ~ v1A7;' ~ ~ ,"(" t-

It-~IN~ ~ ~6).s lu~ G*flP;:) ~ ,T!'O~ :r: ~"G '\.1fL4Ch't701\l<;:'" (AJVbIAJIM&., 

·~..,peu t-H..- ~ L.q') Ak< " - U 1Ci? t:.-t+f4f, fYYlJts / ~ ~r' I ~7l3'?l. _'. w If9'2£ :t="" pl.:J4-<t0 
'fi:' (VI¢T'" j"1'1.,c-I\)i)r (.. <z>omr7" ~ ()t)6,'i, ~ ~om6 ~.o t;.)i)f &Me ri?We' C-lt/t.J:>/'l.c#u. ~ 
~ NoT) ,..., C-O-\t:.:.&\.( f7et.-D / ~T FtJ~S~N ...... u..> 6 M~ .,-H-i7~ ffr,l..l o{'tJ;'!. -...JIm 
rN"- wA-L-jCS.· IF 'Tl"hs. A-cr-tu,ry l.u"IS No U>~dj6IL /tiJA-ILA-p.,lZ? ~ ""'~u .... C> .u>.c>s,Qs(L IT ''"'0 ~ ~"lCM»P~ oP I L-L-e>&tUc1.-, e:>~""'Y Fz:of2..Mf31:) ~~f! 1l' S/I"~C,~CD'.s. tiVA-UT'(Dr>- U Pe. 
Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreatiol?has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 
~ -rth"-'''- ~ uSe' 'Dr "1-Tf-e; 6-6-~ .. ~~ ~bYV6 /"i9'f ~ef1-"C1tJ6 lS e.JfJ'>t~ 
j2.esPf>~1 BolLA -r'/. ,T IS ;l\LL- DF ooiL ~ei.:r 11tt.uIl-~ 'r~ ~t$oPoA)& lP..iuT-l 
r ~-:.~6-e 1$ LV If-A.or '5ifz>UL.C ~ B6 1\'rA-A)I'-cte'D. t 't- ~.D."'.'~. r "';~~'-( 

~1h"'1'- ,.-,.j-,4--r tr- r+e1~Ih-e-aleo -;;'~~G D .... a.o'-'"6't2-$.i+l-f. ~P-. Tlhs 'ii'6(J+or of U~l! ~~.uf. IW q 
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)01 r ~()~ ~~':>"e"-;;-...... 17 ,N') ~ . AN A-NJtI()1-C ~E"mP.&J2_HI-tP ~ ... uft,.e: f, I~ wllr IfCtfl~ 
-/ C-fhi2-0/""?T1U"Gf'l. .. • LOOLCL-O \. ~~~ /'I- \len-y l--L-6-1'tt2- ~6~se DF J?t:.I.bJo'SJu" -IP W61t'-O &ao' 

, 12>'-'-' 1WLt?~ \) Pl£'ee-P - '-blc's. / J1'l..i'I'btt t. ,..~s / /l"'£'V4..W<; , pU't-1JT elrll-e;) P.n;-o\)t~ ) ;::::e;-~ ' •.. '0/." 
~ 'Ptt"\"t2..0lAA)O:; tr61J1LIc ~~~ - \ulfl, Wl'u......o Aa' A,) ::::Okf'e Q-vNl-t)G(LS D~ D\la. PIlJIII1.6 .,fS 
--; oF \A~~ _ t P 2."....,rJ&4.S J & I~S 'I ()e-~ '-V~ ~. ~ 10 ~tfl A-Lr L.11l-G ~ a.e~p.~~ 1('3>t.r: -=;> 

v. 57HJ..t.! /M.1iHh~, ~ -rIt"etR.. Fill V, ~~ ~ /.J lI? &/? f(1 a.¥-;.!£... - 't' N Df e.J aLy I)lU6~' .• 

5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, includir.g off
leasf! recreation, would continue. Do-you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? l>'" P f?i1- '" 0 q, ~~~. I \- Tl~ ~"" pu l...t1-'f"1-.tI~ t='ott.. 
Tf1--.~ ~6S wffS }JD1'" f\7>/J0tL9'0 .--~ ~ -rtZ-Af\lS~ ~ ffz:>U..,-,O ~ 

{faze -- f\Je~n~~A f2 
~!2ttu?¢t~ Date ;.. -,;;.-- ();;- (optional: Age:~ Sex M [JEthniCitY.t)utf' i 
Version 1.0 
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Golden Gate -National Recreation Area 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 FE':> 1 <1 ,nrl'} D _ So;:. '-v\.O-
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February 12, 2002 

Superintendent 
Attention: NPRA _ 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Building 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing to say that I feel very strongly about keeping Crissy Field a place where dogs are permitted off 
leash. As an almost weekly visitor, I fear that the upcoming decision will greatly impact my use and • enjoyment of the park. As a runner and a dog owner, I can say from experience that there are almost no 
remaining areas in the city where both my dog and my family can fully and safely enjoy each other. Crissy 
Field is the rare instance where responsible dog owners and others can coexist successfully. 

Sentiment aside, here are some of the more pragmatic reasons why Crissy Field should remain an off leash 
park: 

• Crissy Field and the few remaining areas in the GGNRA where off leash dog walking has been 
permitted are appropriate places for dogs to be safely off leash. These areas can sustain off leash usage 
without harm to their natural and cultural resources. 

• There are no alternative beach spaces available in the Bay Area where people can enjoy recreation in 
and near water with their dogs, and because the GGNRA is located in and around an urban setting, 
there are few alternatives for any open space enjoyment for people with their dogs . 

• Less than 1 percent of GGNRA land use involves a historical and current pennitted use of off leash 
walking. These historic areas are the ones which are so important to off leash proponents. There is 
plenty of room within the GGNRA for everyone and every interest if there are designated spaces for 
specific interests. Accomodation of the variety of usages and users ofGGNRA space, including off 
leash dog walking, can be accomplished with appropriate guidelines. 

• Enforcement of existing regulations denies the entire community of the recreational enjoyment of off 
leash dog walking. In addition to people who obtain great enjoyment and exercise playing with their 
dogs off leash, there are many pe.ople who obtain great enjoyment observing the animals at play. 

• At Crissy Field, off leash recreation"Was specifically provided for and approved by the National Park 
Service in the design and plan for the Crissy Field renovation. That plan reflected public comment. 

• Off-leash dog walking promotes healthy people and healthy pets,.both of whom benefit from the 
exercise and the socialization. The community of dogs and people who use off leash areas derive an 
intrinsic and, given that this is an urban setting, rare benefit from the freedom of movement off leash 
walking provides. 

Crissy Field is a uniquely San Franciscan park. It would truly be a shame to curtail the community's 
enjoyment of one of San Francisco's most appealing attractions. At the very least, you should subdivide the 
Crissy Field beach area and designate the less frequented west end for dogs to be off leash. 

Thank you, 

arahBacon 
2944 Divisadero Street 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

qnda.Bacon 
2944 Divisadero Street 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
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.'). .1.4 ({d)3-01-lA 
I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Followir ~ are my 
comments on this activity as well as information about me tllat may be relevant to this issue. . ... 

Name: <.:JOVc~ c. OA-iC./~oUG H (printed) 

•
dress: I~/ c.S/lAU/A./cE A-r.c: S'A-A/.!=:./WIdc,i>Ci) C-/J 9"i1/z .... 33 o~ 

(street) (city) istate) (zip) 
1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 

the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years. describe why. I . 
~ -r~ -I-iJ l//,Si'~r .;CQ:..vc..c-v...vS'~:""'; .:4-t'?d~./r- CJ"vc e /'T ~£.Vc::: 
t/J';~ ~ DO ~ - UI~ 250 ~ 15e/V'c.r.::-;}- ~/LA7,.;(./~L~ 
,c....-v~ d-V /V l/t'J'/~ .BEe. 4-dSC'.. ~ ~ S'C4"...ve~/ 

#-4~.s#- 4;~/ .;OEd /Ot:..e ~ /J() GS_ 

2. The Park Service has slated that children. the elderly. r'acial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the oppositE3iis true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so. please explain why . 

..:r~ l3E ~l> ~&kr- ~dA/"77f )L.~;~ /~/-.r G~ ~ 
p.p t""V '7--- ~,A..f.$" --r-o...u hA-r lSCZA./ ~ 0"'&::'/= - (., E.-.q..o- ~ ~ 
~~/~ p,c:; ~ ~4c--'-~ ~t/e ~..r.¢'>t.J ~ 
"K:£&,4 ~ _Z>c:JG 01'1-1 C-E.4s4 . ..?I-~ ~~£~~ /r[.r 
Z>G p/Z.--£.s.r/,.c./? ~ ~2'- ~-r ~~.f--' ~ .Ab 

~~~~ ~Z- ~ ~ -;?' 6 .::?,...c:::,..¢: _ ~~ 
3. Please describe whetner off4eash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you 5ring your fiienas ant'Hamily along or meet up 

with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

• ~71<J:2?c- X:lI!;;...,.e7~i:..S".r4 94;> .. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ S~~ ~s qL/ jDE...djOC-E c~/"..-r../7 {!J~r::- 6-E4,£-4 
~~ c.<./~ --r:?~ ~ p:'Ot'2-~ JOI9J'>-, 

/C:.. Z: 4- L..~"1'., Z> 6",o4-Z-.s S /-z/G- , 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

/9-U ~ A:H~f' '7'~ ~/2..o';::-..,c;..#.,.-d.v<S''Y-(/...-z/ ~ ~2~,A./~ 
. d;C:::,..c::-L.--~4>4~. /-r~ 4/~r-4';~ ~ /-4-.1C~ Ir- ~~~ 

\ 

I':h/7S'-~ O'~ NOr- Of::F- [,2.4st0 ~.c-~E- /Z./ci44, • 
'. . 

/Ts,k ")v9 ~.-'t.. ~ ~. ~~.,.c:- '-' G.EAJ'~ ~ --=-~f)L)tp 
)!::"z: Z!-"o t:/t/h,4r- Pt/E ~ ~. ~. s-r-ec:r..e _ / 7" ~ 
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5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation. would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? 'TtJ le;e./l/'e=Ge )=-s v-vr=e1"'C.--~/V' ~c:.-.€ __ ~~~ <s' ..-v.a 

#.Prv.cl...-t.- ~ /?- - C-"'7--V -s.,. ~- ~4kE ....c=o...-a.:>- ~G/....-z/..S">-O-c..J 

( t4-9."e.'e~ ~2 ~ .£' tI 
34-c.~ ~-eC.4.-c/se GC;/l/,tZ;>Cj ),s ,/l/d"(- fI,::J/Z/CJ4/~ ~ 

~ igoed~..a 0"-< 4.. ~ Date M/. a -.-~aI: Age: \J r Sex M £OEthnicit)' c:. J 

Version 1.0 . 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: I (pol( - O( - ( A Date: _-='-+\ ..J-;\ "k~) 0::..<-1.....""","",--_ 

~rt o~-Ieash ~ecreation in the GGNRA. Followin~ ar~ '!1y comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, ._11 as Information about me that may be relevant to·thls Issue. . . 

Name: .:h ~ (optional: Age: t5 Sex M tJEthniCity~ 
Address: *10 Lt ( () rI! . 

(street) (city) (zip) 
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I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

~ame: ffJEII6Atl met-It U6t1LIJ./ (printed) 

.dress: 570 H£L£N 1)( IYJlkLZS/?tt£ eA qy030 
(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

j ~fM. ~ 10(111 i-2 'I

-J hud NvYJ.r ~ ~ 

'V)') 

~ f-cJ 7o/f 7-U f'l Sfuv-: 7b UJctItc my tlors. 

k./o--tL 1 f) r()f My dOfJ ((~ ye.Qr.s 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for thei~ recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an o.ff-I~ash area? If so, please explain why . 

.JJ ctwtJt- ~tt7{~ Mrd o~ ('aces, ,D/' CU{Nlt-J (,V()Jlc/ ((lfad. 
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OtJltfl ~~ IAI( 0 d..o1 ~ cU- 1o/f t-WlJkv'/ tJ:h.o ~ Iv ..€ IlJ 0'( 
• J': -fI.-t d01. ac.f( lie I) . 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? . 

• 'f9 fo sodal ouf(e,+. ~5 -:r- Iortn., 1-r{-eVl.ds ( t-cUVH/J' te ~~ i -- . . 
hal(, ~ IYLd /VI. cU'11 fAJO 1\ d.PA M ;U ojJh. ~ - {,J (K Oc Itel l0tiheJu f-

doqs. ~ fIJ(jcJ{d r./LlttH7··IYI;~ GG;Ntl1- , bU-/-- would /Lof 10 Hu.~ 
a- ffl'f cl{)'jJ ~A,( /lot al{o wed oH- 1-e~J t... 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog rScreatio.r1 has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

'/ts. /b tJevt QA ,Ju ~ Ou-e/ f'~ pa.St- fflQfIl J 1~Qr( / jJ-€~,a-&. 

d01J aY'€. ~ ~ lurk .5 l-to 111~5lio/'.l Iu. 66NLII .. 

66NIlit l~fe(/tJ! /-i....e (JC?-rk::, ~t- 10 iu '-lor fU-o~~ 

.stwuld... c.on-rU'l~ 0++ leaJi-t a,,-cC<.~· 
5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities. including off

leash recreation, would continue. 'Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? '" In 
~ ItB~tVT£L.f NOT. ;. ~ 

~Signed: LfYI-ta. 7 a,... 7n </ CU< i tJ.. Date .;t. - (0 -- 02. (optional: Age: tf(P Sex M €)EthniCit}'. uJ , , 
Version 1.0 
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DearGGNRA, 

How can I say this strongly enough? Please allow dogs to remain off leash on at least 
some parts of all the beaches and at least some trails. DOgs are a part of our 
community. They enrich our lives immensely. And, they need to run. Dog parks are a 
poor substitute. 

I am disabled. I cannot walk far enough o~ fast enough to adequately exercise my dog. 
Neither I nor my dog should be penalized for my limitations. 

Further, I have noticed that many dogs tend to be more aggressive when on a leash. I 
have been to various beaches hundreds of times both with and without my dog. The 
only dog fights I have ever seen was with dogs who were on leash. 

Dogs should not be permitted to run wild Without a responsible party present. But when 
an owner gets a ticket for throwing a ball to a well behaved dog, far away from any 

, people as I recently witnessed at Muir Beach, things tfave gotten out of hand. 

If the aim is to protect the environment, go after the humans who leave litter and make a 
mess of our beaches and trails. If the aim is to make the experience more pleasant for 
everyone, go after boom boxes. And if you want to avoid large groups of dogs, put 
some restraints on the dog walkers who bring lots of dogs to the beach and let them go 
wild. Playing with a dog or allowing a dog to run with an owner keeping an eye on him 
should be permitted. 

Annie Bilder 
4726 Paradise Drive 
Tiburon, CA 94920 
415 435-9732 

... , 
I', '. 

<r~' ... -. V"'!l ". i 1 \. '. 
i " .. 

./ 
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To Whom It May Concern 

Do not require dogs to be-on lea.shes on all beaches and on all trails . .. 
I am an environmentalist. I lead docent tours around the bay wet lands. I am deeply 

concerned about the environment. And dogs are a part of it. They should be permitted 
off leash as long as an owner is present and monitoring the dogs behavior. 

Chris Wood 
4909 Paradise Drive 
Tiburon, CA 
415 435-9510 

, , '.J f. . . ..,·i'l-i ) 
.• / ',.) I....V. \-

j' 

.. 

\ 

... _4..... '''';,.. It. w 
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lfo0'1-01-/ A e,,.. ... 1l....·'vE:O 
fb:';:"Y~" 

Date: __ ~--+-,1....:..;1 2-=-+/-",-0.=1=-__ 

I support 0!f-leash ~ecreation in the GGNRA. FoliowinQ ar~ '!'y corn~~ntp Fl~'tontinuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 6JI: 'Nell as information about me that may be relevant to thiS Issue.~· l-j .- .. 

Warne: 'b #!.10 ~ DAN, f1-1£ Sl.-lIJ2.lLY ~\~·~-.. :;:\~w\~nl:rJ~~~1~::!~ge.:1XL Sex ®®Ethnicity~ 
Address: LflL{ GOAlNE1J]CAJT sr. SAN F(?,4NG(S~ CA 4'iL01 

(street) (city.). (state) ) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
·the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. I 

We. vi >~ t fie+ fVV\~-to~ CAfpIlOXijlv\6\:-kJ~ ~ tiVlAtJ ptr wu~ 
w~ Thk 00. cto~ +k.IUf'e., _ ·oY1 . w~l£~. ~S ~-h+r ~o+~ 
Ovr ~ ~l, ourSt.tV(S (J..S {A, ~-j,·9V\.~L ov+te. +. 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t u~ 

• =' 

with friends? Have you made new friends through-this activity?· . 

Off ~tilS~ ru:xL ..... -h-oA.. is, c4-t\ukt,( IJo.- sUc,ii--L D~~ + fO, 
VV\j ~l" Wt tJCo I;,Vl~ ~.~-~ ~~ ""L,,'(J 
()... s wt.LL 2(S VV\Lt..-+ v (J VII i~ O+~ r- -Fn ~l) ~ . 

/f clOj- ptC)fle... H WL ,~"L lI\Ile~ o~ o\Jr ~rv~ vJMALS.· 

Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
r~mmendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. . 

:I Ovo kit' iArL ~ oFf' -- lfQ$.lA.., re.url...~ .. :",~.;C i J' ~ ~Pllb r{/l'~ 
-tnrpO(4ioVif ~ (,&N~A ~ rwffCAJlc:Jir~ ~r-+ FUV\SWcA-)~. ~ 
tA.,rt.. ~t> ~~~ ~"s· -thtA-+ ~\;\joy 0 kiVl, Cl~lL +0 J~. 
WI~ ((At~L ()~ ~L wi..ykJJl ~ V\tI\.~..-t-L ~~;U ~ 

'fbr+ tuV\.9~V\ pl/Ovitks. vJi.., ~SfRLt- ~ l( uw..['. ~+ Ovr(., -1tM.U cl otF 1).-
4. What would be the impact on your life if there ~re no longer off-leash rfi!Creation in the GGNRA? ~ ~t~ pvo hJ,\1 

(..p 4-l,..er6 VJLr-c- V\ 0 lto ~ cJ#l-- lPti\.$ ~ ~ f'tCALtA..--h'Q~ VL ~ 
G0NJL.A-, tNt Wov\oL bv VL~ SO(iDv~IVV'f~0~ r Wl. S~ 
Ovl~+ of.' b\Jr m(. -n~~ (A.+~ U +l--e- ¥~ (fbr4- FVVtS1:o~) ~ 
fIVlJOj W~ ~VlII+c. oP- ,+ I 
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~.--- ? (, I" '1 ~s5 ---._-- - -. -- .. ------ -.- - -- - - . 

,- __ ~r Superintendent O'Neill: R E,(.';,~? ~ e:Yate: --!:Z,=+!..!...II=-1(~O::..::Z-~ ___ _ 

. J {PID - 0 ( - (A ~~) '\ I~ 2G~? . 
I support 0!f-Ieash ~ecreation in the GGNRA. Followin~ ar~ ~y comments~boLrcontin~~!1jJ.9.ff-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 

tfll as mformatlon about me that may be relevant to thIs Issue. ~ \;{t"c1~£' :-.' .: .:;!' . . . 
, r;,\,?:::\\!iht \ " , 

arne: b?t MtbUJA D: Iht'c,?V .... '- (optional: Age.~ Sex M @EthnicftyJdhitiJ 

Address: L{~ 7A~ Sr. *'2- 5~~5lO OJ: Q't{3/ 
I (street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
.the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe wtty. .:: 

I ""11 fo V\~\r 6lI£L "'- wal:-. 10 !ov,'4 £<~ ,..", "'''''.5f ,iY fY~ 
olo~ ~ -(}..., /No.1 ~, t wJJ- ktW'0 ""- !iDlY ~ ~ btv1 {tu-1, 4iO -

tV. to lhv~ V1MrI' ~ ~ '\~~r(){M1' pd-Il f/Jh.il6 _ we bIJ-fh. ~f- . 
muCA~ ()MJfJN1 ~ -1vtL bJ-\A 01AYft.-K.. 

2. Please describe wttether off-leash recreation is a sociar o'uttet for you'15O you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? .. 

... •• f 

U- Vl .~ ui-' tA-_ qvl,.1AA" '~ AMN«1 ~ iJ-;.;t~ ~fzJ 
~ [XA~ &Y. ~. (db ~ tqJ u;vtV~dvt~ 

if ~ ptA-- .... ~ fA).~, ~ /lfJ'f plpu(, bJz,vf-' I ~ 
~ 1;0 laV ~ ~ct::0 ~~) 

.00 you believe that off~eash """;;'ation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? WIr/? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. . 

\f J., S ! hMrV nww ~ I#tMIj tLCth \--t 'tid 4'V flJtMy ~ ~~ 
{)NJfttfI] {vvL ~/ (Ws'll: ~~IYtI~. 1)try ~5 ~ d'w- drif 
IIUtt 6\-11\. ~ "iJftML vJh£1). 1ft.u1 rYtM( ~ VVv-U~ ~ 
r~~S v~ ~.C(~ ~~~ r,»N¥- /k..~ 

4. What wfuid b~ imWcfon your hfe if there were no longer off-leash r~reation in the GGNRA? 

~ lWl- $t/~ ~ pU- ~ ~ J- ~lrJ IAfiA/'L 

fA ~ W4~~~ ~~rA-- -ffV" JtM1 ~.' 7r'f\.lL l ~ 
~ fL- pet' I ~tv4 ~ lJlc5YvLtXAJt- I&~ 1vJ- (JvJ-lwp ..fM)- {~ 
Wlth t>~9 pLk .. ~ t{j& ~ ~ hlp (~ t- ~1'£tW f- pUu1 ? 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 
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Dear SuperintenottllL v'Nelil. /, -II 0 I ....... ' . ~~ . .; ,.' . 
W - /- A ~~.""~' .. 

I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gat~ .. .tJapQ{l~~reation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
'comments on this activity as well as information about me that niflj.ae-refevant.\Q-I1his issue. 

J,,1';:"~~ ~ .. :\ 1·,M·h 

T7 - L . ·tni\f .. ~" .:: .J' 117\ n .,e: ~ ON c> L t::> ';;:::.., 0 t/&F .": .. ",:;,:,~:"~f\ \'.1 •••• ,. (optional: Age:~ Sex\.M..I F Ethnicity~ .ress: (q I (e .$7B7:N§f2.., 5r~ S·p I CA 9f1/ '1 .. :; ~/() 
(street) (city) , (state) (zip) . 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

;r V-:z:-ss:y -n-Jtr 5~Nf2.AI Vrz:rs~ ~DJ FDrz.T r-uNS~/ 
o c.~ 'B>~C/..1. 0"""; A /AJ6G9C-C-tj f3A.:>z:.;> . M'1 seed' . 
(Z.b14-SDN FOa- t/X$a::7-:f:N c,:&<;: 7l:J ~ tI, ~U~ ~ 
"f.)O II () r-r- ~A:>I-I.f 7JI-:I:5 l4::!-r=z=uc:rV;:J: S tlZZ:7;r~ ~ +0 
vV1 P*t.5£C1iZl'l ;4 ~ Nt hv~. !41nd L 174 ' . 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
a~as for their recreation? Dc!,xg,u feel ~;n ~walk.!n9 !~an off:-I~sh a.Ie~? ~, Qlease explain ~~ I 

(' f/-:r;:;t,oat:fr7U, ere,. D-:,::...~ /~-Je:z::+t.:, /+-I\J,.:> (!U~:TV~ 
Wl::Cf\.X)r2X~S :7"($?Vt ~ ~~ Up' r!1<7 73(.K,k' QF
piC?" f?§Op~if (J $-r:.~ '1]Jtr ~ ~j'Jrz,4 f/'J/4<'::J7'.J r. dcr::::.$d::T. 

-rt-/&":!id ~PLtF A-ne .... ~ 6tAJAJ~ /-lGSc?f.l) 
;:c. . ~ ;7AA312 M@J8Vhe.. t:XJ5$' ,4rZd ,4-r2oUI'J). 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up' 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What lNOuld· be the impact on your life if there were: ,\0 longer 

•

Off-Ieash recreation in the GGNRA? ,-" ~ ~LArr -r- fJ-At/@ M61v- -;z:::N v#8 
-p/ZA (!'T:rCA-~ ~ &Ut:rr'U-/ (J, '-C) Y rr ~ <-I-- /"" F tt::: 1"'7"./> ~l 

' ,;ebC l/b-A-/'£S 71b4-r -:f::- f-/-AV§" ~l/6rO £,AJ ~6s-+ T~71f'~/~ 
tfoVC::q\J7 T?07?~ $:.7'5 4 .7"o(?z:;4.t. ~ : O~ 
#I '" r:?~ TZ6-;:;-W -:r::11i 1?OC{ A-NP ~~ f;(d~~,u..'I2~t.-lf} AuD ~~QS -;;£:.-5 $oM@1"th=}\~ 
~A--r: ;r:.. ~a.p GU~VA4~ 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation 'has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? p"F-(!J ~ 

17I#YZ6? A-~ ;:5bMc? I4-~S OP tt:;~/lii2/-J-.~I:'1 r1= I 

O(]~N ~ /lA412::r:::"j !J4-~~S 7rrr' S tAJ~a~ 
4 /01 tI~67? ~<-1 OpP ~58 r::x:;7 1A..JA-t,,/~07Z lj (ly/~ 
I'V' /' I r ./14.L---b>:?p~u 7 J,A/I 

;¥r-(2..(Nr cB u;;~ ~ {?O.. C(;I4.U.?~S ~ 
~ ~rzs6 DF 7 t.A-I • I -:c:tY fUWe~ 

/<J m&7Z- N1 (nV{ 13072-~ oP ~ C!..otlV\ MJ\ V I--J I J S r 
~:r1Y -rrJeS~s. r"ba~ #<IN::>1'2-b"O'';~ . 

5. San Frand.d~~~t?~es and pal?tf~G~~lhe u~~:e.;= e>jSti~:'itie;!~l~ 
leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed t<?~~ o!!..!bis part~1 H~ 
San FranCisco? /l/ O.J !' ~. F. .7. # ou &0 TH I.e<? 'tit 

~~.' {}It!T L;,tJ/'.f!2-d ;t4A s (!bNSZS~ IJCJ 
"-"7HfA.A(2:::f tl FP ~5t1 ~J?CJ~ IN A-L1{.~'1 Fb"1Z. 

'/000 ~t:=z:C /Z(5t1-+SoN ~ 
Signed: JZ-~- c.,..."y , Date .r;-Alj'Ol6>O'Z-
Version 1.0 GGNRA002530
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• I am writing to save off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

park users as well as protect the important natural resources of the GGNRA. 

I know many people have written and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the de'tail's. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the new policies. When the National Park 

Service took over the GGNRA we were assured that those lands would be preserved 

for recreational use by all citizens. What we are asking for is the right to walk 

our dogs off-leash in a very small portion of the GGNRA, as we have for years. 

There is room for everyone to enjoy these parks. We need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation areas. Thank you for your 

• 
consideration of this matter . 

Sincerely, 

, 
\. 
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/fo(,3 - 0(- fA 
.~ -: .. ~ ... \~~:-:., ... - .,~~~ "\~~ 

( ' .. 
I am ~vriting to save off-leash dog ~vatl<.ln'g· 'i~' the GG~RA. I see no reason 

~vhy our dogs cannot have off-leash recreatio~ and still respect the rig~ts of 

park uSers as well as protect the i:::po!"tant natu:::al resources of the GG~rR..~. 

I know many people have written and attended oeetings regarding this issue, 

so yeu don't Qeed illc to tell you the cetails. I a~ one of thousands of pet o~vners 

li·.ring in the Eay Area. concer~ed. . ~ t' , 
a~0U,- ne Fe~v policies. ~"nen the ~rationa.l Park 

S':!''Vice took over t~e GG~R..-\ ~ve ~ve:::e assu:::ea ;:::'at: t~ose la~ds ~vould be prese:::ved 

fcr,trecreational use by all cit:'zens. ~.r."1at ',ve a::-e asking for is the :::::'ght to walk 

au::: dogs off-leash ia a ve:::y snaIl portioJ of t~e GG~;~-\, as we have for yea::::s. 

Thera. is !"com for everyoQe to enj oy these ?a:::~s. ~ve r:eed a policy t::'a:: is fair 

for everyone that ,vants to ut·:'lize au::: rec:::eat:'or: areas. Thank you fc"= your 

consicera::ion of this illatter . 

.. 
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fEB 1 * 'l.UU'2. 

February 14,2002 

Superintendent 
GGNRA 
Building 201 

S\l~t\\\~1m\\t\'1'S {lmtt 

Fort Mason, San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent 

I was out at Fort Funston Feb 12th and I saw your park police harass and ticket a dog 
walker for offleash pet walking. This cop was out ofline and I wish I had a badge 
number of that guy. They singled out this poor guy gave him a ticket and left. There we 
at least 40 other people walking their dogs at that moment. Are you guys nuts? You 
really need to give these police more duties .. .1 saw a lot of litter on the beach why don't 
they spend 1-2 hours per shift beautifYing the park. I am writing to complain about your 
police behavior and to support off leash recreation in the GGNRA. I want to walk my 
dog offleash and in no way do I support your active role in trying to make changes to 
these traditional offIeash areas 

Chris Lipman 

, 
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I~L":J -o{- fA 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. NumerouS scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! 

Sincerely, . 

7~~ 
-v 77 sr~ C-A 

To Whom It May Concern: 

RE~""''''' ,.q .... ~'·L F~~! 'i;i ~-::~J 

FEB 1 9 ZU02 
",,·~~.-rt:·"'TE"-r:'J .. t-t- .r;r,l'"'. H~',', :,\ .,;' ! •... I. .. ; ; r. J !!. 
W\..O;J _~"'II .. '~'.1I ... 5 ~ IV vS I J ':h 

{fottp -OI-fA 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

on leash and on traU when in national parks .. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. ' 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% ~fBay Area residents (KPIX .1'011) prefer ~e!~i~ 

Smcerely, C -
-Z..z/,c.:J ~ ~4x:=/r........ FEB 1 9 20nz 

... E.,2LlZ <3Vaba..-z4 ,G) ~ ~ .. 
~ ~ . C. /.1 OaJ~:T:a:m-:"""'" n,,;'~i: _4/?<"/SC'd; /-i" 7'l.r~' .. :'y~:dI ,)I .. :it 1. 

To Whom It May Concern: ((Pll- D( -fA 
I strongly support existing regulations' that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is .inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNR,A has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 

, FEB 1 9 LUV~ 
~~~e'~~POll)~~! 

~ ,=b-9~JllllIl;tJH'i'S em!: 

To Whom It May Concern: {ltA~-D(- fA 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. " 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the-park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Nwnerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. . 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many docwnented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no .sJmft'f~lhat 
82% of Bay Area residen IX poll) pr~ ~~1~h. I agree! 

~(I;f!ere -. . ft.\) 1 ~ 'L'Uu!.. 
"C'" .'t. 

r f.~rr'·!' "'i" 1\,0\. 

~ ~,_ ... _ , __ &YY/fl;fj.?\~~W,iiv;'i" ~v 
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To Whom It May Concern: ··./{pLo-ol-IA 
I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 

on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. -. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It ~.pp.smpfise that 
82% of Bay Area r~sidents (KPIX poll) ~pets on li!ash. I agree! 

Sincerely, 1 .--- l'f 
'yXa,~'p K .. e t?("v tt.i1 1 ';1 fa.!'" 

(~ " q-it...!' -(i:12 .LJ;f"~ '" ~ ~.,.,- •. 
22s' C £ cil1 (Xl ~\WtVMi\t\~\l"\'i\ 

:os r- 927 I 2:5 

,3.:0 Whom It May Concern: 
jh{1 - O/-IA" 

I strongly support e:rls&g regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 
. . Lax enforcement at GGNMt1}.as resulted in many documented 

.. :;fQ~sof Qff-Ieash petsthreategw.goor biting park visitors and hazardous 
·~;j'tescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 

82% of Bay AreJ..,residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on lea;I;}}~,~~~ .. ~ 
incerelv/ ) A ~n F 1""'" .' -

fED 1 ~ LvI,; .. 

SUprn\NJt:Nuti~ I'!.i uHi~t 

11- "[-0 {- (A 'D tteV1-..r.- "~It.:; •.• ~D 
I Vl ct- M i.S!y"J,p"". I "<;;'(~ ... lV '" 

""1i,:"~,>,,, ,/ FEB 1 9 2002 
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9 ~ .:.' ~ tt 
~ 
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;;;, :J""/ "'2ilf 5 ""if! ~("'i '\' nr

- ~ t •••• l./ij .. I. 0 u/': 

<~,M.i-p 

~6r<-
~~~""""~"_",,,h~!~ 

O.~c ~, i ~fiff ( f\-{) ~.dS 
1 'T lP' ....... ..r ~ q"..., f,.4 . ~- tr:I 
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\ 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 1&~7- - Ol- lA RECE.:iVED 
I support the continuance of off-leash recreation ·in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA},) Following are my 

. comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issP'{B 1 9 z.uu .... 

'

me: Set LV! i k. 0 R -e.. -e-d. (printed) ~up~mrHB~DENTS ~~nCt 
dress: S {J r (35.D<1lo-e. e- <;t. Sa.n NOOn C)? CRc q4132-

~) (city) (state) (zip) 
1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 

the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

I I~ be.£fl vic;.d-; nti trn-T ~ ~ ~ LM~ [D\/ ItS Th 
.-L-. 0 ~ 

i» li..1 \<. yYJ <ff f) ~ ~ ~ bvu/.v, fJteJ1 \iV~ I. 
~ lei (;V~tk-I~ I ~ M,Aut. CG-Ll/v~<5 j40i'r'l.. ~ b-&~ 

~ l 11 ~, /1J Ii. r1'L Ij e/)(-e/rc~~ ~ Wa~ of 11 (tat Vic;{ 1ut {t 
2. The ~serviZ has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minoritie;;, and people with disabilities may avoid 

areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples ·where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

~ e~ I I cHV! a \\ Yltc1ttl ctVld cu/ivval n.,f~(\t>h'N I, a 'b1d . c{v n Dt cuvo/d 
tt rt'4:-CJ, lAiCt. 'f-f -I e4.&h JA, 'JA: fJQ+ Cj /( JJ.nq s. "'- re.. <s# - ( e"-Sj., 
\ ~ £.N...- al/Va.~ u=f. pcl:!.~ Ib~ UYlWdll. -k-d . 
~; CIL~ ~D'fhe, hAfeAre;Y ,e.tf(£OYI .~ fl.1/Ej\t1 k~. ff (~ IN.. 

. ~11":,t;~ V)~ ~r15J'lsii,tl;f.., ~ Jud~ ~ ~h~hbU(d 
3. ~ea~describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlerfor you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 

with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there Vtlefe no longer 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

• Df-r l-etLG~ ~ .. (-e) lSVl 'I~ CbttZ1't d ~ tL OOYl1ntL-vW'tj ~ (k-Oflt... 0 ~ 
CfJ~ wi ~ bv.:t cto r. I'v-e.- ~ Iftbfle- Io~~ LV L-h; ~ w Lll 
D1A.--t Jo Ov",-R f0MJJ or ~- (ut:A/~ .. ~ fny~ WDUfcf-
1_ _ ~ ~ L~ for hi5f 15}t0..;v C<- /tte..t<-e~~ >:! f0ChJfj C'br:v~f:i1 
v-c.- V - hU7 I ~U 0 vt. ~dom ~ (f Hr; kr& ftn- a C{hll?1a. (!;l. 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation'has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNM. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

~ 6, NR.f\ lrfoy-T fWn S ro,,) 'l.£ t).11 i q UQ ~ "1'h J d . {S bYlL- u-z 
~ -R W ~/uM I p P--r /£<l t ~ ~nv(j- ~ ~ '" 1---e~1:! 6n 
~ ~Jt5Wi '/.s' ~1Le1t "-i<"v.-y I tJ CDU.{J .~t "'- tOT 

T{ F~ &.c. tJf fT fhfl'j WUfll ~ Iflt,k- 4- I'e-I ~fnc1~ :t 1h ~k/~<'y ol--Jer un b=~4-ltc.A:>lf. ~ . () 
5. San Francisco transferred its beaChes and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off

leash recreation, would continue. Do you thir..k th~ (3GNRA should be allowed tQ,Jenege on this part of its agreement with 
·San FranCiSCO?'~ ~ (S N{(.ft Srlo~(cJ. nO! m q(1)~~ r e4c1Jl 6h ~ ( 

G ~~ wi Stin Frev, J f.,u . <J tJ 

• 
u··. 8_- ALA 

\ C) t .!.~~ r}( 
Signed: Date ':'1 [(3 i D:J. (optional: Age:~J Sex M Uthni~ 

~r~~ 
oV ~e/f\~btYU) \ 
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Dear 
O'Neill: Ito 1/b - 0 r... (A ~ . 1 . . .. ~ ~ 

of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation AreR~l V=~ng are my 
activity as well as information about me that1may be relevant to this issue . 

.lame: ,6 ~ L "-~c- I 0 I (c I (printed) fEB 1 9 2.GQ2. 

.• ddress: (J,o. (; oz( ~~) t:6«C (C~:= (~~ £tW:Pt"tm~ OFt"lCf: 
1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 

the benefits to you of your visit{s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

Jl~ ~ )j)j/L~t\.. J.~ I-=- L ~ /~/ 
/} . 

~ ~ 5.F. ~J-~~.Ap-~t~ 

~~,~~~/~~~ 
2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 

areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

(~~) 

D~.4~~~~d~~, ~7 
~/~~~~~~~~ofIt~ 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longel 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? • ~~ 

\ 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you haVE 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

lft?..L ~~~~~~~~'~/""'-~ 
1 3.,·~ /J /J IJ ~..d. /) ;/, L~ 

o....A-~ ~ ~ ~ t~ ~~ ~ ~;:;Ie. ~~-

~A~~~_/~~tr<.~ 
~/to-~~~ ~~ ~/J2A .. ~~' 
~~~ 

5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation, would continue: Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? . /J(J ~_A /J //If /1 . /II /J. Ad 

/k- -~ a.:c JI)L - --7 ~ ~ cJKG~ ~ 

• ~~~~tk-... 
Signed: ~ oL Date "2-1; }/o~ (optional: Age: __ Sex M F Ethnicity_ 
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-------------_.-.... 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill:. l (:;; 'J-tf - D (- / A-
I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GG~~iitrJmy 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

~ame: Cb I \I)~D \c( m (printed) FE81 9 'lOU! 
~dress: . L '. Co CA- tJ l .. L£ ............ 

(street) (city) (state) (zl . • - • 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

M- 1U<4t -ltv ,'[;( W»-Uvr, f W1-A- k ~PI92s ~O ~ 
fv\ VVL 05 . 1==- f tf\,A-t to ~ dVl flLe be ~ .w.\r~ VVVj ~ 
bvtk"' qt{ ~LR~ buj ,(~5 {o PtAf~UV\ ,~. 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give rsonal exam les where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking an t.fash area? If so, please ex~lain why. 

lttr ny-t ~Sflm. ~ Vvtr~ 77:i! h ~ &{ tJbl ff2f7~b~ 
fUJf~- ~VJ Yvl~ M w I~ . ~ .ODS~ ( j: h.~ ~ 
~ ~ b1A~ ~V d\;L>n OBga ~f~' ~~ 
6)\'~~ 1[,,'0; fY' ~U h?, ~tJ;l ~r Jd-:T~.. . 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What wOUld be the impact on your life if there were no longer 

• off~S1;/~~JtWt.A~ ~~~~ 
~v;O A/

J r:n;;:'7Ll ~~. VI'Y~ t1ul()6'j,4,:f-
Vtl oplfV0 ~ if:r.l . VVl-0 ~ rrn ~ \0~ ~ h <-~ 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreatfoli has been a primary usage of ~e~s now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 

~:on~ r~fue;Nmn,mi::r r.pS~r;;for;:~O;AJ ru" _ ~ 
~~ ~j f ~ . .Jv ~ PtYfl .~. 

5. San FranCisco transferred its bea9hes and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off-
leash recreation, would continue. Do yqu think t~e GGNRA should be all to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? lVD IN ~ ! .liDLDY ~ J 

~igned: __ -+/~~':"'",,"---I?~~.s£()-;A~f-:::........;:~=---______ Date zfro/ D2-- (optional: Age:--Z.L Sex @F EthniCity~ 
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~--------------- ._-- - -_. ." --~.--~----.- \) .' . 

. Dear Superintendent O'Neill:· . . ~~!to {OJ:2oo 4, 
!/P25-D( -Ie g ?s)~?. . 

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continu~~~J.:Jeash ~iiPon in the GGNRA, «II as information about m that may be relevant to this issue. ,.rrt.1.\:\,~,;r;t~ ~; I ..1. 

r: ';:r~l\Wl \ l.,lU'" 

e: : (optional: ~~;:itL Sex M (i}thniGityitJ.J 

Address: --1..:I..J.-.,.;.::::..!.-...:..J..oIq----=:..::.--~{__----tl::.L...!:...~~~~-_:_c.~~=---_'_:~...::O~~----
(state) (zip) 

. . 
1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 

~the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe 'Ntjy. . _ 

.J; U\-3\ * ~ W 0 tv -f:hl' e-e.. V M -e- S Ot.. we e.-Kj ~ w Ii, :z. 
~~tfll17·~r~~ -
~ ~ VV\rl~ ~(}~I q 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up' 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? . 

tJfl-; ~ ~ LJ~ ~_ ~ ~ ~. tTV 

~ LA/P--~r~~ ~~K- ~. ~ J~LL, 
f.:" f I - . - ~-r' 

• Do you believe that off-leash reCreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. . 

P~wJL~~~~~~~ 
~WJ2-_ ChLvve-~ Wlok-~:F 
. cui! ~ V1N b"Lvv C, r; N R.A ... 

. ~ 
4. What 'NOuld be the impact on your life if the,re were no longer off-leash rE1Creation in the GGNRA? 

r9w~~~ 
M e-J.1-tk W~ ~tr~7 
~'. ()~_..if A./ f,,,~ LA> r "'--'-q .. ,,~. 
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p -~-

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: . RE.C Ei V ED Date: ,!Jr. l3, 2.ob L. 
. / ioU - 0 ( - / C ., 9 ?!}!J'~ . 

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my commeK&~J.ut ~ntinuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
~II as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. r:\.!\11~~m1H~UHfrS \;~n~,t 

~e: 6wfillY) c-~P(O~ eM ft.s) . " (optional" Age:!i!L Sex M €)Ethnicity----1 

Address: I ?>I1e Iter! uJ OO! W"1 &,ci G,tIl C I\- IJ ,£0'+ r 
(street). (city.). (state) (zip) 

• "1:. 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 

~ben:r~i~~ft;~~Y~~~~ ~~(~ 
~~~~~.~~~C~~~) 
~ ~ ~ ~~~O~. \J.e-.~ ~ VUld ~{o.t 

2. !:!t.sc::!e~~~~a~o!~~~~ 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? , 

1Ytu,.fW1}ANAn (JJ\JL ~(Ut"L~. ~ ~ ret L.NIA'J 11_ ~ we, ~ 
~.~ ~ ~-~ ,J,t-~ ~~ -fiYlLl. -to 
~~~.~_~~~fM-~~~ 
"~cw..J~wi~~~ . 

.. Do you believe that off~eash recreation is appropriate for portions of ~ GGNRA? ~ Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. . . 

J~W~~S-f~~~l[4~~a*~~. 
~G&tJ~ q.o fA-c~-&} ~ fOAlL.{o..-J,o I W J~ 'i4a ch.('>~ 
~4t~~-{-NL [( rell ~ ~ ~.~ ~ _U'A-~ ~ 
~ ~ {).I(iLO"W\~ ~-~~~\J~ ~ @\; ~ fo.Ak"- ~ ~ l~. 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-Ieas~ r~reation in the GGNRA? 

1Lo9-.~ ~(crvvul'\y\ # I -:J..~~~~JOtr cd-
~~L1)~. \}J\uk ~~~-6\'\.~ (A~ 

". 1JJLk~~~~I{ .A"U.J ~~kf.~~ . 
. ~~_~~\,<) ~~~ >wJUl~ ~ ~ 
"G&t:i iLA-l~ ~.~ t1V1r ~ -It) lOl~~ ~ ~ +k.&e;N~ 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash"tioQs gr would you feel safer 'Without their presence? _ 

~O'-~~lnnD .&{a-~4- ~~~ 
• WlM1iL~ ~~ 0-vJ,. r~ ~ ~ ~ ~).-~f.J5""-'L~\~GII~/~~ k ~~ 

. Q.AA-~ ~o-.-J.. ~ J.mo-~ ~I ~Cll-~ 
Signed:~ Q,~ Date I 2cdl... GGNRA002540



Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 
{(Pll- or -fA .-.ow,"' - 'v~T\! 

I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden National Recreation Area (GGN~iSWing ~y 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

FEB 1 9 zao? 

time: ~M K..cNe'Dk (printed) 

. dress: 'Uy~'3. Y l tA. K D..v \::) 'S> "\ 7 t- v~ 1 <e~~fHHJi)HH'S emCE 
. (street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

<to~\- ~v",s\o'" ~f..t.~ '.. OV\.CJL C>t' hV~C.R_: 0-... ~~, 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorjties, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so; please explain why. 

~ U\Aclu c::::.\ro...",,-~\,~~ """''' fo," ~,",\I\.ch"" 
",,,,"ou,.., --i:~ ~~ ~ vJ.t,u. ?:o~~ c.J 

c1\ ~~\I\.~S~~ ~ ccW\W\VIA .... ~l. 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

• V~.A·\ ""'-"c\..... \ {~R~ (!O~ w~'- "\c-~~. It ~'":> tt.lc;.o C'- ~cJ 
l;..)t.Uj \0 S0cl~~ S -R- \N--, cllc ~ S() ~ "-- "\\: ~ c:". \'V\.O t---L iM~~ I w.t-lt ~~ 
l~ ~ c,'tt \ . 

. '" . 
4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Dp you 

think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA. can rpa.ke off-leash are~s more enjoyable for everyone? 

£!)0(.,ff\-Tlt>~! . .. ?t ~ rvRA: f-1-0s;\ ~?" "?>\.:J"'--'=> \-0 J~~ 

l-k ~\r.:,\~ ~ s~) t'" ~-\\.... ~ I ?~\.c ve "'-\k J&O <;.. , ~ 
r~ 0,. ~c '<: ... ~,,;;, "'- oLN.<>-"'" .... '-<l ~ '--. -. ~ ..;, w--""'l ""-. '" 1.;",,;:.., '> ~o <M.ost 

,\ ~<; ~~\ ~ u .. ~~c..L f'0'v...~ ~ JLc9",~ t~ UINL~. 

5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation, VIOuld continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed., to renege on this part of its agreement with 
San Francisco? 

f\~sclv\..t.\, t .... Xr-;-·. i~ "f..e..L. tt..t~<::. ~ ~ ... c-i\, ~lL. 

~~:~ Date ______ (optional: Age:_ Sex M F Ethnicity~ 
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O'Neill: ; Date: ~l '..%~ 
Ihl$ -or-fA I . REiJEl 

off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. FollowinQ are my comments about continuing Off-l~ff~JJ~fA the GGNRA. 
well as information about me that may be relevant bthis issue. \:.. h"" N < \ • ,m;:':'~',! f1q·,',t . . 'fda. G ,an \ (optional: Age: ZU?~\~!'ll\Eth~iCity---1 

~ddress: ______ -:---~_------~:__--_:_:_~--__:_:'~-----
(street) (city·) (state) (zip) 

I. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit{s)? If this has changed over the, years, describe why. (' _ '"' l" a.L.r 
:2. X ~ - 4o.r ..{J11..JJl.~_~ ~ KtLvI ~ "1b ~ \Y~ \ A J-

CR.A.u~ ~ ~Ve-ds~. ~4 J\U ~ -(VUl ~ 
.. ~ ~ tL ~.~ ~J ~~~&rtd~ 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation Is a social outlet for you. po .YOU bring your friends and fami~y ~Io~g ~r m~t up 

~;;;tu~~frlend~hM 'f£; \\- \~_ ~ ~' ... r 
~ ~Jr' W~~ ~.~._K:>'~ u.JLo ~~; 
~ \ ~J- ruwtf~ ~ ~ (r-n}- Vi'b')t-. ~ 

.'00 you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
~ecommendations for ways the Park Service can accom",odate and expand this activity YJhi!e preserving these areas for 

future generations. y~ \ ~ ';thtvl:t.A.. \ -\- ~ ~Vb'P.Vl ~ '\d<.c~ ~ 
~ aw..~OI ~ W- ~CXO ~ ~l h.Jdt:.e.. ~ W-~~ · 
NJcD 1:\-~ . q... ~ ~ CL to t'- ~ ~'" 1hQQ.J-. e-up f-
:;.o~<L~·~}r>~~ OI9i~ '0ps:0631£&j6f!1Ck 

\0(\ ~ OLi..:1. t ~ ""'1l)C _ ~ ~ Y\,Lvl Qvl)u, 

~~-s ~~ ~~~.~~~1\~~~i 
4. ~.r:~ would be the im~r lif~~re we~er ~ r~~~~n !~~GNRA~ LoDU.{!C( ~ 
I~ -\0 O-~ ~. I ~~~. 'J\1AIt ~ do· 

5. 

CUI I'\W.Gk ao I.~ .JICot.M~~~ J-Qd~~ % t~LI.6h. ~() d
It- lDDJM. \ge. vu.t.I.Q ~ '(f--'r i'D ~ ":k L(j RC\ ~ cU-. 

~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ cJ"~~~w dor>. 

~ ~ ~ V~f!or'&~ -~ ~ V\b~ ~ cv.J N 
.) ~ lfLaJ~ I ~rUL. ~ h~ ~ ~ bJC 

- ~\JU ;1f ~~U.A. . .el\.LA\tJ av.ct? ~d qJJ 
Signed: ~ ~ Date ~!t;L/o:J.. 

• f GGNRA002542



.. ,.'.".,----.''.--.'"-" .... "--·-l----·RECtlV·~-' -F ' 
lear Superintendent O'Neill: II_A Cl AU' I \ r\ ,)f,(\,~Date: ib 15~, !60~ 

II{F£-- f -Vt'~ c.. ' fEB 1 ';; (..0" 

..... ~ ~ rlt"r;~"\~ 
support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are m}"commel!t!=i~~~tiROingolf-leash recreation in the GGNRA, _II as Information about m: ~at may be relevant to this iss~-e. .:.u~"~n,(' \ 

~e: 17 c; t- if' Lc:::..l a., G IF a... (optional: Age.:!!fi. Sex (ii'f EthnicitY. 'v..J ) 
,ddress: & C d. -cL '(. i l Ii ~ <=i'i OrO 

(street) (city) (zip) 

Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why., d 
I '6 -t lte'" e.. e:. a..c... e Or/' +w L~ -e., ,~.M'l. 0 '""-'T~ \lLH-t{ IMj ffr~p- -

e-klqc(v' "-'I . "'- "-,{ '" uX d. "':'J- \tJ "- ... « l 00 e. -I--.. uJ" 1 k "" <-{. {-J. """'5 

~ct ~ f .Q 0.. td.JJ +d -e. flf <2.6 fA. cq u' 
~ . 

" 

~. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. ;00 you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Hav~ you made new friends throu~h t~is activity? _I • W Lt 

Pe.. ~p t<i" ~ Q V e..{ j -tlr j, e \J-.cL Lj c:t. ILJ ~l k CL 1: I. () JG • , e.. '5 ~'" e. 

~+6r(.Q.'S V".r2.C-bWlW( Q\J..-:} procL<-t-c..f.s. ~ ~c.lr p~1~ - L~c-~(d ~ ., 
" 

\Jc2-h . 

• Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. 

-H. .1 ('. -L, (1 I '. r roo ':,..,i ~r d6.'9 .-
\ "\. G-. a..Jo Q." ~ '\ '"'to II' r ""t- '-t1L ~ '1"-&11 (,~ rev 't ~C T -J 

G'O~e b,~ u.J",-~e.(I.s +00 ,"' ~~f w o-..lk l~j' ' Th e-I'-e 

I-K-b-Q-fi-j I d"5 "" f' ~~IE'- kttv ~~ 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

I + \o6'-<-lel b.e "-'-IJ -(",I.r \).) e. Ii e..",,-L~~ "":\ +"-k ~ 
---\--k.Q ~tj --i"" ~-+ t>pe..<\. Sf' ",-c e . 

. 
5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

Ji...e ".-Ef Ie.a.s~ dbjS ~"e /At> Tk.V''''-4. ""tL.j _e.' qU 
.~ t.I--d k. "'-U Li "7 "<:.. J b6> d i l .2<.. <z . 
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/. 

- ____ ~.- .. "~r-___ " ____ • __ _ ___ , ,-_____ "d _____ ._._ 

. J~\:i t~-/'-
Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 1'-., 0 _ 0 ( _ / A ft~~ ~\ " ~'~' -l \. Date: _--=.2.=I!~IIsr-.~j ...::.2.-m~d-.,;:<"'=-_ 

~ " :t;) 
('"" "\ <;) [:Jv-

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my com~~rils'about ~fltinuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 
~II as information about me that may be relevant t6this issue. ''-J;-~..,."\\:\~:}t\I''~' \~; \ •.. 
~ r\W';:-''lH« \. 

Name: A. fJ. Cho ~ A- h""'(~ .., (optional: Age: __ Sex M F Ethnicity---.J 

Address: ..2 3. s-9 - :S.5 rJ.. Axe .3 . r::. . cA 9 q.. ( I ~ 
(street) (city.) (state) (zip) 

. '\. 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

0"",.. ~a ... -:;Jd /.Je' Ics OWl. J~ ""+ h-t.4 :h,.)'lS~ ()<:> I->'\~ (;>0 pr.s-oS" JJ. 

M Q&~ (7Y\ ~b.-..eb o~ ~ I d.~, ~.~ ai .+k ~ -l~-e~ 1-, -

. ~ f -;+ pnJl/l~ 0N1 ~ ~ ~~ ~ y~ o-..J 
/.?"c~Irz...e. ~,A-~ (?J--~ Jcrr. wh-:le .~/-r~~/AJ),,-.zJ, --;3,. ~ ~pA 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a ~al outlet for you. 00 you bring your friends and family a~ng or m6@t up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through th~s aCtiVity?) 4-u ~ ~~ p~ .t.o 1"10+ 0-

We h'\.I1..Q.JT ~-{J-", tr~~ -thA ho.vf _ 9ocn,.h&Iw Q'YI tA Je~. 

a ~ -{re1)~+lj_'~ ~+;:v~, ltJ-e h~:~ a )1~~ at 
ofh.9-t ~ ~ O~~- dcrr. 1ib.--H~"z;z:z:J pn-.. J£Zj d{o«-;;;:;s;Ji 
.. /Ale d.>b' ~ <~ h .- es.h- (, I is J., ", ~ ./-1, &.., . ,. c 'iJ ~c'" L ""-' ~ 1:-. 
~;JL, ~. ~l"€o~t- ott] ~ J-hJ I-r{ ~ ~ L->1,.j~ 

Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. -

tJe ~ +~v-t dJ p/rb1n:. perrks ~h~J 'h~ t?-1If>~ ~ ~ 
tf6 -Ietr.>h re~~ ~(l/l~. ~c-,,·(Le:. l->IJ-~ peh.. Ik o-V1- ~.;:a f'o-k 

at ~ ~c- ... ,{1.0' ~ ~\J Id~ ~ it,_ pa~'i);?c.-l--t- In 0VVl Vo-Cl/-~ 
o~J.. Cih+~2P' ~~ (?Y\u'Vrz;-cy. J~ AJ~J P ... ....Ic. ~ J-.c' Ch~ -
..J.-~;-y re_~v-Ie-~ nI.. pY'/)t,~lo-; -kn"\. J.J7~ OY' )~h-b I~ JOrt>p£yl. 

4. What would be the'impact on yotN lifet'if there were ntHbnger-offlleash r~reation in the G~NRA? "(), 

J{ +~ ~t .h.ns~ Ot~ ~ cl~ ~ + 0 rrH· le ___ h ",,~(Ic~~, ~ . 

f,..S7M (J. 1- '-t- 6 ~ W-n-~ I?O ~~L, e fe vr;." s.JL 0-= ~ ... \ \ ~~ rl ~ rztVj ~ M ;:;,. ,.,-rk-, 

1 ~ ~lJ..'~ k..e c;. ~ -h, ~ -l-~ + On -, e t:-<> J" w~llc'~, ~ 

_tsw-I J.. ~ ~ .f.o ~~ \ Ie: '. ,., OWl /'leo'] t.. bc--v-~ P ~c s • We ~ J... o-L, t) 

J 5. 

• 
lose +VVc.~ LJ·d~ otlu,. JO ~ +1,.£ ~ h~ ~.+~. 

Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or 'NOuld you feel safer without their presence? 

W~ ntl-vf )'10 -f.zc~ at dar ~ of{ ~ . JnJ~-j~ J-U 
~ H.J ab a~ ~ I<?cr->~ tYU I:] vtcne-",+ ~ )~k: -+~ V-YL~-
/-Jh,.,j'Vld cb hz;r -teh'oJitn.. ~ ~. +~ 

Signed: 0, vJ. ~ Date 
--~--~~~,~~~--------------------------~ 
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~perintendent O'Neill: t "3 (.... 01- J C- .... ,,_. '. ''lj' f:J) 
I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation A~~·GNRA). Fo.llowing are my 

. comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. F £3 1 OJ Z.(SJ'!.. 

JJl.me: /-0 &.IH ttJ J ",~.o TI (printed) 

~re~:~~~~~~~~~~~~ __ ~~ ______ ~~~~~~~~~ __________ ~~~~ ____________ ___ 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What a your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of y-our visit(s)? If this has changed ov~r the years, describe why. I U IS If FOiEtT- Fa PS To;v 7 

>fr!t 5 It c..t-> I.J~ (. UJ tI-~-AJ 1/~ AJtlT R.,4-t,v,(liG-') --I- 60 ItfCZe 0' u.:>M--/c::. /} 'i () oG- cf ex c:~{S cr 1-l-!'5'ei.I-(fIt 
oc..To/J.... ., (f-Il) I 'W frS Irf c£ (?esT f f-/ ,,,,o:t C' 0':':' f- f> i) 0 I r> e-J-otuC-1t1U 1" ;t(c::rcfO A- rl-c'A-I-....IfIY 'I' 'P!OPcJc::r/Jcr L. ru3 

:: KjI)ot-U :r: u.:> ou l(> 1V0 T !'-'S If /11.1 573"/-P Ie.:> T~!:c:..7tfI5 W.!:...I...I<::. II- ITw t::'"~;lI"rFoA.. my t:>o~.+ 11-/-.50' 
t-b/VoT~eAt3J..c (0 CO/fJ7,AJut:- 1}-.1- ttT!-l) fc> .A.t:71S/f/l,/ vo.G- B~~.s~ S#c v Dv _ ,) _ 

'l/ 00 I-/') NOI ~eT ,!::/L tc-2Q ud2? exc~c.{St::- fl-f /1'1.1 ~(! C? --.:z: WDu Lf) ~(.)~Tf..tt: 
2l sic.. 'OF 5IiFlJC-IL= .L.-vJ c..>fl..., ai /R-yrtV '- ~C> KCc:-f'..,j~ I 0 t*=7L.~~cl=1 

- . 
2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 

areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is tnJe - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

N0I!'.'tVo-: RJI/.(s&~ /111 5flP-I';.. PII-S~7L rllt4,vWltfI!Nf,!:fr- .!"H-tT t/J(/ivc:; DOGS - ~, rtH 
c/.. c'f-/-tTSv ~H tPTI+k -0I-. .i- Fci?b-7-- 5~ S/I-?::. tprlc;;--,.J .J- Sc:;-(T" c),rJt:::" Pt-~'-/jL/v- o~ j4- f 

J-C1I-sIl .5/ft;,p--'ltV t- Tr+~ D?;;(/l...G" -r;, J 01,0 TIf-t? FuN' 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a SOCial outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up .. 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

~~ /f1 G'7 of ;3 ~ PlfDe-/) /I? "-l1hl ;... iJ '":~ t lflJ / C-c:-W/M--d (.t}1I-I/!t4r-
fVl"{ {:J {;> (, ;t-T ~Ot2-~ I-v /lJ S I 0 ~ - L /I--I..s 0 ;-r ~u L::;- ,Nf-;zJ b'/L ~c7l-r ;?Zoe..;::; . 
,?l3' f...tt-')tC Gh ~ '5 fr r: c 0 tV v+-IU 0 (.) T I III ~ u.) Ifc7V It-~ JIJ r7, C c...~ /;?7J w, lIt /If. 7 » a c-~ 
r f+?11 tnJ 0 T ClC7n {:O/Llrr!l f.. (::- w /t"~{~i to 6- ,4-~,tV e,; ·0 tHClZ- p~n-<!. as, ) 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation,has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you have 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 
~ V r:~ .. J-~tf "p06'> P-I {OR r. {;.;JI}~ Tu,;J /J-R.V- G,wO e~Ti ~7V5 O/t" /9 w~t~~ f-J-S 

... liJ, ffl (TN 5> /i-fc:7ze- /Me (7J<. Q a-p Tt o/U.$ N THc::-- (Lul-G - II V-;; ,Ts/-( t/ /711'1-,tV fixi1?,.t!OJ)J. 
I 'v /TV' I I 

T /) ,J ,4 w AJ tZ, r{ Is T/f/f r )e./2...~ 5c-~ / flJ Ti-f-cF ,R.c= s I ~/ C 'tc:7) fJ-IZr:;:.n.5, 5 ,,vc..~ 
fLJu I o&- J U _ uFp /-.~rt /)t)(;s. fWd..t7 flj..J..fJW{;:F-'t> IS So ~I11ITcrf) If/lli~ Tiff:? WO/JDI_~·cJt...'I-

--H 8'" .1..(2. m--.$ W t+-lff7J-b- - ",- - 'D '.,-
I IT "v ;» -I ~ ttlr:;; fhe.~ Rt.33TR.1 c.:rc31~ frR-e So fJf..- eN I( t-v .1.. Oil I c/tf}j)E~-
3,cl}-v/,i-....-l-- p.-{lt57t-5 I 'n( D'-- TF lAoV /l7Z-~ffH49-~iJ''f) o~ J urr D()IIJIT 
< Ti N s+ 'Tt+eTle' 15 £ c frl () C! H f S S ~ PSI I> tJ 1'/' ~ _ ," . ~ 
~ I'\- 1) W ,_ () ~fl-'- PIC-/(.. It- P "'-ftc 1;;'. u) t(-c7L=:- T/fc-z-f A.€..0 RI?5~ (c. 't(:;rf) (() .\lJ.t-5-!:1t 
~l Ie..';-- D o~S *' I It t?'(Q.. t' c: r::; i. ' 

5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including off
leash recreation, \Wuld continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 

San Frandsco? flfJSow!!fy ~ ! 
• '-.-/~~ . V ~_-.. ~ 
Signed~~;6if-i2Z DateD? /I-o,?- (optional: A~ Sex M iJEum.,itY. J) 
Version 1.0 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

-e'" ~,;;..'~ v't..V 
R~vll-" 

/{p 3 Z - 0 (,-fA FE] 1 ~ 2!JU7. 
Date: 21,13 102-

• • r~"'::'C~ f!t.:'i'';l~-;: .. 

• 
port off-leash recreation in the GGNRA Following are 1ll~-P~Ji'f1f1RififSla~t C"dntlnulng off "leash recreation In the GGNRA, 
I as Information about me that may be relevant to·this I~ua. . 

. t,,~ 

Name: l.ttwre tJo I f=. (optional: Ag&:_ Sex M(j) Ethnlclty~ 
Address: 100 ( cJV\ty~V;Sli\. f} 30 q M&<} tanc{)c.:> Ck qV((f) 7 

" (etreat) , (city.) (state) (ZIp) 

1. Please describe how often and where you vlslt the GGNRA. What are your main act/vlt/es or reasons for visiting? What are 
.the benefits to you of your vfsit(s)? If this has chanaed over the years, describe why. ' 

'A P'{l~~· 3. 'C;'.A"e.) ~ uJJ2eu. tJ:> F~L; \-"vttA ~-C-OV\ J 1 v\VV\ <L ~ 
(\1\01.1\. ~ . Do C if rsi. F j .".( J. -' . we, ']a 'C~eve. V> c,)"-' ~ ~",J -
II \~1 .. \ -'rl ~v (" J tAv-(!,CA.L-- JDv- Vtj ~ ~ () Vl~ S" I J~ 
r ) vv ' uv.. 0 ()...v °1 ' """ J J. ' 
Du<j.e,l).,v-, CJt. foov..~;'VL,'1 .ekft2a.(~evtC~. J- e?<'ce ........ CfJe fov- (..(.: ef.AJ.. ~ fJ,. 

2. Please describe \\11ether off-leash ~on is a social QUtlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m8@t up 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this actfvity?' 

• 
we- ~.re'fu.e~ 'c (J "'" eel:- . u.(' w;'CL, f:~-e<A~J 0<" • .0 ... IJ;> OW""" ,1",(; J 

04 vJo=.({;\.. VoqR..~v- ~ (e.T; UtL rl'DCJ) r(~ q.~ }::o<.li::l" 

r-1A.V\, J"Q)V\ ' We. ~Ci\.ve.. {/\/\ e. C ~C{'''''J 4 ve (:{. '0 r-eofl (e- D.t./o I..A.. j 4 
o~- (~4 tIlc'cv;ti'ej.l r""C rs ~V\ ~'""'-.&. we. eVl.j OJ ~,~ d~~M.J~' 

3. 00 you belleve that off-leash recreation is approprfme, fOr portiOns 6'f ttliGGNRA? Why? Pfease make speclflc . 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate aild expand thIs activity while preserving these areas for 
future generations. ' 

I ~G( 1rdv ~ GG-AJ(2.A ~) o..ve. [o.if~ f2t.AOWj4 Db ~ 

~v~ ~~ ~}01ea.. faj f)~ i.eOt~~ ~~s [OWvie.v3 kV\ce. lI\oL-J -1.O) , , 

f)IP lAel!"") 4.5 wet{. :c kve. lI\Cue.r e~vl~eJ) ~ ~""'- Frv-st:.-~cAJ. 
~j T55~es o::-~ ~I{:-'j' <L.e.. SfbtCJ2.· 

I 

4. What would be the Impa~ on your life If t~9te were no longer off..Jeash ~t1on In the GGNRA? 

~ vJolAl& k J..c.ra...LMa0tc c::t~ {)eg-r-M~ ~ DO~j V).-eecJ ex-~crc;):e.J 
t 

"[j\£ j U\ e.e ~ V:> k d\..!o(e-, iJo if ...t V'l c::t~ ~ j"\ . .t '3 'C' a.v~ L1,
l
t. ~ 

lot; 0 ~ ~l~ CeJ Co eRa U"Sj - ~~c.I\. 1"0' ,5 Ci(. ~t:l~b~ ( J~ t)v<-t / 

~~ ,~ V\O~~ .S(J lfc=-t~ J.o ~ SpevJl ~e..' jlA ~ fJfA w,~ 
5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogS or 'NOuld you feel sat';:' without their presence? 1M.1 J. J . 

• r ~l ~+ec'Cl1 sofe aV"\}l).t/l.i /){12-I~ cPOjS. I' <b~t Fe~1 
~"C ot..JV\~tr5 ot. U;:-C jO(A S J.Oj5 speV\~"", lot" <' f CI~.R.. L>UM1 

~W"I "Vb RE'- ~U "CO ~V\ ~vO(.{...,,~ 1.9J.t (€a..jl-z. Y~;J WO<A,.( iI\-el!'€v-

Signed: \o.e 'Q::>te'-IU~e~ 4y o~v <.to", ~l.AMev-, ( Date, _____ _ 

A ~ _ 'L II ~(I?I()?_ 
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Ms. Kathleen Russell 
2277 Fulton St. Apt. 103 San Francisco. CA 941 {7 f £. B 1 ~ l~.···::" 

{(o1S"-OHA I ~1;I..\l:1!. \..,\'iU> ~~~'f~~~~~c:.9 
~~lL ,-\"\'\<;1'b\. ~Q -('~~\l,~ ~~~ ~~it .. ~\..).~'i' 

~ ~f)~ '-\.'C)~\\..~ f,~~,.~~~ ~ 1\~~ a~ t)'f'\"-
. .' 

_ u:;.4-'8 ~ ~ ,,110- :II\\. UL\"'~ ~>:I\:) -:r. ~ .. \~\tt 
J , ,\U _ ~ So" ~ \:I\" ~\\, ~ ~ ~ 1>.1!> 'f: ~ \lE.I"-1!.1!. 

~,,~ ~~\.~{'t...~ tg.,~ . • ~ ~~ . 
. \ ..... b- ~~"""~ .. ",<IL~ ~~ ,'+-'e.. <,-.\o.\:>,<l-.\!... 

" ~Tt ~~\) ,~Q- ~t...W~~~\l~ ~ ~'t.~ 

~~'t."\) ~. ~ • 
~~~,~~~~~ ;) 
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IftJ3fo-Df - lAs 
\", 

I am writing to save ofj-Ieash dog walking in the GGNRA. I see 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

park users as well as protect the important natural resources of the GGNRA. 

I know many people have writte~ and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the det~ils. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living in the Bay Area concerned about the new policies. When the National Park 

Service took over the GGNRA we were assured that those lands would be preserved 

for recreational use by all citizens. What we are asking for is the right to walk 

our dogs off-leash in a very small portion of.the GG~RA, as we have for years. 

There is room for everyone to enjoy these parks. We need a policy that is f~~J;.:·,. 

.... :" . ..;. .. , t' 

for everyone that wants to utilize our recreation area~. Thank you for your 

consideration of this matter. 

Sinc~rely, 

.' 

RECEiVED 

FEB 19 2002 

./ 

. . ~;'.: 
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Katy Karimi, DDS 
David Ramirez, DDS 
300 Third St, #824 
San Francisco, CA 94107 

February l3, 2002 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 

Ifo37- CY1.r- lA 

RE: Off-leash dog walking at Crissy Fiel~ 

To whom it may concern: 

RECJ:.:! \lEU 

FE] 1 ~ 2002 

We are writing to you to reconsider the unfair and unjustified leash enforcement law at 
Crissy Field. 
We moved from Chicago a few years ago, assuming San Francisco would be a dog
friendly City ruled by more logical, animal-loving and open-minded people. 
In order to enjoy the beach with our dog, we had to drive all the way to Carmel-by-the
sea, where there is no leash law for dogs on the beach! And nothing devastating ever 
happens there! 
We recently discovered the beach strip at Crissy Field where we have seen all dogs and 
people enjoy long replenisJring and healthy walks. Dog owners have always been very 
responsible cleaning up after their dogs and keeping them under voice control. 
We understand why you would prefer dogs leashed on the main walkway where bikers 
and joggers prevail but the beach strip itself is devoid of anything a dog could damage: 
the vegetation is already fenced in and the few birds never seem to be harassed by 
anyone! And then there is sand and sea water! 
Children who are brought there are always accompanied by their parents and are there to 
SOCIALIZE with dogs anyway! NO'one ever really lies down or picnics: this is just not 
that type of a beach. It's a small strip where all mostly athletic people or dog owners 
enjoy the nature for what it is. No one has been really viciously attacked there! No bird 
has been devoured alive by a dog! 
But please realize that by nature; dpgs DO need off-leash exercise otherwise you would 
end up with frustrated dogs tha,t WOULD potentially become aggressive. 
It is so infinitely cruel to force Idog owners to permanently restrain a live animal on a 
beach nature intended for every creature's enjoyment, literally "choking" the dog as it 
desperately pulls on a leash and cannot even run free! 
There is nowhere decent to allow a dog to get exercise off leash: We have already visited 
EVERY enclosed so~called "dog-runs": they are miserably maintained, small, often 
saturated with untimely watering, infested with rodents or simply made of cement. 
The GGNRA's concern is preservation of nature: the natural vegetal resources are well 
protected and it is petty and unfair to use this excuse to strangle decent people's dogs. If 
you really wish to harass dog owners, a more productive way would be to employ your 
rangers to fine specifically those who either trespass the barriers where the plants lie, 
owners who do not pick up after their dogs, or any out of control dog that presents a 
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• 

nuisance. But why deprive a whole population of dog owners of a natural and given right 
(by default, since there is no where else to let a dog run in San Francisco)? 
Unless of course, you wish to make a statement against dogs in general which then would 
be malicious and discriminative. We realize that your beach vegetation and the few birds 
that fly above are important but dogs and people's mental and physical welfare are 
important too! 
We too are LIVE entities that need to be preserved! 
We implore you to try to live up to the reputation that draws people to San Francisco 
from all over this country and act fairly. 
We see no reason beyond pure ignorance and unjustified hatred towards dogs and dog 
owners for you to ban off-leash walking at Crissy Field.The natural equilibrium on the 
beach is by no means threatened. 
Thank you for your full attention to this matter . 
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FE) 1 9 2.0U2 

• I am ~.,riting to save off-leash dog w'alking in the GGNRA. I see no reason 

why our dogs cannot have off-leash recreation and still respect the rights of 

park. users as welt" as protect the izpertant natural resources of the GG:TRA. 

I know many people have ' .. n:'it ten and attended meetings regarding this issue, 

so you don't need me to tell you the details. I am one of thousands of pet owners 

living ,in the· Bay Area concer:lea aceuc the ne~., policies. t'lnen the ~Iational Park 

Service took over the GG)l'RA ~.;e ~.;e"!'e assured. that those la::.ds T.oioulci be preserved 

for recreational use by alL cit~ze!:.s. ~-lhat <,.;e are asking for is the rignt to walk 

ou"!' dogs off-leash in a very s:::all ;Jo"!'tion of the GG~l~-\, as we have for years. 

There is room for everyone to enjoy these parks. We need a policy that is fair 

for everyone that ~.,ants to utilize our rec:::eat::.or.. areas. Thank you £0:- your 

considera~ion of this matte"!'. 

• S:"nce~ely, 

• 

• 
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Dan Furlong 
1820 Vallejo St., #202 
San Francisco, 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 

February 14, 2002 

I have some thoughts regarding your proposed ban on off-leash dog walking in areas 
managed by the GGNRA. 

I'm a birder, and frequently visit Land's End, the Marin Headlands and Lake Merced 
both on weekends and during the week. I have been struck by the fact that the 
oveIWhelming majority of dog owners appear to be responsible and respectful of their 
surroundmgs. The dogs I've seen have either been within the designated off-leash areas, 
or under their owners' direct control. These dogs do no more harm to the environment 
than any other users, and do less harm than many of the mountain bikers I've observed. 

I am a GGNRA member and supporter. I love nature in general. I share your concern for 
sensitive habitats, but feel strongly that they can be, and currently are, well-protected 
without banning off-leash dogs entirely. Please note that I am not a dog owner, although 
my love of animals includes dogs as well as all fornis of wildlife. I have no vested 
interest in this issue other than the pleasure I take from seeing a happy dog and its owner 
enjoying themselves. I have always thought that the presence of so many dogs in the Bay 
Area is both a reflection and an important component of the warmth that make this area 
special. The area has a long tradition of dog-friendliness, and, unfortunately, that tradition 
seems to be rapidly eroding away. I would be sorry to see the GGNRA help hasten its 
demise. 

Custom and usage should count for something. Please do not ban off-leash dog walking. 

Sincerely, 

C)-~~ 
D. J. Furlong 

e 
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Sharon A. Dannemiller 
5256 Hebrides ct. 

Newark, CA 94560-1050 

February 14, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR, Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: Dogs running free on GGNRA land 

RECtiVED 

FEB 1 920[J2 

SUPfRiNTEtliilr.NT'" 01-., ",.. 
~II. f d t:.tl J~A: 

.. 

I am against dogs running free. They should be on leashes . 
Unleashed dogs can attack wildlife, people, and other dogsrin 
the area. l'hey can and do leave their wastes anywhere they 
please. 

If dog owners do' ntn have their own property where their 
dogs can run free, then they should not have dogs. Or should 
take them to a dog park. 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Sirbr Madam: 

RECEiVED 

fEB 1 ~ 2.G\}? 

1 00 1 Franklin Street, 7B 
San Francisco, CA 94117 
February 15,2002-

I am writing in support of Off-Leash Dog Walking in the Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area. I am not a dog owner; I personally prefer cats. I do, however, 
recognize the importance of providing for many different recreational uses in the Golden 
Gate National Recreation Area. 

When the San Francisco gave the GGNRA area land to the National Park SerVice, it 
expected that off-leash dog walking would continue to be provided in that area. Urban 
parks should provide multiple uses for the people who live in that area, and the visitors 
who come there. Dog owners derive great pleasure from being able to let their dogs run 
free. The dogs themselves need off-leash activity to be healthy and well behaved. 

Although the National Park Service ptohibits off leash dog walking in its parks, many 
exceptions are made. I understand that hunting dogs are allowed to run free in 40 parks. 
Surely an area can be set aside in an urban part where pet dogs can be allowed to run free. 

The Golden Gate National Recreational Area is large enough to provide both the 
sanctuary which some animals n.eed and recreational areas for dogs and their owners. 
Please provide a small portion otits 75,000 acres for off-leash dog walking. 

Christine Rouse 

.... ,. .... . .. i 
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February 15,2002 

Superintendent O'Neill 

William M. Little 
489 Guerrero Street 

~an Francisco, CA 94110 ~O 

~\~ 
(t~C ~ 1..\\\\1.. 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn: ANPR 

~~~ \. \<;'~~~' 
~~~~ 

~~~\fo~ 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

e 

I am writing in response to the January 11 proposal to discontinue the longstanding 
tradition of off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. As a re~ident of San Francisco, a 
devoted dog owner alld a frequent user. of the GGNRA.l!mds, I hope that the off-leash 
policy at my favorite dog-walking areas (Ft. FunstonIBaker BeachIPtesidio ParklCrissy 
Field) will not be revoked. 

I moved from Ketchum, Idaho a year ago after visiting my parents in Ban Francisco and 
realized how "dog-friendly" this city was. I moved he.re with my black Labrador, Bella, 
because I knew that I could take her to run free at many of the nearby parks and that the 
dog-walker I hired for weekdays could do the same. Unfortunately, if off-leash dog 
walking becomes a thing of the past here in San Francisco, I will not be able to live here 
out of concern for the well being of my furry companion. 

I visit Crissy Field at least once a week, often meeting my parents there for a walk with 
Bella. Furthermore, it has become a place to socialize with friends and meet new people. 
Everyone I have met there has been friendly, including all the dogs I have encountered 
too. My friends, parents, and myself always respect the "No Dogs Allowed" areas of 
Crissy Field, and very rare1y.do I se~ anyone else disobey these signs. 

I understand the Park Service's concern over the impacts that off-leash dogs have on 
these areas. At Crissy Field, the fragile sand dunes are fenced off and protected. Maybe 
this is something that should occur at other off-leash areas like Ft. Funston and Presidio 
Park. I realize that dogs can be a problem for sensitive areas, but so can bicycles, hikers, 
and SUV's. My point is that dogs represent a miniscule environmental concern unlike 
the larger problems of global warming, urbanization, and habitat loss that our government 
seems ignore. lhope that off-leash dog walking does not become the scapegoat for the 
government's neglect oflarger environmental issues. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. 
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429 Grand View Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

February 15,2002 

GGNRA 
Regarding: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom It May Concern; 

FEB 1 9 2G02 

GGNRA,is not Kings Canyon, Great Basin, Olympic, Everglades, Great Smoky 
Mountains, Hawaii Volcanoes, Wrangell-St. Elias, or Gates of the Arctic National Parks . 
A few off-leash sites in places like Fort Funston, Lands End, and Baker Beach just make 
sense. 

I walked my little dog from South of Market to Twin Peaks today. I would rather have let 
him run a bit beneath the cliffs at Fort Funston. I urge you to see beyond the hidebound 
attitude that bans leashless dogs from all NPS lands. 

See you on the trails, 

<EP 
Doug Wilkins 

'1 ., -

,ii' .. 
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February 15, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
ATTN: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: Leash Laws in GGNRA Property 

DearGGNRA: 

f"'l. r-. -.~, -, ..1 ~~ ... t 
... ~- . _ \ ... 1 ':l ':.~. _~ 

As a Mill Valley resident and longtime dog owner, I strongly urge you to 
reconsider banning dogs off-leash in the GGNRA areas where dogs have been 
permitted under voice command historically. I treasure hiking with my dog. I have 
trained him, and he behaves off-leash. It is such a positive thing for him to be able to 
do, and he can socialize with people and other dogs in a way he cannot do on-leash. 
There are so few places where I can take him off-leash and let him run. Please reward 
the vast majority of us who are responsible dog owners by permitting us to continue to 
walk our dogs off-leash in the areas where we have been able to do so for years. 

Thank you for your cons~deration . .. 

ELP 
SF 1318607 v1 

. Ly erry 
36 Eucalyptus Kno I 
Mill Valley, CA 949 
415/576-0200 (days) 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn: ANPR 

1~t/7 -() ( -fA 

Mel Kim Carol Lee 
198 Monterey Boulevard #30 
San Francisco, CA 94121 
(415) 749-4689 

February 16, 2002 

Fort Mason, Building 201 ~. 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

, -

To whom it may concern: 

I am writin9 you bacause'of my concem of the Golderi Gate National Recreation Area's 
Intention -to ban all off-leash walking at our San Franqisco parks such as Fort Funston 
and Crlssy Field. 

I 

I am against the banning of off,.leash walking. Bein$ a former dog owner, I have many 
fond memories walking my dog at Fort Funston. Once I learned of the existence of Fort 
Funston from another dog owner, my dog and I were often found on the weekends 
walking there. I thoroughly enjoyed walking my dog there .. We never had any 
problems with other dogs we encountered there. She was only 13 pounds but all dogs 
that we met were friendly and all dog own~rs ~ere respon~ible in handling any waste 
products from their dogs. It is my belief that any dog'oWner who would take the time to 
take their dog to Fort Funston would take the time to be responsible for all activities of 
their dog. ' 

It Is unfair that you ban all off.~leash walking for the acts of the very few. It is better that 
you punish those who are irresponsible than to enforce a ban on off .. leash for all. I 
hope to get another dog one day, and I want any new dog I get to experience the same 
wonderful experience of Fort Funston and other parks. 

Since my dog died, I have been volunteered at the San Francisco SPCA for the past 
five years. In addition to learning all the things I did wrong in training my dog, I have 
learned how social Interaction betwean dogs off .. leash Is important so that they do not 
develop behavior problems such as dog aggression: That was one thing that I did 
right. My dog enjoyed the interaction with other dogs. Please do not adopt a policy 
that will generate more dog .. agsressive dogs. 

I hope that you consider my comments and reconsider your intention about banning off~ 
leash dog walking. Any questions can be directed to me at the phone number indicated 
above . 

Sincerely, 

... ".:,'\' 

,! . .'~~~.-,.". 
, ~el Kim Carol ,Lee ';.,,' 

.. - , . 

:.! .' 
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Golden Gate National Recreational Area 
attention: ANPR 

Hello, 

I want to voice my strong support in favor of off-leash dog walking in 
GG NRA public areas -" 

I walk my dog every day. I am, at all times, re$ponsible and considerate 
of other people, animals, and the environmen~~ 

! 

We are forced to fight the GGNRA to defend our rights. The GGNRA should 
have worked aggressively to challange the National Parks Service policy on 

off-leash dogs. 

.' 

• Steve Taylo 
143 Arbor treet 
San Francisco CA 94131 

I" 

143 Arbor Street San Francisco CA 94131 (415) 469-0607 (ph fx) taylorarbor@yahoo.com 
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February 14, 2002 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing to express my will that off-leash recreation for dogs remains in certain specified areas with-in 
the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. I offer the following points for your review: 

1. It is my understanding that the land was turned~over by ~e city to the GGNRA with the stipulation that 
needed recreational open space would be maintained (16 USC 460bb). 

'2. In the meetings I've attended regarding this subject, there have been opponents to the off-leash cause 
that have voiced concerns regarding the wildlife (specifically birds). The effect of off-leash dogs in 
areas like Chrissy Beach is minimum in relation to the effect that will occur with the planned 
development. . 

3. For Chrissy Beach specifically, I believe it is important to review the current actual use of this area 
The use of this beach is clearly dominated by dog owners with off-leash dogs. This area, due to 
weather (fog and wind) does not attract the typical beach goer. Swimming and sunbathing at this 
beach is practically nonexistent On cold, overcast, windy days, my experience is the only people on 
the beach are those with dogs. The other prevalent uses of this beach are windsurfing, walking and 
biking on the path to Ft Point and picnicking. I have never seen a problem between the off leash dogs 
and people pursuing these other activities. In fact, it is my experience that the non-dog owners enjoy 
seeing the dogs at play on the beach . 

. 
4. I believe precedent is also important Obviously, a precedent has been set as off-leash dogs have been 

allowed in certain areas in the GGNRA since the land was turned over. 

5. The dog owners in San Francisco are very responsible as a group. I have never seen a problem with 
dog litter in the Parks as the ownerS clean up regularly after their dogs. 

6. I don't see a problem with restricting.off-leash dogs to specific areas. Actually, that would be my 
preference. I think those who prefer to Ift>t be around off-leash dogs should have that option with-in 
the Park System. In regards to Chrissy Beach, I believe that off leash dogs should be restricted to the 
area either south of the lagoon to the rocky breakwater (Yacht Club side) or north of the lagoon up to 
the rocky breakwater (Ft Point side). By containing the off leash dogs all needs can be meet with-in 
this specific area of the GGNRA. 

I believe that off-leash proponents are afraid to give in to anymore restrictions. The GGNRA must develop 
an official agreement with the citizens of San Francisco and adhere to it. This agreement should take into 
account the original agreement set forth when the land was turned over by the city to the GGNRA. If this 
action is taken, I believe a fair compromise can be reached. 

e 
Noe Valley 

I! 
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DRAFT INTERNAL DELIBERATIVE WORK PRODUCT --- ATTORNEY/CLIENT PRIVILEGED 
 
BRIEFING STATEMENT 
Bureau: National Park Service 
Unit(s): Golden Gate NRA and NRSS-EQD 
Date: Nov. 4, 2011   (1pm PT, 4pm ET – call in #  passcode ) 
Title: Golden Gate NRA, Dog Management Plan/EIS 
 

 
  

 
 

 
   

 
 

 
 

  
 

  
 

 
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
  

   
  

 
 

  
  

 
 

  
   

 
 

  
 

  
   

 
Points of Contact:  
Michael Edwards, Project Manager, Environmental Quality Division, 303-969-2694 
Patrick Walsh, Branch Chief, Environmental Quality Division, 303-987-6620 
Shirwin Smith, GGNRA Management Assistant, 415-561-4947 
Frank Dean, GGNRA Superintendent, 415-561-4720 

(b) (5)

(b) (6) (b) (6)
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Dr. Suzanne M. Valente 

 
Pacifica, CA  94044 
 
Dear Dr. Valente: 
 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) has asked all proposed members of the 
Negotiated Rulemaking Committee for Dog Management to commit explicitly to written 
standards for participation. After reviewing your email of January 4, 2006, we are unable 
to determine whether you are willing to make the commitment required of all other 
proposed committee members. We offer the following response to your e-mail in order to 
ensure there is no misunderstanding as you make your decision. Each italicized statement 
below is a quote from your January 4, 2006 e-mail; we have prepared individual 
responses.   
 
“The NR as it is currently set out to proceed, is not in compliance with the current law 
as dictated by the Federal Court”.   
In June 2005, U.S. District Court Judge William Alsup upheld Magistrate Judge 
Elizabeth Laporte’s dismissal of three tickets issued at Crissy Field for off-leash dog 
violations. The grounds for the dismissal were that GGNRA had failed to follow federal 
regulations in making a change in use in 2002.  Judge Alsup effectively held that the 
GGNRA Advisory Commission’s 1979 Pet Policy governs off-leash use until such time 
as GGNRA completes a process for changing that policy that is consistent with federal 
requirements, should that step be taken. Judge Alsup did not replace the existing National 
Park Service (NPS) regulation regarding pets (36 CFR 2.15) with a new regulation, as 
you appear to suggest. His decision stated that the NPS could not initiate enforcement of 
the pet regulation in areas where voice-control dogwalking was previously allowed 
without first going through rulemaking [36 CFR 1.5(b)]. Judge Alsup also stated that this 
ruling did not restrict GGNRA’s ability to protect resources following notice and 
comment pursuant to [36 CFR 1.5(b)]. 
 
“To say that the public and participants prefer NR to traditional agency rulemaking is 
a deceptive argument, as the third option has never even been presented.” 
This statement is inaccurate. From the beginning of the negotiated rulemaking process 
GGNRA has made clear that agency rulemaking is an option, and that if a negotiated 
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rulemaking effort were not successful the NPS would pursue agency rulemaking. The 
assessment report prepared by the mediators in 2004 was based on extensive interviews 
and concluded that there was significant support for negotiated rulemaking among 
diverse groups of stakeholders.  Given that existing federal regulations prohibit off-leash 
dogwalking in National Parks, most off-leash advocates have signaled support for 
negotiated rulemaking as a mechanism for potentially continuing off-leash dog walking 
in GGNRA. 
 
“OBDOG has been treated differently than other participants.  The lack of good faith 
exhibited by many of the other groups who still sit at the table with their primary 
representative is obvious.  Your desire to keep these parties at the table despite their bad 
faith is also clear, and it is violative of the intent and spirit of NR.” 
This statement is not consistent with the facts. All prospective participants, including 
OBDOG, have been asked to abide by the same good faith standards. Any group that is 
unwilling to live by these standards will face the same choice. OBDOG is the only group 
proposed for participation on the committee that has actively worked against the 
negotiated rulemaking process through the petition posted on its web site. Despite this 
opposition, GGNRA has supported OBDOG’s continued participation so long as it is 
willing to abide by these standards.    
  
“It is clear from the exclusions to the NR process that the GGNRA does NOT intend to 
even try to resolve the longstanding and complex issues involving dog management in 
the GGNRA through NR.  The controversial areas have all been excluded from the 
process.”  
This broad assertion is inaccurate. Most areas historically used for voice control 
dogwalking are still “on the table” for discussion during negotiated rulemaking from 
GGNRA’s perspective.  
 
“With respect to the OBDOG website, your demand that I censor the communications 
of the leadership of the group to the members of the group is unreasonable. You 
cannot obligate me to support the aspects of the NR process which are unlawful.  If 
you refuse to proceed with NR in a lawful manner, you cannot demand that the 
members of my group be prohibited from petitioning the government or the courts for 
the redress of their grievances.  This violates our First Amendment rights.”  
Your assertion of illegality lacks a foundation. Participation by a group or individual in 
the negotiated rulemaking process is voluntary, not a right.  It is GGNRA’s choice to use 
the negotiated rulemaking process and determine the appropriate makeup of the 
committee.  And it is expected as a sign of good faith that organizations commit their 
resources to supporting, not undermining, the negotiated rulemaking process.  If 
OBDOG, or any other group, has a stronger interest in continuing to criticize the process, 
on the web or elsewhere, certainly you are free to follow that path, but not as a committee 
member.  
 
We remain committed to having a representative of OBDOG on the negotiated 
rulemaking committee assuming you and your organization are willing to comply with 
the good faith standards.  However, if you wish to be on the committee and work toward 
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a consensus solution to the dog walking issue OBDOG must withdraw its petition to 
terminate the negotiated rulemaking process.  The petition is simply not consistent with 
good faith efforts to work collaboratively on a new rule.  Likewise, it is essential to be 
able to communicate directly and be willing to discuss issues with National Park Service 
representatives, other stakeholders and the facilitators.   
 
We request your written response by close of business on January 11, 2006. Your failure 
to respond in writing by that date, indicating your agreement with the standards, will 
constitute notice to GGNRA that you decline to participate as a member of the proposed 
Negotiated Rulemaking Committee for Dog Management. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
Brian O’Neill 
General Superintendent 
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Dr. Suzanne M. Valente 
 

Pacifica, CA  94044 
 
Dear Dr. Valente: 
 
The GGNRA has asked all potential Committee members to commit explicitly to written 
standards for participation. After reviewing your email of January 4, 2006, we are unable 
to determine whether you are willing to make the commitment required of all other 
Committee members. We offer the following response to your e-mail in order to ensure 
there is no misunderstanding as you make your decision.would like to respond to a 
number of points stated in that email which we feel should be clarified. Each italicized 
statement below is a quote from your e-mail; we have prepared individual responses.   
 
“The NR as it is currently set out to proceed, is not in compliance with the current law 
as dictated by the Federal Court”.   
In June 2005, U.S. District Court Judge William Alsup upheld Magistrate Judge 
Elizabeth Laporte’s dismissal of three tickets issued at Crissy Field for off-leash dog 
violations. The grounds for the dismissal were that GGNRA had failed to follow federal 
regulations in making a change in use in 2002.  Judge Alsup effectively held that the 
1979 Pet Policy governs off-leash use until such time as GGNRA completes a process for 
changing that Policy that is consistent with federal requirements, should that step be 
taken. Judge Alsup also stated that this ruling did not restrict GGNRA’s ability to protect 
resources following notice and comment pursuant to Rule 1.5(b). The Federal CourtJudge 
Alsup decision did not replace put a new regulation in place of tthe existing NPS 
regulation regarding pets (36 CFR 2.15) with a new regulation, as you appear to suggest. 
His decision  The Federal Court decision stated that the NPS could not initiate 
enforcement of the pet regulation in areas where voice-control dogwalking was 
previously allowed without first going through rulemaking [36 CFR 1.5(b)].  
 
“To say that the public and participants prefer NR to traditional agency rulemaking is 
a deceptive argument, as the third option has never even been presented.” 
This statement is inaccurate. From the beginning of the negotiated rulemaking process, 
the NPS has always made clear that agency rulemaking is always an option, and that if a 
negotiated rulemaking effort were was not successful, the NPS would then pursue revert 
to agency rulemaking. The assessment report prepared by the mediators in 2004 was 
based on extensive interviews and concluded that there was significant support for NR 
among diverse groups of stakeholders.  Given existing Federal Regulations that prohibit 
off-leash dog walking in National Parks, most off-leash advocates have signaled support 
for NR as a mechanism for continuing off-leash dog walking in GGNRA. 
 
 
“OBDOG has been treated differently than other participants.  The lack of good faith 
exhibited by many of the other groups who still sit at the table with their primary 
representative is obvious.  Your desire to keep these parties at the table despite their bad 
faith is also clear, and it is violative of the intent and spirit of NR.” 

Comment [JMH1]: This first part is from the 
letter to Steve Sayad. 
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This statement is not consistent with the facts. All prospective participants, including 
OBDOG, have been asked to abide by the same good faith commitmentsstandards. Any 
group that is unwilling to live by these standards will face the same choice. OBDOG is 
the only group proposed for participation on the Committee that has actively worked 
against the NR process through the petition posted on its web site. Despite this 
opposition, GGNRA has supported OBDOG’s continued participation so long as it is 
willing to abide by these standards.   This will demonstrate your intent to help the process 
proceed and work toward crafting a reasonable solution to the dogwalking situation. 
  
“It is clear from the exclusions to the NR process that the GGNRA does NOT intend to 
even try to resolve the longstanding and complex issues involving dog management in 
the GGNRA through NR.  The controversial areas have all been excluded from the 
process.”  
This broad assertion also is inaccurate. Most areas historically used for voice control 
dogwalking are still “on the table” for discussion during negotiated rulemakingNR from 
GGNRA’s perspective. Most areas that may be considered for closure through the 
resource protection rulemaking have not been open for voice control dogwalking and 
were never intended to be considered in negotiated rulemaking. 
 
“With respect to the OBDOG website, your demand that I censor the communications 
of the leadership of the group to the members of the group is unreasonable. You 
cannot obligate me to support the aspects of the NR process which are unlawful.  If 
you refuse to proceed with NR in a lawful manner, you cannot demand that the 
members of my group be prohibited from petitioning the government or the courts for 
the redress of their grievances.  This violates our First Amendment rights.” Your 
assertion of illegality lacks a foundation.  
Participation by any a group or individual in the negotiated rulemaking process is 
voluntary, not a right.  It is GGNRA’s choice to use the NR process and determine the 
appropriate makeup of the Committee.  And it is expected as a sign of good faith that 
organizations commit their resources to supporting not undermining the NR.  Our good 
faith standards apply to all potential Committee members, who have been asked to make 
the same choice to support the NR process while they are on the Committee. If OBDOG, 
or other groups, has a stronger interest in continuing to criticize the process, on the web 
or elsewhere, certainly you are free to follow that path, but not as a Committee member. 
voluntary.  We would like a representative of OBDog to remain on the committee.  If you 
wish to work toward a solution to the dogwalking issue as part of the NR process, then 
we ask that you refrain from working to undermine the process at the same time.  We also 
ask that you be willing to discuss issues with NPS representatives, other stakeholders and 
the facilitators not only by email but also by phone or in person. 
 
 
We remain committed to having e kept the door open for a representative of OBDOG to 
remain on the NR Committee assuming you and your organization are willing to comply 
with the good faith standards.  However, Iif you wish to be on the Committee and work 
toward a consensus solution to the dog walking issue  we ask again that you and OBDOG 
must withdraw its petition to terminate the NR.  The petition is simply not consistent with 

Comment [JMH2]: This second sentence shifts 
the focus. Is it necessary here? The italicized 
language does not refer to the resource protection 
rulemaking. 
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DRAFT 

good faith efforts to work collaboratively on a new rule.  refrain from working to 
undermine the process at the same time.  Likewise, it is essential to be able to 
communicate directly, Part of this request, which we previously have communicated, is 
that you be willing to discuss issues with NPS representatives, other stakeholders and the 
facilitators.   directly and set aside your demand that all communications be in writing. 
This means, in short, agreeing to the good faith standards.  
 
 
We request your written response ask for an affirmative rresponse by close of business on 
January 11, 2006. Your failure to respond in writing by that date, indicating your 
agreement with or to clearly agree to the standards,  that you will abide by the good faith 
criteria.  Your failure to do so will constitute notice to GGNRA that indicate that you 
decline to participate as a member of the proposed Negotiated Rulemaking Committee 
for Dog Management. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Brian O’Neill 
General Superintendent 
 
 
In June 2005, U.S. District Court Judge William Alsup upheld Magistrate Judge 
Elizabeth Laporte’s dismissal of three tickets issued at Crissy Field for off-leash dog 
violations. The grounds for the dismissal were that GGNRA had failed to follow federal 
regulations in making a change in use in 2002.  Judge Alsup effectively held that the 
1979 Pet Policy governs off-leash use until such time as GGNRA completes a process for 
changing that Policy that is consistent with federal requirements, should that step be 
taken. Judge Alsup also stated that this ruling did not restrict GGNRA’s ability to protect 
resources following notice and comment pursuant to Rule 1.5(b). 
 Formatted: Line spacing:  single, Adjust
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GOGA Dog Mgmt. Plan/EIS 

Conference call 

1.18.08 

9am  PT 

Call-in number  

Passcode  

 

1. Deliverables 

a. Ch. 1 and comments 

 EA will send Chapter 1 for further review around first week Feb. 

SES/CP review 

i. Natural resources (Bill and Su’s edits) 

 EA addressed all comments rec’d from Bill/Sue and NR 

ii. Chris P. (impact topics)  

b. Ch. 3 

i. Natural resources – use what was previously submitted, also utilize 

suggestion for reducing data repetition 

 Will have 3 done by time the March IDT mtg happens 

 Agree with NR comments about need to reduce text and using table 

 EA needs to work with Heidi to figure out what needs to be done and 

by whom 

 Have NR review a redrafted Chapter 3 

c. Adaptive management 

 Suzie to check with Mary-Alice as to status of this 

2. Alternatives table update (Michael and SES to do) 

a. Must add in “provide no dog experience” for Alt. C rationale in some 

geographical areas. 

b. Add in considered but dismissed rationales:   

i. Crissy Field promenade off-leash  

ii. Crissy Field Wildlife Protection Area – no seasonal restriction / 

problem with compliance 

iii. Rationales as contained in parameters list for areas open for 

consideration with limits, and for some areas not considered. 

iv. Other considered but dismissed rationales. 

c. Review process of chart (division by division before the alts meeting?) 

 Chris and SES to work Division by Division in February 

 

3. Alternative elements assignments 

a. “Regulated off-leash areas” (ROLA) – need to come up with definition(s).  

Could be different per alternative, although would also make comparison 

difficult. 

 Get input from mtg. summaries as to what criteria the Committee provided 

(Chris) 

b. TAG program  

 SES to summarize options from both Boulder and Martha/Gary 

c. Commercial dogwalking 
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d. Adaptive management (from above) 

 Suzie to summarize 

e. Education / enforcement 

 Chris to summarize education 

 Generally state that enforcement will occur in all areas where status 

changes 

f. Other? 

 

4. Alts meeting dates and prep – week of March 16th (meeting on 17th – 18th, 19th 

(am).   

a. Meeting room 

b. Materials Juanita to re do maps – will work from (hand drawn?) maps 

Chris and SES have from division mtgs 

 

5. Other 

 

6. Next call  

8:30 2/13 
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GOGA Dog Mgmt. Plan/EIS 

Conference call 

2.29.08 

10am PT 

Call-in number  

Passcode   

 

1. Deliverables 

a. Ch. 1 edits in process 

b. Ch. 3 

i. Draft for divisional review by March 14th 

c. Adaptive management update – need draft of this asap 

 

2. Alternatives table update 

a. Must add in “provide no dog experience” for Alt. C rationale in some 

geographical areas.  Shirwin and Michael  

b. Add in considered but dismissed rationales:   

i. Crissy Field promenade off-leash  

ii. Crissy Field Wildlife Protection Area – no seasonal restriction / 

problem with compliance -  confirm with the Crissy Field 

Restoration EA – Michael  

iii. Rationales as contained in parameters list for areas open for 

consideration with limits, and for some areas not considered. 

Michael and Shirwin 

iv. Other considered but dismissed rationales. 

c. Progress update on alts chart division meetings 

 

3. Progress on alternative elements assignments  

a. “Regulated off-leash areas” (ROLA) – (Chris) 

b. TAG program (Shirwin) 

c. Commercial dogwalking – (Michael) 

i. Chris and Shirwin provided feedback on park draft 

d. Education / enforcement – (Chris)   

e. Other?  (make sure Crissy Field EA is consistent with the Alts chart) 

(Michael) 

 

4. Alts meeting dates and prep – week of March 16th (meeting on 17th – 18th, 19th 

(am)).   

a. Meeting room – Headquarters – Golden Gate room? (big world map 

room) 

b. Materials  

i. Maps – update – Shirwin has sent to Juanita 

ii. Agenda – finalized 

iii. Print out of alts table with geographical areas and explanation of 

each alternative -  

iv. Powerpoint projector / laptop computer / markers / tape / etc.  
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v. Other alternative elements… 

vi. Folders / hole punched… 

vii. other 

viii. Plan for Wednesday, March 19th – ½ day meeting  

 

5. Next call  

a. March 12, 10 a.m. PST  
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GOGA Dog Mgmt. Plan/EIS 

Conference call 

3.12.08 

11am PT 

Call-in number  

Passcode   

 

1. Deliverables 

a. Ch. 1 edits in process by park 

b. Ch. 3 

i. Draft for divisional review by March 14th 

c. Adaptive management update – need draft of this asap 

 

2. Alternatives table – completed pending alts meeting review 

 

3. Progress on alternative elements assignments  

a. “Regulated off-leash areas” (ROLA) – (Michael) 

b. TAG program (Shirwin) 

c. Commercial dogwalking – (Michael) 

d. Education / enforcement – (Chris)   

 

4. Alts meeting dates and prep – week of March 16th (meeting on 17th – 18th, 19th 

(am)).   

a. Meeting room – Headquarters – Golden Gate room? (big world map 

room) 

b. Materials  

i. Maps – update – Shirwin has sent to Juanita 

ii. Agenda – finalized 

iii. Print out of alts table with geographical areas and explanation of 

each alternative -  

iv. Powerpoint projector / laptop computer / markers / tape / etc.  

v. Other alternative elements… 

vi. Folders / hole punched… 
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GOGA Dog Mgmt. Plan/EIS 

Conference call 

5.5.08 

9am PT 

Call-in number  

Passcode   
 

 

1. Maps  

a. finalize comments, esp. Shirwin’s last round of comments 

b. Juanita to send Ft. Funston range of alts to Nancy Horner once finalized 

 

2. RD briefing  

a. date 

i. in person or via phone for Michael? 

b. need 

i. finalized alts 

ii. maps 

iii. schedule 

 

3. Deliverables 

a. Ch. 1 edits  

b. Ch. 3 

c. Adaptive management  

 

4. Progress on alternative elements assignments  

a. “Regulated off-leash areas” (ROLA) – (Michael) 

b. TAG program (Shirwin) 

c. Commercial dogwalking – (Michael) 

d. Education / enforcement – (Chris)   

 

5. Mod to existing contract – Suzie to send list with rationales 

 

6. Other 
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GOGA Dog Mgmt. Plan/EIS 

Conference call 

5.22.08, 9am PT 

Call-in number  

Passcode   

 

 

1. RD briefing  

a. date 

i. July 11, 9am Pacific time, Oakland office 

b. need 

i. simplified finalized alts comparison chart (Shirwin) 

ii. Revised elements –  

1. Adaptive mgmt. (Suzie)  

2. TAG & ROLA definition (Shirwin) 

3. Commercial dogwalking (Michael) 

iii. economic analysis (Michael) 

iv. maps (site specific and region wide) (Juanita) 

v. schedule (Michael / Suzie)  

vi. how draft rule will look (Barbara / Mike Tiernan) 

vii. potential questions we may be asked (Chris, Shirwin, Michael) 

1. issues we need his buy-in for 

viii. handouts (Chris / Shirwin) 

1. agenda (Michael)  

2. reg neg final summary 

3. alts and maps 

4. schedule 

ix. presenter(s) 

1. Brian 

2. Mai-Liis 

3. Chris / Shirwin / Michael  ?? 

4. ***Need a dry-run with Brian (when?) 

x. Who attends? 

1. Barbara Goodyear 

2. Regional staff 

3. Sup./deputy sup. 

4. Chris / Shirwin / Michael  

5. other? 

 

2. Other 

a. schedule 

b. Mod to existing contract – Suzie to send list with rationales 

c. update on Ch. 1 & 3 progress 

d. maps  

i. Ft. Funston maps sent to Nancy?  Do we need to follow-up with 

her re GMP?  
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Agenda 
Deputy Director Briefing 
Dog Management Plan/draft EIS 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) 
Dec. 8, 2010,  1pm Eastern, 11am Mountain, 10 am Pacific Time 
Call-in #:    Passcode  
 

 
Participants (by phone):   
GGNRA:   
    Frank Dean, Superintendent 
    Shirwin Smith, Management Assistant 
    Howard Levitt, Director of Communications and Partnerships 
    Alexandra Picavet, Public Affairs Specialist 
Pacific West Region:   
    George Turnbull, Deputy Regional Director 
Solicitor’s Office:   
    Barbara Goodyear, Field Solicitor 
WASO: 
    Dan Wenk, Deputy Director 
    Bert Frost, Associate Director NRSS 
    Patrick Walsh, NRPC-EQD EPC Branch Chief 
    Michael B. Edwards, NRPC-EQD, Project Manager 
 

 

• Welcome and Introductions (Frank Dean) 
 

1:00 pm 
 

• Background and overview (Michael Edwards) 1:05 pm 
 

• Overview of Dog Mgmt Plan Alternatives (Michael Edwards/Shirwin Smith) 
o Range of action alternatives and preferred 
o Other alternative elements and preferred 

 Commercial dog walking  
 Compliance-based mgmt strategy / Education / Enforcement  
 New lands 
 

1:10 pm 

• Areas of particular public concern (Frank Dean) 
 

• Schedule (Michael Edwards) 
 

• Special regulation (Barbara Goodyear) 
 

• Questions 
 
 

Adjourn  

1:20 pm 
 
1:30 pm 
 
1:35 pm 
 
1:40 pm 
 
 
2:00 pm 
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Briefing Statement  

DRAFT INTERNAL DELIBERATIVE WORK PRODUCT  ---  ATTORNEY/CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

Bureau: National Park Service 

Unit: NRSS, EQD 

Date: August 4, 2011 

Title: Golden Gate NRA, Dog Management Plan/EIS 

 
 

  
 

 
 

  
 
 

 
  

  
 

 
 
 

  
  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
   

  
 

 
 

 
  

  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

(b) (5)
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Points of Contact:  
Michael Edwards, Project Manager, Environmental Quality Division, 303-969-2694 
Patrick Walsh, Branch Chief, Environmental Quality Division, 303-987-6620 

(b) (5)
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DRAFT INTERNAL DELIBERATIVE WORK PRODUCT --- ATTORNEY/CLIENT PRIVILEGED 
 
BRIEFING STATEMENT 
Bureau: National Park Service 
Unit(s): Golden Gate NRA and NRSS-EQD 
Date: Nov. 23, 2011   (11am PT, 12pm MT, 2pm ET – , passcode ) 
Title: Golden Gate NRA, Dog Management Plan/EIS 
 
Background: 

•  
 

 
 

   
 

 
 

 
  

 
  

 
 

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  
  

   
  

 
 

  
  

 
 

  
   

 
 

  

  
   

 
Points of Contact:  
Michael Edwards, Project Manager, Environmental Quality Division, 303-969-2694 
Patrick Walsh, Branch Chief, Environmental Quality Division, 303-987-6620 
Shirwin Smith, GGNRA Management Assistant, 415-561-4947 
Frank Dean, GGNRA Superintendent, 415-561-4720 

(b) (5) (b) (5)

(b) (5)

(b) (5)
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Pro’s / Con’s list for GOGA dog mgmt plan / EIS adaptive mgmt strategy 
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Pro’s / Con’s list for GOGA dog mgmt plan / EIS adaptive mgmt strategy 
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Pro’s / Con’s list for GOGA dog mgmt plan / EIS adaptive mgmt strategy 
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MEdwards_7.5.2010 Page 1 
 

Adaptive Management Strategy pros and cons – GOGA dog mgmt plan/EIS 
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Pro’s / Con’s list for GOGA dog mgmt plan / EIS adaptive mgmt strategy 
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GOGA dog mgmt call 

3.28.11, 3:30 pm Pacific 

Attorney-client privileged 

Participants:  Barbara Goodyear, Frank Dean, Howard Levitt, Daphne Hatch, Shirwin Smith, Bill 

Merkle, Suzie Boltz, Michael Edwards 
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 LAW ENFORCEMENT NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 

 
 

Prepared: Yvette Ruan, Chief Ranger, GOGA 
  Marybeth McFarland, LE Specialist, GOGA 
  John Evans, Supervisory Park Ranger, GOGA 
 
 
 
Approved: ____________________________________ Date:  _______________ 
  Superintendent 
 
  
PARK DESCRIPTION 
Unlike any unit in the National Park Service, two different law enforcement programs of 
the National Park Service provide law enforcement services within Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area (GGNRA). U.S. Park Rangers (USPR) are full time law enforcement officers 
that provide both urban and rural law enforcement as just one of a range of public safety 
responsibilities (resource education, search and rescue, wild land fire and emergency medical 
services) in the park. United States Park Police (USPP), a full time law enforcement unit, 
provides the traditional urban law enforcement needs.  Both law enforcement programs hold 
equal authorities under the Department of Interior Manual 446 (DM446) and National Park 
Service enabling legislation Title 16 USC 1a-6.    
 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area offers one of the most complicated management 
challenges in the entire national park system. As a compilation of the nation’s largest urban green 
space and rural lands surrounding a major metropolitan city, it reflects the growing tensions in 
the National Park Service about the purpose of a national park designation. By comparison 
GGNRA is ten times the size of New York City’s Central Park. Labeled a “national recreation 
area,” the lands included in the park offer scenic vistas, nationally significant cultural resources, 
and belts of vegetation scattered across the urban landscape. Balancing the competing needs of 
these lands and their many constituencies is the dominant feature of park management.1 
 
History of the Park 
 The Antiquities Act of 1906, the law that allowed the establishment of national monuments, 
permitted the president to proclaim as national monuments any part of the public domain with 
only a signature of the executive pen. A grove of redwoods in Marin County, owned by William 
Kent, a wealthy Bay Area native, returned home after a career of municipal reform in Chicago to 
settle on the beautiful forty-seven acre tract. Kent hailed from a family with a long tradition of 
reform and shared with many of his Progressive peer’s distaste for monopolies. On December 26, 
                                                           
1 Hal K. Rothman, The Park That Makes Its Own Weather, 2001 
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1907, he mailed the deed to 295 acres of his land, including the forty-seven-acre tract targeted by 
a lawsuit, to Secretary of the Interior James R. Garfield, son of the former president, requesting 
that the government accept the gift for a national monument named in honor of John Muir. 
Twelve days later, just two days before he proclaimed Grand Canyon National Monument, 
Roosevelt signed a proclamation establishing Muir Woods National Monument. 
 
Built on the location of a tiny Spanish gun battery, called Castillo de San Joaquin, Fort Point was 
one of the first major U.S. Army installations in the Bay Area. Constructed during the 1850s, the 
fort became the front line of American defense on the Pacific Ocean. The Civil War never 
reached the fort, but it remained a barracks for the better part of the next fifty years. It was 
gradually incorporated into Presidio, the Bay Area’s primary Army installation. In 1926, the 
barracks closed and the fort was abandoned. During construction of the Golden Gate Bridge in 
the 1930s, serious discussions about Fort Point’s demolition began. Only the intervention of 
Joseph Strauss, the powerful and authoritarian chief engineer of the Golden Gate Bridge project, 
prevented its destruction. Strauss initially thought that the site offered the best location for the 
caisson that would anchor the San Francisco end of the bridge, but a tour of the fort persuaded 
him that it was worth preserving. He redesigned the bridge to move the caisson several hundred 
feet to the south. During World War II, when the threat of Japanese invasion of the West Coast 
seemed real, soldiers again were stationed at Fort Point. After the end of the war, the fort was 
again abandoned and stood vacant in the shadow of the Golden Gate Bridge.2  
 
At about the same time as the Native American Indian occupation of Alcatraz, historic 
preservation in the Bay Area received a boost from renewed public interest in Fort Point. The 
local business community contributed to its support, Lobbyists for grocery and aluminum 
concerns. The wife of whose chairman of the board was an outspoken advocate of the 
designation of Fort Point as a historic site, pressured area congressmen to help pass a bill.  
Democrats and Republicans alike joined forces. In 1968, local congressional representatives 
introduced bills to establish Fort Point National Historic Site. The proposals encountered little 
resistance; the area was small, already in federal hands, and the structure was intriguing. The 
House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate passed the bills, and on October 16, 1970, 
President Nixon signed the bill that authorized Fort Point National Historic Site.3 
 
During the 1960s, government in the United States sought to serve a broader public than ever 
before. Urban and minority communities demanded all the services that more affluent groups 
received, and this included access to national park areas. As a result of the riots that plagued 
American cities after 1965, placating urban America became a significant goal of government 

                                                           
2 John A. Martini, Fort Point: Sentry at the Golden Gate (San Francisco: Golden Gate National Park Association, 
1991), 3-39. 
 
3   Robinson, “You’re in Your Mother’s Arms,” 431-32; Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting of the Board 
of Directors of the Fort Point Museum Association, Jan. 15, 1970; G.M. Dean to Board of Directors, Fort Point 
Museum Association, September 1, 1970; Dean to Board of Directors, Sept. 16, 1970; Dean to Board of Directors, 
Oct. 7, 1970; Dean to Board of Directors, Oct. 23, 1970, all FPAR, Box 3, A44, Minutes of the Board of Directors 
Meeting, Fort Point Museum Association. 
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policy. Elitism too long marked federal priorities; people from all walks of life complained, and 
the nation’s bounty had to be more evenly distributed. In the aftermath of the Wilderness Act of 
1964, which many urbanites thought catered to elites with the time, money, and inclination to 
spend lots of time in the woods, the need to make the traditional park system important to a 
wider segment of the public became paramount. Secretary of the Interior, Walter (Wally) J. 
Hickel of Alaska is attributed to saying  “we have got to bring the natural world back to the 
people, rather than have them live in an environment where everything is paved over with 
concrete and loaded with frustration and violence,” he coined the idea of “parks for the people, 
where the people are” and offered a comprehensive proposal that included national recreation 
areas on Fire Island in New York, in Ohio’s Cuyahoga Valley, in the Santa Monica Mountains 
near Los Angeles, and on lands surrounding the Golden Gate. 
 
On October 27, 1972, Richard M. Nixon signed PL 92-589 establishing Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area “in order to preserve for public use and enjoyment certain areas of Marin and 
San Francisco Counties, California, possessing outstanding natural, historic, scenic, and 
recreational values and in order to provide for the maintenance of needed recreational open space 
necessary to urban environment and planning, the Golden Gate National Recreation Area is 
hereby established. In the management of the recreation area, the Secretary of the Interior shall 
utilize the resources in a manner which will provide for recreation and educational opportunities 
consistent with sound principles of land use, planning and management. The Secretary shall 
preserve the recreation area, as far as possible, in its natural setting, and protect it from 
development and uses which would destroy the scenic beauty and natural character of the area.” 

 
Growth of the Park 
Establishment and subsequent modifications: 
 
1972-Marin Headlands, Alcatraz Island, Fort Baker, Fort Miley, Baker Beach, Crissy Field, Point 
Bonita, Lands End, Sutro Heights, Ocean Beach, Fort Funston, Fort Mason, Marina Green*, Fort 
Point National Historic Site, Olema Valley, Presidio of San Francisco, Cliff House/Sutro 
Properties, Muir Woods National Monument, Mill Valley Air Force Station, Mount Tamalpais 
State Park*, Angel Island State Park* 
 
1972-Oakwood Valley, Wolfback Ridge, Stinson Beach, Muir Beach, San Francisco Maritime 
National Historical Park** 
 
1980-Sweeny Ridge, Milagra Ridge, Martinelli Ranch*, Giacomini Ranch, San Francisco 
Watershed Lands*, Samuel P. Taylor State Park* 
 
1992-Phleger Estate 
 
2000-Mori Point  
 
2002-Fort Baker 
 
Dates signify when area was incorporated into GGNRA boundary. 
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* Lands in authorized boundary managed by other agencies 
** Re-authorized as a separate park in 1988 
 
Park Configuration 
There are 75,500 acres within its authorized boundaries, spanning three counties, of which 
GGNRA holds title to approximately 31,000 acres, with recreational and scenic easements over 
an additional 28,000 acres.  Muir Woods National Monument and Fort Point National Historic 
Site are within the boundaries of GGNRA, and are under its administrative jurisdiction.  
Additionally, GGNRA provides law enforcement services through the USPP to the San Francisco 
Maritime National Historical Park and the newly established Presidio Trust lands.  GGNRA is 
long, linear park with a vertical distance of about 70 miles, but the park is rarely more than four 
miles in width. 
 
In Marin County, GGNRA stretches from the northerly end of Tomales Bay to the Golden Gate 
Bridge.  The lands north of the Bolinas-Fairfax road are managed by Point Reyes National 
Seashore under an agreement with the General Superintendent, GGNRA and the Superintendent, 
PORE. 
 
In the southern area, GGNRA holds a scenic and recreational easement over lands within the San 
Francisco Watershed.  Within Northern San Mateo County, GGNRA owns and manages Sweeny 
Ridge, Milagra Ridge, Phleger Estate, the San Francisco Bay Discovery Site, and the most recent 
addition of the Mori Point parcel.  Expected land acquisitions continue to fill out the authorized 
boundary. 
 
Within the City and County of San Francisco, GGNRA lands extend in a narrow strip from Fort 
Funston in the South along the western and northern waterfront to Fort Mason, San Francisco 
Maritime Historical Park (SAFR) and Alcatraz Island within San Francisco Bay.  Fort Point 
National Historic Site is included within this unit. 
 
While portions of the Presidio, Baker Beach and Crissy Field, are managed by GGNRA, most of 
the Presidio is managed by the Presidio Trust, a quasi private-government entity.  Those lands 
within the Presidio not administered by GGNRA as well as those lands managed by Point Reyes 
National Seashore and lands over which scenic easements are held, are not included in this 
assessment. 
 
The park serves a population center of 7.5 million people within the greater Bay Area and 
contains a complex blend of historic, natural, scenic and recreational values.  Designated as part 
of a National Biosphere Reserve in 1988, the park has many outstanding natural values and 
contains over 1,500 buildings and structures, 410 of which are considered to have historical 
values. 
 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area was created from a vision to protect and promote the 
enjoyment of the natural and cultural resources on the edge of the urban San Francisco Bay Area 
communities. The vast natural resources that existed in the bay estuary and its environs prior to 
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1800 have been reduced to minute remnants, which are protected in a handful of national, state 
and local parks and open space. The opportunity exists in GGNRA to preserve the last remnants 
of what was once an abundant flora and fauna. 
 
Visitation Patterns and Trends and Public Use 
Surrounding the World Famous City of San Francisco with its mild climate to facilitate year-
round visitation, GGNRA is one of the most heavily visited units of the National Park System, 
with over 16 million visits annually.  Visitors use and origin of visitors varies greatly from site 
to site.  Some areas including much of San Mateo County lands, Fort Funston and Baker Beach 
serve primarily local residents.  Some areas including Fort Mason, Crissy Field, Muir Beach and 
Stinson Beach, draw a mix of local, regional, national and international visitors. Some areas such 
as Alcatraz, Cliff House and Muir Woods serve national and international visitors.  Ocean Beach, 
Aquatic Park, Fort Point, Marin Headlands and Fort Baker draw from both local and national 
interests. 
 
While the resident-based constituency from local and regional populations can create highly 
predictable visitor use in some areas, national and international visitation follows the more 
traditional visitation pattern of summer and holiday seasons.  Large numbers of visitors including 
tour groups come only to enjoy the spectacular views of the Golden Gate Bridge, Fort Point and 
the Bay while others come to enjoy other activities including jogging, bicycling, fishing and 
crabbing.  Alcatraz visitation is limited by ticket sales and during peak season sells out days in 
advance.  Visitation can reach 6,000 persons a day on this small 11-acre island, with visitors 
often waiting 30 minutes to an hour, to board a boat either on the island or at the pier. .   
 
At Muir Woods the capacity of the parking lots and adjacent street parking, are the limiting 
factor for several months of the year. The 1.6 million annual visitors are generally first, visitors 
to San Francisco, and, as a part of that trip also visitors to Muir Woods.  Visitors use is extremely 
heavy all summer long and weekends from March through November, with lighter use during the 
wetter winter months. In peak summer months the average visitation is 7, 000 daily, with 
extremes reaching 11,000 per day on the weekends.  
 
Throughout the park seasonal attractions such as wild flower displays, surfing conditions and 
prevailing winds for hang gliding are factors in some areas. In other areas, visitation is highly 
variable, and almost totally dependent upon prevailing weather conditions, which are subject to 
change within minutes, as fog rolls in, or recedes along the coastline.  While weather in the San 
Francisco Bay Area does follow both seasonal and cyclic patterns, short-range predictions are 
difficult.  
 
Park partners run several programs within the park including conference and retreat centers, 
environmental education programs and youth hostels to name but a few.  Headlands Center for 
the Arts and their artists-in-residence program serve 5,000 visitors yearly.  Antenna and Antenna 
Theater, the group that produced the renowned Alcatraz audio tour, anticipate 4,000 visitors each 
year.  The Headlands Institute, which hosts full residential environmental education programs 
and conferences as well as a variety of venues for special permits, sees about 12,000 annually.  
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Slide Ranch situated on the rugged Pacific Coast in West Marin accommodates 8,000 visitors 
with specially designed environmental education programs and conferences.  Home Away from 
Homelessness, which provides inner-city youth a respite from the urban struggle, sees 7,000 
children and families each year.  The two International Youth Hostels, one in San Francisco and 
the other in the Marin Headlands, are full most of the year accounting for 75,000 visitors, while 
the YMCA Point Bonita provides residential environmental education programs and year round 
conference accommodations for about 10,000 annually.  San Francisco Conservation Corps 
involves 12,500 young adults yearly.  GGNRA has three horse stable operations inside the park, 
with the commercial Miwok Stables serving 2,000 visitors yearly.  The Marine Mammal Center 
hosts about 15,000 visitors and school groups each year while the Bay Area Discovery Museum 
educates more than 193,000 visitors annually.  In short, park partners encourage close to 
353,000 park visitors total each year to explore and enjoy GGNRA.  These numbers are a 
compilation of Park Partner annual reports to the GGNRA, Business Office. 
 
Alcatraz Island located in San Francisco Bay was for years, a famous Federal Prison, which has 
been converted to a major tourist and special event attraction of the Bay Area with an annual 
visitation of 1.4 million.  The island is accessible only by boat and visitor use is controlled by a 
reservation system managed by a Ferry transportation service under contract with GGNRA. 
 
Visitors are offered both self-guided and guided tours of the portions of the island, which are 
open to visitor use.  A large portion of the island is closed to visitor access for safety reasons, or 
to protect bird nesting sites or both.  Because visitor access is restricted, most law enforcement 
infractions occur within these closed areas on the island. 
 
The NPS permits four evening events per month that may include a catered reception.  All 
evening events feature an educational component such as a tour or, if desired, a guest speaker 
who actually spent time on Alcatraz when it was an active Federal Penitentiary.  Events are 
scheduled on a first-come, first served basis and are normally sold out in advance. Last year, an 
unprecedented rock concert was permitted on the island, Sponsored by T-Mobile and only open 
to their staff and invited guests, over 2,000 people attended. The request has already come in for 
this year in the hopes of making it an annual event.  
 
In addition to the special events, Alcatraz Island is now accessible after hours. Through the Fee 
Demo program an “After Hours” program was developed, the program is staffed by non-NPS 
staff.    However, two term NPS employees, a law enforcement and interpretative ranger are also 
assigned to this program and are schedule to work consistent with the evening program schedule.    
 
Fort Mason 
Upper Fort Mason serves as Headquarters for GGNRA.  The Army transferred the use of several 
units of military housing formerly assigned to the Oakland Army Base, in February of this year, 
the military turned over the historic Fort Mason Officer’s Club.  The San Francisco Youth Hostel 
and several smaller park partners are also tenants of the area.  The Great Meadow, a large open 
green space serves as an informal recreation area for hikers, joggers, bicyclist, dog walkers, 
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sunbathers and non-organized sports activities. Special events such as the Bay Area Blues 
Festival have a long history of being held in the park.  
 
Lower Fort Mason at the edge of San Francisco Bay, with spectacular views of the Golden Gate 
Bridge and Alcatraz, primarily managed by the Fort Mason Center, under a Cooperative 
Agreement, is a major public activities center and thriving cultural center.  The Fort Mason 
Center has over 130,000 square feet of meeting, activity and event space.  The Festival and 
Herbst Pavilions, the Conference Facilities, and Cowell Theater and the Meeting and Activity 
Rooms make this one of San Francisco’s premier locations for special events.  Visitors and 
residents can visit several art galleries, dine at Greens, the world-famous gourmet vegetarian 
restaurant, or attend a performance at one of the five theaters.   
 
Pier fishing and crabbing at Lower Fort Mason and Muni Pier are popular activities by local 
residents and draw sightseers from the nearby Aquatic Park and San Francisco’s Marina district. 
 
Fort Point National Historic Site 
Fort Point was constructed between 1853 and 1961 to protect San Francisco bay from invasion.  
When the Golden Gate Bridge was constructed, an arch was incorporated into its design to 
protect Fort Point from damage or destruction.  The site is located on 29 acres of land, which in 
addition to the Historic Fort, includes a sea wall, fishing pier, and scenic overlook areas which 
provide superb views of both the Golden Gate Bridge and Fort Baker across the bay.  Fort Point 
is a day use area, which is closed between 10 am and 5 pm daily.  Visitor use inside the Historic 
Fort consists largely of family groups, school groups, and history buffs.  Increasingly, non-
English speaking tour groups are visiting the site.  In addition, it has become the natural 
destination and turnaround point of most joggers, bicyclist and hikers starting out from Crissy 
Field or the Marina Green.  
 
Crissy Field 
Crissy Field is a former Presidio Army Base landing strip for light aircraft.  Formerly this bay 
front area was largely overlaid with asphalt and concrete and served as a staging area for large 
scale events such as San Francisco’s annual Fourth of July fireworks celebration, Earth Day and 
served as off-site parking for other events held at Fort Mason and in the Marina district vicinity.   
 
The Parks Association raised $34.4 million in private contributions and recruited thousand of 
volunteers to restore Crissy Field and create the Crissy Field Center, a unique urban 
environmental center serving the Bay Area’s diverse communities. This ambitious project 
included the re-creation of an 18-acre tidal marsh and 22 acres of dune and dune swale habitat.  
In place of asphalt and concrete there is now a 28 acre open green space that serves as an 
informal recreation area for hikers, joggers, bicyclist, dog walkers, sun bathers and non-
organized sports activities.  The Eastern end of the area is also the parking and picnic area for the 
premier wind surfing area in the Bay Area.  The Western end was transformed into an established 
picnic site and café operated by the Golden Gate Conservancy. The entire area is traversed by the 
Golden Gate Promenade, a multiple use trail along the entire northern waterfront, which connects 
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the Marina Green to Fort Point.  As a result of the restoration, Crissy Field is now a major visitor 
destination and special event venue.   
 
Baker Beach, Land’s End and Ocean Beach are popular for fishing and shore recreational 
activities.  Battery Chamberlin at Baker Beach has an operational “disappearing gun” with 
scheduled demonstrations and group camping.  Picnic areas with grills, drinking water and 
restrooms make for the traditional visit for picnics or a day at the beach.  During summer months 
the beach areas are the only available relief to most of San Francisco’s ethnic and blue-collar 
populations.  Dog owners and professional dog walkers also use the beaches as dog run exercise 
areas, in an attempt to escape the more geographically limited and legal restrictions in the City.   
 
At the edge of Ocean beach the Cliff House has been a tourist destination since the first Cliff 
House was built in 1863.  Today’s Cliff House built 1909 is the third to occupy the site.  The 
Victorian-era resort complex includes nearby Sutro Baths and Sutro Garden with the majority of 
visitors arriving on San Francisco City bus tours.   
  
Continuous strong winds make the coastal headlands of Fort Funston high above the southern 
end of Ocean Beach, ideal for making it known as one of California’s premier hang gliding areas.  
What remains of the asphalt and concrete which served the Fort when an active military 
installation is currently used for parking for the hang gliding enthusiasts.  The area also serves as 
a heavily used dog exercise area and the home of the Fort Funston Dog Walkers Association.  
Trails take visitors along the bluffs and down to the beach.  History buffs also enjoy the World 
War II-era Battery Davis. 
 
Within the San Mateo Lands which include Sweeny Ridge, Milagra Ridge, San Francisco Bay 
Discovery Site, the Phleger Estate and most recently Mori Point, USPR provide all the law 
enforcement.  
 
The Marin Headlands encompasses 8, 300 acres offering outstanding views of natural, cultural 
and historic landscapes including the world famous Golden Gate Bridge in Marin County.  A 
portion of U.S. Highway 101 and the Golden Gate Bridge bisect the Headlands from East Fort 
Baker.  The area contains approximately 300 structures and buildings, most of which are 
considered historic and listed on the List of Classified Structures. 
 
Kirby Cove campground located west of the Golden Gate Bridge provides overnight camping 
accommodations to organized groups as well as individuals up to 80 persons, while hike-in 
campgrounds provide overnight campgrounds up to 100 campers each night.  Twelve miles of 
NPS owned public roads, three public beaches and a historic lighthouse and a variety of Coastal 
Defense fortifications and a Nike Missile Site add to the interest.   
 
GGNRA entered into cooperative agreements or partnerships with a variety of non-profit 
organizations to carry out a variety of programs which are consistent with the goals and 
objectives of the NPS.  Within the Headlands some of the major park partners include the Marine 
Mammal Center, Headlands Institute, Hostelling International, and Headlands Center for the 
Arts, Antenna Audio, and the YMCA Point Bonita.  Visitor use activities include both 
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commercial and personal sight seeing, bird watching, wildlife view, camping, hiking, biking, 
equestrian use, dog walking, surfing, sun bathing, pier and beach fishing and crabbing, nature 
study, historic investigation, and beach activities. 
 
Founded as an Army post over 100 years ago, Fort Baker   was the last active military 
installation to transfer to GGNRA on August 1, 2002.  In 1972, when GGNRA was established 
Fort Baker was included in the authorized boundary.  In 1986 much of the open space 
surrounding the fort transferred from the Army to the National Park Service.  The final 91 acres 
included an intact collection of over two dozen historic military buildings surrounded by a ten 
acre parade ground.  The 335-acre Fort Baker site is fronted by Horseshoe Cove and over a mile 
of relatively pristine rocky bay shoreline.  This enclave beneath the shadow of the Golden Gate 
Bridge includes approximately 60 former military family housing units, Travis Sailing Center, 
U.S. Coast Guard Station Golden Gate and the Bay Discovery Museum.  At the heart of a 
proposed plan for Fort Baker’s future is the creation of a retreat and conference center in the 
historic buildings and parade ground.  Current visitors use activities center around the boat 
launch, bay shoreline fishing and crabbing opportunities and visiting the Bay Area Discovery 
Museum. The museum founded in 1987 and relocation to Fort Baker in 1991 has a national 
reputation for children’s educational programs and has brought lively activity to the post.  
 
Tennessee Valley lies administratively within the Marin Headlands district.  Popular with local 
and regional hikers, cyclists, and horseback riders, this well-maintained 1.7-mile trail meanders 
through hills and past a quite lagoon to a remote black-sand beach.  Horse rentals are available 
from the Miwok Livery, one of GGNRA’s Park Partners. 
 
John Muir wrote of the old growth stand of coastal redwoods, Muir Woods National 
Monument, “This is the best tree-lovers monument that could possibly be found in all the forests 
of the world”. Visitor uses center around sightseeing and hiking.  The main canyon floor trails 
are paved and mostly level, creating accessible routes for all visitors.  Unpaved steep hiking trails 
out of the canyon connect with trails in Mount Tamalpais State Park or down along the Redwood 
Creek watershed to Muir Beach at the Pacific Ocean.   
 
Muir Beach is a relatively small unguarded sandy beach, which is a locally popular sunbathing 
area.  Visitation is subject to weather fluctuations and can go from very light use to well over 
capacity use within a very short time period.  Several times a year there are serious injury 
accidents or fatalities from accidental falls off the high cliffs above the coastline.  At the beach 
and up and down along the coast is too often the scene of drownings by fisherman and others 
who are hit by sleeper waves.  A permitted commercial flower growing farm and an 
environmental education center (Slide Ranch) under a cooperative agreement add to the park 
workload, but have a relatively small effect on law enforcement activities within the district.   
 
Stinson Beach area extends from State Route 1 at Steep Ravine Canyon northward to the 
Bolinas-Fairfax Ridge road.  Stinson Beach is a day use area and in the peak summer hours 
requires up to 15 hours of daily patrol coverage. The open space lands and contiguous County 
beaches are open 24 hours per day, year round. Visitation averages over 850,000 annually.  
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Primary visitor activities include swimming, surfing, sunbathing, picnicking, hiking, biking, bird 
watching, wildlife observation, fishing and general sight seeing.  While year-round use occurs 
throughout the area, the activity level at the beach tends to draw the focus of the staff and 
necessitates patrol resources reassigned from other beat assignments, leaving those areas 
understaffed or without patrol units. 
 
Stinson Beach is the only designated swimming beach in the park.  A seasonal (Mid-March 
through October) recreational assistants staff is brought on to provide aquatic safety and perform 
rescues.  The average rescues per season are 65. When warm days coincide with weekends, the 
park reaches its carrying capacity and requires a labor-intensive temporary closure to vehicles 
until the visitation drops and the park can be re-opened.  This restricts the law enforcement staff 
to entrance station duties and reduces the public safety, including SAR and EMS, capabilities. 
 
Access and Circulation Patterns 
With the exception of the Marin Headlands, Fort Baker and portions of the Presidio, all major 
access road is in other jurisdictions.  U.S. Highway 101 and State Route 1 are the principal 
North-South transportation corridors serving GGNRA, supplemented by a network of local roads 
and city streets.  State Rout 1, also known as the Pacific Coast Highway, is a winding, scenic 
coastal route which swings inland through San Francisco and joins U.S. 101 to cross the Golden 
Gate Bridge and returning to the coastline at Mill Valley.  U.S. Highway 101 is a multi-lane 
limited access freeway for most of its length, but becomes a city street through a portion of San 
Francisco.  Route 1 is a narrow, winding two-lane road with very limited passing zones.  Other 
routes in West Marin that provide access to GGNRA lands are also generally winding steep and 
low speed two-lane roads. 
 
Traffic flow across the Golden Gate Bridge corridor is affected by heavy traffic, and can be 
seriously delayed by major accident or material spill, despite recent efforts to keep traffic flowing 
with the implementation of FAST-PASS (electronic payment) lanes across all the major bridges 
in the Bay Area.  Traffic jams can seriously delay emergency responses of ambulance, fire and 
law enforcement services.   
 
As one of the most heavily visited areas, Stinson Beach is frequently the most adversely effected 
area of the park.  Routes to and from Stinson Beach often become saturated and major traffic 
jams may occur, particularly when warm, sunny weather coincides with weekends and holidays.  
On worst case days, travel time may be as much as two hours to reach or return from Stinson 
Beach.  When “grid-lock” occurs, the community of Stinson Beach effectively becomes isolated 
from the rest of the area.  Emergency and law enforcement vehicles and back up law enforcement 
personnel become stuck in traffic and unable to function. 
 
As with Stinson Beach, when all available parking spots are filled at Muir Beach, Muir Woods 
and Tennessee Valley, out of designated space parking quickly fills, jamming roads and creating 
unsafe conditions.  Most of these out of designated space parking conditions occur on lands not 
managed by GGNRA.  State and County law enforcement officers are frequently called in to deal 
with parking problems, which have been created almost entirely by park users. 
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Two major traffic studies addressing the traffic congestion, parking and alternative transit 
solutions for the Marin Headlands and West Marin tourist destinations are currently underway in 
the park.  Any of the alternative concepts selected will have far reaching impacts to the law 
enforcement workloads.   
 
The Marin Headlands contains twelve miles of public roadways that are under the exclusive 
jurisdiction and management of GGNRA.  Originally constructed as access routes to remote 
dairy farms then coastal fortifications, these former army roads are generally narrow, winding 
and only partially adaptable to park lands. 
 
Conzelman Road provides outstanding views of the Golden Gate Bridge and San Francisco and 
is heavily used by tour groups and sight seeing visitors using passenger cars both day and night.  
It is a favorite location for variety of commercial advertisement filming and frequently is used for 
movie location productions.  Conzelman Road is steep, winding and narrow between U.S. 
Highway 101 and Battery Hill 129, where is becomes a one-way section to the Point Bonita 
Lighthouse where it joins other former army routes.  Speeding bicyclists often miscalculate the 
steep grade and fail to negotiate the winding road, most often resulting in serious injuries and 
sometimes-fatal accidents. 
 
Conzelman Road, except for the one-way section, as is the rest of the Marin Headlands and Fort 
Baker are open 365/24/7.  Car break-ins, drug use and sales, under age drinking, and vandalism 
occur frequently along Conzelman Road.  Dense fog and precipitous slopes often make driving 
especially hazardous.   
 
Bunker Road, which travels through a .4 mile long tunnel before following Rodeo Valley to 
Rodeo Beach, is a leveler, safer route.  However during period of heavy visitation, traffic has a 
tendency to back up because of the one way traffic signal at the tunnel, causing travelers to use 
the alternative Conzelman Road route.  A residential housing area, horse stable and several areas 
of pedestrian, horse and bicycle crossings also impacts Bunker Road.  Nighttime driving 
becomes hazardous because of the large deer population in Rodeo Valley found grazing in large 
grass areas along a lengthy straightaway section, on which drivers have a tendency to increase 
speed.   
 
Within San Francisco, travel to and from most areas is over city streets, which may be impacted 
to varying degrees by commute traffic, accidents, street maintenance and other activities.  When 
backups do occur, local residents and experienced commuters effectively find alternative routes 
to the Golden Gate Bridge by utilizing the surface streets through the Presidio and Crissy Field 
area.  Generally, there are adequate alternative routes to NPS managed areas that access is not a 
major problem.   
 
Community Expectations 
Many areas resident and park visitors consider portions of GGNRA to be extensions of the city 
rather than as park lands which are to be protected and preserved.  Many of the city’s social 
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problems have become law enforcement problems including drug use, public drunkenness, 
deviant sexual behaviors, vagrancy and disorderly conduct.  These undesirable activities tend to 
migrate from areas of heavy police pressure to areas where pressure is less intense, often 
requiring that NPS law enforcement efforts be directed at social problems as well as efforts to 
protect park resources and visitors. Multi-recreational uses in the same areas can result in 
congestion and sometimes friction. 
 
Both legal and illegal commercial operators also consider the park’s aquatic and marine 
resources found within the vast shoreline and jurisdictional waters along the San Francisco Bay 
and Pacific Ocean to be extensions of the State regulated fishing industry rather than as park 
lands which are to be protected and preserved.  The enforcement of these violations is hampered 
by the lack of a boat patrol program and staffing. 
 
The communities of Stinson Beach and Muir Beach are somewhat Bohemian bedroom 
communities located approximately five to eight miles west of Mill Valley.   Although the 
existence of the adjacent and/or surrounding park resources and services provided by NPS staff 
are mutually beneficial, there remains an undercurrent and strain in the relationships due to the 
Bohemian lifestyle choices and a traditional reluctance to cooperate with authorizes in law 
enforcement matters. 
 
Cooperative Assistance 
Deputy Status: 
Both U.S. Park Rangers and U.S. Park Police maintain both formal and informal relations with 
law enforcement and emergency services organizations with which they work. As a result of the 
events of September 11, 2001 there is a greater need for collaboration with Federal, State and 
local agencies, in sharing intelligence and providing heightened security and critical incident 
responses. 
 
 LE Rangers and USPP Officers are California Peace Officers, deputized as Marin County 
Sheriff, San Mateo County Sheriff and San Francisco.  U.S. Park Rangers are also Special U.S. 
Marshals. 
 
Memorandum of Understanding in place for City and County of San Francisco, Marin County 
and San Mateo County which authorize deputization of NPS permanent full time law 
enforcement officers in those areas.   
 
A Memorandum of Understanding between the California Department of Park and Recreation 
(State Parks) and Golden Gate National Recreation Area defines the USPR responsibilities on 
lands in the Mount Tamalpais State Park in Marin County. 
 
Protection of People 
The current levels of staffing in the protection branch at GGNRA do not allow for adequate 
coverage of the visitor use day.  Visitor use patterns have focused the protection effort into the 
most heavily visited areas and hours of use.  Low staff levels have resulted in shoulder hours and 
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night shifts uncovered by rangers.  There are often times, when Interpretation, Fee Collection and 
Lifeguards work and no commissioned Park Rangers are on duty.  When heavy visitation occurs 
at one area of the park due to weather conditions or special events, law enforcement rangers may 
be either unavailable or have a lengthy response time from their assigned patrol area.  In addition 
to training, leave and detail assignments to Homeland Security, these factors combine to provide 
inadequate protection of the visiting public, park employees and park residents. 
 
Protection of Resources 
 
Natural Resources 
More than 886 plant species and subspecies exist in the park.  Wildlife habitats within the park 
range from introduced eucalyptus and closed-cone Monterey pine and cypress forests, to 
hardwood, mixed evergreen, Douglas fir, redwood and riparian forests, to coastal scrub, annual 
and perennial grasslands, freshwater and saline wetlands and wet meadows, as well as estuarine, 
lacustrine, marine and riverine aquatic habitats.  In addition, barren coastal cliffs and islands, and 
the escaped ornamental gardens of Alcatraz provide habitat for a variety of species. 
 
The park is located in the center of the California Floristic Province, one of only five regions in 
the world with a Mediterranean climate. Complex climatic and geological changes during the 
past millions of years have interacted to produce a diverse flora rich in endemic genera and 
species (Raven and Axelrod 1978). 
 
The plant alliances and associations of the park are similarly diverse. An estimated 40 vegetation 
alliances and more than 60 vegetation associations, as defined in the California Native Plant 
Society Classification System (Sawyer and Keeler-Wolf 1995) occur in the park.  They include 
such diverse alliances as California oat grass, purple needlegrass, Pacific reedgrass, chamise, 
leather oak, coffeeberry, blue-blossom, California bay, coast live oak, coast redwood, California 
buckeye and arroyo willow. They are also among those most threatened by changing land uses, 
including fire suppression, grazing, and recreational uses, and by the spread of non-native pest 
plant species. 
 
Rare and Endangered Species 
Thirty-three species in GGNRA are protected under the Endangered Species Act.  There are 69 
rare or special status wildlife species currently identified as permanent or seasonal residents of 
the park, or dependent upon park lands and waters for migration.  Of these, 12 are listed as 
federally endangered, 12 are federally threatened, 1 is state endangered, 3 are state threatened, 31 
are federal species of concern, and 10 are state-designated species of special concern. Numerous 
other wildlife species (birds in particular) are considered sensitive by the Audubon Society, 
Partners in Flight, the California Department of Forestry, or are designated Migratory Nongame 
Birds of Management Concern by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS).  Nearly all of 
the native birds documented in the park are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. 
 
Thirty-eight rare or special status plant species are currently identified within GGNRA.  Of those 
species, 9 are Federally Endangered, 1 is Federally Threatened, 13 are Federal Species of 
Concern, and the remaining 15 species are included or proposed for inclusion by the California 
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Native Plant Society.  GGNRA has adopted the policy that all special status plant species be 
afforded the full protection of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
Water Resources 
The varied water resources of the park include groundwater (springs), freshwater (streams and 
ponds), salt water (the Pacific Ocean and San Francisco Bay), transitional areas (brackish 
lagoons), and seasonal wetlands. Eight significant watersheds are located within the park. They 
are, from north to south, Lagunitas Creek, Olema Creek, Redwood Creek, Elk Creek, Rodeo 
Creek, Lobos Creek, West Union Creek, and the San Francisco Watershed lands in San Mateo 
County. San Pedro Creek, a San Mateo County Park, is within the GGNRA’s authorized 
boundary and is noted here because it is a significant creek with an annual steelhead trout 
migration. 
 
The water in the GGNRA has many beneficial uses.  These are documented by the Bay Area 
Regional Water Quality Control Board, and include municipal water supply, agricultural supply, 
fresh water replenishment, water contact and non-water contact recreation, commercial and sport 
ocean fishing, warm and cold fresh water habitat, terrestrial habitat, the preservation of rare and 
endangered species, fish migration and fish spawning, and shellfish harvesting. Eleven rare 
species are associated with GGNRA waters, including eight federally listed species: the 
California freshwater shrimp, tidewater goby, red-legged frog, Sacramento River winter-run 
Chinook salmon, steelhead trout, coho salmon, San Francisco garter snake, and Steller sea lion. 
 
Wildlife Resources 
The park’s diverse habitats support a rich assemblage of wildlife.  At least 387 vertebrate species 
are known to occur within the park boundaries.  Species lists compiled from a variety of sources 
and incomplete inventories include 11 amphibians, 20 reptiles, 53 fish, 53 mammals, and 250 
birds (ICE 1999).  Terrestrial invertebrates in the park are less well known, with the exception of 
butterflies at two areas of the park, Marin Headlands and Milagra Ridge, which support diverse 
butterfly populations.  
 
Alcatraz Island supports regionally significant populations of colonial nesting waterbirds in one 
of the most internationally visible settings within the NPS.  Alcatraz receives 1.4 million national 
and international visitors each year. The “evolution” of the island’s landscape of crumbling ruins 
and abandoned, overgrown gardens, where natural processes predominate in a manmade 
environment, has fostered the recent increase in diversity and abundance of colonial waterbirds 
on the island.  Today, the island supports the most diverse assemblage of marine and estuarine 
colonial nesting waterbirds in San Francisco Bay and some of the most significant wildlife 
resources within the GGNRA.  As many as 4,500 adults and chicks of seven colonial nesting 
species may inhabit the island during the nesting season. 
 
The island’s black-crowned night-heron colony is one of the largest in the greater San Francisco 
Bay region.  The island supports San Francisco Bay’s only colonies of Brandt’s cormorant, 
pelagic cormorant, and pigeon guillemots.  These species usually breed along the outer coast and 
on offshore islands.  The western gull colony represents a significant portion of its coastal 
breeding population in northern California.  
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The park supports other small seabird colonies along coastal cliffs and offshore rocks.  Bird 
Island in Marin County is one of the largest roosting sites in northern California for the 
endangered California brown pelican, with up to several thousand roosting pelicans.  The 
pelicans also bathe, feed and roost in nearby Rodeo Lagoon. Western gulls nest on Bird Island; 
Brandt’s cormorants nested there historically and several hundred regularly roost on the island.  
The recovering brown pelican population may have displaced breeding cormorants.  Western 
gulls and Brandt’s cormorants still nest at Lobos Rocks, Land’s End and Seal Rocks in San 
Francisco.  Pelagic cormorant’s nest in very small colonies on precipitous cliffs and sea stacks 
from the Golden Gate north to Stinson Beach.  Black oystercatchers nest on isolated rocky 
shorelines in the same area.  Peregrine falcons are seen foraging along the coastal cliffs and have 
nested from the Golden Gate Bridge north to Muir Beach. 
 
Sandy beaches, lagoons and estuaries throughout the park, including Tomales Bay, Bolinas 
Lagoon, Stinson Beach, Muir Beach, Big Lagoon, Rodeo Lagoon, the Golden Gate, Crissy Field 
and Ocean Beach, provide important habitat for concentrations of migrating and wintering water 
and shorebirds.  Waters within the park are particularly important for loons; grebes; scoters; 
brant; numerous species of dabbling ducks, diving ducks, and gulls; Forster’s , elegant and 
Caspian terns; willets;  sanderlings; western sandpipers; least sandpipers; dunlin; short-billed 
dowitchers; and red-necked phalaropes.  Nearshore marine waters provide foraging for hundreds 
of thousands of sooty shearwaters during spring, summer and fall.  Isolated coastal rocks, 
beaches, and lagoon sand flats in the park serve as haul-outs for harbor seals and California sea 
lions.  Up to 250 harbor seals haul out in Point Bonita Cove at Marin Headlands, and significant 
harbor seal pupping areas are found in Bolinas Lagoon and Tomales Bay within or directly 
adjacent to the park.  As the northern elephant seal population rapidly increases, they are 
encountered more frequently on sandy beaches throughout the region.  California gray whales, 
humpback whales and harbor porpoises use nearshore waters and young whales occasionally 
wander into San Francisco Bay.  Southern sea otters are infrequently seen offshore with numbers 
increasing as the population spreads north.  
 
Terrestrial habitats within the park support a diversity of mammal and bird species.  High 
densities of meso-carnivores, including the gray fox, bobcat, and the recently reestablished 
coyote, inhabit coastal scrub and grasslands in Marin County (Olema Valley, Bolinas Ridge, 
Tennessee Valley and Marin Headlands), and at Sweeney Ridge and San Francisco Watershed 
lands in San Mateo County.  Mountain lions have been documented to occur throughout 
undeveloped areas of these two counties.  These carnivores feed on a variety of small and large 
mammals such as the black-tailed deer, broad-footed mole, pocket gopher, deer mouse, western 
harvest mouse, California vole, and brush rabbit.  Badgers are also infrequently encountered.  
Research by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Biological Resources Division has documented 
that significantly higher mammalian diversity occurs on ungrazed grassland and coastal scrub 
than on similar habitat grazed by cattle in the Olema Valley.  Some species, such as the western 
harvest mouse, appear to be restricted to areas where native perennial grasses persist. 
 
Threats to the Resources 
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Many of the natural resources within the GGNRA are deteriorating and are in need of 
rejuvenation and protection. Past and current land uses have taken a toll on the land, water, air, 
plants, wildlife, and silence. Current recreational use pressures and practices have added to the 
continued degeneration of the park resources. 
 
Major current threats to the health of the natural resources include: 1) development adjacent to 
park boundaries, 2) impacts from competing visitor uses, 3) non-native species invasion, 4) 
continuing repercussions of past land use practices, 5) erosion, 6) water diversions, 7) water 
contamination, 8) lack of fire stimulus to fire-adapted environments, 9) continued park 
development, and 10) grazing. 
 
Encroachment and land trespass from development adjacent to park boundaries is a major 
contributing factor in the threat of the natural resources along the urban interface between high 
density populations of San Francisco, Sausalito, Mill Valley, Pacifica and all the other 
unincorporated lands in the San Mateo and West Marin areas.  Criminal encroachment and land 
trespass represents a major component of the Criminal Investigator’s workload. Encroachment 
and trespass incidents also introduce the spread of non-native plants, which represents the most 
significant threat to the biodiversity of the park. 
  
The broad variety of recreational uses and high visitation rates combine to create significant 
effects on natural resources. Hang gliders, off-leash dogs, mountain bikers, horse riders, 
environmental education groups, and hikers directly and indirectly affect wildlife, vegetation, and 
soils. The high level of visitor use—more than 25 million annually—creates increasing demands 
for new development or expansion of existing developments. Such development leads to further 
fragmentation of wildlife habitat, increased soil disturbance, and non-native pest plant invasion.  
The effects of such high visitation rates on natural resources can be partially addressed by 
improved visitor management and increasing enforcement patrols.     
 
Off-road vehicles, hang gliders, bicyclists, horses, dogs, hikers, and other visitors have created 
denuded areas with compacted soil. Compaction also inhibits infiltration, increasing runoff and 
erosion.  The trend of increasing trail use portends a long term and potentially increasing threat.  
 
The water resources of the park are constantly under pressure from the urban factors that 
surround them. This leads to a decrease in water quantity and quality, which threatens aquatic 
and marine species, terrestrial plants, wildlife, and recreational uses. Bay and marine water 
contamination from toxins, sewage and sediments threaten many park resources. The use of 
extremely toxic boat chemicals in harbors has led to the contamination of waters around many 
Bay Area marinas, including the marina adjacent to Fort Mason, and those in Sausalito and 
Richardson Bay. Dog, horse, cattle and human waste may be a significant source of nearshore 
and lagoon contamination. Oil spills occur frequently in the bay and ocean, with some of the 
most recent affecting GGNRA coastal resources in 1971, 1976, 1980, 1986 and 1989. Dredging 
materials are currently dumped 300 yards off Alcatraz Island, throughout the Golden Gate 
shipping channel and at the San Francisco Bar. Dredging operations can modify or destroy 
benthic marine resources, which in turn impact intertidal resources.   
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Threats to Rare and Endangered Species 
The endangered California brown pelican has significant roost areas in GGNRA (NPS 1982). 
Pelicans have been observed roosting at Seal Rocks, Alcatraz Island, the Hyde Street Pier, Bird 
Island, and Kent Island in Bolinas Lagoon. Bird Island supports one of the largest concentrations 
of roosting brown pelicans in northern California with several thousand commonly present in 
summer and fall.  Brown pelicans feed along the outer coast of GGNRA and in Bolinas and 
Rodeo lagoons. Any threats to roosting or fishing resources can affect them. Human activity, off-
leash dogs, and small fishing boats nearshore pose a threat to these roosting areas. Pollution, oil 
spills, impacts to fisheries, and climatic factors could also cause changes in the quantity and 
quality of their main source of food, the northern anchovy. 
. 
The endangered American peregrine falcon has historically nested at three sites in GGNRA 
(Walton pers. comm. 1991). Threats to this aerie include visitation by fishermen and adventurers, 
and toxic contaminants. 
 
The bank swallow colony at Fort Funston is the largest nesting colony of bank swallows in the 
San Francisco Bay Area. The Golden Gate Audubon Society has expressed concerns regarding 
threats to the Fort Funston bank swallow colony. Rock climbers have been observed rappelling 
through the active colony. People also frequently climb the cliffs in the vicinity of the colony and 
it is a favorite site for graffiti and name-carving in the sandstone. The sandstone bluff is 
extremely erodible. During Fourth of July festivities fireworks have sometimes been aimed at the 
colony site from the beach below (Murphy 1989). The beach is now closed in the bank swallow 
area on the Fourth of July with active enforcement of the closure.  The site is also adjacent to the 
park’s only approved hang-gliding area, but flight is prohibited near the colony during breeding 
season. 
 
The western snowy plover federally listed as threatened in 1993, winters on Ocean Beach in San 
Francisco from mid-July through early May. It is severely impacted by intense human use and 
off-leash dogs. The park conducted a disturbance study of snowy plovers on Ocean Beach from 
1994 to 1996 that documented that beach users with off-leash dogs disturbed plovers at a greater 
frequency than users without dogs, and that plovers were disturbed at greater distances by users 
with dogs. 
 
The endangered Mission Blue butterfly distribution is now restricted to three known areas: San 
Bruno Mountain (San Mateo County), the Skyline ridges, including Milagra and Sweeney ridges 
within GGNRA (San Mateo County), and the Marin Headlands (Marin County).  The 
populations are threatened by loss of habitat due to development and trampling by excessive foot 
traffic and illegal off-road vehicles. 
 
The endangered San Bruno Elfin Butterfly occurs in GGNRA at Milagra Ridge in Pacifica. It is 
threatened by displacement of host and of nectar sources by non-native plant invasion, trampling 
by people, lack of proper fire management, and development. 
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The endangered California Least Tern does not nest in the park, but uses abandoned piers for 
roosting and nearshore waters for foraging.  Recent proposals to increase ferry traffic within San 
Francisco Bay and to new locations in the park may affect roosting and foraging patterns. 
 
The Southern Sea Otter, a federally threatened species, occurs infrequently in GGNRA marine 
waters but sightings are increasing and a population of approximately 50 males now inhabits 
Fitzgerald Marine Reserve in northern San Mateo County.  As the population rapidly expands 
northward, increased sightings and beached animals are expected. 
  
The San Francisco Garter Snake has been listed as endangered by the USFWS and CDFG 
since 1967. This snake is endemic to San Mateo County, where it occurs in the San Francisco 
Watershed and a few other sites (USFWS 1985). Milagra Ridge is potential habitat for the San 
Francisco garter snake because of the presence of prey items and the historic occurrence of the 
garter snake in sag ponds along Skyline Road (Barry, pers. comm. 1999).  The current condition 
of the snake in the San Francisco Watershed is unknown and has resulted in threats from routine 
maintenance. If the snakes inhabit Milagra Ridge, they may be threatened by dogs, collectors, 
and the development of upland habitat on ridges north and east of Milagra Ridge. 
 
Domestic and feral animals (cats and dogs) may transmit diseases to visitors as well as wildlife 
populations, prey on birds and other small mammals and invertebrates, dogs may hybridize with 
coyotes or experience aggressive territorial encounters with them.  Domestic animals (leashed or 
unleashed) on trails and other parklands may displace wildlife from their native habitats, or 
harass, disturb or depredate a wide range of wildlife species, including shorebirds, black-tailed 
deer, and marine mammals.   
 
Park visitors and human disturbance impact park wildlife through a wide range of activities.   
Tidepool study, boaters, clam diggers and aircraft overflights and off-leash dogs disturb marine 
mammals.  Commercial fishermen also shoot them.  Shorebirds, waterbirds and seabirds are 
disturbed by similar activities.  Illegal bike trails and social trails destroy wildlife habitat and 
result in increased disturbance to wildlife in undeveloped areas of the park.  Gang activity 
(nighttime graffiti in historic structures) may disrupt night roosts of sensitive bat species.   
 
Poaching occurs in more remote areas of the park, resulting in disturbance and loss of wildlife. 
 
The GGNRA has documented a wide range of external threats to Alcatraz wildlife resources.  
Most of these involve disturbance to wildlife from activities too close to breeding bird colonies.  
Documented disturbance sources include: aircraft overflights (civilian and military helicopters, 
air tours), commercial and sport fishing boats, dredge spoil barges, recreational boaters 
(kayakers, personal watercraft, sailboats, motorized boats), illegal boat landings, and un-
permitted events offshore (laser light shows, fireworks displays, firing of cannons).  Other 
existing or potential external threats include: disposal of dredge spoils within the park boundary, 
toxic contaminants in San Francisco Bay foraging resources, oil spills, and proposed removal of 
submerged rocks (that may support valuable foraging resources), to improve harbor safety.    
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Sport and commercial fishing can affect the reproductive success of herring, bass and 
anchovies in the bay and in the Gulf of the Farallones, which in turn would affect the many birds 
and mammals dependent on these resources. A total of 18.7 million pounds of fish was harvested 
by commercial operations in 1984 (BCDC 1986).  An active commercial fishery for herring 
occurs in waters owned and leased by the park along the San Francisco and Marin peninsula 
shorelines. 
 
Intertidal fishing and collection have an adverse impact on the ecology of these habitats. Public 
access for pier fishing is available at Fort Point, Fort Mason, Alcatraz, Lime Point, and Fort 
Baker.  CDFG regulations allow the removal of specified quantities of mussels, sea urchins, 
abalone, eel, rock crabs, herring eggs and surf fish from the intertidal zone.  Herring lay their 
eggs on seaweed, which can be legally collected. Observations of mussels and abalone in 
frequently visited sites are not abundant, and the pressure of hunters has probably contributed to 
the disappearance of the razor clams from Stinson Beach. Repeated dives in 1974 documented 
that there were no abalone at Muir Beach or Bird Island, and only sparse numbers at Pirates’ 
Cove and Slide Ranch. “Game” species are an integral component of the shoreline ecology. 
Over-fishing of game species such as clams, abalone, urchins and mussels may lead to their 
decline in shoreline waters. 
 
Game regulation enforcement is not adequate. USPR, USPP and natural resources personnel 
have observed evidence of deer poaching at several locations.  In addition, artificial lighting 
impairs wildlife habitat.  Park lighting, lights from adjacent property, and the overall sky glow 
from the Bay Area contribute to the nighttime degradation of habitat.  The park does not have a 
plan to address preservation and restoration of dark habitat.   Although it is illegal to take 
Dungeness crabs from San Francisco Bay, intentional and uninformed poaching of crabs from 
piers is an ongoing problem (CDFG 1999).  Dungeness crab are especially vulnerable to illegal 
fishing because they migrate along the bottom near piers. Much illegal crabbing occurs at night 
and early morning, however due to the lack of enforcement staff long term investigations to 
detect and identify the commercial and restaurants that benefit from this illegal activities is not 
feasible.    
 
Cultural Resources 
The cultural resources of GGNRA are immense.  They represent two hundred yeas of history and 
an indeterminate amount of prehistory revolving around one of the world’s most spectacular 
seaports.  Reflected is the area’s evolution from Indian villages to a major metropolitan area.  
Historic themes include the Spanish Empire frontier, Mexico’s legacy, the disruption of 
California’s coastal Indians, America’s westward expansion, the Gold Rush, international 
relations, a number of wars, the evolution of coastal fortifications, maritime history, military 
history and architecture, agriculture, commerce, transportation, industry, natural disasters, the 
development of a great city, and many others. 
 
Today, tangible evidence of these themes can be found throughout GGNRA/Point Reyes NS.  
Cultural resources are an integral part of the park environment.  The historic sites and structures 
include military fortifications, a notorious prison, century-old ranches, recreational facilities from 
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the 1890’s, lighthouses, and lifesaving stations.  Less conspicuous, but also numerous, are 
archeological resources-buried indications of the park’s historic and pre-historic inhabitants. 
 
Pre-historic resources include evidence of aboriginal, or native, occupation of parklands.  The 
complete story of northern California Indians is represented—from prehistory to European 
contact.  One hundred three sites are known to exist within the GGNRA.   
 
Historic resources follow the history of the area since the arrival of European man.  The majority 
of historic resources relate to one of the following land uses: 
 
Coastal Defense For 200 years, the San Francisco Bay has been viewed as a key to the defense 
of the Pacific Coast.  Spanish and Mexican governors established and maintained the Presidio of 
San Francisco as a northern outpost in a network of frontier garrisons.  Later the Americans also 
recognized that the magnificent harbor was essential to defense of the pacific shores.  San 
Francisco became an important port of embarkation for the Spanish-American War, the 
Philippine Insurrection, the Boxer Rebellion, World War I, and the Siberian Intervention.  Then, 
during World War II and the Korean War, army installations in the Bay Area evolved into an 
immense funnel that dispatched millions of troops and millions of tons of supplies to the length 
and breadth of the Pacific.  After the Korean War, Nike missiles reared skyward to protect the 
great harbor and its cities.  Structures representative of all these events are contained within the 
former military lands facing San Francisco Bay.  The Presidio lands, within GGNRA relate to 
historic themes beyond coastal defense representative of the Presidio’s involvement in West 
Coast events since 1776. 
 
Agriculture Early settlers of Marin County recognized the area’s suitability for agricultural 
production.  Today, portions of northern park areas depict rural settings typical in American 
history and provide important reminders of Marin County’s agricultural industry. 
 
Maritime Because the park’s critical relationship to the ocean and the bay, many maritime-
related structures are found within its boundaries: lighthouses, lifesaving stations, seawalls, even 
a collection of historical ships, the largest in the United States.  For the first sixteen years of the 
park’s history the San Francisco Maritime Historical Park (SAFR) ships were included in 
GGNRA.  The maritime museum contains one of the finest maritime libraries in the world, 
consisting of books, drawings, photographs, and tape-recorded materials, as well as one of the 
outstanding collections of maritime artifacts in the United States. 
 
Recreation Leisure-time pursuits were important in the history of the area even before it became 
a National Park.  Many historic resources, including recreational railroad grades, trails, 1890 
recreational facilities are found throughout the park. 
 
Protection of Property 
 
Threats to the Cultural Resources 
There are thirty-five “Endicott Period” massive concrete coastal defense batteries in Golden 
Gate National Recreation Area that once protected San Francisco Bay.  They are all on the 
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National Register of Historic Places, and are all potentially eligible to be National Historic 
Landmarks.  Approximately fourteen of these batteries are over 100 years old, and thus qualify 
for ARPA protection. 
 
Batteries Crosby, Boutelle, Marcus Miller, Sherwood, Godfrey, Spencer, and Kirby all have 
doors badly damaged by vandals and on-going homeless encampments, which allow access to the 
battery interiors and encourage further damage to these resources.  A survey of preservation 
needs at the batteries has been completed and work will be implemented in accordance with 
those priorities.  
 
Various Native American sacred shellmounds throughout GGNRA near Land’s End, Crissy 
Field and Fort Mason require an assessment and survey of preservation needs to be completed, 
followed by a through planning process.  In the interim these areas are minimally secured with 
temporary closures and periodically patrolled for intruders.  Fortunately, most visitors are 
unaware of the significant cultural values in the areas and to date these sites have not been the 
targets of deliberate thefts.  However, local Native American tribes continue to urge the National 
Park Service to conduct the assessments, planning and implementation of the necessary 
protective measures to ensure these sites and their contents are preserved for perpetuity.  
 
Threats to personal property Along the scenic overlooks and remote trailheads throughout the 
park, a significant number of visitors leave valuables in their vehicles as they are drawn to short 
hikes to finer vistas or visits to beaches reached by steep trails down coastal cliffs.  This creates a 
target rich environment for the many local auto burglars.  Car break-ins are cyclic, but persistent. 
 
The Muir Woods Concession is highly profitable and the possibility of a robbery or burglary 
cannot be ignored.  Building security and alarm-off patrol responses constitute a majority of the 
after hours callouts. 
 
Jurisdiction 
Legal jurisdictions are mixed and often confusing.  Several former military reservations are under 
exclusive federal jurisdiction, including Forts Baker, Barry, Cronkhite, Fort Point, Fort Mason, 
Alcatraz, The Presidio and portions of Fort Funston.  Some lands, formerly portions of military 
reservations were transferred to the State of California prior to being included within GGNRA, 
and are under proprietary jurisdiction, this includes three units of the former Marin Headlands 
State Park, Stinson Beach State Park and 2/3 of Fort Funston.  Throughout most of the remaining 
areas of the park, jurisdiction is proprietary. 
 
Efforts to obtain concurrent jurisdiction, but have been hampered by lack of accurate and 
complete boundary descriptions, continuing changes in land ownership and mapping/ needs not 
currently available in the park. 
 
Criminal Activity 
Criminal activity within GGNRA occurs at a high rate and the park experiences almost the entire 
range of law enforcement problems found in any major metropolitan area, including narcotics, 
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drug use and sales, marijuana cultivation, homicides, weapons violations, domestic violence, 
drunk and disorderly persons, robbery, assaults, and vandalism.  In addition to these activities, 
GGNRA experiences a significant number of natural resource violations including fish and game 
violations (along its vast coastline and within its jurisdictional waters), poaching, plant and other 
resource thefts, trepass, illegal tree cutting to protect or enhance views, and boundary trespass. 
 
On Alcatraz violations of park rules are most frequently visitors entering closed areas, thefts 
from the gift stores or an occasional drunk and disorderly individual.  The majority of these 
incidents can be handled by a single request for compliance by uniformed personnel, however 
instances do occur where these requests are ignored or confrontations occur.  The remote location 
and limited law enforcement staffing does present problems in providing back up and immediate 
emergency response when exigent circumstances arise. 
 
Although Alcatraz Island is not considered a National Park Service Icon, the park includes this as 
an area of concern under homeland security. The remote access, high visitation, and unique 
historic resources, all contribute to improve security measures during elevated National Threat 
Levels. 
 
Throughout much of the year, law enforcement needs are minor in the Crissy Field area.  
However, since it’s opening, this because the area also serves as a major dog exercise destination 
for San Francisco residents, the extremely controversial enforcement of pet regulations present 
an extensive law enforcement workload.  
 
At Fort Point most activities within the historic fort area are closely supervised, and law 
enforcement problems are minimal.  Outside the Fort, a dangerous but heavily used surfing area 
lies just off shore and drug use, vagrancy, vandalism; graffiti, illegal crabbing, and destruction of 
natural values are law enforcement problems in varying degrees.   
 
Though more closely geographically aligned with the San Francisco Maritime National Historic 
Park (SAFR), Muni Pier is also included in the Fort Mason complex.  Vagrancy, drug use, 
homelessness and mentally ill subjects require an excessive amount of law enforcement time and 
effort in these areas.  With the Fort Mason Center hosting several major activities or exhibitions 
each year which may draw crowds ranging from several hundred to several thousand per day, 
event and building security, traffic and parking associated with these events create an additional 
law enforcement workload. 
 
Baker Beach, Lands End and Ocean Beach, all have a history on uses that are not appropriate 
within National Park areas.  Woodland areas in the Land’s End and Baker Beach have long been 
the locale for deviant sexual activities, and Ocean Beach had long been used as a hangout for 
rowdy and unruly teens and young adults.  These areas commonly experience incidents of 
vandalism, heavy drinking and drug activity.  On occasions such as the fourth of July, subjects 
exhibiting disorderly conduct have temporarily taken control of the beaches.  Most users tend to 
view these areas as unrestricted recreation area lands and ignore the natural and cultural values 
that the park is obligated to protect.  The prohibition of alcohol and glass containers and limited 
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open fires have had some effect on reducing inappropriate behavior on Ocean Beach, however, 
much of it returns in the evenings and on warm days. 
 
At Fort Funston the twenty-year history of voice control pet regulations has created community 
expectations to be allowed to continue with this practice, despite changes in the enforcement.  
Not only has the non-compliance with the leash regulations increased the law enforcement 
workload but created tensions between park law enforcement personnel and dog owners closely 
associated with Fort Funston.  An additional concern was the increase in the number of dog 
search and rescues that resulted from off leash dogs falling off the steep cliffs.   
 
Marin Headlands law enforcement needs vary significantly depending upon the time of day or 
night, day of the week and season of the year, and upon current weather conditions.  Winter 
storms often create hazardous surf and driving conditions, which require safety management.  
Year-round inappropriate youth activity including teen-age drinking, graffiti painting and 
vandalism tends to peak around high school graduation in the spring.  Backcountry use is most 
popular in the spring and fall when the weather is more cooperative.  Mountain Bicycle use is 
heavy, requiring constant attention due to the illegal use of non-designated trails and the resulting 
conflicts with other users on these multi-use trails such as hiking and equestrian use.  Underage 
drinking parties are most common in spring and fall.  Bike accidents have become frequent with 
serious injuries and fatalities due to the steep roads, excessive speed and inexperienced riders. 
 
Along the scenic overlooks a significant number of visitors leave valuables in their vehicles as 
they are drawn to short hikes to finer vistas.  This creates a target rich environment for the many 
local auto burglars.  Car break-ins are cyclic, but persistent.   Drug use is also persistent by local 
and regional visitors drawn to the nighttime views of the Golden Gate Bridge and the San 
Francisco skyline. 
 
Cultivation of marijuana on parklands has occurred in both remote and areas close to trails and 
fireroads. Overflight detection of cultivation sites throughout the park has been increasingly 
unsuccessful due to improved camouflaging.  Ground reconnaissance and the deployment of 
remote sensing equipment have proved to be the most successful means of detection and 
confiscation.  After years of heavy use, the park’s TIE inventory here at Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area, the cache needs to be refreshed and updated.   
 
Fishing and crabbing activities are seasonal depending upon the species of fish and crabs, 
however taking of undersized crabs and the illegal take of Dungeness crab are a recurring 
problem at the Fort Baker pier.  The annual one to two months Herring fishing season results in a 
tremendous theft of aquatic resource and violation of prohibition of commercial fishing within 
the park navigational waters, including off shore from Fort Baker, Crissy Field and Fort Mason. 
 
Due to the high occupancy rate of many of the buildings and structures within the Headlands the 
corresponding building security patrols and alarm off responses have increased the law 
enforcement workload.  Increased vehicle traffic from residents, employees and business, in 
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addition to the peak weekend visitation, daily road patrol utilizing lidar and radar to enforce 
traffic regulations has been increasingly required for safety management. 
 
Most law enforcement problems at Muir Woods revolve are around overcrowded parking lots 
and minor infractions of park rules.  As a result of a lack of mass transit alternatives, traffic 
management of the overwhelming personal vehicle and tour bus traffic is a constant duty.  
Enforcement of the required Incidental Business permits for commercial vehicles regulates the 
tour bus companies and provides the opportunity for dialogue between the commissioned Park 
Rangers and the bus drivers on the parking safety management and other rules and regulations.  
Because pets, bikes and picnics are prohibited within the main grove, law enforcement contacts 
tend to be preventative in nature. Once the visitor enters Muir Woods trail system, violations are 
almost always resource related.  Collecting of a souvenir piece of redwood, stepping off trail or 
climbing a stump or tree for a photograph and tossing coins into Redwood Creek as in a wishing 
well are probably the most frequent infractions. On several occasions there have been thefts of 
highly profitable donation boxes, bookstore and Fee Demo receipts.  
 
Due to the dense forest, extensive trail systems and inexperienced and/or unprepared visitors, lost 
person searches are a frequent event. Most of these resolve themselves within one to two hours.  
However, several times in the peak summer months extended search and rescue operations must 
be initiated for lost hikers.  These require additional patrol units to be pulled from other areas of 
the park as well as requesting assistance from adjacent land management and law enforcement 
agencies.  
 
The majority of visitors to Stinson Beach teenagers or young adults who go to the area primarily 
to swim, surf, or enjoy the beach.  While this group is usually well behaved, they are exuberant. 
Under-age consumption of alcohol and drug use is the majority of problems encountered, with 
occasional turf battles from visiting San Francisco or East Bay gangs.  Serious incidents do 
occur, ranging from motor vehicle theft to sexual assaults and the cultivation of marijuana on 
parklands.  Rangers are also relied on to respond to automobile accidents along the winding and 
dangerous State Route 1 which traverses the area; require traffic investigations but emergency 
technical cliff rescues and medical evacuations as well.  The Rangers are also frequently called 
upon to respond to aquatic rescues along Bolinas lagoon and in the ocean from Marin Headlands 
to Point Reyes National Seashore.    
 
While the majority of law enforcement problems are not serious, the potential of having a minor 
incident escalate into a major confrontation is always present.  The Macho image and very large 
numbers of youth must always be considered.  Because many are repeat visitors, establishing and 
maintaining behavior standards is extremely important. 
 
The unincorporated community of Stinson Beach (population 1,000) is entirely surrounded by 
GGNRA lands.  The town contains several small restaurants, shops, motels and other local and 
tourist service businesses as well as a bedroom population.  Because of time and distance, the 
NPS rangers are frequently the first on scene and are expected to act under their Marin County 
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deputy status whenever the need arises.  These incidents may range from domestic violence to 
armed robbery.   
 
Bolinas-Fairfax Ridge is often the site of marijuana cultivation because of the extensive 
southwest facing drainage’s, remoteness from developed areas and it’s proximity to the 
Bohemian communities of Bolinas and Stinson Beach.  The traditional overflight detection of 
cultivation sites throughout the park has been increasingly unsuccessful due to improved 
camouflaging.  Ground reconnaissance and the deployment of remote sensing equipment have 
proved to be the most successful means of detection and confiscation.  During the summer 
patrols are conducted to detect cultivation sites, when staff is not committed to high visitation at 
Stinson Beach, by our experienced permanent rangers.  In the past the park has received special 
drug funding that permitted for the employment of a seasonal commissioned Park Ranger from 
May 1st through the end of the fiscal year that allowed the park to free one of the more 
experiences rangers to conduct the surveillance patrols.  GGNRA has not received drug funding 
since FY01. 
 
Summary of Law Enforcement Activities 2002: 
 

USPR    USPP   TOTAL 
21 perm 4 seas.  58 perm officer 83 

Part I Offenses   _40_    _237_   ___277__ 
Part II Offenses  666    2,579   __3,245__ 
Case Incidents   1,942    9,986   _11,920_ 
Violations Notices  Not Available   6,621   __6,621_ 
Traffic LE Incidents 164_     2,593   __2,757__ 
 
These numbers are taken from the Annual Law Enforcement Program Report.  The USPP records 
division compiles these statistics and uses the USPP annual statistical summary guidelines to 
group classifications for reporting categories. 
 
Homeland Security 
As a result of the acts of terrorism perpetrated against the United States on September 11, 2001, 
the National Park Service and its conservation and preservation mission have been thrust to the 
forefront of homeland security.  The increase demand for police and other public safety services 
to provide protection of those sites identified as critical infrastructure and American Icon’s 
against anti-terrorism.  This has created a pressing need for collaboration with Federal, State and 
local agencies, in sharing intelligence and providing heightened security and critical incident 
responses.  These demands have created an additional workload on the park’s USPR law 
enforcement program.  The three-week rotational callouts provided to the Service for Homeland 
Security Details create a strain on the already existing staffing shortage while at the same time 
we must provide 24/7 enhanced security and protection on NPS lands immediately adjacent to 
the Golden Gate Bridge, when increases to the National Threat Levels have demanded 
heightened security.   
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The LE Branch and the Presidio Fire Department, as well as the USPP-SFFO are all in integral 
part of the Major Incident Response Plan for the Golden Gate Bridge.  The park is committed to 
providing command staff, patrol and emergency medical resources, facilities for command posts, 
staging and evacuation centers on both the Presidio and Fort Baker sides of the Bridge.  The 
Crissy Field Center is identified as the location for the joint task force media center.   The LE 
Branch Chief and Law Enforcement Specialist regularly attend weekly meetings with the other 
key law enforcement agencies assigned to the Bridge Security Coalition, including California 
Highway Patrol, Golden Gate Bridge District, U. S. Coast Guard, CA National Guard, San 
Francisco Police Department and Marin County Sheriff’s Office. 
 
 
SPECIAL NEEDS 
Special Events 
GGNRA hosts a large number and variety of special events, ranging from thousands of 
commercial film productions, conferences, and private receptions to major outdoor events such 
as Fleet Week, Alcatraz Triathlon, Dipsea Race and the Fourth of July Fireworks celebration.  
Included in this category are also VIP visits to the area which have included such dignitaries as 
The Pope, International Heads of State, President and Vice President of the United States, 
Congressional Representatives, the Governor and other state and local elected officials.  Impact 
from these special events vary as widely as do the events themselves, but they all do impact to 
varying degrees, the law enforcement and other workloads within the park.   
 
Large events such as the Fourth of July fireworks may draw 100,000 visitors to Crissy Field, Fort 
Mason and Aquatic Park and another 50,000 to 75,000 to other vantage points around the Bay, 
particularly the Marin Headlands scenic overlooks and the Fort Baker shoreline.  Some events 
impact more than one park area or take place over several days. 
 
Major events normally involve multiple agencies or in-park law enforcement pre-planning.  
Small-scale events may occur without any advanced notification to law enforcement supervisors 
however in the majority of instances; the effected law enforcement staff (USPR/USPP) is 
provided a copy of the permit in advance of the event.  Ideally, the effected law enforcement 
resource should be included in all pre-planning, however, under current USPR staffing, with the 
large number of events and special use permits issued, this goal is presently not met. 
 
Most events occur with few or very minor problems, however instances do occur where park 
resources are damaged or park operations and visitors are unnecessarily inconvenienced due to 
inadequate permit conditions, inadequate notification to those who are responsible for 
supervision of the permit, or lack of knowledge or concern on the part of the permittee. 
 
In order to manage large scale events, it is frequently necessary to detail USPR or USPP from 
regular duties to the special event assignment, resulting in overtime work, and tour of duty 
changes and/or personnel shifts from one area to another.  
 
Special Event Teams 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area has supported the Regional Special Events Teams for 
over 20 years. For the last three years the park had three members on the regional teams, one 
transferred this month.  One of the two current SET members is a Supervisory Park Ranger. 
 
FTEP  
Golden Gate National Recreation Area has recently been selected to be a Field Training Park and 
three Field Training Rangers and one Supervisory Field Training Ranger have been identified to 
participate in the service-wide Field Training Program through FLETC. The park has a well 
established Field Training program; all new law enforcement rangers undergo a 3-4 month 
training program to ensure all have the necessary field skills and are thoroughly oriented to the 
park. It is unknown how the service wide program will impact the park program and staff.  
 
 
 CURRENT STAFFING AND SUPPORT 
U.S. Park Ranger Staffing 
The Visitor and Resource Protection Division, the Law Enforcement Branch is organized under 
the operation supervisor model and managed by the LE Branch Chief. The LE Branch Chief 
reports to the Chief Ranger, who in turn reports to the Deputy Superintendent of Operations who 
in turn reports to the General Superintendent. The LE Branch is managed by a central 
organization for budget and procurement, timekeeping, payroll, training, travel, etc. under the 
supervision of the LE Branch Chief, with the assistance of the branch secretary.  Supervisory 
Park Rangers have direct oversight and supervise the daily patrol operation. These Supervisory 
Park Rangers supervise their respective direct reports, but on a daily basis serve as a Shift 
Supervisor for the entire park. The Law Enforcement Specialist/Criminal Investigator provides 
resource and internal investigative services as well as law enforcement program management and 
court liaison for USPR caseloads.  The division Budget Assistant provides procurement, 
contracting and budgetary services to the LE Branch through the Chief Ranger office.  
 
U.S. Park Rangers operate under the direction of DM 446 and are governed more precisely by 
NPS Directive Orders 9 (DO/RM-9).  U.S. Park Rangers are full time federal law enforcement 
officers. 
 
U.S. Park Police Staffing: 
The United States Park Police are a para-military organization managed by the Chief of the 
Police located in Washington, D.C.  The San Francisco Field Office is one of two field offices 
outside the metropolitan D.C. area.  The Field Office Commander at the rank of Major manages 
the SFFO operation.  The Major reports to the Deputy Chief, Field Offices, who reports to the 
Chief of Police. The SFFO is organized into administrative, operation and specialized units.  
Civilian employees hold administrative positions such as secretarial staff, records management 
and the park communication center dispatchers.  One Captain has direct oversight and manages 
both the patrol administration and operations functions.  Three Lieutenants report to the Captain 
and serve as two patrol watch commanders and one administrative staff support. Patrol Sergeants 
supervise their respective squads, but serve as a Shift Supervisor for the daily detail. Additional 
Sergeants supervise specialized units or functions such as investigations; horse mounted patrol, 
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special events, and physical security.  One patrol officer is designated as the Court Liaison 
Officer and represents both USPP and USPR interests for petty offenses at the U.S. Magistrate 
calendar. U.S. Park Police officers are full time federal law enforcement officers.  
  
While the San Francisco National Maritime Historical Park and Presidio Trust lands are separate 
entities of the National Park Service, U.S. Park Police provide law enforcement services to these 
units. 
 
ROLE & FUNCTION U.S. PARK RANGER U.S. PARK POLICE 
 
COMMAND Chief Ranger Major 
 
AMINISTRATIVE Budget Assistant Budget Assistant 
 Branch Secretary Secretary 
  Payroll Clerk 
 
OPERATIONS LE Branch Chief Captain 
(Sworn Personnel)  Lieutenant (3) 
 Supervisory USPR (5) Patrol Sargent (6) 
 Patrol Rangers (18) Patrol Officers 27 
 LE Specialist/CI (1) Criminal Invest. Sgt. (2) 
  Physical Security Sgt. 
  Horse Mounted Sgt. 
  Special Event Sgt. 
  Fleet Manager/Detail Sgt. 
  Investigators (4) 
  Horse Patrol Officers(4) 
  Motorcycle Patrol Officer (2) 
  K-9 Officer (3) 
  ID Technicians (2) 
  Property Officer 
  Court Liaison Officer 
 
CIVILIANS  Records Supervisor 
  Records Clerk 
  Comm. Center Supervisor 
  Dispatch Supv. (3) 
  Dispatchers (5)   
  
    
Law enforcement primary responsibilities pertaining to specific areas are assigned as 
follows: 
 
San Francisco County: Primary law enforcement services are provided by U.S. Park Police 
including Presidio Trust lands (Area B).  Primary law enforcement services are provided by U.S. 
Park Rangers on GGNRA Presidio lands (Area A).  Alcatraz Island is situated in San Francisco 
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Bay, within the County and City of San Francisco’s boundaries.  U.S. Park Rangers provide 
primary law enforcement services on Alcatraz. 
 
San Mateo County: Primary law enforcement services are provided by U.S. Park Rangers. 
 
Marin County (except the Marin Headlands): Primary law enforcement services are provided by 
U.S. Park Rangers. 
 
Marin Headlands (including Fort Baker): Law enforcement services are provided on a joint and 
cooperative basis between U.S. Park Police and Law Enforcement Rangers. 
 
Where overlap occurs, all emergencies and available personnel render exigent assistance and this 
assistance is coordinated by the appropriate line supervisors until the designated personnel are 
able to assume full responsibility.   
 
None of the above areas of responsibility restrict any Law Enforcement Ranger or U.S. Park 
Police officer from carrying out their law enforcement authority. 
 
Law Enforcement Safety Concerns 
The relative isolation caused by a remote island area, winding, low speed and frequently 
overcrowded coastal roads, remote and distant non-contiguous lands, lack of immediate back-up 
from NPS or other law enforcement agencies, and the great fluctuation in number of visitors due 
to variable weather conditions makes proper staffing extremely difficult.  While liberal use of 
overtime pay and high weekend scheduling can help, they do not always provide adequate 
staffing at peak visitation times. 
 
The Stinson Beach area presents a peculiar problem in dealing with incidents on busy days. 
When arrests are made, there is no local station to hold arrested individuals in custody.  In order 
to affect an arrest, two commissioned rangers are required and must transport the subject(s) to the 
Marin County Jail, located in San Rafael, over often visitor choked, winding mountainous roads.  
The entire trip, including booking and return to the station may take three or more hours.   This 
usually requires pulling patrol resources off other beat assignments, leaving those areas 
understaffed or without patrol units. 
 
Required Housing 
The NPS housing assessment plan identified five law enforcement positions for required 
occupancy positions all in Marin County. There are no required occupancy positions identified in 
within the city, although the assessment did identify positions in San Francisco, they were 
located within the Presidio and under the jurisdiction of the Presidio Trust. Those residents have 
been notified that required occupancy will not be honored by the Trust and residents must either 
pay the established rental rates or find alternate housing. The remaining required occupancy 
positions were designated by location and greatest potential for after hour call outs. Locations are 
Stinson Beach, Muir Beach, Muir Woods, Capehart and Point Bonita.  These rangers are 
frequently called out to respond as back up for the late shift ranger closing the area or before their 
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shifts when the beat assignment is left vacant due to a staffing shortage.  In addition, these 
rangers are called out frequently in response to the requests for assistance from Marin County 
Sheriff’s Office to incidents within the community or to traffic accidents on State Route 1.  U.S. 
Park Police officers are also assigned government housing in the Marin Headlands; however the 
San Francisco Field Office has provided the majority of its employees housing provided through 
the Presidio Trust leasing program.  The Law Enforcement Specialist/Criminal Investigator is 
assigned permitted occupancy at Point Bonita in the Marin Headlands. 
 
All law enforcement and public safety agencies in the Bay Area are struggling to house their 
personnel within an adequate response time to ensure these employees will be available to serve 
and protect in the event of a terrorist attack, major disaster or critical incident.  Unlike most 
municipalities, GGNRA has the ability to address this problem due the current and anticipated 
acquisitions to the park’s housing inventory.  Real estate is the highest in the nation staff that 
have been successful in purchasing homes are commuting 50-100 miles.  In an attempt to address 
this problem, the U.S. Park Police provide take home patrol vehicles to all of its law enforcement 
employees living in and out of the park. The park has initiated a request for a new housing 
assessment with the hope that the numbers of required occupancy positions will increase 
 
Non-Law Enforcement Employee Contributions to the Protection Mission 
All uniformed employees in the NPS are committed to carrying out the conservation and 
preservation mission.  Regardless of the discipline, all employees care deeply about the natural, 
cultural and physical resources that make this park special.  Within the NPS culture all 
employees are empowered to protect and serve both the resources and its visitors.  These 
uniformed employees, such as maintenance, interpretative rangers, resource management or site 
stewardship VIPs, provide a highly visible point of contact for the visiting public and serve as a 
visible presence to deter inappropriate activities as well as providing critical information when 
reporting criminal activity to dispatch.  These employees most often outnumber the patrol staff 
and therefore act as force multipliers as the “eyes and ears” out in the field.   
 
Last year the LE Branch hosted several training sessions for non-law enforcement uniformed and 
administrative staff in Non Verbal Communications skills, such as Verbal Judo.  In addition, two 
commissioned Park Rangers are instructing Hazardous Communication skills to park employees. 
 
Dispatch Services 
The park communication center provides in-park 365/24/7 dispatch services.  Full dispatch 
services are available including wants/warrants checks from various sources, i.e. NCIC, CLETS, 
and PIN to name a few.  Dispatchers provide initial incident reporting, call assignments, status 
checks, backup requests, call box services and a central 911 emergency system. This is the 
communications center for law enforcement, Wildland and structural fire, maintenance and 
Interpretation staff for the park. In addition, they provide communications services to the 
Presidio Trust and San Francisco Maritime.  
 
Organizationally, the Park Communication Center is under the supervision of the U.S. Park 
Police, with six civilian dispatch positions paid for by the park. Although the park public safety 
staff is said to provide input in how the center is managed, historically, Park Police directives 
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have overruled over everything else. This has raised concerns among the commissioned Park 
Ranger staff that dispatchers are directed to dispatch U.S. Park Police beat officer first, despite 
the fact that there may be a closer commissioned Park Ranger to respond to criminal incidents, 
while lock-outs, jump starts, injured bird related incidents are assigned primarily to 
commissioned ranger staff.  In addition, there is a perception, on the part of some dispatchers, 
that commissioned Park Rangers hold less authority and/or training to perform certain law 
enforcement functions. This has led to a difference in reporting and documenting of incidents as 
well as a disproportionate number of incidents going to USPP vs. LE rangers.  
 
Frustrations continue to increase for the law enforcement staff when it comes to the radio system.  
The center continues to operate under Park Police General Orders and does not comply with park 
or NPS guidelines such as record management systems like CIRS. Despite years of promises, the 
lack of a “local file” is a major limiting factor to effectively identifying local violators and their 
recurring offenses throughout the park; lack of support to remedy this continues to be the greatest 
cause of frustration for rangers.   
 
Several PMIS projects have been submitted to ensure compliance with the Congressional/NTIA 
Narrowband Directive of 1993, Compliance with DOI Directive for Digital/Encrypted Law 
Enforcement Operation and compliance with NPS Directors Order 15 (Wireless Spectrum 
Management).   
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The park has not been able to meet the increased needs and demands of the law enforcement 
program. Current staffing allows for minimal coverage and a reactive response to activity and 
incidents throughout the park. Visitation and use continue to increase, with new user groups 
wanting to enjoy and take advantage of the same area. Designation as an ICON park, serve to add 
another level of complexity to issues such as homeland security. Personnel are expected to work 
extended hours, maintain a higher degree of vigilance, maintain a higher degree of training and 
preparedness in addition to performing all other duties.  
 
Current Law Enforcement Staffing 
Organization: Chief Ranger reports to the Assistant. Superintendent for Operations, The chief 
ranger supervises three branch chiefs, Presidio Fire Chief, Fire Management Officer and the LE 
Operations Branch Chief. In addition, the Law Enforcement Specialist reports to the Chief 
Ranger.  
 
Twenty-three (23) permanent commissioned park ranger.  In addition, three (3) permanent 
positions are currently vacant. Two to three seasonal law enforcement ranger positions are filled 
as funding allows.   
 
One (1) Operations supervisor, currently vacant, is responsible for the day to day management of 
the law enforcement program. This position currently supervises five (5) Supervisory Park 
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Rangers and 18 patrol rangers, and two seasonal rangers.  Two of the patrol rangers are assigned 
Supervisory Lifeguard responsibilities during the months of March-October.   
 
One (1) TERM commissioned park ranger assigned to the special after-hours program on 
Alcatraz and funded by FEE DEMO monies is currently vacant.  
 
In FY2002, the law enforcement program received a base increase that was used to hire one 
additional supervisor and three field rangers.  
 
 

CURRENT LAW ENFORCEMENT STAFFING 
 FTE 
permanent commissioned park rangers 23 
permanent commissioned park rangers                                         vacant 2 
Operations supervisor                                                                     vacant 1 
Term commissioned park ranger (Alcatraz-Fee Demo)                 vacant 1 

  
Non-commissioned staff (including lifeguards) 5.2 

  
                                                                                                                 Total FTE 32.20 
  

 
 

VRAP-2003 
 FTE 
Law Enforcement Related Needs (LE, Resource Protection, Visitor Management) 48.69 
Support Needs 9.17 
  
                                                                                                                            Total FTE 57.86 
 
 
STAFFING NEEDS 
 FTE 
VRAP 57.86 
Current Staffing 32.20 
                                                                                                                            difference 25.66 
  
Staffing Needs 25.66 
 
 
 
1. Staffing Needs 
 
Chief Ranger-GS13/14 
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Budget Analyst-GS-9 
Secretary GS-5 (Serves division chief, assistant chief and special agent)   1 FTE 
Assistant Chief Ranger GS-13        1 FTE 
Special Agent GS-12          1 FTE 
The park has been unsuccessful in permanently establishing a special agent position, currently a 
025-11 ranger functions as the LE specialist and Investigator. Park management has not 
supported the re-establishment of this position. Internal and administrative investigations have 
been conducted by the LE Specialist, for the park and region, some being lengthy and 
complicated; this added work load has taken her away from other duties. Although the support 
has not been there, the workload is. A dedicated Special Agent would provide much needed 
expertise and the technical support to ensure complex investigations in cultural and natural 
resource violations are conducted in a professional and timely manner.  
Staff Ranger GS-11           1 FTE 
Payroll Clerk GS-4                  .86 FTE 
 
Supervisory Ranger GS-11 (Field operations and patrol supervision) (2 new positions) 2 FTE 
 
Park Ranger GS-9 (14 new positions) (Field operations, resource protection; patrol, SAR, 
EMS, Fire – including new marine patrol and Alcatraz law enforcement)            14 FTE 
 
Lifeguards                   4.8 FTE 
Staffing has decreased by approximately 30% while park acreage; resource management needs 
and responsibilities, building inventory and visitation have increased steadily and substantially. 
The San Mateo and East Fort Baker lands that were added this year have not brought an increase 
in funding or staffing. 
 
Consequences of funding gap: 

1. Park resources are under constant pressure due to intense visitation owing to the 
park’s proximity to an extremely dense urban center. 

2. Without a cadre of rangers knowledgeable of resources to monitor and 
professionally regulate park use, the resources continue to diminish in diversity, 
richness and value. 

3. Users are not educated at “point of resource impact” by rangers, contributing to 
the lack of awareness by visitors of resource values. 

4. Public exposure to hazardous environments goes unregulated, and visitors are 
more likely to sustain injury and death. 

5. Inadequate numbers of ranger staff that respond to emergency situations are at 
increased risk of injury. 

6. Crimes of both ignorance and intent against the resources increase, and rangers 
remain in a “reactive” mode, unable to prevent their occurrence. 

7. Activity by both opportunist and predatory criminals increase, resulting in the 
visiting public’s loss of, and damage to, their personal property. 

8. Lack of any consistent presence of rangers encourages greater degree of “acting 
out” by disruptive, violent and intoxicated visitors. 
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9. Rangers respond to potentially adversarial situations with inadequate back up, 
increasing their exposure to personal injury or liability. 

10. The park and agency is at greater risk of litigation for both public and employee 
torts. 

11. The organization remains in crisis and retention and recruitment of qualified 
rangers erodes further. 

12. Critical life and safety programs continue being under-funded, further 
demoralizing the remaining staff. 

13. Public support of the park’s programs and efforts to conserve its resources 
declines with concomitant impact on public and private funding. 

14. The “eyes and ears” volunteers, partners, and friends groups’ calls for service 
received delayed or no response. 

 
1. Marine Patrol Program. The park does not have the proper equipment and sufficient human 

resources to patrol, i.e. over harvest of marine resources from herring and other commercial 
fishing activities; habitat contamination and nesting disturbances of seabird colonies by 
commercial and tour boat operations; and illegal take of the marine mammal populations, on 
the waters above the submerged lands, coastal cliffs and offshore rocks along the park’s 
extensive bay shore and coastline, these resources remain at constant risk.  Based on the 
number of water-based visitors and the history of illegal activity by water-based visitors and 
commercial operations, we believe a staff of 3 for boat patrol is appropriate. 

 
 Establish an marine patrol program       
 Establish an estuarine reserve or protection zone along the north, west and southwest 

sides of  Alcatraz Island 
 To track the health of the aquatic habitats, physical and hydrologic processes need to 

be inventoried and monitored as well. 
 To ensure protection of park aquatic resources from external threats, a Stay-in-School 

position is proposed to interface with Resource Management, Public Affairs and 
Interpretation on developing public outreach information.   

 
2. Alcatraz Law Enforcement Operations 

There is insufficient LE staff to provide minimum coverage park wide and meet the 
increasing needs and demands on Alcatraz. Although only a 15-20 minute boat ride away, 
without a daily presence on the island, law enforcement situations must be handled by non 
law enforcement staff until they arrive. Transportation to and from the island is dependent on 
available agencies such as the U.S. Coast Guard and San Francisco Police. Prisoner 
transports have also occurred on the passenger ferry while transporting visitors, creating an 
unsafe and potentially dangerous situation. Staff  specifically assigned to the island enable us 
to have personnel that are familiar with the island, understand the operation and can develop 
a close working relationship with staff on the island, Blue and Gold Ferries and local law 
enforcement agencies.           
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3. Housing. The high cost of living in the Bay Area is a major deterrent in attracting and 
keeping highly qualified and experienced personnel.  A pay gap remains between other 
federal law enforcement journeyman level officers/special agents and municipality law 
enforcement agencies.  It has an adverse effect on recruiting, hiring and retention of 
employees.  Many employees have taken jobs with other agencies at substantially higher pay, 
quicker promotions and/or lower cost of living.  Others have either not applied for positions 
or have turned down offers at GGNRA because of these higher costs and lack of affordable 
housing.  The following recommendations, address current needs for law enforcement 
personnel that would also be met by providing housing.  

 
• Fort Baker 
This position is required to provide deterrence to crime in the Fort Baker area, a new 
area of the park.  This site has recently transferred over to the park, a conference center 
is slated to be developed using current structures and facilities, and construction is 
scheduled to start in the fall of 2003.  There are approximately 120 historic structures 
in the Fort Baker area, amounting to approximately 60,000 square feet.  A presence 
now reduces vandalism in the area, and a continued presence will better serve the 
many overnight guests at the future conference facility.  The City of Sausalito has 
specifically requested that the National Park Service consider retaining a law 
enforcement residence in the Fort Baker area. One of the park’s rescue boats is located 
at Station Golden Gate, 2 people needed for zodiac boat rescue operations.  Swimmer 
and soft-hull zodiac (Coast Guard does not have). Currently there is one law 
enforcement ranger living in this area, although a required occupant, the new project 
does not include a residence for a law enforcement ranger 

 

• Fort Miley 
Cliff rescues aquatic – nearest response to China Beach aquatic rescue equipment, 
deterrence octagon house could be vandalized, 24-hour parking lot in area. 

 
• Fort Funston 
This position is required to provide after-hours response to NPS lands south of Ocean 
Beach.  The 24-hour USPP patrol only covers areas north of Ocean Beach.   In addition, 
this ranger would be able to provide ocean-rescue response for victims of rip currents. A 
ranger presence at Fort Funston would discourage vandalism to the nearby historic 
buildings. With the eroding cliffs surrounding Fort Funston, this ranger would be able to 
quickly begin the coordination of a technical cliff-rescue effort from the Fort Funston area 
north to Fort Point. There are approximately 10-15 cliff rescues per year along these 
cliffs. 

 
• Sweeney Ridge 
This position is required to provide after-hours response to NPS lands south of Ocean 
Beach.  The 24-hour USPP patrol only routinely covers areas north of Ocean Beach.  
There have been requests by the San Francisco Water Department to have a Law 
Enforcement presence available for after-hours response on NPS lands next to SF 
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Watershed lands that are located in San Mateo County.  There has also been more land 
added to the southern end of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, with the inclusion of 
Pedro Point Headlands.  This area has had extensive habitat damage from illegal off-road 
use by motorcycles.   
 

4. Take Home Vehicles 
Suggest Public Safety personnel, including commissioned rangers be authorized take home 
vehicles. Currently, the U.S. Park Police furnishes take-home patrol vehicles to all of their sworn 
officers in order to respond to work in the event of a major disaster, This is a measure that many 
local public safety agencies have adopted. Currently only required occupancy personnel that are 
in law enforcement or fire are approved for take home vehicles.  Those living out of the park may 
be approved to take vehicles home during emergency situations.   

 
5. USPP/USPR Annual Workplan  
Recommend that operational needs be determined and a workplan developed by both command 
staffs to define annual goals and objectives.  The role of the U.S. Park Ranger and U.S. Park 
Police need to be clearly defined and monitored by park management.  This has been a long 
standing problem since the creation of the park, with ebbs and flows, but one which will not be 
resolved without positive management action.  The 2001 NAPA report recognized the overlap 
between the two agencies and suggested that USPP be pulled  
 
6. Long Term Facility Needs-Public Safety Facility (Presidio).   
Architectural Resources Group (ARG), together with a group of consultants, was retained in 
2001 to evaluate alternative building sites within the Presidio for a proposed Public Safety 
Facility to serve as the primary headquarters for USPP and Law Enforcement Rangers (LER) 
responsible for the public safety of visitors, residents and employees at GGNRA and Presidio.  
Planning for a permanent public safety facility started at the transfer of the Presidio in 1994, and 
to date buildings have been completed for the Communications Center and the Presidio Fire 
Department.  The Public Safety Facility will reflect staffing increases for the USPP and LER 
over the next twenty years, in accordance with estimated population growth at the Presidio.  The 
ARG group, together with Presidio Trust project manager, Chandler McCoy, assisted by NPS 
Michelle Rios and a project team including a structural engineer and cost estimator produced 
engineering design and construction site plans for four alternative site proposals.   The major 
components of the space requirements for the shared facility are: 

USPP Administration 
USPP Operations 
USPP Criminal Investigations 
USPP Property/ID Lab 
USPP Mounted Police 
LER Administration 
LER Operations 
Shared support facilities (sally port, prisoner processing, interview rooms, 
conference rooms, training rooms, copy/fax/supplies, restrooms, kitchen, physical 
fitness facilities, lockers/showers)  
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  Parking 
 

These shared facilities will also serve to centralize the USPR operation on the south, 
which is currently split between three disjointed office spaces in remote locations within 
the San Francisco area. 

 
Since both NPS and Trust have considerable planning to complete before any of the 
moves contemplated can be accomplished, including identifying fund sources, we 
recommend renewing conversations to move this project forward.  
 

7. Fort Baker Law Enforcement Facility.   
It is important to understand that the functions of public safety facilities are specialized and 
require specific spatial features and requirements.  Space allocations for specific law enforcement 
functions, adjacency matrixes to align those functions (i.e. prisoner holding areas next to 
interview room; weapon and ammunition storage in non-public access areas) and physical 
security considerations must be taken into account. The law enforcement ranger office space at 
Fort Cronkhite compromises these spatial needs and security requirements.  The law enforcement 
rangers are crammed into the current building space with a number of interpretative staff and the 
entire building is accessible by both NPS and non-NPS employees for use of the central 
mailroom and Xerox machine.  Sensitive property storage (weapons, night vision, Alco-sensors), 
prisoner interrogation and processing, and report writing are all seriously impacted. 

 
We recommend that a needs assessment be conducted to evaluate space needs and requirements 
for the proper work facility that includes needs of an expanding law enforcement program. Fort 
Baker should be considered as a possible location, if not for a full fledged facility, appropriate 
office and work space for law enforcement operations in the area. A facility in Fort Baker would 
provide for enhanced security to not only to the Fort Baker, Marin Headlands and the Golden 
Gate Bridge, but will provide increased response time to areas in West Marin or across the 
Bridge, if additional assistance is needed to San Francisco sites. 
 
8. Concurrent Legislative Jurisdiction Forts Baker, Barry and Cronkhite is needed.  To 

greatly improve the efficiency of the public safety and natural resources protection, the Field 
Solicitor has recommended that GGNRA seek to convert the Marin Headlands into 
concurrent criminal legislative jurisdiction.   

 
9. Counter-Narcotic Program. Drug eradication efforts within the park have been successful, 

despite the limited base funding and shortage of staff available to target the problem.  Since 
the inception of the park drug eradication program in 1989, our law enforcement rangers have 
handled over 380 cases resulting in over 200 citations/arrests.  Over 2, 800 plants, with a 
street value of several million dollars, have been eradicated.  We have worked with other 
Federal, state and local law enforcement agencies to support region-wide drug eradication 
efforts.  While marijuana cultivation on parklands in Marin County appeared to be down 
slightly from previous levels, it remains a serious problem.  The extent of marijuana 
cultivation in parklands in San Mateo County has not been sufficiently assessed due to lack 
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of funding and staff. After years of heavy use, the park’s TIE inventory here at Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area, the cache needs to be refreshed and updated.  Given the limited 
amount of base funding available to support our drug program, financial support from 
increased base funding is essential to the success of our program.  With the reduced special 
project money (Drug Funding) GGNRA has not received any funding from this source over 
the last several years. 

 
10. Boundary Survey and Geographic Information System (GIS) Mapping Program.  GIS 

provides maps that are integrated with data points, enabling the user to have much 
information at his/her fingertips.  Maps of the park boundaries overlaid with adjacent private 
and public land owners give the user visual and technical information that can prove 
invaluable assistance to patrol incident management, encroachment/trespasses and drug 
cultivation investigations.  There is no park GIS Specialist available to address these needs. 
Although the park does have GIS specialist on staff, most are funded on project money and 
not available to meet our needs. At least one fulltime GIS Specialist is necessary for a park 
this size if we are to attempt to obtain accurate maps.    

 
GIS hardware and software has become less expensive, faster and easier to use in the last 
several years.  However, certain program items are still very expensive (plotters, remote 
sensing software, GPS receivers) and can only be obtained through special funding.  In 
addition, as technology changes so fast, the park has not kept up with improvements in 
software and technology requiring additional funds.  
 
It is important that boundary information be available to users such as law enforcement 
personnel. The park currently has no focused or dedicated GIS unit, absent a full time 
position, support staff and updated equipment and software, an integrated and user friendly 
system is not possible. The GIS program has 5 elements:  
 Hardware and Software 
 Data Development 
 Applications (Data Use) 
 Training and Integration parkwide 
 GIS Planning. 
 

  
 

 
   

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

(b) (5)
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OFS/PMIS 
The OFS/PMIS narrative is not a component of the LENA, but should be a logical output of 
the Assessment. 
 
If out-of-park resources are part of the LENA process, their input into an OFS/PMIS narrative 
submission should be obtained.  Otherwise, the park should input the OFS submission directly. 
 
OFS Submissions currently on record. (Attached) 
5163A Provide Law Enforcement Services for Fort Baker-New Area-     $461,000 
5260A Provide Law Enforcement Services in San Mateo-                $497,000 
8782B Visitor Safety & Law Enforcement Services, Ocean Beach            $451,000 
8900A Provide National Security and Anti Terrorism Protection    $377,000 
11533A Provide Law Enforcement Services on Alcatraz                           $500,000 
8768A Investigate Criminal Resource Violations & Improve Protection $322,000 
 
 
 
 
GOGA LENA 2003.doc06/21/16 
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PARK DESCRIPTION 
Unlike any unit in the National Park Service, two different law enforcement programs of 
the National Park Service provide law enforcement services within Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area (GGNRA). U.S. Park Rangers (USPR) are full time law enforcement officers 
that provide both urban and rural law enforcement as just one of a range of public safety 
responsibilities (resource education, search and rescue, wild land fire and emergency medical 
services) in the park. United States Park Police (USPP), a full time law enforcement unit, 
provides the traditional urban law enforcement needs.  Both law enforcement programs hold 
equal authorities under the Department of Interior Manual 446 (DM446) and National Park 
Service enabling legislation Title 16 USC 1a-6.    
 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area offers one of the most complicated management 
challenges in the entire national park system. As a compilation of the nation’s largest urban green 
space and rural lands surrounding a major metropolitan city, it reflects the growing tensions in 
the National Park Service about the purpose of a national park designation. By comparison 
GGNRA is ten times the size of New York City’s Central Park. Labeled a “national recreation 
area,” the lands included in the park offer scenic vistas, nationally significant cultural resources, 
and belts of vegetation scattered across the urban landscape. Balancing the competing needs of 
these lands and their many constituencies is the dominant feature of park management.1 
 
History of the Park 
 The Antiquities Act of 1906, the law that allowed the establishment of national monuments, 
permitted the president to proclaim as national monuments any part of the public domain with 
only a signature of the executive pen. A grove of redwoods in Marin County, owned by William 
Kent, a wealthy Bay Area native, returned home after a career of municipal reform in Chicago to 
settle on the beautiful forty-seven acre tract. Kent hailed from a family with a long tradition of 
reform and shared with many of his Progressive peer’s distaste for monopolies. On December 26, 
                                                           
1 Hal K. Rothman, The Park That Makes Its Own Weather, 2001 
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1907, he mailed the deed to 295 acres of his land, including the forty-seven-acre tract targeted by 
a lawsuit, to Secretary of the Interior James R. Garfield, son of the former president, requesting 
that the government accept the gift for a national monument named in honor of John Muir. 
Twelve days later, just two days before he proclaimed Grand Canyon National Monument, 
Roosevelt signed a proclamation establishing Muir Woods National Monument. 
 
Built on the location of a tiny Spanish gun battery, called Castillo de San Joaquin, Fort Point was 
one of the first major U.S. Army installations in the Bay Area. Constructed during the 1850s, the 
fort became the front line of American defense on the Pacific Ocean. The Civil War never 
reached the fort, but it remained a barracks for the better part of the next fifty years. It was 
gradually incorporated into Presidio, the Bay Area’s primary Army installation. In 1926, the 
barracks closed and the fort was abandoned. During construction of the Golden Gate Bridge in 
the 1930s, serious discussions about Fort Point’s demolition began. Only the intervention of 
Joseph Strauss, the powerful and authoritarian chief engineer of the Golden Gate Bridge project, 
prevented its destruction. Strauss initially thought that the site offered the best location for the 
caisson that would anchor the San Francisco end of the bridge, but a tour of the fort persuaded 
him that it was worth preserving. He redesigned the bridge to move the caisson several hundred 
feet to the south. During World War II, when the threat of Japanese invasion of the West Coast 
seemed real, soldiers again were stationed at Fort Point. After the end of the war, the fort was 
again abandoned and stood vacant in the shadow of the Golden Gate Bridge.2  
 
At about the same time as the Native American Indian occupation of Alcatraz, historic 
preservation in the Bay Area received a boost from renewed public interest in Fort Point. The 
local business community contributed to its support, Lobbyists for grocery and aluminum 
concerns. The wife of whose chairman of the board was an outspoken advocate of the 
designation of Fort Point as a historic site, pressured area congressmen to help pass a bill.  
Democrats and Republicans alike joined forces. In 1968, local congressional representatives 
introduced bills to establish Fort Point National Historic Site. The proposals encountered little 
resistance; the area was small, already in federal hands, and the structure was intriguing. The 
House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate passed the bills, and on October 16, 1970, 
President Nixon signed the bill that authorized Fort Point National Historic Site.3 
 
During the 1960s, government in the United States sought to serve a broader public than ever 
before. Urban and minority communities demanded all the services that more affluent groups 
received, and this included access to national park areas. As a result of the riots that plagued 
American cities after 1965, placating urban America became a significant goal of government 

                                                           
2 John A. Martini, Fort Point: Sentry at the Golden Gate (San Francisco: Golden Gate National Park Association, 
1991), 3-39. 
 
3   Robinson, “You’re in Your Mother’s Arms,” 431-32; Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting of the Board 
of Directors of the Fort Point Museum Association, Jan. 15, 1970; G.M. Dean to Board of Directors, Fort Point 
Museum Association, September 1, 1970; Dean to Board of Directors, Sept. 16, 1970; Dean to Board of Directors, 
Oct. 7, 1970; Dean to Board of Directors, Oct. 23, 1970, all FPAR, Box 3, A44, Minutes of the Board of Directors 
Meeting, Fort Point Museum Association. 
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policy. Elitism too long marked federal priorities; people from all walks of life complained, and 
the nation’s bounty had to be more evenly distributed. In the aftermath of the Wilderness Act of 
1964, which many urbanites thought catered to elites with the time, money, and inclination to 
spend lots of time in the woods, the need to make the traditional park system important to a 
wider segment of the public became paramount. Secretary of the Interior, Walter (Wally) J. 
Hickel of Alaska is attributed to saying  “we have got to bring the natural world back to the 
people, rather than have them live in an environment where everything is paved over with 
concrete and loaded with frustration and violence,” he coined the idea of “parks for the people, 
where the people are” and offered a comprehensive proposal that included national recreation 
areas on Fire Island in New York, in Ohio’s Cuyahoga Valley, in the Santa Monica Mountains 
near Los Angeles, and on lands surrounding the Golden Gate. 
 
On October 27, 1972, Richard M. Nixon signed PL 92-589 establishing Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area “in order to preserve for public use and enjoyment certain areas of Marin and 
San Francisco Counties, California, possessing outstanding natural, historic, scenic, and 
recreational values and in order to provide for the maintenance of needed recreational open space 
necessary to urban environment and planning, the Golden Gate National Recreation Area is 
hereby established. In the management of the recreation area, the Secretary of the Interior shall 
utilize the resources in a manner which will provide for recreation and educational opportunities 
consistent with sound principles of land use, planning and management. The Secretary shall 
preserve the recreation area, as far as possible, in its natural setting, and protect it from 
development and uses which would destroy the scenic beauty and natural character of the area.” 

 
Growth of the Park 
Establishment and subsequent modifications: 
 
1972-Marin Headlands, Alcatraz Island, Fort Baker, Fort Miley, Baker Beach, Crissy Field, Point 
Bonita, Lands End, Sutro Heights, Ocean Beach, Fort Funston, Fort Mason, Marina Green*, Fort 
Point National Historic Site, Olema Valley, Presidio of San Francisco, Cliff House/Sutro 
Properties, Muir Woods National Monument, Mill Valley Air Force Station, Mount Tamalpais 
State Park*, Angel Island State Park* 
 
1972-Oakwood Valley, Wolfback Ridge, Stinson Beach, Muir Beach, San Francisco Maritime 
National Historical Park** 
 
1980-Sweeny Ridge, Milagra Ridge, Martinelli Ranch*, Giacomini Ranch, San Francisco 
Watershed Lands*, Samuel P. Taylor State Park* 
 
1992-Phleger Estate 
 
2000-Mori Point  
 
2002-Fort Baker 
 
Dates signify when area was incorporated into GGNRA boundary. 
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* Lands in authorized boundary managed by other agencies 
** Re-authorized as a separate park in 1988 
 
Park Configuration 
There are 75,500 acres within its authorized boundaries, spanning three counties, of which 
GGNRA holds title to approximately 31,000 acres, with recreational and scenic easements over 
an additional 28,000 acres.  Muir Woods National Monument and Fort Point National Historic 
Site are within the boundaries of GGNRA, and are under its administrative jurisdiction.  
Additionally, GGNRA provides law enforcement services through the USPP to the San Francisco 
Maritime National Historical Park and the newly established Presidio Trust lands.  GGNRA is 
long, linear park with a vertical distance of about 70 miles, but the park is rarely more than four 
miles in width. 
 
In Marin County, GGNRA stretches from the northerly end of Tomales Bay to the Golden Gate 
Bridge.  The lands north of the Bolinas-Fairfax road are managed by Point Reyes National 
Seashore under an agreement with the General Superintendent, GGNRA and the Superintendent, 
PORE. 
 
In the southern area, GGNRA holds a scenic and recreational easement over lands within the San 
Francisco Watershed.  Within Northern San Mateo County, GGNRA owns and manages Sweeny 
Ridge, Milagra Ridge, Phleger Estate, the San Francisco Bay Discovery Site, and the most recent 
addition of the Mori Point parcel.  Expected land acquisitions continue to fill out the authorized 
boundary. 
 
Within the City and County of San Francisco, GGNRA lands extend in a narrow strip from Fort 
Funston in the South along the western and northern waterfront to Fort Mason, San Francisco 
Maritime Historical Park (SAFR) and Alcatraz Island within San Francisco Bay.  Fort Point 
National Historic Site is included within this unit. 
 
While portions of the Presidio, Baker Beach and Crissy Field, are managed by GGNRA, most of 
the Presidio is managed by the Presidio Trust, a quasi private-government entity.  Those lands 
within the Presidio not administered by GGNRA as well as those lands managed by Point Reyes 
National Seashore and lands over which scenic easements are held, are not included in this 
assessment. 
 
The park serves a population center of 7.5 million people within the greater Bay Area and 
contains a complex blend of historic, natural, scenic and recreational values.  Designated as part 
of a National Biosphere Reserve in 1988, the park has many outstanding natural values and 
contains over 1,500 buildings and structures, 410 of which are considered to have historical 
values. 
 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area was created from a vision to protect and promote the 
enjoyment of the natural and cultural resources on the edge of the urban San Francisco Bay Area 
communities. The vast natural resources that existed in the bay estuary and its environs prior to 
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1800 have been reduced to minute remnants, which are protected in a handful of national, state 
and local parks and open space. The opportunity exists in GGNRA to preserve the last remnants 
of what was once an abundant flora and fauna. 
 
Visitation Patterns and Trends and Public Use 
Surrounding the World Famous City of San Francisco with its mild climate to facilitate year-
round visitation, GGNRA is one of the most heavily visited units of the National Park System, 
with over 16 million visits annually.  Visitors use and origin of visitors varies greatly from site 
to site.  Some areas including much of San Mateo County lands, Fort Funston and Baker Beach 
serve primarily local residents.  Some areas including Fort Mason, Crissy Field, Muir Beach and 
Stinson Beach, draw a mix of local, regional, national and international visitors. Some areas such 
as Alcatraz, Cliff House and Muir Woods serve national and international visitors.  Ocean Beach, 
Aquatic Park, Fort Point, Marin Headlands and Fort Baker draw from both local and national 
interests. 
 
While the resident-based constituency from local and regional populations can create highly 
predictable visitor use in some areas, national and international visitation follows the more 
traditional visitation pattern of summer and holiday seasons.  Large numbers of visitors including 
tour groups come only to enjoy the spectacular views of the Golden Gate Bridge, Fort Point and 
the Bay while others come to enjoy other activities including jogging, bicycling, fishing and 
crabbing.  Alcatraz visitation is limited by ticket sales and during peak season sells out days in 
advance.  Visitation can reach 6,000 persons a day on this small 11-acre island, with visitors 
often waiting 30 minutes to an hour, to board a boat either on the island or at the pier. .   
 
At Muir Woods the capacity of the parking lots and adjacent street parking, are the limiting 
factor for several months of the year. The 1.6 million annual visitors are generally first, visitors 
to San Francisco, and, as a part of that trip also visitors to Muir Woods.  Visitors use is extremely 
heavy all summer long and weekends from March through November, with lighter use during the 
wetter winter months. In peak summer months the average visitation is 7, 000 daily, with 
extremes reaching 11,000 per day on the weekends.  
 
Throughout the park seasonal attractions such as wild flower displays, surfing conditions and 
prevailing winds for hang gliding are factors in some areas. In other areas, visitation is highly 
variable, and almost totally dependent upon prevailing weather conditions, which are subject to 
change within minutes, as fog rolls in, or recedes along the coastline.  While weather in the San 
Francisco Bay Area does follow both seasonal and cyclic patterns, short-range predictions are 
difficult.  
 
Park partners run several programs within the park including conference and retreat centers, 
environmental education programs and youth hostels to name but a few.  Headlands Center for 
the Arts and their artists-in-residence program serve 5,000 visitors yearly.  Antenna and Antenna 
Theater, the group that produced the renowned Alcatraz audio tour, anticipate 4,000 visitors each 
year.  The Headlands Institute, which hosts full residential environmental education programs 
and conferences as well as a variety of venues for special permits, sees about 12,000 annually.  
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Slide Ranch situated on the rugged Pacific Coast in West Marin accommodates 8,000 visitors 
with specially designed environmental education programs and conferences.  Home Away from 
Homelessness, which provides inner-city youth a respite from the urban struggle, sees 7,000 
children and families each year.  The two International Youth Hostels, one in San Francisco and 
the other in the Marin Headlands, are full most of the year accounting for 75,000 visitors, while 
the YMCA Point Bonita provides residential environmental education programs and year round 
conference accommodations for about 10,000 annually.  San Francisco Conservation Corps 
involves 12,500 young adults yearly.  GGNRA has three horse stable operations inside the park, 
with the commercial Miwok Stables serving 2,000 visitors yearly.  The Marine Mammal Center 
hosts about 15,000 visitors and school groups each year while the Bay Area Discovery Museum 
educates more than 193,000 visitors annually.  In short, park partners encourage close to 
353,000 park visitors total each year to explore and enjoy GGNRA.  These numbers are a 
compilation of Park Partner annual reports to the GGNRA, Business Office. 
 
Alcatraz Island located in San Francisco Bay was for years, a famous Federal Prison, which has 
been converted to a major tourist and special event attraction of the Bay Area with an annual 
visitation of 1.4 million.  The island is accessible only by boat and visitor use is controlled by a 
reservation system managed by a Ferry transportation service under contract with GGNRA. 
 
Visitors are offered both self-guided and guided tours of the portions of the island, which are 
open to visitor use.  A large portion of the island is closed to visitor access for safety reasons, or 
to protect bird nesting sites or both.  Because visitor access is restricted, most law enforcement 
infractions occur within these closed areas on the island. 
 
The NPS permits four evening events per month that may include a catered reception.  All 
evening events feature an educational component such as a tour or, if desired, a guest speaker 
who actually spent time on Alcatraz when it was an active Federal Penitentiary.  Events are 
scheduled on a first-come, first served basis and are normally sold out in advance. Last year, an 
unprecedented rock concert was permitted on the island, Sponsored by T-Mobile and only open 
to their staff and invited guests, over 2,000 people attended. The request has already come in for 
this year in the hopes of making it an annual event.  
 
In addition to the special events, Alcatraz Island is now accessible after hours. Through the Fee 
Demo program an “After Hours” program was developed, the program is staffed by non-NPS 
staff.    However, two term NPS employees, a law enforcement and interpretative ranger are also 
assigned to this program and are schedule to work consistent with the evening program schedule.    
 
Fort Mason 
Upper Fort Mason serves as Headquarters for GGNRA.  The Army transferred the use of several 
units of military housing formerly assigned to the Oakland Army Base, in February of this year, 
the military turned over the historic Fort Mason Officer’s Club.  The San Francisco Youth Hostel 
and several smaller park partners are also tenants of the area.  The Great Meadow, a large open 
green space serves as an informal recreation area for hikers, joggers, bicyclist, dog walkers, 
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sunbathers and non-organized sports activities. Special events such as the Bay Area Blues 
Festival have a long history of being held in the park.  
 
Lower Fort Mason at the edge of San Francisco Bay, with spectacular views of the Golden Gate 
Bridge and Alcatraz, primarily managed by the Fort Mason Center, under a Cooperative 
Agreement, is a major public activities center and thriving cultural center.  The Fort Mason 
Center has over 130,000 square feet of meeting, activity and event space.  The Festival and 
Herbst Pavilions, the Conference Facilities, and Cowell Theater and the Meeting and Activity 
Rooms make this one of San Francisco’s premier locations for special events.  Visitors and 
residents can visit several art galleries, dine at Greens, the world-famous gourmet vegetarian 
restaurant, or attend a performance at one of the five theaters.   
 
Pier fishing and crabbing at Lower Fort Mason and Muni Pier are popular activities by local 
residents and draw sightseers from the nearby Aquatic Park and San Francisco’s Marina district. 
 
Fort Point National Historic Site 
Fort Point was constructed between 1853 and 1961 to protect San Francisco bay from invasion.  
When the Golden Gate Bridge was constructed, an arch was incorporated into its design to 
protect Fort Point from damage or destruction.  The site is located on 29 acres of land, which in 
addition to the Historic Fort, includes a sea wall, fishing pier, and scenic overlook areas which 
provide superb views of both the Golden Gate Bridge and Fort Baker across the bay.  Fort Point 
is a day use area, which is closed between 10 am and 5 pm daily.  Visitor use inside the Historic 
Fort consists largely of family groups, school groups, and history buffs.  Increasingly, non-
English speaking tour groups are visiting the site.  In addition, it has become the natural 
destination and turnaround point of most joggers, bicyclist and hikers starting out from Crissy 
Field or the Marina Green.  
 
Crissy Field 
Crissy Field is a former Presidio Army Base landing strip for light aircraft.  Formerly this bay 
front area was largely overlaid with asphalt and concrete and served as a staging area for large 
scale events such as San Francisco’s annual Fourth of July fireworks celebration, Earth Day and 
served as off-site parking for other events held at Fort Mason and in the Marina district vicinity.   
 
The Parks Association raised $34.4 million in private contributions and recruited thousand of 
volunteers to restore Crissy Field and create the Crissy Field Center, a unique urban 
environmental center serving the Bay Area’s diverse communities. This ambitious project 
included the re-creation of an 18-acre tidal marsh and 22 acres of dune and dune swale habitat.  
In place of asphalt and concrete there is now a 28 acre open green space that serves as an 
informal recreation area for hikers, joggers, bicyclist, dog walkers, sun bathers and non-
organized sports activities.  The Eastern end of the area is also the parking and picnic area for the 
premier wind surfing area in the Bay Area.  The Western end was transformed into an established 
picnic site and café operated by the Golden Gate Conservancy. The entire area is traversed by the 
Golden Gate Promenade, a multiple use trail along the entire northern waterfront, which connects 
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the Marina Green to Fort Point.  As a result of the restoration, Crissy Field is now a major visitor 
destination and special event venue.   
 
Baker Beach, Land’s End and Ocean Beach are popular for fishing and shore recreational 
activities.  Battery Chamberlin at Baker Beach has an operational “disappearing gun” with 
scheduled demonstrations and group camping.  Picnic areas with grills, drinking water and 
restrooms make for the traditional visit for picnics or a day at the beach.  During summer months 
the beach areas are the only available relief to most of San Francisco’s ethnic and blue-collar 
populations.  Dog owners and professional dog walkers also use the beaches as dog run exercise 
areas, in an attempt to escape the more geographically limited and legal restrictions in the City.   
 
At the edge of Ocean beach the Cliff House has been a tourist destination since the first Cliff 
House was built in 1863.  Today’s Cliff House built 1909 is the third to occupy the site.  The 
Victorian-era resort complex includes nearby Sutro Baths and Sutro Garden with the majority of 
visitors arriving on San Francisco City bus tours.   
  
Continuous strong winds make the coastal headlands of Fort Funston high above the southern 
end of Ocean Beach, ideal for making it known as one of California’s premier hang gliding areas.  
What remains of the asphalt and concrete which served the Fort when an active military 
installation is currently used for parking for the hang gliding enthusiasts.  The area also serves as 
a heavily used dog exercise area and the home of the Fort Funston Dog Walkers Association.  
Trails take visitors along the bluffs and down to the beach.  History buffs also enjoy the World 
War II-era Battery Davis. 
 
Within the San Mateo Lands which include Sweeny Ridge, Milagra Ridge, San Francisco Bay 
Discovery Site, the Phleger Estate and most recently Mori Point, USPR provide all the law 
enforcement.  
 
The Marin Headlands encompasses 8, 300 acres offering outstanding views of natural, cultural 
and historic landscapes including the world famous Golden Gate Bridge in Marin County.  A 
portion of U.S. Highway 101 and the Golden Gate Bridge bisect the Headlands from East Fort 
Baker.  The area contains approximately 300 structures and buildings, most of which are 
considered historic and listed on the List of Classified Structures. 
 
Kirby Cove campground located west of the Golden Gate Bridge provides overnight camping 
accommodations to organized groups as well as individuals up to 80 persons, while hike-in 
campgrounds provide overnight campgrounds up to 100 campers each night.  Twelve miles of 
NPS owned public roads, three public beaches and a historic lighthouse and a variety of Coastal 
Defense fortifications and a Nike Missile Site add to the interest.   
 
GGNRA entered into cooperative agreements or partnerships with a variety of non-profit 
organizations to carry out a variety of programs which are consistent with the goals and 
objectives of the NPS.  Within the Headlands some of the major park partners include the Marine 
Mammal Center, Headlands Institute, Hostelling International, and Headlands Center for the 
Arts, Antenna Audio, and the YMCA Point Bonita.  Visitor use activities include both 
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commercial and personal sight seeing, bird watching, wildlife view, camping, hiking, biking, 
equestrian use, dog walking, surfing, sun bathing, pier and beach fishing and crabbing, nature 
study, historic investigation, and beach activities. 
 
Founded as an Army post over 100 years ago, Fort Baker   was the last active military 
installation to transfer to GGNRA on August 1, 2002.  In 1972, when GGNRA was established 
Fort Baker was included in the authorized boundary.  In 1986 much of the open space 
surrounding the fort transferred from the Army to the National Park Service.  The final 91 acres 
included an intact collection of over two dozen historic military buildings surrounded by a ten 
acre parade ground.  The 335-acre Fort Baker site is fronted by Horseshoe Cove and over a mile 
of relatively pristine rocky bay shoreline.  This enclave beneath the shadow of the Golden Gate 
Bridge includes approximately 60 former military family housing units, Travis Sailing Center, 
U.S. Coast Guard Station Golden Gate and the Bay Discovery Museum.  At the heart of a 
proposed plan for Fort Baker’s future is the creation of a retreat and conference center in the 
historic buildings and parade ground.  Current visitors use activities center around the boat 
launch, bay shoreline fishing and crabbing opportunities and visiting the Bay Area Discovery 
Museum. The museum founded in 1987 and relocation to Fort Baker in 1991 has a national 
reputation for children’s educational programs and has brought lively activity to the post.  
 
Tennessee Valley lies administratively within the Marin Headlands district.  Popular with local 
and regional hikers, cyclists, and horseback riders, this well-maintained 1.7-mile trail meanders 
through hills and past a quite lagoon to a remote black-sand beach.  Horse rentals are available 
from the Miwok Livery, one of GGNRA’s Park Partners. 
 
John Muir wrote of the old growth stand of coastal redwoods, Muir Woods National 
Monument, “This is the best tree-lovers monument that could possibly be found in all the forests 
of the world”. Visitor uses center around sightseeing and hiking.  The main canyon floor trails 
are paved and mostly level, creating accessible routes for all visitors.  Unpaved steep hiking trails 
out of the canyon connect with trails in Mount Tamalpais State Park or down along the Redwood 
Creek watershed to Muir Beach at the Pacific Ocean.   
 
Muir Beach is a relatively small unguarded sandy beach, which is a locally popular sunbathing 
area.  Visitation is subject to weather fluctuations and can go from very light use to well over 
capacity use within a very short time period.  Several times a year there are serious injury 
accidents or fatalities from accidental falls off the high cliffs above the coastline.  At the beach 
and up and down along the coast is too often the scene of drownings by fisherman and others 
who are hit by sleeper waves.  A permitted commercial flower growing farm and an 
environmental education center (Slide Ranch) under a cooperative agreement add to the park 
workload, but have a relatively small effect on law enforcement activities within the district.   
 
Stinson Beach area extends from State Route 1 at Steep Ravine Canyon northward to the 
Bolinas-Fairfax Ridge road.  Stinson Beach is a day use area and in the peak summer hours 
requires up to 15 hours of daily patrol coverage. The open space lands and contiguous County 
beaches are open 24 hours per day, year round. Visitation averages over 850,000 annually.  
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Primary visitor activities include swimming, surfing, sunbathing, picnicking, hiking, biking, bird 
watching, wildlife observation, fishing and general sight seeing.  While year-round use occurs 
throughout the area, the activity level at the beach tends to draw the focus of the staff and 
necessitates patrol resources reassigned from other beat assignments, leaving those areas 
understaffed or without patrol units. 
 
Stinson Beach is the only designated swimming beach in the park.  A seasonal (Mid-March 
through October) recreational assistants staff is brought on to provide aquatic safety and perform 
rescues.  The average rescues per season are 65. When warm days coincide with weekends, the 
park reaches its carrying capacity and requires a labor-intensive temporary closure to vehicles 
until the visitation drops and the park can be re-opened.  This restricts the law enforcement staff 
to entrance station duties and reduces the public safety, including SAR and EMS, capabilities. 
 
Access and Circulation Patterns 
With the exception of the Marin Headlands, Fort Baker and portions of the Presidio, all major 
access road is in other jurisdictions.  U.S. Highway 101 and State Route 1 are the principal 
North-South transportation corridors serving GGNRA, supplemented by a network of local roads 
and city streets.  State Rout 1, also known as the Pacific Coast Highway, is a winding, scenic 
coastal route which swings inland through San Francisco and joins U.S. 101 to cross the Golden 
Gate Bridge and returning to the coastline at Mill Valley.  U.S. Highway 101 is a multi-lane 
limited access freeway for most of its length, but becomes a city street through a portion of San 
Francisco.  Route 1 is a narrow, winding two-lane road with very limited passing zones.  Other 
routes in West Marin that provide access to GGNRA lands are also generally winding steep and 
low speed two-lane roads. 
 
Traffic flow across the Golden Gate Bridge corridor is affected by heavy traffic, and can be 
seriously delayed by major accident or material spill, despite recent efforts to keep traffic flowing 
with the implementation of FAST-PASS (electronic payment) lanes across all the major bridges 
in the Bay Area.  Traffic jams can seriously delay emergency responses of ambulance, fire and 
law enforcement services.   
 
As one of the most heavily visited areas, Stinson Beach is frequently the most adversely effected 
area of the park.  Routes to and from Stinson Beach often become saturated and major traffic 
jams may occur, particularly when warm, sunny weather coincides with weekends and holidays.  
On worst case days, travel time may be as much as two hours to reach or return from Stinson 
Beach.  When “grid-lock” occurs, the community of Stinson Beach effectively becomes isolated 
from the rest of the area.  Emergency and law enforcement vehicles and back up law enforcement 
personnel become stuck in traffic and unable to function. 
 
As with Stinson Beach, when all available parking spots are filled at Muir Beach, Muir Woods 
and Tennessee Valley, out of designated space parking quickly fills, jamming roads and creating 
unsafe conditions.  Most of these out of designated space parking conditions occur on lands not 
managed by GGNRA.  State and County law enforcement officers are frequently called in to deal 
with parking problems, which have been created almost entirely by park users. 
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Two major traffic studies addressing the traffic congestion, parking and alternative transit 
solutions for the Marin Headlands and West Marin tourist destinations are currently underway in 
the park.  Any of the alternative concepts selected will have far reaching impacts to the law 
enforcement workloads.   
 
The Marin Headlands contains twelve miles of public roadways that are under the exclusive 
jurisdiction and management of GGNRA.  Originally constructed as access routes to remote 
dairy farms then coastal fortifications, these former army roads are generally narrow, winding 
and only partially adaptable to park lands. 
 
Conzelman Road provides outstanding views of the Golden Gate Bridge and San Francisco and 
is heavily used by tour groups and sight seeing visitors using passenger cars both day and night.  
It is a favorite location for variety of commercial advertisement filming and frequently is used for 
movie location productions.  Conzelman Road is steep, winding and narrow between U.S. 
Highway 101 and Battery Hill 129, where is becomes a one-way section to the Point Bonita 
Lighthouse where it joins other former army routes.  Speeding bicyclists often miscalculate the 
steep grade and fail to negotiate the winding road, most often resulting in serious injuries and 
sometimes-fatal accidents. 
 
Conzelman Road, except for the one-way section, as is the rest of the Marin Headlands and Fort 
Baker are open 365/24/7.  Car break-ins, drug use and sales, under age drinking, and vandalism 
occur frequently along Conzelman Road.  Dense fog and precipitous slopes often make driving 
especially hazardous.   
 
Bunker Road, which travels through a .4 mile long tunnel before following Rodeo Valley to 
Rodeo Beach, is a leveler, safer route.  However during period of heavy visitation, traffic has a 
tendency to back up because of the one way traffic signal at the tunnel, causing travelers to use 
the alternative Conzelman Road route.  A residential housing area, horse stable and several areas 
of pedestrian, horse and bicycle crossings also impacts Bunker Road.  Nighttime driving 
becomes hazardous because of the large deer population in Rodeo Valley found grazing in large 
grass areas along a lengthy straightaway section, on which drivers have a tendency to increase 
speed.   
 
Within San Francisco, travel to and from most areas is over city streets, which may be impacted 
to varying degrees by commute traffic, accidents, street maintenance and other activities.  When 
backups do occur, local residents and experienced commuters effectively find alternative routes 
to the Golden Gate Bridge by utilizing the surface streets through the Presidio and Crissy Field 
area.  Generally, there are adequate alternative routes to NPS managed areas that access is not a 
major problem.   
 
Community Expectations 
Many areas resident and park visitors consider portions of GGNRA to be extensions of the city 
rather than as park lands which are to be protected and preserved.  Many of the city’s social 
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problems have become law enforcement problems including drug use, public drunkenness, 
deviant sexual behaviors, vagrancy and disorderly conduct.  These undesirable activities tend to 
migrate from areas of heavy police pressure to areas where pressure is less intense, often 
requiring that NPS law enforcement efforts be directed at social problems as well as efforts to 
protect park resources and visitors. Multi-recreational uses in the same areas can result in 
congestion and sometimes friction. 
 
Both legal and illegal commercial operators also consider the park’s aquatic and marine 
resources found within the vast shoreline and jurisdictional waters along the San Francisco Bay 
and Pacific Ocean to be extensions of the State regulated fishing industry rather than as park 
lands which are to be protected and preserved.  The enforcement of these violations is hampered 
by the lack of a boat patrol program and staffing. 
 
The communities of Stinson Beach and Muir Beach are somewhat Bohemian bedroom 
communities located approximately five to eight miles west of Mill Valley.   Although the 
existence of the adjacent and/or surrounding park resources and services provided by NPS staff 
are mutually beneficial, there remains an undercurrent and strain in the relationships due to the 
Bohemian lifestyle choices and a traditional reluctance to cooperate with authorizes in law 
enforcement matters. 
 
Cooperative Assistance 
Deputy Status: 
Both U.S. Park Rangers and U.S. Park Police maintain both formal and informal relations with 
law enforcement and emergency services organizations with which they work. As a result of the 
events of September 11, 2001 there is a greater need for collaboration with Federal, State and 
local agencies, in sharing intelligence and providing heightened security and critical incident 
responses. 
 
 LE Rangers and USPP Officers are California Peace Officers, deputized as Marin County 
Sheriff, San Mateo County Sheriff and San Francisco.  U.S. Park Rangers are also Special U.S. 
Marshals. 
 
Memorandum of Understanding in place for City and County of San Francisco, Marin County 
and San Mateo County which authorize deputization of NPS permanent full time law 
enforcement officers in those areas.   
 
A Memorandum of Understanding between the California Department of Park and Recreation 
(State Parks) and Golden Gate National Recreation Area defines the USPR responsibilities on 
lands in the Mount Tamalpais State Park in Marin County. 
 
Protection of People 
The current levels of staffing in the protection branch at GGNRA do not allow for adequate 
coverage of the visitor use day.  Visitor use patterns have focused the protection effort into the 
most heavily visited areas and hours of use.  Low staff levels have resulted in shoulder hours and 
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night shifts uncovered by rangers.  There are often times, when Interpretation, Fee Collection and 
Lifeguards work and no commissioned Park Rangers are on duty.  When heavy visitation occurs 
at one area of the park due to weather conditions or special events, law enforcement rangers may 
be either unavailable or have a lengthy response time from their assigned patrol area.  In addition 
to training, leave and detail assignments to Homeland Security, these factors combine to provide 
inadequate protection of the visiting public, park employees and park residents. 
 
Protection of Resources 
 
Natural Resources 
More than 886 plant species and subspecies exist in the park.  Wildlife habitats within the park 
range from introduced eucalyptus and closed-cone Monterey pine and cypress forests, to 
hardwood, mixed evergreen, Douglas fir, redwood and riparian forests, to coastal scrub, annual 
and perennial grasslands, freshwater and saline wetlands and wet meadows, as well as estuarine, 
lacustrine, marine and riverine aquatic habitats.  In addition, barren coastal cliffs and islands, and 
the escaped ornamental gardens of Alcatraz provide habitat for a variety of species. 
 
The park is located in the center of the California Floristic Province, one of only five regions in 
the world with a Mediterranean climate. Complex climatic and geological changes during the 
past millions of years have interacted to produce a diverse flora rich in endemic genera and 
species (Raven and Axelrod 1978). 
 
The plant alliances and associations of the park are similarly diverse. An estimated 40 vegetation 
alliances and more than 60 vegetation associations, as defined in the California Native Plant 
Society Classification System (Sawyer and Keeler-Wolf 1995) occur in the park.  They include 
such diverse alliances as California oat grass, purple needlegrass, Pacific reedgrass, chamise, 
leather oak, coffeeberry, blue-blossom, California bay, coast live oak, coast redwood, California 
buckeye and arroyo willow. They are also among those most threatened by changing land uses, 
including fire suppression, grazing, and recreational uses, and by the spread of non-native pest 
plant species. 
 
Rare and Endangered Species 
Thirty-three species in GGNRA are protected under the Endangered Species Act.  There are 69 
rare or special status wildlife species currently identified as permanent or seasonal residents of 
the park, or dependent upon park lands and waters for migration.  Of these, 12 are listed as 
federally endangered, 12 are federally threatened, 1 is state endangered, 3 are state threatened, 31 
are federal species of concern, and 10 are state-designated species of special concern. Numerous 
other wildlife species (birds in particular) are considered sensitive by the Audubon Society, 
Partners in Flight, the California Department of Forestry, or are designated Migratory Nongame 
Birds of Management Concern by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS).  Nearly all of 
the native birds documented in the park are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. 
 
Thirty-eight rare or special status plant species are currently identified within GGNRA.  Of those 
species, 9 are Federally Endangered, 1 is Federally Threatened, 13 are Federal Species of 
Concern, and the remaining 15 species are included or proposed for inclusion by the California 
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Native Plant Society.  GGNRA has adopted the policy that all special status plant species be 
afforded the full protection of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
Water Resources 
The varied water resources of the park include groundwater (springs), freshwater (streams and 
ponds), salt water (the Pacific Ocean and San Francisco Bay), transitional areas (brackish 
lagoons), and seasonal wetlands. Eight significant watersheds are located within the park. They 
are, from north to south, Lagunitas Creek, Olema Creek, Redwood Creek, Elk Creek, Rodeo 
Creek, Lobos Creek, West Union Creek, and the San Francisco Watershed lands in San Mateo 
County. San Pedro Creek, a San Mateo County Park, is within the GGNRA’s authorized 
boundary and is noted here because it is a significant creek with an annual steelhead trout 
migration. 
 
The water in the GGNRA has many beneficial uses.  These are documented by the Bay Area 
Regional Water Quality Control Board, and include municipal water supply, agricultural supply, 
fresh water replenishment, water contact and non-water contact recreation, commercial and sport 
ocean fishing, warm and cold fresh water habitat, terrestrial habitat, the preservation of rare and 
endangered species, fish migration and fish spawning, and shellfish harvesting. Eleven rare 
species are associated with GGNRA waters, including eight federally listed species: the 
California freshwater shrimp, tidewater goby, red-legged frog, Sacramento River winter-run 
Chinook salmon, steelhead trout, coho salmon, San Francisco garter snake, and Steller sea lion. 
 
Wildlife Resources 
The park’s diverse habitats support a rich assemblage of wildlife.  At least 387 vertebrate species 
are known to occur within the park boundaries.  Species lists compiled from a variety of sources 
and incomplete inventories include 11 amphibians, 20 reptiles, 53 fish, 53 mammals, and 250 
birds (ICE 1999).  Terrestrial invertebrates in the park are less well known, with the exception of 
butterflies at two areas of the park, Marin Headlands and Milagra Ridge, which support diverse 
butterfly populations.  
 
Alcatraz Island supports regionally significant populations of colonial nesting waterbirds in one 
of the most internationally visible settings within the NPS.  Alcatraz receives 1.4 million national 
and international visitors each year. The “evolution” of the island’s landscape of crumbling ruins 
and abandoned, overgrown gardens, where natural processes predominate in a manmade 
environment, has fostered the recent increase in diversity and abundance of colonial waterbirds 
on the island.  Today, the island supports the most diverse assemblage of marine and estuarine 
colonial nesting waterbirds in San Francisco Bay and some of the most significant wildlife 
resources within the GGNRA.  As many as 4,500 adults and chicks of seven colonial nesting 
species may inhabit the island during the nesting season. 
 
The island’s black-crowned night-heron colony is one of the largest in the greater San Francisco 
Bay region.  The island supports San Francisco Bay’s only colonies of Brandt’s cormorant, 
pelagic cormorant, and pigeon guillemots.  These species usually breed along the outer coast and 
on offshore islands.  The western gull colony represents a significant portion of its coastal 
breeding population in northern California.  
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The park supports other small seabird colonies along coastal cliffs and offshore rocks.  Bird 
Island in Marin County is one of the largest roosting sites in northern California for the 
endangered California brown pelican, with up to several thousand roosting pelicans.  The 
pelicans also bathe, feed and roost in nearby Rodeo Lagoon. Western gulls nest on Bird Island; 
Brandt’s cormorants nested there historically and several hundred regularly roost on the island.  
The recovering brown pelican population may have displaced breeding cormorants.  Western 
gulls and Brandt’s cormorants still nest at Lobos Rocks, Land’s End and Seal Rocks in San 
Francisco.  Pelagic cormorant’s nest in very small colonies on precipitous cliffs and sea stacks 
from the Golden Gate north to Stinson Beach.  Black oystercatchers nest on isolated rocky 
shorelines in the same area.  Peregrine falcons are seen foraging along the coastal cliffs and have 
nested from the Golden Gate Bridge north to Muir Beach. 
 
Sandy beaches, lagoons and estuaries throughout the park, including Tomales Bay, Bolinas 
Lagoon, Stinson Beach, Muir Beach, Big Lagoon, Rodeo Lagoon, the Golden Gate, Crissy Field 
and Ocean Beach, provide important habitat for concentrations of migrating and wintering water 
and shorebirds.  Waters within the park are particularly important for loons; grebes; scoters; 
brant; numerous species of dabbling ducks, diving ducks, and gulls; Forster’s , elegant and 
Caspian terns; willets;  sanderlings; western sandpipers; least sandpipers; dunlin; short-billed 
dowitchers; and red-necked phalaropes.  Nearshore marine waters provide foraging for hundreds 
of thousands of sooty shearwaters during spring, summer and fall.  Isolated coastal rocks, 
beaches, and lagoon sand flats in the park serve as haul-outs for harbor seals and California sea 
lions.  Up to 250 harbor seals haul out in Point Bonita Cove at Marin Headlands, and significant 
harbor seal pupping areas are found in Bolinas Lagoon and Tomales Bay within or directly 
adjacent to the park.  As the northern elephant seal population rapidly increases, they are 
encountered more frequently on sandy beaches throughout the region.  California gray whales, 
humpback whales and harbor porpoises use nearshore waters and young whales occasionally 
wander into San Francisco Bay.  Southern sea otters are infrequently seen offshore with numbers 
increasing as the population spreads north.  
 
Terrestrial habitats within the park support a diversity of mammal and bird species.  High 
densities of meso-carnivores, including the gray fox, bobcat, and the recently reestablished 
coyote, inhabit coastal scrub and grasslands in Marin County (Olema Valley, Bolinas Ridge, 
Tennessee Valley and Marin Headlands), and at Sweeney Ridge and San Francisco Watershed 
lands in San Mateo County.  Mountain lions have been documented to occur throughout 
undeveloped areas of these two counties.  These carnivores feed on a variety of small and large 
mammals such as the black-tailed deer, broad-footed mole, pocket gopher, deer mouse, western 
harvest mouse, California vole, and brush rabbit.  Badgers are also infrequently encountered.  
Research by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Biological Resources Division has documented 
that significantly higher mammalian diversity occurs on ungrazed grassland and coastal scrub 
than on similar habitat grazed by cattle in the Olema Valley.  Some species, such as the western 
harvest mouse, appear to be restricted to areas where native perennial grasses persist. 
 
Threats to the Resources 
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Many of the natural resources within the GGNRA are deteriorating and are in need of 
rejuvenation and protection. Past and current land uses have taken a toll on the land, water, air, 
plants, wildlife, and silence. Current recreational use pressures and practices have added to the 
continued degeneration of the park resources. 
 
Major current threats to the health of the natural resources include: 1) development adjacent to 
park boundaries, 2) impacts from competing visitor uses, 3) non-native species invasion, 4) 
continuing repercussions of past land use practices, 5) erosion, 6) water diversions, 7) water 
contamination, 8) lack of fire stimulus to fire-adapted environments, 9) continued park 
development, and 10) grazing. 
 
Encroachment and land trespass from development adjacent to park boundaries is a major 
contributing factor in the threat of the natural resources along the urban interface between high 
density populations of San Francisco, Sausalito, Mill Valley, Pacifica and all the other 
unincorporated lands in the San Mateo and West Marin areas.  Criminal encroachment and land 
trespass represents a major component of the Criminal Investigator’s workload. Encroachment 
and trespass incidents also introduce the spread of non-native plants, which represents the most 
significant threat to the biodiversity of the park. 
  
The broad variety of recreational uses and high visitation rates combine to create significant 
effects on natural resources. Hang gliders, off-leash dogs, mountain bikers, horse riders, 
environmental education groups, and hikers directly and indirectly affect wildlife, vegetation, and 
soils. The high level of visitor use—more than 25 million annually—creates increasing demands 
for new development or expansion of existing developments. Such development leads to further 
fragmentation of wildlife habitat, increased soil disturbance, and non-native pest plant invasion.  
The effects of such high visitation rates on natural resources can be partially addressed by 
improved visitor management and increasing enforcement patrols.     
 
Off-road vehicles, hang gliders, bicyclists, horses, dogs, hikers, and other visitors have created 
denuded areas with compacted soil. Compaction also inhibits infiltration, increasing runoff and 
erosion.  The trend of increasing trail use portends a long term and potentially increasing threat.  
 
The water resources of the park are constantly under pressure from the urban factors that 
surround them. This leads to a decrease in water quantity and quality, which threatens aquatic 
and marine species, terrestrial plants, wildlife, and recreational uses. Bay and marine water 
contamination from toxins, sewage and sediments threaten many park resources. The use of 
extremely toxic boat chemicals in harbors has led to the contamination of waters around many 
Bay Area marinas, including the marina adjacent to Fort Mason, and those in Sausalito and 
Richardson Bay. Dog, horse, cattle and human waste may be a significant source of nearshore 
and lagoon contamination. Oil spills occur frequently in the bay and ocean, with some of the 
most recent affecting GGNRA coastal resources in 1971, 1976, 1980, 1986 and 1989. Dredging 
materials are currently dumped 300 yards off Alcatraz Island, throughout the Golden Gate 
shipping channel and at the San Francisco Bar. Dredging operations can modify or destroy 
benthic marine resources, which in turn impact intertidal resources.   
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Threats to Rare and Endangered Species 
The endangered California brown pelican has significant roost areas in GGNRA (NPS 1982). 
Pelicans have been observed roosting at Seal Rocks, Alcatraz Island, the Hyde Street Pier, Bird 
Island, and Kent Island in Bolinas Lagoon. Bird Island supports one of the largest concentrations 
of roosting brown pelicans in northern California with several thousand commonly present in 
summer and fall.  Brown pelicans feed along the outer coast of GGNRA and in Bolinas and 
Rodeo lagoons. Any threats to roosting or fishing resources can affect them. Human activity, off-
leash dogs, and small fishing boats nearshore pose a threat to these roosting areas. Pollution, oil 
spills, impacts to fisheries, and climatic factors could also cause changes in the quantity and 
quality of their main source of food, the northern anchovy. 
. 
The endangered American peregrine falcon has historically nested at three sites in GGNRA 
(Walton pers. comm. 1991). Threats to this aerie include visitation by fishermen and adventurers, 
and toxic contaminants. 
 
The bank swallow colony at Fort Funston is the largest nesting colony of bank swallows in the 
San Francisco Bay Area. The Golden Gate Audubon Society has expressed concerns regarding 
threats to the Fort Funston bank swallow colony. Rock climbers have been observed rappelling 
through the active colony. People also frequently climb the cliffs in the vicinity of the colony and 
it is a favorite site for graffiti and name-carving in the sandstone. The sandstone bluff is 
extremely erodible. During Fourth of July festivities fireworks have sometimes been aimed at the 
colony site from the beach below (Murphy 1989). The beach is now closed in the bank swallow 
area on the Fourth of July with active enforcement of the closure.  The site is also adjacent to the 
park’s only approved hang-gliding area, but flight is prohibited near the colony during breeding 
season. 
 
The western snowy plover federally listed as threatened in 1993, winters on Ocean Beach in San 
Francisco from mid-July through early May. It is severely impacted by intense human use and 
off-leash dogs. The park conducted a disturbance study of snowy plovers on Ocean Beach from 
1994 to 1996 that documented that beach users with off-leash dogs disturbed plovers at a greater 
frequency than users without dogs, and that plovers were disturbed at greater distances by users 
with dogs. 
 
The endangered Mission Blue butterfly distribution is now restricted to three known areas: San 
Bruno Mountain (San Mateo County), the Skyline ridges, including Milagra and Sweeney ridges 
within GGNRA (San Mateo County), and the Marin Headlands (Marin County).  The 
populations are threatened by loss of habitat due to development and trampling by excessive foot 
traffic and illegal off-road vehicles. 
 
The endangered San Bruno Elfin Butterfly occurs in GGNRA at Milagra Ridge in Pacifica. It is 
threatened by displacement of host and of nectar sources by non-native plant invasion, trampling 
by people, lack of proper fire management, and development. 
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The endangered California Least Tern does not nest in the park, but uses abandoned piers for 
roosting and nearshore waters for foraging.  Recent proposals to increase ferry traffic within San 
Francisco Bay and to new locations in the park may affect roosting and foraging patterns. 
 
The Southern Sea Otter, a federally threatened species, occurs infrequently in GGNRA marine 
waters but sightings are increasing and a population of approximately 50 males now inhabits 
Fitzgerald Marine Reserve in northern San Mateo County.  As the population rapidly expands 
northward, increased sightings and beached animals are expected. 
  
The San Francisco Garter Snake has been listed as endangered by the USFWS and CDFG 
since 1967. This snake is endemic to San Mateo County, where it occurs in the San Francisco 
Watershed and a few other sites (USFWS 1985). Milagra Ridge is potential habitat for the San 
Francisco garter snake because of the presence of prey items and the historic occurrence of the 
garter snake in sag ponds along Skyline Road (Barry, pers. comm. 1999).  The current condition 
of the snake in the San Francisco Watershed is unknown and has resulted in threats from routine 
maintenance. If the snakes inhabit Milagra Ridge, they may be threatened by dogs, collectors, 
and the development of upland habitat on ridges north and east of Milagra Ridge. 
 
Domestic and feral animals (cats and dogs) may transmit diseases to visitors as well as wildlife 
populations, prey on birds and other small mammals and invertebrates, dogs may hybridize with 
coyotes or experience aggressive territorial encounters with them.  Domestic animals (leashed or 
unleashed) on trails and other parklands may displace wildlife from their native habitats, or 
harass, disturb or depredate a wide range of wildlife species, including shorebirds, black-tailed 
deer, and marine mammals.   
 
Park visitors and human disturbance impact park wildlife through a wide range of activities.   
Tidepool study, boaters, clam diggers and aircraft overflights and off-leash dogs disturb marine 
mammals.  Commercial fishermen also shoot them.  Shorebirds, waterbirds and seabirds are 
disturbed by similar activities.  Illegal bike trails and social trails destroy wildlife habitat and 
result in increased disturbance to wildlife in undeveloped areas of the park.  Gang activity 
(nighttime graffiti in historic structures) may disrupt night roosts of sensitive bat species.   
 
Poaching occurs in more remote areas of the park, resulting in disturbance and loss of wildlife. 
 
The GGNRA has documented a wide range of external threats to Alcatraz wildlife resources.  
Most of these involve disturbance to wildlife from activities too close to breeding bird colonies.  
Documented disturbance sources include: aircraft overflights (civilian and military helicopters, 
air tours), commercial and sport fishing boats, dredge spoil barges, recreational boaters 
(kayakers, personal watercraft, sailboats, motorized boats), illegal boat landings, and un-
permitted events offshore (laser light shows, fireworks displays, firing of cannons).  Other 
existing or potential external threats include: disposal of dredge spoils within the park boundary, 
toxic contaminants in San Francisco Bay foraging resources, oil spills, and proposed removal of 
submerged rocks (that may support valuable foraging resources), to improve harbor safety.    
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Sport and commercial fishing can affect the reproductive success of herring, bass and 
anchovies in the bay and in the Gulf of the Farallones, which in turn would affect the many birds 
and mammals dependent on these resources. A total of 18.7 million pounds of fish was harvested 
by commercial operations in 1984 (BCDC 1986).  An active commercial fishery for herring 
occurs in waters owned and leased by the park along the San Francisco and Marin peninsula 
shorelines. 
 
Intertidal fishing and collection have an adverse impact on the ecology of these habitats. Public 
access for pier fishing is available at Fort Point, Fort Mason, Alcatraz, Lime Point, and Fort 
Baker.  CDFG regulations allow the removal of specified quantities of mussels, sea urchins, 
abalone, eel, rock crabs, herring eggs and surf fish from the intertidal zone.  Herring lay their 
eggs on seaweed, which can be legally collected. Observations of mussels and abalone in 
frequently visited sites are not abundant, and the pressure of hunters has probably contributed to 
the disappearance of the razor clams from Stinson Beach. Repeated dives in 1974 documented 
that there were no abalone at Muir Beach or Bird Island, and only sparse numbers at Pirates’ 
Cove and Slide Ranch. “Game” species are an integral component of the shoreline ecology. 
Over-fishing of game species such as clams, abalone, urchins and mussels may lead to their 
decline in shoreline waters. 
 
Game regulation enforcement is not adequate. USPR, USPP and natural resources personnel 
have observed evidence of deer poaching at several locations.  In addition, artificial lighting 
impairs wildlife habitat.  Park lighting, lights from adjacent property, and the overall sky glow 
from the Bay Area contribute to the nighttime degradation of habitat.  The park does not have a 
plan to address preservation and restoration of dark habitat.   Although it is illegal to take 
Dungeness crabs from San Francisco Bay, intentional and uninformed poaching of crabs from 
piers is an ongoing problem (CDFG 1999).  Dungeness crab are especially vulnerable to illegal 
fishing because they migrate along the bottom near piers. Much illegal crabbing occurs at night 
and early morning, however due to the lack of enforcement staff long term investigations to 
detect and identify the commercial and restaurants that benefit from this illegal activities is not 
feasible.    
 
Cultural Resources 
The cultural resources of GGNRA are immense.  They represent two hundred yeas of history and 
an indeterminate amount of prehistory revolving around one of the world’s most spectacular 
seaports.  Reflected is the area’s evolution from Indian villages to a major metropolitan area.  
Historic themes include the Spanish Empire frontier, Mexico’s legacy, the disruption of 
California’s coastal Indians, America’s westward expansion, the Gold Rush, international 
relations, a number of wars, the evolution of coastal fortifications, maritime history, military 
history and architecture, agriculture, commerce, transportation, industry, natural disasters, the 
development of a great city, and many others. 
 
Today, tangible evidence of these themes can be found throughout GGNRA/Point Reyes NS.  
Cultural resources are an integral part of the park environment.  The historic sites and structures 
include military fortifications, a notorious prison, century-old ranches, recreational facilities from 
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the 1890’s, lighthouses, and lifesaving stations.  Less conspicuous, but also numerous, are 
archeological resources-buried indications of the park’s historic and pre-historic inhabitants. 
 
Pre-historic resources include evidence of aboriginal, or native, occupation of parklands.  The 
complete story of northern California Indians is represented—from prehistory to European 
contact.  One hundred three sites are known to exist within the GGNRA.   
 
Historic resources follow the history of the area since the arrival of European man.  The majority 
of historic resources relate to one of the following land uses: 
 
Coastal Defense For 200 years, the San Francisco Bay has been viewed as a key to the defense 
of the Pacific Coast.  Spanish and Mexican governors established and maintained the Presidio of 
San Francisco as a northern outpost in a network of frontier garrisons.  Later the Americans also 
recognized that the magnificent harbor was essential to defense of the pacific shores.  San 
Francisco became an important port of embarkation for the Spanish-American War, the 
Philippine Insurrection, the Boxer Rebellion, World War I, and the Siberian Intervention.  Then, 
during World War II and the Korean War, army installations in the Bay Area evolved into an 
immense funnel that dispatched millions of troops and millions of tons of supplies to the length 
and breadth of the Pacific.  After the Korean War, Nike missiles reared skyward to protect the 
great harbor and its cities.  Structures representative of all these events are contained within the 
former military lands facing San Francisco Bay.  The Presidio lands, within GGNRA relate to 
historic themes beyond coastal defense representative of the Presidio’s involvement in West 
Coast events since 1776. 
 
Agriculture Early settlers of Marin County recognized the area’s suitability for agricultural 
production.  Today, portions of northern park areas depict rural settings typical in American 
history and provide important reminders of Marin County’s agricultural industry. 
 
Maritime Because the park’s critical relationship to the ocean and the bay, many maritime-
related structures are found within its boundaries: lighthouses, lifesaving stations, seawalls, even 
a collection of historical ships, the largest in the United States.  For the first sixteen years of the 
park’s history the San Francisco Maritime Historical Park (SAFR) ships were included in 
GGNRA.  The maritime museum contains one of the finest maritime libraries in the world, 
consisting of books, drawings, photographs, and tape-recorded materials, as well as one of the 
outstanding collections of maritime artifacts in the United States. 
 
Recreation Leisure-time pursuits were important in the history of the area even before it became 
a National Park.  Many historic resources, including recreational railroad grades, trails, 1890 
recreational facilities are found throughout the park. 
 
Protection of Property 
 
Threats to the Cultural Resources 
There are thirty-five “Endicott Period” massive concrete coastal defense batteries in Golden 
Gate National Recreation Area that once protected San Francisco Bay.  They are all on the 
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National Register of Historic Places, and are all potentially eligible to be National Historic 
Landmarks.  Approximately fourteen of these batteries are over 100 years old, and thus qualify 
for ARPA protection. 
 
Batteries Crosby, Boutelle, Marcus Miller, Sherwood, Godfrey, Spencer, and Kirby all have 
doors badly damaged by vandals and on-going homeless encampments, which allow access to the 
battery interiors and encourage further damage to these resources.  A survey of preservation 
needs at the batteries has been completed and work will be implemented in accordance with 
those priorities.  
 
Various Native American sacred shellmounds throughout GGNRA near Land’s End, Crissy 
Field and Fort Mason require an assessment and survey of preservation needs to be completed, 
followed by a through planning process.  In the interim these areas are minimally secured with 
temporary closures and periodically patrolled for intruders.  Fortunately, most visitors are 
unaware of the significant cultural values in the areas and to date these sites have not been the 
targets of deliberate thefts.  However, local Native American tribes continue to urge the National 
Park Service to conduct the assessments, planning and implementation of the necessary 
protective measures to ensure these sites and their contents are preserved for perpetuity.  
 
Threats to personal property Along the scenic overlooks and remote trailheads throughout the 
park, a significant number of visitors leave valuables in their vehicles as they are drawn to short 
hikes to finer vistas or visits to beaches reached by steep trails down coastal cliffs.  This creates a 
target rich environment for the many local auto burglars.  Car break-ins are cyclic, but persistent. 
 
The Muir Woods Concession is highly profitable and the possibility of a robbery or burglary 
cannot be ignored.  Building security and alarm-off patrol responses constitute a majority of the 
after hours callouts. 
 
Jurisdiction 
Legal jurisdictions are mixed and often confusing.  Several former military reservations are under 
exclusive federal jurisdiction, including Forts Baker, Barry, Cronkhite, Fort Point, Fort Mason, 
Alcatraz, The Presidio and portions of Fort Funston.  Some lands, formerly portions of military 
reservations were transferred to the State of California prior to being included within GGNRA, 
and are under proprietary jurisdiction, this includes three units of the former Marin Headlands 
State Park, Stinson Beach State Park and 2/3 of Fort Funston.  Throughout most of the remaining 
areas of the park, jurisdiction is proprietary. 
 
Efforts to obtain concurrent jurisdiction, but have been hampered by lack of accurate and 
complete boundary descriptions, continuing changes in land ownership and mapping/ needs not 
currently available in the park. 
 
Criminal Activity 
Criminal activity within GGNRA occurs at a high rate and the park experiences almost the entire 
range of law enforcement problems found in any major metropolitan area, including narcotics, 
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drug use and sales, marijuana cultivation, homicides, weapons violations, domestic violence, 
drunk and disorderly persons, robbery, assaults, and vandalism.  In addition to these activities, 
GGNRA experiences a significant number of natural resource violations including fish and game 
violations (along its vast coastline and within its jurisdictional waters), poaching, plant and other 
resource thefts, trepass, illegal tree cutting to protect or enhance views, and boundary trespass. 
 
On Alcatraz violations of park rules are most frequently visitors entering closed areas, thefts 
from the gift stores or an occasional drunk and disorderly individual.  The majority of these 
incidents can be handled by a single request for compliance by uniformed personnel, however 
instances do occur where these requests are ignored or confrontations occur.  The remote location 
and limited law enforcement staffing does present problems in providing back up and immediate 
emergency response when exigent circumstances arise. 
 
Although Alcatraz Island is not considered a National Park Service Icon, the park includes this as 
an area of concern under homeland security. The remote access, high visitation, and unique 
historic resources, all contribute to improve security measures during elevated National Threat 
Levels. 
 
Throughout much of the year, law enforcement needs are minor in the Crissy Field area.  
However, since it’s opening, this because the area also serves as a major dog exercise destination 
for San Francisco residents, the extremely controversial enforcement of pet regulations present 
an extensive law enforcement workload.  
 
At Fort Point most activities within the historic fort area are closely supervised, and law 
enforcement problems are minimal.  Outside the Fort, a dangerous but heavily used surfing area 
lies just off shore and drug use, vagrancy, vandalism; graffiti, illegal crabbing, and destruction of 
natural values are law enforcement problems in varying degrees.   
 
Though more closely geographically aligned with the San Francisco Maritime National Historic 
Park (SAFR), Muni Pier is also included in the Fort Mason complex.  Vagrancy, drug use, 
homelessness and mentally ill subjects require an excessive amount of law enforcement time and 
effort in these areas.  With the Fort Mason Center hosting several major activities or exhibitions 
each year which may draw crowds ranging from several hundred to several thousand per day, 
event and building security, traffic and parking associated with these events create an additional 
law enforcement workload. 
 
Baker Beach, Lands End and Ocean Beach, all have a history on uses that are not appropriate 
within National Park areas.  Woodland areas in the Land’s End and Baker Beach have long been 
the locale for deviant sexual activities, and Ocean Beach had long been used as a hangout for 
rowdy and unruly teens and young adults.  These areas commonly experience incidents of 
vandalism, heavy drinking and drug activity.  On occasions such as the fourth of July, subjects 
exhibiting disorderly conduct have temporarily taken control of the beaches.  Most users tend to 
view these areas as unrestricted recreation area lands and ignore the natural and cultural values 
that the park is obligated to protect.  The prohibition of alcohol and glass containers and limited 
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open fires have had some effect on reducing inappropriate behavior on Ocean Beach, however, 
much of it returns in the evenings and on warm days. 
 
At Fort Funston the twenty-year history of voice control pet regulations has created community 
expectations to be allowed to continue with this practice, despite changes in the enforcement.  
Not only has the non-compliance with the leash regulations increased the law enforcement 
workload but created tensions between park law enforcement personnel and dog owners closely 
associated with Fort Funston.  An additional concern was the increase in the number of dog 
search and rescues that resulted from off leash dogs falling off the steep cliffs.   
 
Marin Headlands law enforcement needs vary significantly depending upon the time of day or 
night, day of the week and season of the year, and upon current weather conditions.  Winter 
storms often create hazardous surf and driving conditions, which require safety management.  
Year-round inappropriate youth activity including teen-age drinking, graffiti painting and 
vandalism tends to peak around high school graduation in the spring.  Backcountry use is most 
popular in the spring and fall when the weather is more cooperative.  Mountain Bicycle use is 
heavy, requiring constant attention due to the illegal use of non-designated trails and the resulting 
conflicts with other users on these multi-use trails such as hiking and equestrian use.  Underage 
drinking parties are most common in spring and fall.  Bike accidents have become frequent with 
serious injuries and fatalities due to the steep roads, excessive speed and inexperienced riders. 
 
Along the scenic overlooks a significant number of visitors leave valuables in their vehicles as 
they are drawn to short hikes to finer vistas.  This creates a target rich environment for the many 
local auto burglars.  Car break-ins are cyclic, but persistent.   Drug use is also persistent by local 
and regional visitors drawn to the nighttime views of the Golden Gate Bridge and the San 
Francisco skyline. 
 
Cultivation of marijuana on parklands has occurred in both remote and areas close to trails and 
fireroads. Overflight detection of cultivation sites throughout the park has been increasingly 
unsuccessful due to improved camouflaging.  Ground reconnaissance and the deployment of 
remote sensing equipment have proved to be the most successful means of detection and 
confiscation.  After years of heavy use, the park’s TIE inventory here at Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area, the cache needs to be refreshed and updated.   
 
Fishing and crabbing activities are seasonal depending upon the species of fish and crabs, 
however taking of undersized crabs and the illegal take of Dungeness crab are a recurring 
problem at the Fort Baker pier.  The annual one to two months Herring fishing season results in a 
tremendous theft of aquatic resource and violation of prohibition of commercial fishing within 
the park navigational waters, including off shore from Fort Baker, Crissy Field and Fort Mason. 
 
Due to the high occupancy rate of many of the buildings and structures within the Headlands the 
corresponding building security patrols and alarm off responses have increased the law 
enforcement workload.  Increased vehicle traffic from residents, employees and business, in 
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addition to the peak weekend visitation, daily road patrol utilizing lidar and radar to enforce 
traffic regulations has been increasingly required for safety management. 
 
Most law enforcement problems at Muir Woods revolve are around overcrowded parking lots 
and minor infractions of park rules.  As a result of a lack of mass transit alternatives, traffic 
management of the overwhelming personal vehicle and tour bus traffic is a constant duty.  
Enforcement of the required Incidental Business permits for commercial vehicles regulates the 
tour bus companies and provides the opportunity for dialogue between the commissioned Park 
Rangers and the bus drivers on the parking safety management and other rules and regulations.  
Because pets, bikes and picnics are prohibited within the main grove, law enforcement contacts 
tend to be preventative in nature. Once the visitor enters Muir Woods trail system, violations are 
almost always resource related.  Collecting of a souvenir piece of redwood, stepping off trail or 
climbing a stump or tree for a photograph and tossing coins into Redwood Creek as in a wishing 
well are probably the most frequent infractions. On several occasions there have been thefts of 
highly profitable donation boxes, bookstore and Fee Demo receipts.  
 
Due to the dense forest, extensive trail systems and inexperienced and/or unprepared visitors, lost 
person searches are a frequent event. Most of these resolve themselves within one to two hours.  
However, several times in the peak summer months extended search and rescue operations must 
be initiated for lost hikers.  These require additional patrol units to be pulled from other areas of 
the park as well as requesting assistance from adjacent land management and law enforcement 
agencies.  
 
The majority of visitors to Stinson Beach teenagers or young adults who go to the area primarily 
to swim, surf, or enjoy the beach.  While this group is usually well behaved, they are exuberant. 
Under-age consumption of alcohol and drug use is the majority of problems encountered, with 
occasional turf battles from visiting San Francisco or East Bay gangs.  Serious incidents do 
occur, ranging from motor vehicle theft to sexual assaults and the cultivation of marijuana on 
parklands.  Rangers are also relied on to respond to automobile accidents along the winding and 
dangerous State Route 1 which traverses the area; require traffic investigations but emergency 
technical cliff rescues and medical evacuations as well.  The Rangers are also frequently called 
upon to respond to aquatic rescues along Bolinas lagoon and in the ocean from Marin Headlands 
to Point Reyes National Seashore.    
 
While the majority of law enforcement problems are not serious, the potential of having a minor 
incident escalate into a major confrontation is always present.  The Macho image and very large 
numbers of youth must always be considered.  Because many are repeat visitors, establishing and 
maintaining behavior standards is extremely important. 
 
The unincorporated community of Stinson Beach (population 1,000) is entirely surrounded by 
GGNRA lands.  The town contains several small restaurants, shops, motels and other local and 
tourist service businesses as well as a bedroom population.  Because of time and distance, the 
NPS rangers are frequently the first on scene and are expected to act under their Marin County 
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deputy status whenever the need arises.  These incidents may range from domestic violence to 
armed robbery.   
 
Bolinas-Fairfax Ridge is often the site of marijuana cultivation because of the extensive 
southwest facing drainage’s, remoteness from developed areas and it’s proximity to the 
Bohemian communities of Bolinas and Stinson Beach.  The traditional overflight detection of 
cultivation sites throughout the park has been increasingly unsuccessful due to improved 
camouflaging.  Ground reconnaissance and the deployment of remote sensing equipment have 
proved to be the most successful means of detection and confiscation.  During the summer 
patrols are conducted to detect cultivation sites, when staff is not committed to high visitation at 
Stinson Beach, by our experienced permanent rangers.  In the past the park has received special 
drug funding that permitted for the employment of a seasonal commissioned Park Ranger from 
May 1st through the end of the fiscal year that allowed the park to free one of the more 
experiences rangers to conduct the surveillance patrols.  GGNRA has not received drug funding 
since FY01. 
 
Summary of Law Enforcement Activities 2002: 
 

USPR    USPP   TOTAL 
21 perm 4 seas.  58 perm officer 83 

Part I Offenses   _40_    _237_   ___277__ 
Part II Offenses  666    2,579   __3,245__ 
Case Incidents   1,942    9,986   _11,920_ 
Violations Notices  Not Available   6,621   __6,621_ 
Traffic LE Incidents 164_     2,593   __2,757__ 
 
These numbers are taken from the Annual Law Enforcement Program Report.  The USPP records 
division compiles these statistics and uses the USPP annual statistical summary guidelines to 
group classifications for reporting categories. 
 
Homeland Security 
As a result of the acts of terrorism perpetrated against the United States on September 11, 2001, 
the National Park Service and its conservation and preservation mission have been thrust to the 
forefront of homeland security.  The increase demand for police and other public safety services 
to provide protection of those sites identified as critical infrastructure and American Icon’s 
against anti-terrorism.  This has created a pressing need for collaboration with Federal, State and 
local agencies, in sharing intelligence and providing heightened security and critical incident 
responses.  These demands have created an additional workload on the park’s USPR law 
enforcement program.  The three-week rotational callouts provided to the Service for Homeland 
Security Details create a strain on the already existing staffing shortage while at the same time 
we must provide 24/7 enhanced security and protection on NPS lands immediately adjacent to 
the Golden Gate Bridge, when increases to the National Threat Levels have demanded 
heightened security.   
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The LE Branch and the Presidio Fire Department, as well as the USPP-SFFO are all in integral 
part of the Major Incident Response Plan for the Golden Gate Bridge.  The park is committed to 
providing command staff, patrol and emergency medical resources, facilities for command posts, 
staging and evacuation centers on both the Presidio and Fort Baker sides of the Bridge.  The 
Crissy Field Center is identified as the location for the joint task force media center.   The LE 
Branch Chief and Law Enforcement Specialist regularly attend weekly meetings with the other 
key law enforcement agencies assigned to the Bridge Security Coalition, including California 
Highway Patrol, Golden Gate Bridge District, U. S. Coast Guard, CA National Guard, San 
Francisco Police Department and Marin County Sheriff’s Office. 
 
 
SPECIAL NEEDS 
Special Events 
GGNRA hosts a large number and variety of special events, ranging from thousands of 
commercial film productions, conferences, and private receptions to major outdoor events such 
as Fleet Week, Alcatraz Triathlon, Dipsea Race and the Fourth of July Fireworks celebration.  
Included in this category are also VIP visits to the area which have included such dignitaries as 
The Pope, International Heads of State, President and Vice President of the United States, 
Congressional Representatives, the Governor and other state and local elected officials.  Impact 
from these special events vary as widely as do the events themselves, but they all do impact to 
varying degrees, the law enforcement and other workloads within the park.   
 
Large events such as the Fourth of July fireworks may draw 100,000 visitors to Crissy Field, Fort 
Mason and Aquatic Park and another 50,000 to 75,000 to other vantage points around the Bay, 
particularly the Marin Headlands scenic overlooks and the Fort Baker shoreline.  Some events 
impact more than one park area or take place over several days. 
 
Major events normally involve multiple agencies or in-park law enforcement pre-planning.  
Small-scale events may occur without any advanced notification to law enforcement supervisors 
however in the majority of instances; the effected law enforcement staff (USPR/USPP) is 
provided a copy of the permit in advance of the event.  Ideally, the effected law enforcement 
resource should be included in all pre-planning, however, under current USPR staffing, with the 
large number of events and special use permits issued, this goal is presently not met. 
 
Most events occur with few or very minor problems, however instances do occur where park 
resources are damaged or park operations and visitors are unnecessarily inconvenienced due to 
inadequate permit conditions, inadequate notification to those who are responsible for 
supervision of the permit, or lack of knowledge or concern on the part of the permittee. 
 
In order to manage large scale events, it is frequently necessary to detail USPR or USPP from 
regular duties to the special event assignment, resulting in overtime work, and tour of duty 
changes and/or personnel shifts from one area to another.  
 
Special Event Teams 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area has supported the Regional Special Events Teams for 
over 20 years. For the last three years the park had three members on the regional teams, one 
transferred this month.  One of the two current SET members is a Supervisory Park Ranger. 
 
FTEP  
Golden Gate National Recreation Area has recently been selected to be a Field Training Park and 
three Field Training Rangers and one Supervisory Field Training Ranger have been identified to 
participate in the service-wide Field Training Program through FLETC. The park has a well 
established Field Training program; all new law enforcement rangers undergo a 3-4 month 
training program to ensure all have the necessary field skills and are thoroughly oriented to the 
park. It is unknown how the service wide program will impact the park program and staff.  
 
 
 CURRENT STAFFING AND SUPPORT 
U.S. Park Ranger Staffing 
The Visitor and Resource Protection Division, the Law Enforcement Branch is organized under 
the operation supervisor model and managed by the LE Branch Chief. The LE Branch Chief 
reports to the Chief Ranger, who in turn reports to the Deputy Superintendent of Operations who 
in turn reports to the General Superintendent. The LE Branch is managed by a central 
organization for budget and procurement, timekeeping, payroll, training, travel, etc. under the 
supervision of the LE Branch Chief, with the assistance of the branch secretary.  Supervisory 
Park Rangers have direct oversight and supervise the daily patrol operation. These Supervisory 
Park Rangers supervise their respective direct reports, but on a daily basis serve as a Shift 
Supervisor for the entire park. The Law Enforcement Specialist/Criminal Investigator provides 
resource and internal investigative services as well as law enforcement program management and 
court liaison for USPR caseloads.  The division Budget Assistant provides procurement, 
contracting and budgetary services to the LE Branch through the Chief Ranger office.  
 
U.S. Park Rangers operate under the direction of DM 446 and are governed more precisely by 
NPS Directive Orders 9 (DO/RM-9).  U.S. Park Rangers are full time federal law enforcement 
officers. 
 
U.S. Park Police Staffing: 
The United States Park Police are a para-military organization managed by the Chief of the 
Police located in Washington, D.C.  The San Francisco Field Office is one of two field offices 
outside the metropolitan D.C. area.  The Field Office Commander at the rank of Major manages 
the SFFO operation.  The Major reports to the Deputy Chief, Field Offices, who reports to the 
Chief of Police. The SFFO is organized into administrative, operation and specialized units.  
Civilian employees hold administrative positions such as secretarial staff, records management 
and the park communication center dispatchers.  One Captain has direct oversight and manages 
both the patrol administration and operations functions.  Three Lieutenants report to the Captain 
and serve as two patrol watch commanders and one administrative staff support. Patrol Sergeants 
supervise their respective squads, but serve as a Shift Supervisor for the daily detail. Additional 
Sergeants supervise specialized units or functions such as investigations; horse mounted patrol, 
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special events, and physical security.  One patrol officer is designated as the Court Liaison 
Officer and represents both USPP and USPR interests for petty offenses at the U.S. Magistrate 
calendar. U.S. Park Police officers are full time federal law enforcement officers.  
  
While the San Francisco National Maritime Historical Park and Presidio Trust lands are separate 
entities of the National Park Service, U.S. Park Police provide law enforcement services to these 
units. 
 
ROLE & FUNCTION U.S. PARK RANGER U.S. PARK POLICE 
 
COMMAND Chief Ranger Major 
 
AMINISTRATIVE Budget Assistant Budget Assistant 
 Branch Secretary Secretary 
  Payroll Clerk 
 
OPERATIONS LE Branch Chief Captain 
(Sworn Personnel)  Lieutenant (3) 
 Supervisory USPR (5) Patrol Sargent (6) 
 Patrol Rangers (18) Patrol Officers 27 
 LE Specialist/CI (1) Criminal Invest. Sgt. (2) 
  Physical Security Sgt. 
  Horse Mounted Sgt. 
  Special Event Sgt. 
  Fleet Manager/Detail Sgt. 
  Investigators (4) 
  Horse Patrol Officers(4) 
  Motorcycle Patrol Officer (2) 
  K-9 Officer (3) 
  ID Technicians (2) 
  Property Officer 
  Court Liaison Officer 
 
CIVILIANS  Records Supervisor 
  Records Clerk 
  Comm. Center Supervisor 
  Dispatch Supv. (3) 
  Dispatchers (5)   
  
    
Law enforcement primary responsibilities pertaining to specific areas are assigned as 
follows: 
 
San Francisco County: Primary law enforcement services are provided by U.S. Park Police 
including Presidio Trust lands (Area B).  Primary law enforcement services are provided by U.S. 
Park Rangers on GGNRA Presidio lands (Area A).  Alcatraz Island is situated in San Francisco 
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Bay, within the County and City of San Francisco’s boundaries.  U.S. Park Rangers provide 
primary law enforcement services on Alcatraz. 
 
San Mateo County: Primary law enforcement services are provided by U.S. Park Rangers. 
 
Marin County (except the Marin Headlands): Primary law enforcement services are provided by 
U.S. Park Rangers. 
 
Marin Headlands (including Fort Baker): Law enforcement services are provided on a joint and 
cooperative basis between U.S. Park Police and Law Enforcement Rangers. 
 
Where overlap occurs, all emergencies and available personnel render exigent assistance and this 
assistance is coordinated by the appropriate line supervisors until the designated personnel are 
able to assume full responsibility.   
 
None of the above areas of responsibility restrict any Law Enforcement Ranger or U.S. Park 
Police officer from carrying out their law enforcement authority. 
 
Law Enforcement Safety Concerns 
The relative isolation caused by a remote island area, winding, low speed and frequently 
overcrowded coastal roads, remote and distant non-contiguous lands, lack of immediate back-up 
from NPS or other law enforcement agencies, and the great fluctuation in number of visitors due 
to variable weather conditions makes proper staffing extremely difficult.  While liberal use of 
overtime pay and high weekend scheduling can help, they do not always provide adequate 
staffing at peak visitation times. 
 
The Stinson Beach area presents a peculiar problem in dealing with incidents on busy days. 
When arrests are made, there is no local station to hold arrested individuals in custody.  In order 
to affect an arrest, two commissioned rangers are required and must transport the subject(s) to the 
Marin County Jail, located in San Rafael, over often visitor choked, winding mountainous roads.  
The entire trip, including booking and return to the station may take three or more hours.   This 
usually requires pulling patrol resources off other beat assignments, leaving those areas 
understaffed or without patrol units. 
 
Required Housing 
The NPS housing assessment plan identified five law enforcement positions for required 
occupancy positions all in Marin County. There are no required occupancy positions identified in 
within the city, although the assessment did identify positions in San Francisco, they were 
located within the Presidio and under the jurisdiction of the Presidio Trust. Those residents have 
been notified that required occupancy will not be honored by the Trust and residents must either 
pay the established rental rates or find alternate housing. The remaining required occupancy 
positions were designated by location and greatest potential for after hour call outs. Locations are 
Stinson Beach, Muir Beach, Muir Woods, Capehart and Point Bonita.  These rangers are 
frequently called out to respond as back up for the late shift ranger closing the area or before their 
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shifts when the beat assignment is left vacant due to a staffing shortage.  In addition, these 
rangers are called out frequently in response to the requests for assistance from Marin County 
Sheriff’s Office to incidents within the community or to traffic accidents on State Route 1.  U.S. 
Park Police officers are also assigned government housing in the Marin Headlands; however the 
San Francisco Field Office has provided the majority of its employees housing provided through 
the Presidio Trust leasing program.  The Law Enforcement Specialist/Criminal Investigator is 
assigned permitted occupancy at Point Bonita in the Marin Headlands. 
 
All law enforcement and public safety agencies in the Bay Area are struggling to house their 
personnel within an adequate response time to ensure these employees will be available to serve 
and protect in the event of a terrorist attack, major disaster or critical incident.  Unlike most 
municipalities, GGNRA has the ability to address this problem due the current and anticipated 
acquisitions to the park’s housing inventory.  Real estate is the highest in the nation staff that 
have been successful in purchasing homes are commuting 50-100 miles.  In an attempt to address 
this problem, the U.S. Park Police provide take home patrol vehicles to all of its law enforcement 
employees living in and out of the park. The park has initiated a request for a new housing 
assessment with the hope that the numbers of required occupancy positions will increase 
 
Non-Law Enforcement Employee Contributions to the Protection Mission 
All uniformed employees in the NPS are committed to carrying out the conservation and 
preservation mission.  Regardless of the discipline, all employees care deeply about the natural, 
cultural and physical resources that make this park special.  Within the NPS culture all 
employees are empowered to protect and serve both the resources and its visitors.  These 
uniformed employees, such as maintenance, interpretative rangers, resource management or site 
stewardship VIPs, provide a highly visible point of contact for the visiting public and serve as a 
visible presence to deter inappropriate activities as well as providing critical information when 
reporting criminal activity to dispatch.  These employees most often outnumber the patrol staff 
and therefore act as force multipliers as the “eyes and ears” out in the field.   
 
Last year the LE Branch hosted several training sessions for non-law enforcement uniformed and 
administrative staff in Non Verbal Communications skills, such as Verbal Judo.  In addition, two 
commissioned Park Rangers are instructing Hazardous Communication skills to park employees. 
 
Dispatch Services 
The park communication center provides in-park 365/24/7 dispatch services.  Full dispatch 
services are available including wants/warrants checks from various sources, i.e. NCIC, CLETS, 
and PIN to name a few.  Dispatchers provide initial incident reporting, call assignments, status 
checks, backup requests, call box services and a central 911 emergency system. This is the 
communications center for law enforcement, Wildland and structural fire, maintenance and 
Interpretation staff for the park. In addition, they provide communications services to the 
Presidio Trust and San Francisco Maritime.  
 
Organizationally, the Park Communication Center is under the supervision of the U.S. Park 
Police, with six civilian dispatch positions paid for by the park. Although the park public safety 
staff is said to provide input in how the center is managed, historically, Park Police directives 
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have overruled over everything else. This has raised concerns among the commissioned Park 
Ranger staff that dispatchers are directed to dispatch U.S. Park Police beat officer first, despite 
the fact that there may be a closer commissioned Park Ranger to respond to criminal incidents, 
while lock-outs, jump starts, injured bird related incidents are assigned primarily to 
commissioned ranger staff.  In addition, there is a perception, on the part of some dispatchers, 
that commissioned Park Rangers hold less authority and/or training to perform certain law 
enforcement functions. This has led to a difference in reporting and documenting of incidents as 
well as a disproportionate number of incidents going to USPP vs. LE rangers.  
 
Frustrations continue to increase for the law enforcement staff when it comes to the radio system.  
The center continues to operate under Park Police General Orders and does not comply with park 
or NPS guidelines such as record management systems like CIRS. Despite years of promises, the 
lack of a “local file” is a major limiting factor to effectively identifying local violators and their 
recurring offenses throughout the park; lack of support to remedy this continues to be the greatest 
cause of frustration for rangers.   
 
Several PMIS projects have been submitted to ensure compliance with the Congressional/NTIA 
Narrowband Directive of 1993, Compliance with DOI Directive for Digital/Encrypted Law 
Enforcement Operation and compliance with NPS Directors Order 15 (Wireless Spectrum 
Management).   
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The park has not been able to meet the increased needs and demands of the law enforcement 
program. Current staffing allows for minimal coverage and a reactive response to activity and 
incidents throughout the park. Visitation and use continue to increase, with new user groups 
wanting to enjoy and take advantage of the same area. Designation as an ICON park, serve to add 
another level of complexity to issues such as homeland security. Personnel are expected to work 
extended hours, maintain a higher degree of vigilance, maintain a higher degree of training and 
preparedness in addition to performing all other duties.  
 
Current Law Enforcement Staffing 
Organization: Chief Ranger reports to the Assistant. Superintendent for Operations, The chief 
ranger supervises three branch chiefs, Presidio Fire Chief, Fire Management Officer and the LE 
Operations Branch Chief. In addition, the Law Enforcement Specialist reports to the Chief 
Ranger.  
 
Twenty-three (23) permanent commissioned park ranger.  In addition, three (3) permanent 
positions are currently vacant. Two to three seasonal law enforcement ranger positions are filled 
as funding allows.   
 
One (1) Operations supervisor, currently vacant, is responsible for the day to day management of 
the law enforcement program. This position currently supervises five (5) Supervisory Park 
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Rangers and 18 patrol rangers, and two seasonal rangers.  Two of the patrol rangers are assigned 
Supervisory Lifeguard responsibilities during the months of March-October.   
 
One (1) TERM commissioned park ranger assigned to the special after-hours program on 
Alcatraz and funded by FEE DEMO monies is currently vacant.  
 
In FY2002, the law enforcement program received a base increase that was used to hire one 
additional supervisor and three field rangers.  
 
 

CURRENT LAW ENFORCEMENT STAFFING 
 FTE 
permanent commissioned park rangers 23 
permanent commissioned park rangers                                         vacant 2 
Operations supervisor                                                                     vacant 1 
Term commissioned park ranger (Alcatraz-Fee Demo)                 vacant 1 

  
Non-commissioned staff (including lifeguards) 5.2 

  
                                                                                                                 Total FTE 32.20 
  

 
 

VRAP-2003 
 FTE 
Law Enforcement Related Needs (LE, Resource Protection, Visitor Management) 48.69 
Support Needs 9.17 
  
                                                                                                                            Total FTE 57.86 
 
 
STAFFING NEEDS 
 FTE 
VRAP 57.86 
Current Staffing 32.20 
                                                                                                                            difference 25.66 
  
Staffing Needs 25.66 
 
 
 
1. Staffing Needs 
 
Chief Ranger-GS13/14 
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Budget Analyst-GS-9 
Secretary GS-5 (Serves division chief, assistant chief and special agent)   1 FTE 
Assistant Chief Ranger GS-13        1 FTE 
Special Agent GS-12          1 FTE 
The park has been unsuccessful in permanently establishing a special agent position, currently a 
025-11 ranger functions as the LE specialist and Investigator. Park management has not 
supported the re-establishment of this position. Internal and administrative investigations have 
been conducted by the LE Specialist, for the park and region, some being lengthy and 
complicated; this added work load has taken her away from other duties. Although the support 
has not been there, the workload is. A dedicated Special Agent would provide much needed 
expertise and the technical support to ensure complex investigations in cultural and natural 
resource violations are conducted in a professional and timely manner.  
Staff Ranger GS-11           1 FTE 
Payroll Clerk GS-4                  .86 FTE 
 
Supervisory Ranger GS-11 (Field operations and patrol supervision) (2 new positions) 2 FTE 
 
Park Ranger GS-9 (14 new positions) (Field operations, resource protection; patrol, SAR, 
EMS, Fire – including new marine patrol and Alcatraz law enforcement)            14 FTE 
 
Lifeguards                   4.8 FTE 
Staffing has decreased by approximately 30% while park acreage; resource management needs 
and responsibilities, building inventory and visitation have increased steadily and substantially. 
The San Mateo and East Fort Baker lands that were added this year have not brought an increase 
in funding or staffing. 
 
Consequences of funding gap: 

1. Park resources are under constant pressure due to intense visitation owing to the 
park’s proximity to an extremely dense urban center. 

2. Without a cadre of rangers knowledgeable of resources to monitor and 
professionally regulate park use, the resources continue to diminish in diversity, 
richness and value. 

3. Users are not educated at “point of resource impact” by rangers, contributing to 
the lack of awareness by visitors of resource values. 

4. Public exposure to hazardous environments goes unregulated, and visitors are 
more likely to sustain injury and death. 

5. Inadequate numbers of ranger staff that respond to emergency situations are at 
increased risk of injury. 

6. Crimes of both ignorance and intent against the resources increase, and rangers 
remain in a “reactive” mode, unable to prevent their occurrence. 

7. Activity by both opportunist and predatory criminals increase, resulting in the 
visiting public’s loss of, and damage to, their personal property. 

8. Lack of any consistent presence of rangers encourages greater degree of “acting 
out” by disruptive, violent and intoxicated visitors. 
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9. Rangers respond to potentially adversarial situations with inadequate back up, 
increasing their exposure to personal injury or liability. 

10. The park and agency is at greater risk of litigation for both public and employee 
torts. 

11. The organization remains in crisis and retention and recruitment of qualified 
rangers erodes further. 

12. Critical life and safety programs continue being under-funded, further 
demoralizing the remaining staff. 

13. Public support of the park’s programs and efforts to conserve its resources 
declines with concomitant impact on public and private funding. 

14. The “eyes and ears” volunteers, partners, and friends groups’ calls for service 
received delayed or no response. 

 
1. Marine Patrol Program. The park does not have the proper equipment and sufficient human 

resources to patrol, i.e. over harvest of marine resources from herring and other commercial 
fishing activities; habitat contamination and nesting disturbances of seabird colonies by 
commercial and tour boat operations; and illegal take of the marine mammal populations, on 
the waters above the submerged lands, coastal cliffs and offshore rocks along the park’s 
extensive bay shore and coastline, these resources remain at constant risk.  Based on the 
number of water-based visitors and the history of illegal activity by water-based visitors and 
commercial operations, we believe a staff of 3 for boat patrol is appropriate. 

 
 Establish an marine patrol program       
 Establish an estuarine reserve or protection zone along the north, west and southwest 

sides of  Alcatraz Island 
 To track the health of the aquatic habitats, physical and hydrologic processes need to 

be inventoried and monitored as well. 
 To ensure protection of park aquatic resources from external threats, a Stay-in-School 

position is proposed to interface with Resource Management, Public Affairs and 
Interpretation on developing public outreach information.   

 
2. Alcatraz Law Enforcement Operations 

There is insufficient LE staff to provide minimum coverage park wide and meet the 
increasing needs and demands on Alcatraz. Although only a 15-20 minute boat ride away, 
without a daily presence on the island, law enforcement situations must be handled by non 
law enforcement staff until they arrive. Transportation to and from the island is dependent on 
available agencies such as the U.S. Coast Guard and San Francisco Police. Prisoner 
transports have also occurred on the passenger ferry while transporting visitors, creating an 
unsafe and potentially dangerous situation. Staff  specifically assigned to the island enable us 
to have personnel that are familiar with the island, understand the operation and can develop 
a close working relationship with staff on the island, Blue and Gold Ferries and local law 
enforcement agencies.           
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3. Housing. The high cost of living in the Bay Area is a major deterrent in attracting and 
keeping highly qualified and experienced personnel.  A pay gap remains between other 
federal law enforcement journeyman level officers/special agents and municipality law 
enforcement agencies.  It has an adverse effect on recruiting, hiring and retention of 
employees.  Many employees have taken jobs with other agencies at substantially higher pay, 
quicker promotions and/or lower cost of living.  Others have either not applied for positions 
or have turned down offers at GGNRA because of these higher costs and lack of affordable 
housing.  The following recommendations, address current needs for law enforcement 
personnel that would also be met by providing housing.  

 
• Fort Baker 
This position is required to provide deterrence to crime in the Fort Baker area, a new 
area of the park.  This site has recently transferred over to the park, a conference center 
is slated to be developed using current structures and facilities, and construction is 
scheduled to start in the fall of 2003.  There are approximately 120 historic structures 
in the Fort Baker area, amounting to approximately 60,000 square feet.  A presence 
now reduces vandalism in the area, and a continued presence will better serve the 
many overnight guests at the future conference facility.  The City of Sausalito has 
specifically requested that the National Park Service consider retaining a law 
enforcement residence in the Fort Baker area. One of the park’s rescue boats is located 
at Station Golden Gate, 2 people needed for zodiac boat rescue operations.  Swimmer 
and soft-hull zodiac (Coast Guard does not have). Currently there is one law 
enforcement ranger living in this area, although a required occupant, the new project 
does not include a residence for a law enforcement ranger 

 

• Fort Miley 
Cliff rescues aquatic – nearest response to China Beach aquatic rescue equipment, 
deterrence octagon house could be vandalized, 24-hour parking lot in area. 

 
• Fort Funston 
This position is required to provide after-hours response to NPS lands south of Ocean 
Beach.  The 24-hour USPP patrol only covers areas north of Ocean Beach.   In addition, 
this ranger would be able to provide ocean-rescue response for victims of rip currents. A 
ranger presence at Fort Funston would discourage vandalism to the nearby historic 
buildings. With the eroding cliffs surrounding Fort Funston, this ranger would be able to 
quickly begin the coordination of a technical cliff-rescue effort from the Fort Funston area 
north to Fort Point. There are approximately 10-15 cliff rescues per year along these 
cliffs. 

 
• Sweeney Ridge 
This position is required to provide after-hours response to NPS lands south of Ocean 
Beach.  The 24-hour USPP patrol only routinely covers areas north of Ocean Beach.  
There have been requests by the San Francisco Water Department to have a Law 
Enforcement presence available for after-hours response on NPS lands next to SF 
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Watershed lands that are located in San Mateo County.  There has also been more land 
added to the southern end of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, with the inclusion of 
Pedro Point Headlands.  This area has had extensive habitat damage from illegal off-road 
use by motorcycles.   
 

4. Take Home Vehicles 
Suggest Public Safety personnel, including commissioned rangers be authorized take home 
vehicles. Currently, the U.S. Park Police furnishes take-home patrol vehicles to all of their sworn 
officers in order to respond to work in the event of a major disaster, This is a measure that many 
local public safety agencies have adopted. Currently only required occupancy personnel that are 
in law enforcement or fire are approved for take home vehicles.  Those living out of the park may 
be approved to take vehicles home during emergency situations.   

 
5. USPP/USPR Annual Workplan  
Recommend that operational needs be determined and a workplan developed by both command 
staffs to define annual goals and objectives.  The role of the U.S. Park Ranger and U.S. Park 
Police need to be clearly defined and monitored by park management.  This has been a long 
standing problem since the creation of the park, with ebbs and flows, but one which will not be 
resolved without positive management action.  The 2001 NAPA report recognized the overlap 
between the two agencies and suggested that USPP be pulled  
 
6. Long Term Facility Needs-Public Safety Facility (Presidio).   
Architectural Resources Group (ARG), together with a group of consultants, was retained in 
2001 to evaluate alternative building sites within the Presidio for a proposed Public Safety 
Facility to serve as the primary headquarters for USPP and Law Enforcement Rangers (LER) 
responsible for the public safety of visitors, residents and employees at GGNRA and Presidio.  
Planning for a permanent public safety facility started at the transfer of the Presidio in 1994, and 
to date buildings have been completed for the Communications Center and the Presidio Fire 
Department.  The Public Safety Facility will reflect staffing increases for the USPP and LER 
over the next twenty years, in accordance with estimated population growth at the Presidio.  The 
ARG group, together with Presidio Trust project manager, Chandler McCoy, assisted by NPS 
Michelle Rios and a project team including a structural engineer and cost estimator produced 
engineering design and construction site plans for four alternative site proposals.   The major 
components of the space requirements for the shared facility are: 

USPP Administration 
USPP Operations 
USPP Criminal Investigations 
USPP Property/ID Lab 
USPP Mounted Police 
LER Administration 
LER Operations 
Shared support facilities (sally port, prisoner processing, interview rooms, 
conference rooms, training rooms, copy/fax/supplies, restrooms, kitchen, physical 
fitness facilities, lockers/showers)  
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  Parking 
 

These shared facilities will also serve to centralize the USPR operation on the south, 
which is currently split between three disjointed office spaces in remote locations within 
the San Francisco area. 

 
Since both NPS and Trust have considerable planning to complete before any of the 
moves contemplated can be accomplished, including identifying fund sources, we 
recommend renewing conversations to move this project forward.  
 

7. Fort Baker Law Enforcement Facility.   
It is important to understand that the functions of public safety facilities are specialized and 
require specific spatial features and requirements.  Space allocations for specific law enforcement 
functions, adjacency matrixes to align those functions (i.e. prisoner holding areas next to 
interview room; weapon and ammunition storage in non-public access areas) and physical 
security considerations must be taken into account. The law enforcement ranger office space at 
Fort Cronkhite compromises these spatial needs and security requirements.  The law enforcement 
rangers are crammed into the current building space with a number of interpretative staff and the 
entire building is accessible by both NPS and non-NPS employees for use of the central 
mailroom and Xerox machine.  Sensitive property storage (weapons, night vision, Alco-sensors), 
prisoner interrogation and processing, and report writing are all seriously impacted. 

 
We recommend that a needs assessment be conducted to evaluate space needs and requirements 
for the proper work facility that includes needs of an expanding law enforcement program. Fort 
Baker should be considered as a possible location, if not for a full fledged facility, appropriate 
office and work space for law enforcement operations in the area. A facility in Fort Baker would 
provide for enhanced security to not only to the Fort Baker, Marin Headlands and the Golden 
Gate Bridge, but will provide increased response time to areas in West Marin or across the 
Bridge, if additional assistance is needed to San Francisco sites. 
 
8. Concurrent Legislative Jurisdiction Forts Baker, Barry and Cronkhite is needed.  To 

greatly improve the efficiency of the public safety and natural resources protection, the Field 
Solicitor has recommended that GGNRA seek to convert the Marin Headlands into 
concurrent criminal legislative jurisdiction.   

 
9. Counter-Narcotic Program. Drug eradication efforts within the park have been successful, 

despite the limited base funding and shortage of staff available to target the problem.  Since 
the inception of the park drug eradication program in 1989, our law enforcement rangers have 
handled over 380 cases resulting in over 200 citations/arrests.  Over 2, 800 plants, with a 
street value of several million dollars, have been eradicated.  We have worked with other 
Federal, state and local law enforcement agencies to support region-wide drug eradication 
efforts.  While marijuana cultivation on parklands in Marin County appeared to be down 
slightly from previous levels, it remains a serious problem.  The extent of marijuana 
cultivation in parklands in San Mateo County has not been sufficiently assessed due to lack 
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of funding and staff. After years of heavy use, the park’s TIE inventory here at Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area, the cache needs to be refreshed and updated.  Given the limited 
amount of base funding available to support our drug program, financial support from 
increased base funding is essential to the success of our program.  With the reduced special 
project money (Drug Funding) GGNRA has not received any funding from this source over 
the last several years. 

 
10. Boundary Survey and Geographic Information System (GIS) Mapping Program.  GIS 

provides maps that are integrated with data points, enabling the user to have much 
information at his/her fingertips.  Maps of the park boundaries overlaid with adjacent private 
and public land owners give the user visual and technical information that can prove 
invaluable assistance to patrol incident management, encroachment/trespasses and drug 
cultivation investigations.  There is no park GIS Specialist available to address these needs. 
Although the park does have GIS specialist on staff, most are funded on project money and 
not available to meet our needs. At least one fulltime GIS Specialist is necessary for a park 
this size if we are to attempt to obtain accurate maps.    

 
GIS hardware and software has become less expensive, faster and easier to use in the last 
several years.  However, certain program items are still very expensive (plotters, remote 
sensing software, GPS receivers) and can only be obtained through special funding.  In 
addition, as technology changes so fast, the park has not kept up with improvements in 
software and technology requiring additional funds.  
 
It is important that boundary information be available to users such as law enforcement 
personnel. The park currently has no focused or dedicated GIS unit, absent a full time 
position, support staff and updated equipment and software, an integrated and user friendly 
system is not possible. The GIS program has 5 elements:  
 Hardware and Software 
 Data Development 
 Applications (Data Use) 
 Training and Integration parkwide 
 GIS Planning. 
 

  
 

 
   

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

(b) (5)
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OFS/PMIS 
The OFS/PMIS narrative is not a component of the LENA, but should be a logical output of 
the Assessment. 
 
If out-of-park resources are part of the LENA process, their input into an OFS/PMIS narrative 
submission should be obtained.  Otherwise, the park should input the OFS submission directly. 
 
OFS Submissions currently on record. (Attached) 
5163A Provide Law Enforcement Services for Fort Baker-New Area-     $461,000 
5260A Provide Law Enforcement Services in San Mateo-                $497,000 
8782B Visitor Safety & Law Enforcement Services, Ocean Beach            $451,000 
8900A Provide National Security and Anti Terrorism Protection    $377,000 
11533A Provide Law Enforcement Services on Alcatraz                           $500,000 
8768A Investigate Criminal Resource Violations & Improve Protection $322,000 
 
 
 
 
GOGA LENA 2003.doc06/21/16 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area Dog Management Negotiated Rulemaking Assessment 
RFQ Recipients 

 

James Creighton Peter Bartleme 
Creighton & Creighton, Inc. Profile Strategies 
P.O. Box 1030 41 Carl Street 
Los Gatos, CA  95031 San Francisco, CA  94117 
(408) 354-8001 (415) 664-1503 
jim@CreightonandCreighton.com pb@prstrategies.com 

  
John Ford Julia Bott 
Association for Dispute Resolution San Mateo County Parks Foundation 
of Northern California 215 Bay Road 
318 Capricorn Avenue 
Oakland, CA 94611 

Menlo Park, CA 94025 
(650) 321-5812 

(510) 658-5524 Julia@supportparks.org 
johnford@mediate.com  
 Bennett Brooks 
John Gamman Rebecca Bryson 

Scott McCreary  CONCUR, Inc. 
501 Cedar Street, Suite B CONCUR, Inc. 
Santa Cruz, CA  95060 1832 Second Street 
(831) 457-1397 Berkeley, CA  94710 
jkg@concurinc.com (510) 649-8008 
 bennett@concurinc.net 
Helen Kang rebecca@concurinc.net 
Clifford Rechtschaffen scott@concurinc.net 

 Golden Gate University 
Gina Bartlett School of Law 
Center for Collaborative Policy 536 Mission Street 

 San Francisco, CA  94105 
San Francisco, CA  94117 (415) 442-6693 (H.K.) 
(415) 255-6805 (415) 442-6674 (C.R.) 

@pacbell.net hkang@ggu.edu 
 crechtschaffen@ggu.edu 
David Ceppos  
Eugenia Laychak  
John A. Folk-Williams 

 
Mel Kreimes 
Kreimes Associates 

Center for Collaborative Policy 9375 Helena Ave. 
1303 J Street, Suite 250 P.O. Box 938 
Sacramento, CA  95814 Santa Margarita, CA  93453 
(916) 341-3336 (D.C.) (805) 438-5232 
(916) 444-2161 (E.L.) mkreimes@thegrid.net 

 (916) 445-2079 (J.F.) 
J. Michael Harty dceppos@saclink.csus.edu 

elaychak@compuserve.com CDR Associates 
folkwill@ccp.csus.edu 1411 W. Covell Blvd., Suite 106, #307 

Davis, CA  95616 
(530) 297-7234 

jmharty@mediate.org 

p. 1 of 2 
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(b) (6)
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area Dog Management Negotiated Rulemaking Assessment 
RFQ Recipients 

 

p. 2 of 2 

Laurie C. McCann 
University of California Santa Cruz 
P.O. Box 1452  
Santa Cruz, CA 95061 
(831) 459-4606 
ombuds-lmc@ucsc.edu 
 
Austin McInerny 
Austin McInerny Consulting 

 
Berkeley, CA  94702 
(510) 219-0043 

@sbcglobal.net 
 
Bonnie Nixon 
Ben Strumwasser 
Public Affairs Management  
135 Main Street, #1600 
San Francisco, CA  94105 
(415) 227-1100  
b.nixon@pamsf.com 
strumwasser@pamsf.com 
 
John Racanelli 
Racanelli Partners Consulting 
P.O. Box 151019 
San Rafael, CA  94915 
(415) 453-5419 
john@racanellipartners.com  
 
Marie Rainwater 
Rainwater & Associates, LLC 
4052 Suter Street 
Oakland, CA 94619 
(510) 434-0665 
marie@rainwater-associates.com 
 
Harry Seraydarian 

 
Mill Valley, CA  94941 
(415) 389-8237 

@pacbell.net 

L. Scott Spears 
Law Office of L. Scott Spears, JD, MBA 
525 S. Main Street, Suite B 
Ukiah, CA 95482 
(707) 462-4606 
sspears@mindspring.com 
 
 
 
 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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Negotiated Rulemaking 
Initial Community Contacts for Convener - DRAFT 
(list of selected stakeholder representatives) 
 
PARENT 
 
First Name Last Name Affiliation Phone #  Fax #  Address E-mail Category 
 
Leslie  

 
Gordon 

 
 

   @stanforda
lumni.org 

Parents 
(walks her 
dog on leash) 

Kevin  Kendrick     
 

San Francisco, CA 
94129 

@pacbell.net Parent 

Mary Beth Wallace Coleman 
Advocates 

    Parent 

 
 
DOG ADVOCATE 
 
First Name Last Name Affiliation Phone #  Fax #  Address E-mail Category 
Kelley 
Anne  

Filson San Francisco 
SPCA 
(replaced Ed 
Sayres) 

415-554-3064 415-552-7041 2500 16th St. 
San Francisco, CA 
94103 

Kelleyanne@sfspca.org Dog 
Advocate 

Ed Sayres Executive Director, 
ASPCA 

(212) 876-7700 
 

 424 E. 92nd St 
New York, NY 
10128-6804 

 Dog 
Advocate 

Steve Cockerell SF City Dogs     Dog 
Advocate 

Mischa  Arp     
San Francisco, CA 
94131 

 Dog 
Advocate 
(walks dog 
on leash) 

Anne  Farrow SF Dog    
Pacifica, CA 94044 

@aol.com Dog 
Advocate 

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) 
(6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)(b) (6)

(b) (6)(b) (6)(b) (6)
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Martha  Walters Crissy Field 
Dogwalkers  

  t 
 

Corte Madera, CA 
94925 

 Dog 
Advocate 

Linda  MacKay Fort Funston Dog 
Walkers 

 
(home); 415-
507-6777 
(work) 

  
 

San Francisco, CA 
94134 

@earthlink.net Dog 
Advocate 

Jeri  Flinn  650-359-8008   @sbcglobal.net Dog 
Advocate 

Joan  Boothe Crissy Field Dog 
Group 

   
San Francisco, CA 
94115 

@aol.com Dog 
Advocate 

John  Keating     
Woodside, CA 
94062 

@aol.com Dog 
Advocate 

 
 
PARK VISITOR 
 
First Name Last Name Affiliation Phone #  Fax #  Address E-mail Category 
Pamela Aden     

 
San Francisco, CA 
94115 

 Park Visitor 
(without dog) 

 
 
EQUESTRIAN 
 
First Name Last Name Affiliation Phone #  Fax #  Address E-mail Category 
Dennis  Fluet      Horse rider 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6) (b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)(b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b
) 
(6
)

(b) (6)
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ENVIRONMENTAL 
 
First Name Last Name Affiliation Phone #  Fax #  Address E-mail Category 
Stephen  Krefting Executive Director, 

Presidio 
Sustainability 
Project 

415-826-3124  45 Montcalm St. 
San Francisco, CA 
94110-5357 

Skrefting@igc.org Environment
al 

Arthur  Feinstein Golden Gate 
Audubon 

  2530 San Pablo 
Ave., Suite G 
Berkeley, CA 94702 

@compuserve.com Environment
al 

Ruth  Gravanis Sierra Club – SF 
Bay Chapter (SF 
Group) 

   
San Francisco, CA 
94131 (home) 
 

   
San Francisco, CA 
94105 (SF Group)  

@earthlink.net Environment
al 

Brent  Plater Center for 
Biological 
Diversity 

(415) 436-9682 
x301 

 1095 Market Street 
Suite 511 
San Francisco, CA  
94103 

Bplater@biologicaldiver
sity.org 

Environment
al  

Kathy  Zagzebski Marine Mammal 
Center 

415-289-7337 415-289-7333 Fort Cronkite, Bldg. 
1065 
Sausalito, CA 94965 

Griffinb@tmmc.org Environment
al 

 
 
ELECTED OFFICIAL 
 
First Name Last Name Affiliation Phone #  Fax #  Address E-mail Category 
Dan  Bernal Office of 

Congresswoman 
Nancy Pelosi 

415-556-4862 415-861-1670 450 Golden Gate 
Avenue, 14th floor 
San Francisco, CA 
94102 

 Elected 
official  

 
 
 

(b) 
(6)

(b) 
(6)

(b) (6)(b) (6)(b) (6)
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AGENCY OFFICIAL 
 
First 
Name 

Last Name Affiliation Phone #  Fax #  Address E-mail Category 

Becky  Ballinger SF Recreation and 
Parks 

    Agency 
Official 

David  Hansen Marin Country 
Open Space 
District 

415507-2820   Dhansen@co.marin.ca.u
s 

Agency 
official 

 
 
OTHER 
 
First Name Last Name Affiliation Phone #  Fax #  Address E-mail Category 
Greg  Moore Executive Director, 

Golden Gate 
National Parks 
Conservancy 

415-561-3030, 
ext. 2228 

415-561-3003 Fort Mason, Bldg. 
201 
San Francisco, CA 
94123 

Gmoore@parksconserva
ncy.org 

Other (non-
profit support 
partner for 
GGNRA) 
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CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM 

 1 

________________________________________________________________________ 
MEMORANDUM 

 
To:  GGNRA Dog Management Negotiated Rulemaking    
 Leadership Team 
From:  GGNRA Dog Management Negotiated Rulemaking    
 Facilitation Team 
Subject: Lessons Learned Related to the Negotiated Rulemaking  

Process 
Date:  May 14, 2008 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The Facilitation Team has prepared a set of lessons learned from the GGNRA Dog 
Management Negotiated Rulemaking Process.  This is intended as a confidential, 
internal memorandum prepared for the purposes of assisting the National Park 
Service with future collaborative processes.   
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PREDECISIONAL – NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 

Barbara – 

The questions related to commercial dog walking are these: 

•  
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PREDECISIONAL – NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 

Barbara – 

The questions related to commercial dog walking are these: 

•  

 

   
 

  

 
  
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

(b) (5)
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8/31/07 

Draft Memorandum 
 
TO:  Chris Powell 
  GOGA DFO Dog Management Negotiated Rulemaking Committee 
 
 
FROM: Sarah Bransom 
  Project Manager 
 
SUBJECT: Summary of Conference Call Regarding Approach to Rulemaking 
 
 
Per your request, I have prepared this summary of our conversation with Barbara 
Goodyear, SOL, Pacific West Region; Mike Tiernan, SOL, WASO; Jerry Case, 
Regulatory Office, NPS, WASO; and Shirwin Smith, GOGA Management Assistant, 
regarding the approach to rulemaking for regulating off-leash dog walking at Golden 
Gate National Recreation Area (GOGA). 
 
The subject call was held on August 24, 2007.  Barbara Goodyear provided  

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

(b) (5)
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E XP E R I E N C E YO U R  AM E R I C A 

The National Park Service cares for special places saved by the American people so that all may experience our heritage. 

 

™ 

 

 

 

TO: Shirwin Smith, Chris Powell, and Marybeth McFarland   

FROM: Bill Merkle 

DATE: 11 July 2005  

RE: Areas for off-leash consideration  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Division of Planning  

and Technical Services 

Memorandum 
 

Golden Gate National 

Recreation Area 

Fort Mason, Building 201 

San Francisco, CA 94123 

 

415-561-4842 phone 

415-561-4854 fax 

(b) (5)
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The National Park Service cares for special places saved by the American people so that all may experience our heritage. 
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-Bill Merkle 
Wildlife Ecologist 
331-2894 
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The National Park Service cares for special places saved by the American people so that all may experience our heritage. 

 

National Park Service 

U.S. Department of the Interior 

Golden Gate  

National Recreation Area 

 
 

 Fort Mason, Building 201 

San Francisco, CA 94123 

 

415-561-4720 phone 

 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area  
 
N16 (GOGA-PASE) 
 
January 9, 2006 
 
 

nte 
 
 

 
Dear Dr. Valente: 
 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) has asked all proposed 
members of the Negotiated Rulemaking Committee for Dog Management to 
commit explicitly to written standards for participation. After 
reviewing your email of January 4, 2006, we are unable to determine 
whether you are willing to make the commitment required of all other 
proposed committee members. We offer the following response to your e-
mail in order to ensure there is no misunderstanding as you make your 
decision. Each italicized statement below is a quote from your January 
4, 2006 e-mail; we have prepared individual responses.   
 

“The NR as it is currently set out to proceed, is not in 
compliance with the current law as dictated by the Federal 
Court”.   

 
In June 2005, U.S. District Court Judge William Alsup upheld 
Magistrate Judge Elizabeth Laporte’s dismissal of three tickets issued 
at Crissy Field for off-leash dog violations. The grounds for the 
dismissal were that GGNRA had failed to follow federal regulations in 
making a change in use in 2002.  Judge Alsup effectively held that the 
GGNRA Advisory Commission’s 1979 Pet Policy governs off-leash use 
until such time as GGNRA completes a process for changing that policy 
that is consistent with federal requirements, should that step be 
taken. Judge Alsup did not replace the existing National Park Service 
(NPS) regulation regarding pets (36 CFR 2.15) with a new regulation, 
as you appear to suggest. His decision stated that the NPS could not 
initiate enforcement of the pet regulation in areas where voice-
control dogwalking was previously allowed without first going through 
rulemaking [36 CFR 1.5(b)]. Judge Alsup also stated that this ruling 
did not restrict GGNRA’s ability to protect resources following notice 
and comment pursuant to [36 CFR 1.5(b)]. 
 

“To say that the public and participants prefer NR to traditional 
agency rulemaking is a deceptive argument, as the third option 
has never even been presented.” 
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E XP E R I E N C E YO U R  AM E R I C A 

The National Park Service cares for special places saved by the American people so that all may experience our heritage. 

 

This statement is inaccurate. From the beginning of the negotiated 
rulemaking process GGNRA has made clear that agency rulemaking is an 
option, and that if a negotiated rulemaking effort were not successful 
the NPS would pursue agency rulemaking. The assessment report prepared 
by the mediators in 2004 was based on extensive interviews and 
concluded that there was significant support for negotiated rulemaking 
among diverse groups of stakeholders.  Given that existing federal 
regulations prohibit off-leash dogwalking in National Parks, most off-
leash advocates have signaled support for negotiated rulemaking as a 
mechanism for potentially continuing off-leash dog walking in GGNRA. 
 

“OBDOG has been treated differently than other participants.  The 
lack of good faith exhibited by many of the other groups who 
still sit at the table with their primary representative is 
obvious.  Your desire to keep these parties at the table despite 
their bad faith is also clear, and it is violative of the intent 
and spirit of NR.” 

 
This statement is not consistent with the facts. All prospective 
participants, including OBDOG, have been asked to abide by the same 
good faith standards. Any group that is unwilling to live by these 
standards will face the same choice. OBDOG is the only group proposed 
for participation on the committee that has actively worked against 
the negotiated rulemaking process through the petition posted on its 
web site. Despite this opposition, GGNRA has supported OBDOG’s 
continued participation so long as it is willing to abide by these 
standards.    
  

“It is clear from the exclusions to the NR process that the GGNRA 
does NOT intend to even try to resolve the longstanding and 
complex issues involving dog management in the GGNRA through NR.  
The controversial areas have all been excluded from the process.”  

 
This broad assertion is inaccurate. Most areas historically used for 
voice control dogwalking are still “on the table” for discussion 
during negotiated rulemaking from GGNRA’s perspective.  
 

“With respect to the OBDOG website, your demand that I censor the 
communications of the leadership of the group to the members of 
the group is unreasonable. You cannot obligate me to support the 
aspects of the NR process which are unlawful.  If you refuse to 
proceed with NR in a lawful manner, you cannot demand that the 
members of my group be prohibited from petitioning the government 
or the courts for the redress of their grievances.  This violates 
our First Amendment rights.”  

 
Your assertion of illegality lacks a foundation. Participation by a 
group or individual in the negotiated rulemaking process is voluntary, 
not a right.  It is GGNRA’s choice to use the negotiated rulemaking 
process and determine the appropriate makeup of the committee.  And it 
is expected as a sign of good faith that organizations commit their 
resources to supporting, not undermining, the negotiated rulemaking 
process.  If OBDOG, or any other group, has a stronger interest in 
continuing to criticize the process, on the web or elsewhere, 
certainly you are free to follow that path, but not as a committee 
member.  
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E XP E R I E N C E YO U R  AM E R I C A 

The National Park Service cares for special places saved by the American people so that all may experience our heritage. 

 

 
We remain committed to having a representative of OBDOG on the 
negotiated rulemaking committee assuming you and your organization are 
willing to comply with the good faith standards.  However, if you wish 
to be on the committee and work toward a consensus solution to the dog 
walking issue OBDOG must withdraw its petition to terminate the 
negotiated rulemaking process.  The petition is simply not consistent 
with good faith efforts to work collaboratively on a new rule.  
Likewise, it is essential to be able to communicate directly and be 
willing to discuss issues with National Park Service representatives, 
other stakeholders and the facilitators.   
 
We request your written response by close of business on January 11, 
2006. Your failure to respond in writing by that date, indicating your 
agreement with the standards, will constitute notice to GGNRA that you 
decline to participate as a member of the proposed Negotiated 
Rulemaking Committee for Dog Management. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
Brian O’Neill 
General Superintendent 
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DELIBERATIVE DRAFT – NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 
 

4/15/09 SSmith 
 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area Dog Management EIS 
Briefing for Jon Jarvis – Conclusions Reached  

April 15, 2009 
 
Attendees:  Jon Jarvis, Regional Director, Barbara Goodyear, Field Solicitor, David Jacobs, Environmental 

Protection Specialist, Brian O’Neill, Superintendent; Daphne Hatch, NR Division Chief;  Marybeth McFarland, Law 
Enforcement Specialist; Chris Powell, Public Affairs Specialist, Shirwin Smith, Management Assistant. 
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DELIBERATIVE DRAFT – NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 
 

4/15/09 SSmith 
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Pro’s / Con’s list for Rancho-specific public meetings 
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Conference call:  Wednesday, April 5, 2006 – 9:00 a.m. 

Call-in number:   then  

 

 

NPS:    Chris Powell, Howard Levitt, Judy Matthews (possible), Shirwin Smith 

FacTeam:   Greg Bourne, Mike Harty, Catherine McCracken 

 

 

PROPOSED AGENDA 

 

 

Planning for April 18 Committee meeting 

 Protocol on preparation and availability of meeting summaries (see below and 

attached) 

 Draft agenda for meeting (see attached) 

 Logistics (setup hollow square with alternates tables on side; public seating at 

end; NPS sound system; Funston room for Committee refreshments) 

 

 

Status of regular rulemaking 

 GGNRA areas involved and timetable 

 Relationship with Reg-Neg Committee 

 

 

Planning for May 15 Committee meeting 

 Draft FR notice text and list of agenda items for meeting (see attached draft 

agenda) 

 Deadline for review and submission to Washington (submit April 6 for 

publication April 28) 

 

 

Input from Solicitor’s Office regarding tour/s for Committee members 

 Information from Paula Lee 

 Decision re: next steps and timing 

 

 

Media outreach 

 Re: potential media outreach to publications like Woofer Times – Chris noted that 

the Committee hasn’t adopted guidelines on this  

 

 

Other issues 

 Question from Chris re:  what is the protocol to address inaccurate information on 

web sites of Committee members? 

 

 Email request received re: NPS taping Committee meetings – response?  
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Meeting summaries protocol 

 

1) Catherine takes notes at meetings and writes 1st draft, including list of attachments 

(attachments includes corrected versions of documents distributed at meetings (new 

revised date on document or track changes version), written public comments 

received by NPS at or after meeting, and copies of presentations made at meeting if 

handouts not distributed at meeting). 

 

2) Mike/Greg review and comment; Catherine revises to 2nd draft. 

 

3) 2nd draft to Chris Powell (coordinates circulation to and comments from other NPS 

staff) and specific sections to presenters (if necessary) to confirm accuracy of content; 

Catherine revises to 3rd draft. 

 

4)  3rd draft sent to Committee members and alternates in advance of next meeting with 

other meeting materials (with at least 7 days prior for review; for example, meeting 

materials out no later than 4/10/06 for 4/18/06 meeting). 

 

5) At meeting – Committee can accept summary without changes, accept with changes 

as made during meeting or postpone decision to next meeting; Catherine revises to 

final version if necessary. 

 

6) Final version is posted on GGNRA Planning, Environment and Public Comment 

(PEPC) web site at http://parkplanning/nps.gov/goga then click on Negotiated 

Rulemaking for Dog Management and added to documents available for public 

record copying as required by FACA. 
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Reg-Neg Committee Contact List 
(March 30, 2007; 
updated by Catherine McCracken) 
(**indicate s primary/19 members 
 * indicates alternate/19 members) 
 
1. Cynthia Adam * 
Crissy Field Dog Group 

@aol.com 
 (cell) 
 (h) 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
Healdsburg, CA 95448 
 
2. Carol Arnold * 
San Francisco Dog Owners Group 

@rcn.com 
 

cell) 
 
Mailing Address: 

 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
 
3. Gordon Bennett * 
Sierra Club (Local Chapter) 

@aol.com 
 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
Inverness, CA 94937 
 
4. Erin Brodie** 
Marine Mammal Center 
brodiee@tmmc.org 
415.289.7371 
 
Mailing Address: 
Marine Mammal Center 
Marin Headlands 
1065 Fort Cronkhite 
Sausalito, CA 94965 
 
 

 
5. Carol C. Copsey * 
CalDog 
ccopsey@gordonrees.com 

 (h) 
415.875.3243 (w) 
 
Mailing Address: 
Gordon & Rees LLP 
275 Battery Street, Suite 2000 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
 
6. Betsey Cutler * 
Former member of GGNRA Citizens 
Advisory Commission  

@aol.com 
 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
Mill Valley, CA 94941 
 
7. Anne Farrow * 
Pacifica Dog Walkers 

@aol.com 
 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
Pacifica, CA 94044 
 
8. Arthur Feinstein** 
Environmentalist (Birdwatching) 

@earthlink.net 
 (h) 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
 
9. Gary Fergus** 
CalDog 
GFergus@ferguslegal.com 
415.537.9032 (o) 

 (h) 
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Mailing Address: 
 

San Francisco, CA 94115 
 
10. Jeri Flinn** 
Pacifica Dog Walkers 

@sbcglobal.net 
 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
Pacifica, CA 94044 
 
11. Joe Hague** 
ProDog 

@aol.com 
 (work/cell) 
 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
San Francisco, CA 94124 
 
12. Mark Heath** 
California Native Plant Society 

@jubata.com 
 

 
Mailing Address: 

   
San Francisco, CA 94107 
 
13. Steve Hill * 
Marin Humane Society 
shill@marinhumanesociety.org 
415.506.6206 
 
Mailing Address: 
Marin Humane Society 
171 Bel Marin Keys Blvd. 
Novato, CA 94949 
 
14. Karin Hu * 
Fort Funston Dog Walkers 

@yahoo.com or 
khu@ccsf.edu 

 
 
Mailing Address: 
#L210, Dept. of Behavioral Science 
City College of San Francisco 
50 Phelan Avenue 
SF, CA 94112 
 
15. Michelle Jesperson * 
S. F.  League of Conservation Voters 

@stanfordalumni.org 
650.691.1200 x568 
 
Mailing Address: 

   
San Francisco, CA 94110 
 
16. Paul Jones** 
Former member of GGNRA Citizens 
Advisory Commission 

@sbcglobal.net 
 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
Pacifica, CA 94044 
 
17. Laurie Kennedy-Routhier** 
San Francisco SPCA 
lrouthier@sfspca.org 
415.554.3064 
 
Mailing Address: 
San Francisco SPCA 
2500 – 16th Street 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
 
18. Steven Krefting** 
S. F.  League of Conservation Voters 

@igc.org 
 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
San Francisco, CA 94110-5357 
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19. Norman LaForce** 
Sierra Club (Local Chapter) 

@comcast.net 
 (h) 

415.227.2322 (o) 
 (cell) 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
El Cerrito, CA 94530 
 
20. Howard Levitt * 
National Park Service 
howard_levitt@nps.gov 
415.561.4759 
 
Mailing Address: 
NPS/GGNRA 
Fort Mason, Bldg. 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
 
21. Bruce Livingston ** 
Senior Action Network 
brucel@marininstitute.org 
415.257.2480 
 
Mailing Address: 
24 Belvedere Street 
San Rafael, CA   94901 
 
22. Cindy Machado** 
Marin Humane Society 
cmachado@marinhumanesociety.org 
415.506.6209 or  (cell) 
 
Mailing Address: 
Marin Humane Society 
171 Bel Marin Keys Blvd. 
Novato, CA 94949 
 
23. Keith McAllister** 
San Francisco Dog Owners Group 

@yahoo.com 
 

 
Mailing Address: 

Keith McAllister 
 

Oakland, CA  94611 
 
24. Linda McKay**  
Fort Funston Dog Walkers 

@pobox.com 
 (h) 
 (cell) 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
San Francisco, CA 94134 
 
25. Jeff Miller * 
Center for Biological Diversity 
jmiller@biologicaldiversity.org 
415.436.9682 x303 
 
Mailing Address: 
Center for Biological Diversity 
San Francisco Bay Area Office 
1095 Market Street, Suite 511 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
 
26. Joanne Mohr *   
Farallones Marine Sanctuary 
Association 
jmohr@farallones.org 
415.561.6625 x307 
 
Mailing Address: 
Farallones Marine Sanctuary 
Association 
The Presidio 
P.O. Box 29386 
San Francisco, CA 94129 
 
27. Elizabeth Murdock *  
Golden Gate Audubon 
emurdock@goldengateaudubon.org  
510.843.9912 
 
Mailing Address: 
Golden Gate Audubon Society 
2530 San Pablo Avenue, Suite G 
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Berkeley, CA 94702 
 
28. Bob Planthold * 
Senior Action Network 

@juno.com 
 

 
Mailing Address: 
3400 – 16th Street, #306 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
 
29. Brent Plater**  
Center for Biological Diversity 
bplater@ggu.edu 
415.369.5336 (Golden Gate University) 
415.436.9682 ext. 301 (CBD) 
 
Mailing Address: 
Golden Gate University 
Environmental Law & Justice Clinic 
536 Mission Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105-2698 
 
30. Christine Powell** 
National Park Service 
chris_powell@nps.gov 
415.561.4732 
 
Mailing Address: 
NPS/GGNRA 
Fort Mason, Bldg. 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
 
31. Holly Prohaska  * 
Mar Vista Stables 

@tetratech.com 
 (h) 

415.974.1221 (o) 
 
Mailing Address: 

 
Pacifica, CA 94044 
 
32. David Robinson** 
Coleman Advocates for Youth 

@pacbell.net 

 (h) 
510.987.9748 (o) 
 
Mailing Address: 

 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
 
33. Christine Rosenblat * 
San Francisco SPCA 
crosenblat@sfspca.org 
415.901.6652 
 
Mailing Address: 
Public Information Dept. 
San Francisco SPCA 
2500 – 16th Street 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
 
34. Jake Sigg * 
California Native Plant Society 

@earthlink.net 
 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
San Francisco, CA 94122 
 
35. Donna Sproull * 
ProDog 

@gmail.com 
 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
San Francisco, CA 94117 
 
36. Judy Teichman** 
Marinwatch (Equestrian) 

@California.com 
 

 
Mailing Address: 

 
San Francisco, CA 94115-1832 
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37. Marybeth Wallace * 
Coleman Advocates for Youth 
marybeth@wallaceremodeling.com 

 
 
Mailing Address: 

 
San Francisco, CA 94131 
 
38. Martha Walters**  
Crissy Field Dog Group 

@aol.com 
 

 
Mailing Address: 

  
San Rafael, CA 94901 
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GGNRA REG-NEG COMMITTEE E-MAIL LIST 
 
ALL (includes all Technical Subcommittee Members): 
 

@earthlink.net, bplater@ggu.edu, emurdock@goldengateaudubon.org, 
brodiee@tmmc.org, @aol.com, @earthlink.net, 
jmiller@biologicaldiversity.org, jmohr@farallones.org, heathman@jubata.com, 

@stanfordalumni.org, @comcast.net, skrefting@igc.org, 
@aol.com, C.Arnold@rcn.com, @aol.com, @gmail.com , 

GFergus@ferguslegal.com, "Jeri Flinn" @sbcglobal.net>, "Joe Hague" 
@aol.com>, "Karin Hu" @yahoo.com>, < 

@yahoo.com>,< @pobox.com>, @aol.com>, 
<CCopsey@gordonrees.com>, < lrouthier@sfspca.org>, 

@aol.com>, @juno.com>, <BruceL@marininstitute.org>,  
<crosenblat@sfspca.org>, <cmachado@marinhumanesociety.org>, 
< @pacbell.net>, <holly.prohaska@tetratech.com>, < @California.com>,  
<marybeth@wallaceremodeling.com>, <jones.paul@epa.gov>, 
<shill@marinhumanesociety.org>, <howard_levitt@nps.gov>, chris_powell@nps.gov, 
< @baumer.us>, @aol.com>, 
 
 
By Caucus: 
 
"Arthur Feinstein" < @earthlink.net>, "Brent Plater" <bplater@ggu.edu>, 
"Elizabeth Murdock" <emurdock@goldengateaudubon.org>, "Erin Brodie" 
<brodiee@tmmc.org>, "Gordon Bennett" < @aol.com>, "Jake Sigg" 

@earthlink.net>, "Jeff Miller" <jmiller@biologicaldiversity.org>, "Joanne 
Mohr" <jmohr@farallones.org>, "Mark Heath" @jubata.com>, "Michelle 
Jesperson" @stanfordalumni.org>, "Norman LaForce" @comcast.net>, 
"Steven Krefting" <skrefting@igc.org>, 
 
"Anne Farrow" < @aol.com>, "Carol Arnold" < C.Arnold@rcn.com>, 
"Cynthia Adam" @aol.com>, "Donna Sproull" < @gmail.com >, 
"Gary Fergus" <GFergus@ferguslegal.com>, "Jeri Flinn" < @sbcglobal.net>, 
"Joe Hague" < @aol.com>, "Karin Hu" < @yahoo.com>, "Keith 
McAllister" < @yahoo.com>, "Linda McKay" @earthlink.net>, 
"Martha Walters" @aol.com>, "Carol C. Copsey" 
<CCopsey@gordonrees.com>, “Laurie Kennedy-Routhier”< lrouthier@sfspca.org>, 
 
 
"Betsey Cutler" @aol.com>, "Bob Planthold" @juno.com>, 
"Bruce Livingston" <BruceL@marininstitute.org>, "Christine Rosenblatt" 
<crosenblat@sfspca.org>, "Cindy Machado" <cmachado@marinhumanesociety.org>, 
"David Robinson" @pacbell.net>, "Holly Prohaska" 
<holly.prohaska@tetratech.com>, "Judy Teichman" < @California.com>, "Marybeth 
Wallace" <marybeth@wallaceremodeling.com>, "Paul Jones" <jones.paul@epa.gov>, 
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"Steve Hill" <shill@marinhumanesociety.org>, <howard_levitt@nps.gov>, 
chris_powell@nps.gov 
 
“Jane Woodman” @baumer.us>, “Levon Sagatelyan” < @aol.com>, 
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Background Information for Participation on a  
GGNRA Dog Management Negotiated Rulemaking Committee 

 
Name:  Gordon Bennett 
 
Organization: Sierra Club (Alternate) 
 
Contact information:  

 
 Inverness, CA  94937 
Tel   
 @aol.com 
Marin Resident since '85, Bay Area since '68 
 
Personal Background Related to GGNRA and Dog Management Issues: 
♣ GGNRA Citizens Advisory Commission: ’00-‘02 

In my role on the federal Commission, I have heard the entire public testimony 
re the off-leash issue and have read the many letters sent to GGNRA on it.  My 
personal opinion is that both the off-leash advocates and GGNRA have points 
in their favor and points not so.   In this regard, I am personally what might be 
called a “moderate” in between the hard-core positions. 

  
♣ Gulf of the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary BeachWatch/SEALS:’93- 
National Marine Sanctuary Association Volunteer of the Year Award ’03: 

As a volunteer of GFNMS, I participated in several programs intended to 
moderate between human use and wildlife use, particularly clamming/fishing 
activities that were increasing harbor seal pup mortality.  These programs 
showed that at these study sites, with appropriate education and volunteer 
effort, dual use was possible.     

 
♣ Marin County Open Space District Wildlife Disturbance Subcommittee:’98-‘03 

Representing the Sierra Club, I worked with representatives from the kayaking 
trade and regulatory agencies to create a cooperative framework to educate 
kayakers about potential negative impacts from certain of their activities on 
birds and seals.   
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Erin Brodie is the Stranding Coordinator at The Marine Mammal Center.  In that capacity, she 
oversees the rescues of stranded seals, sea lions, whales, dolphins, porpoises, sea otters, and sea 
turtles along the central and northern California coast, including within the GGNRA.  She 
maintains a database of information on stranded animals, and produces regular reports on 
strandings to the National Marine Fisheries Service and miscellaneous other organizations.  She 
has worked for The Center since 1999 and currently resides in the Marin Headlands, part of the 
GGNRA.  Mrs. Brodie has a BS in ecology and evolutionary biology from the University of 
Arizona.  Contact information:  work phone (415) 289-7371, fax (415) 289-7376, e-mail: 
brodiee@tmmc.org. 
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Background Information for Participation on a GGNRA Dog Management 
Negotiated Rulemaking Committee 

 
Name:  Carol C. Copsey 
 
Contact Information:   
Gordon & Rees LLP 
275 Battery Street, Suite 2000 
San Francisco, CA  94111 
email:  ccopsey@gordonrees.com 
Telephone:   Home 
415/875-3243 (office) 
415/986-8054 (fax) 
 
Personal Background Related to GGNRA and Dog Management Issues: 
My professional experience for the past 18 years is as a private attorney specializing in 
employment law on behalf of management.  I have worked as a Judicial Attorney for both 
a California appellate court in Sacramento and a Justice of the Nevada Supreme Court.  
During law school, I also worked in the U.S. Attorney's Office, working in the Criminal 
Division in the San Francisco office, assisting in prosecuting petty misdemeanors.  I 
attended the University of the Pacific, attaining a B.A. degree from the undergraduate 
division in 1979, and a J.D. from McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento in 1983. 
 
In the last ten years, I have volunteered primarily for women's bar organizations.  I am a 
recent Past President of California Women Lawyers, a statewide nonprofit organization 
dedicated to advancing women in the legal profession.  Leading a Board of Directors 
comprised of 35 strongly opinionated and outspoken lawyers and judges from diverse 
geographic regions of California, I successfully navigated competing interests to reach 
consensus on contested topics about which CWL advocated, frequently on emotionally 
hot issues such as abortion.  I am also a Past President of San Francisco Women Lawyers 
Alliance, a local women's bar organization that, while I was President, was instrumental 
in the establishment of the "Children's Waiting Room" in the SF Civic Courthouse.  This 
is a facility that children (often indigent) visit while their families use the courthouse to 
litigate on subjects that are unsuitable for children to witness.  This project required 
fundraising, coordination with architects, judge's committees, and others. 
 
I have lived in SF adjacent to the Presidio for 18 years and use the Presidio trails and 
Marin headlands for dog walking and other recreation.  I know the community of people 
both with and without dogs that are Crissy Field and Presidio trail users.  I have 
advocated in GGNRA Advisory Commission hearings for people with dogs, and I am a 
member of SF Dog.  I am also an active member of the Marin Humane Society, and have 
volunteered in its SHARE animal-assisted therapy program, taking my dog to visit 
elderly and disabled patients in health care facilities in Marin.  
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Background Information for Participation on a GGNRA Dog Management 
Negotiated Rulemaking Committee 

 
 
NAME:  Daniel T. Crain 
 
TITLE:  President of the San Francisco SPCA.   
 
CONTACT INFORMATION: 
dcrain@sfspca.org 
gmcelmurry@sfspca.org  (Executive Assistant) 
crosenblat@sfspca.org (Public Information) 
 
ORGANIZATION:  The San Francisco SPCA 
The SF/SPCA is a private, non-profit organization dedicated to saving San Francisco’s 
homeless dogs and cats.  The SF/SPCA programs and services include a Community 
Veterinary Hospital, Adoption Services, a Spay/Neuter Clinic, Feral Cat Assistance 
Program, a Hearing Dog Program, Humane Education, Animal Assisted Therapy, the 
Academy for Dog Trainers, dog behavior and training classes, counseling and support 
services, a pet loss support group, and foster care services. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Daniel Crain has been President of The SF/SPCA since 2003.  He joined the 
organization in 1999 as Director of Human Resources and was named Vice President in 
2000.  As President he is responsible for The SF/SPCA’s annual budget of more than 
$11 million, the day-to-day operations of 150 employees, and nearly 1,000 active 
volunteers.  He is also responsible for shepherding the new Leanne B. Roberts Medical 
Center through every phase of its development. 
 
During his tenure as Vice President, Crain was instrumental in streamlining the 
operations of The SF/SPCA Community Veterinary Hospital, improving efficiency and 
financial performance, and creating a sustainable model to support the charitable 
veterinary services of the organization.  He also played a key role in maintaining and 
strengthening the partnership between The SF/SPCA and San Francisco Animal Care & 
Control, a pioneering alliance that has helped make San Francisco the nation’s safest 
city for homeless dogs and cats. 
 
Daniel Crain came to The SF/SPCA with 19 years of leadership and management 
experience.  He holds a degree in Hotel & Restaurant Management from Cal Poly in 
Pomona, California, and is a graduate of the Harvard Business School’s Strategic 
Perspectives in Nonprofit Management, and its Performance Measurement for Effective 
Management on Nonprofits.  He is also part of an ongoing Harvard Study Group on 
Nonprofit Management.  He lives in San Francisco and is owner/guardian/foster parent 
to five previously homeless shelter dogs – Max, Simon, Sweet Pea, Buster and Rocky, 
as well as a verbose Senegal parrot named Eli. 
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Background Information for Participation on a  
GGNRA Dog Management Negotiated Rulemaking Committee 

  
Name:  Betsey P. Cutler 
 
Organization: Former GGNRA Citizen’s Advisory Commission (alternate) 
 
Contact information:  

 
Mill Valley California 94941 

 
 

@aol.com 
 
Personal Background Related to GGNRA and Dog Management Issues:  
Bay Conservation and Development Commissioner 
GGNRA Citizens Advisory Commissioner (prior to the sunset) 
 
I served on the Mill Valley City Council for 7 years, serving two years as Mayor.  During 
that time we struggled for 2 years over the "dog issue".  There were many public 
hearings, committee meetings before a compromise solution was reached which resulted 
in a large dog park within the Bay Front Park in Mill Valley.   
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Background Information for Participation on a  
GGNRA Dog Management Negotiated Rulemaking Committee 

  
Name:  Anne Farrow 
 
Organization: Pacifica Dog Walkers 
 
Contact information:  

 
Pacifica, CA  94044.   

   
@aol.com 

 
Personal Background Related to GGNRA and Dog Management Issues: 
Former teacher & educational sales manager.  Familiar with GGNRA lands in Marin & 
San Francisco as a hiker accompanied by family dogs (since long before the areas were 
part of GGNRA).  Active in organizing & attending Fort Funston clean-ups monthly 
since 1997.  Interested in preserving traditional recreational use of lands the GGNRA has 
added in San Mateo County (and plans to add). Accomplished wildflower photographer.  
Have an extensive collection of photos showing Fort Funston recent history as well as 
other GGNRA lands (and am willing to continue to photograph & share photos of any/all 
of the GGNRA). 

Organizations: PDOG (Pacifica Dog Owners Group), member; SFDOG (San Francisco 
Dog Owners Group), exec committee member, FFDW (Fort Funston Dog Walkers), 
board member, CalDOG (California Dog Owners Group), founding board member. (I 
assume you want dog groups, not all the other groups of which I am a member?) 
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Background Information for Participation on a 
GGNRA Dog Management Negotiated Rulemaking Committee 

 
Name:   Arthur Feinstein 
Organization:  Golden Gate Audubon Society 
Contact information: phone: 510-843-6551; fax: 510-843-5331;  
        cell phone:  
                             email: afeinstein @goldengateaudubon.org 

 
Personal Background Related to GGNRA and Dog Management Issues: 
As Golden Gate Audubon Society’s staff Director of Conservation (and previously 
Executive Director of Golden Gate Audubon Society for 10 years and previous to that 
volunteer Conservation Chair for 10 years), I have had many interactions with GGNRA. 
We worked collaboratively with GGNRA in supporting the Crissy Field Wetland 
Restoration Project as well as other projects. 
 
Extensive experience in negotiated disputes: 
Member, Governor Wilson’s Wetland Consensus Group 
Participant in resolving dredging issues through Long Term Management Strategy 
Participant in the successful, facilitated 5-year Estuary Project 
Reached settlement with developer on the Gateway, Orinda project 
Reached settlement with off-leash dog community over Golden Gate Audubon’s Save the 
Quail Campaign 
 
In my 25 years of conservation work I have, as indicated above, taken part in many 
facilitated and negotiated processes. Some successful, such as the Gateway, Orinda 
settlement, the Estuary Project, and the LTMS, and some not successful, such as the 
Governor’s Wetland Consensus ( a difficult issue that no one has yet resolved, at least we 
all talked congenially and left with a better understanding of each other’s positions).  
 
I played a pivotal role in settling a 14-year dispute over a development in Orinda, CA that 
resulted in the developer getting to build on 215 acres of land while dedicating 1400 
acres to wildlife habitat and $1 million for future conservation programs. 
 
I have been personally very active in the off-leash dog controversy. I helped find the 
practical solution to the off-leash dog community’s concerns over Golden Gate 
Audubon’s Save the Quail Campaign in City parks. This program is now moving 
peacefully forward. 
  
I now serve on the SF Recreation and Parks Dog Advisory Committee that is busy 
establishing off-leash dog play areas. 
 
I believe that all of the above indicates my ability to work successfully with people who 
differ in their opinions of how to resolve specific issues. My familiarity with the off-leash 
dog issue will prove very useful in these negotiations.  
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Background Information for Participation on a 
GGNRA Dog Management Negotiated Rulemaking Committee 

Name:   Gary Fergus  
Organization:  Presidio Walkers 
Contact information:  Business address:  Fergus, a law firm, 595 Market Street, Suite 2430, San Francisco, 
California 94105 (415) 537-9032(o) (415) 537-9038(fax) gfergus@ferguslegal.com.  Home address:  

, San Francisco 94115 . 
Personal Background Related to GGNRA and Dog Management Issues: 

I have lived adjacent to the Presidio for almost 25 years, long before it was part of the GGNRA.  I 
started with daily runs on the social paths, progressed to running with a jogging stroller for our children on 
those same paths.  More recently, I have resorted to walks in the Presidio with our dogs.  Over this period, I 
have had the opportunity to see the daily use of the Presidio change from a military base to a park, 
improvements in places like Julius Kahn, and steps taken to preserve endangered species.  There is a regular 
community of Presidio trail users who rely upon the social trails as part of their daily lives.  Some have dogs--
others do not.  One common denominator, however, that I have observed is how each of these Presidio trail 
users treasure their access to the social trails and have worked as a matter of courtesy and respect to protect  
each others’ solitude and to peacefully co-exist.  It is that spirit of cooperation and respect for others and the 
Presidio that I believe I can bring to the negotiated rule making process. 

I have been an active participant in various activities that affect the Presidio and its social trails. I was an 
active participant in the January 2001 hearing before GGNRA Advisory Commission where the 1979 off leash 
dog walking policy was debated.  Since then I have been an active participant in the various meetings and 
efforts that led to the proposed negotiated rule making.  Other activities include my participation in the William 
Kent society, which is part of the Golden Gate National Park Conservancy and a supporter of the Trails Forever 
program.   In addition, last year when the Presidio was working on the Presidio Trails and Bikeways Master 
Plan and Environmental Assessment, I submitted written comments and specific suggestions for preservation of 
social trails that would help preserve the balance among uses of the Presidio, as well as the natural habitat.  I 
was extremely concerned that the “one size fits all uses” trail model being proposed for the Presidio would be 
detrimental to many Presidio trail users.  As a regular visitor to Crissy Field, I have seen the conflicts between 
high speed bicycles, strollers, toddlers, runners, elderly infirm walkers and dog walking on the single use 
crushed gravel path along the shoreline.  By contrast, the existing social trails in the Presidio allow for 
dispersion of users and minimize these conflicts.  I made specific suggestions on how to accommodate all users 
in the Historic Forest, Lovers Lane and Inspiration Point areas of the Presidio.  I believe the negotiated rule 
making process, at a minimum, will have to make similar compromises and will provide guidance to the 
Presidio Trust on how to accommodate all of these competing interests within the Presidio.   

I am a trial lawyer by training and fully understand litigation as a forum for resolving disputes.  I firmly 
believe, however, that the only practical process that will work to resolve conflicting views on the appropriate 
continued uses, for as complex a park as the GGNRA and the Presidio, is one of compromise with all of the 
interests represented and committed to finding a lasting solution.  I concur in the analysis written by Lisa 
Benton in her book The Presidio, From Army Post to National Park, Northeastern Press, 1998 at p. 200: 

The Presidio, of course challenged many with its complexity.  It is simultaneously a nature park, a 
culture park, and a recreation area.  * * * Some observers believe the Presidio represents the prototype 
of contradictions and challenges that future national parks will face.  America’s wilderness is, for the 
most part protected.  This means that future additions to the national park system are likely to be more 
complex in character: partially developed, mixed use sites, maybe urban in location, and perhaps 
environmentally contaminated to some degree.  These realities are at odds with predominate park ideals 
and might generate the same type of heated debate and controversy evidenced in the struggle for the 
Presidio.  The biography of the Presidio—its history as an Army post, its relationship with the City of 
San Francisco, the recent conversion planning process, and the struggle to win legislation for the 
Presidio Trust—has engaged many in a debate that sought to rethink and reconcile nature/culture and 
city/park.  It challenges us to reconsider our biases and assumptions, our tendencies to classify and 
divide the world.  It is not a finished product but an ongoing process. 

I believe I have the skill set, commitment and desire to make the negotiated rule making process a success and 
to be part of the “ongoing process” for the Presidio.   
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Background Information for Participation on a 
GGNRA Dog Management Negotiated Rulemaking Committee 

 
 
Name: Jeri Eaton Flinn 
 
Organization:   the former P-Dog  (Pacifica),  Pacifica’s Environmental Family  (PEF) 
 
Contact information:  phone:     
           e-mail: @sbcglobal.net 
           address:  ., Pacifica,  CA  94044  
 
Personal Background Related to GGNRA and Dog Management Issues: 
 
• I was one of the leaders of P-Dog in Pacifica, where we negotiated suitable off-leash 

dog walking areas on Pacifica beaches.  In this process, I did a lot of research and 
talked to experts about dogs, safety and the environment.  I’ve also attended (at the 
GGNRA’s invitation) several meetings about dog issue and have been a 
spokeswoman at several forums. 

 
• I was one of a small team that fought to keep Mori Point as open space and helped 

raise nearly $100,000 within four weeks as good faith money toward the purchase.  
 
• I have volunteered pulling non-native vegetation at Ft. Funston and other locations in 

Pacifica.  The PEF regularly removes non-native vegetation on Pacifica State Beach; 
I’ve made offers to Sue Gardner on several occasions to be a resource for providing 
possible volunteers for her GGNRA projects. 

 
• I’ve raised Guide Dogs, which provided a lot of training about animal behavior.  I 

also was a volunteer for Wildlife Rescue, a wildlife rescue and rehabilitation 
nonprofit in Palo Alto for four years. 

 
• I’m president of an environmental group (PEF) focused on enhancing and 

maintaining our local environment through education, restoration, and providing 
solutions (such as buying and distributing ashtrays throughout town to reduce 
cigarette butt litter). 
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Christine W. Griffith 
Stoel Rives LLP 

 
San Francisco, CA  94104 

 
cwgriffith@stoel.com 

 
 
Chris Griffith is a principal in the firm’s San Francisco office and represents 
property owners, business concerns and public agencies in a variety of land use, 
litigation and environmental matters.  Chris’ expertise is in the areas of zoning and 
planning, California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and California Coastal 
Act.  She assists residential, commercial and industrial developers in obtaining 
permits and conducting environmental review for their projects.  Her experience 
includes siting of renewable energy projects, such as wind farms.  Chris also litigates 
land use matters.  In addition, Chris has experience with wetlands and endangered 
species, brownfields and the regulation of contaminated property under CERCLA 
and RCRA.  She counsels companies in compliance with federal and state 
environmental laws including the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act and EPCRA, as 
well. 
 
Chris is on the board of the Crissy Field Dog Group and has been an active 
participant in off-leash dog issues in San Francisco for the past five years, including 
attending public hearings and submitting comments on National Park service off-
leash dog management.  She has a thirteen year-old female black Labrador 
retriever. 
 
Education: 
J.D. with honors, Stanford Law School, 1997 
B.B.A. with honors, University of Miami, 1990 
 
Professional Activities: 
Member, Bar Association of San Francisco; member, California Bar Association 
member, American Bar Association; member, The Commonwealth Club; member, 
Urban Land Institute. 
 
Admissions: 
State Bar of California 
U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth District 
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Background Information for Participation on a GGNRA Dog                         
Management Negotiated Rulemaking Committee 

Name:  Joe Hague 

Organization:  ProDog 

Contact information:  Work/Cell – , Home –  

Personal Background Related to GGNRA and Dog Management Issues:   

I attended Merritt College in Oakland and am a graduate of the American 
Institute of Animal Sciences (AIAS) with a certification in dog training and 
canine behavior modification.  I have 15 years experience managing a diverse 
group of employees in a retail shipping and receiving environment. 

I currently am a professional dog walker in San Francisco, and have been since 
1998.  I am a frequent user of the GGNRA lands, particularly Fort Funston.   

I am a member of the following organizations:  ProDog, SFDog, Ft. Fun Dog, 
Sierra Club, Association of Pet Dog Trainers (APDT provides continuous 
education in dog training and behavior modification), and the Association of 
Companion Animal Behavior Counselors (ACABC), the Marine Mammal 
Center and the Monterey Bay Aquarium.   

I have a possess a love of dogs, nature and the San Francisco/Bay Area and I 
am confident that my background as a professional dog walker/canine trainer 
and behavior counselor can bring a unique and valuable perspective to the 
committee.                                                                                                                     
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